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6.6.3

Special Reports

Special reports shall be submitted to the Regional Administrator, Region II, within the time period specified
for each report. These reports shall be submitted covering the activities identified below pursuant to the
requirements of the applicable reference specification:
a.

(Not Used)

b.

(Not Used)

c.

(Not Used)

d.

Reactor Coolant System Surveillance,
Inservice Inspection, Specification 4.2.1
Reactor Vessel Specimen, Specification 4.2.4

e.

Reactor Building Surveillance,
Containment Leakage Tests, Specification 4.4.1

f.

Structural Integrity Surveillance,
Tendon Surveillance, Specification 4.4.2.2

g.

(Not Used)

h.

(Not Used)

Oconee 1,2,and 3
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Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

3.7.0

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

TS 3.7.0

Entry into operational conditions (e.g., HOT SHUTDOWN, COLD SHUTDOWN)
specified in the Applicability shall not be made when the requirements of TS 3.7 are not
met, unless the associated ACTIONS for the operational condition to be entered permit
continued operation in the specified condition for an unlimited period of time.
This specification shall not prevent changes in the operational conditions specified in the
Applicability which are required to comply with ACTIONS.
Other exceptions to this specification are stated in the individual specifications. These
exceptions allow entry into operational conditions in the Applicability when the
associated ACTIONS to be entered allow operation for only a limited period of time.
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3.7-1

Amendment

Unit I

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

.

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.1

AC Sources - Operating

TS 3.7.1

The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE:
1.

One underground emergency power path from one Keowee Hydro Unit through the S
breakers,

2.

One overhead emergency power path from a second Keowee Hydro Unit through the E
breakers,

3.

One underground emergency power path from a second Keowee Hydro Unit through the
S breakers,

4.

Two offsite sources on separate towers connected to the 230kV switchyard, and

5.

One Lee gas turbine.

NOTES----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The underground emergency power path specified in LCO 3.7.1.3 is not required to be
1.
OPERABLE when overhead electrical disconnects for the underground emergency
power path specified in LCO 3.7.1.1 are open.
2.

One Lee gas turbine is only required to be OPERABLE when:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

3.

APPLICABILITY:

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

underground emergency power path is inoperable > 24 hours,
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit is inoperable > 72 hours,
Keowee Main Step-up transformer is inoperable > 72 hours,
both emergency power paths are inoperable for planned reasons,
both emergency power paths are inoperable > 1 hour for unplanned reasons,
one or more required offsite sources are inoperable> l hour.

During periods of commercial power generation, the operability of the
Keowee Hydro units shall be based on lake levels and the power level of
the Keowee Hydro units. The Keowee Hydro operating restrictions for
commercial power generation shall be contained in the ONS Selected
Licensee Commitment manual.

Above COLD SHUTDOWN

3.7-2

Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment

Unit 3

Amendment

Unit 2

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

.

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

One or more required offsite
sources and overhead emergency
power path inoperable due to
inoperable startup transformer.

A.1 Perform SR 3.7.1.4

COMPLETION TIME
1 hour if not
performed in previous
12 hours.
AND
Once per 12 hours
thereafter.

AND
A.2 Share another Unit's startup
transformer.

12 hours

AND

B. Shared startup transformer

A.3 Designate shared startup
transformer to one Unit.

36 hours

B.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

designated to one Unit.
AND
OR
B.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

36 hours

C.1 Perform SR 3.7.1.4

1 hour if not
performed in preceding
12 hours.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met for
Condition A.
C.

Overhead emergency power path
inoperable due to reasons other
than Condition A or B.

AND

AND

Once per 12 hours
thereafter unless two
standby buses are
energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine.
(continued)

Underground emergency power
path operable.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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Amendment
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Amendment

Unit 3

Amendment

Unit 2

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
C. (continued)

D.

Underground emergency power
path inoperable.

COMPLETION TIME

AND
C.2 Enter applicable Conditions and
Required Actions for overhead
emergency power path inoperable
for > 72 hours.
-------------------- NOTE-------------------Required Actions must be completed
prior to entering applicable Conditions.

72 hours

D.1 Perform SR 3.7.1.5.

1 hour if not
performed in preceding
12 hours.

AND
AND
Overhead emergency power
path operable.

Once per 12 hours
thereafter unless two
standby buses are
energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine.
AND
D.2 Energize a standby bus by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The
100kV transmission circuit shall be
electrically separated from the
system grid and all offsite loads.

AND
D.3 Restore underground emergency
power path to OPERABLE status.

24 hours
AND
I hour from
subsequent discovery
of deenergized standby
buses.
72 hours
(continued)

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-4

Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
E.

Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Required
Action D.2 not met.

E.1

Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

COMPLETION TIME
12 hours for the first
Oconee unit.
AND
24 hours for
subsequent Oconee
unit(s).

AND
E.2

Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

F.

One inoperable E breaker and
one inoperable S breaker on the
same main feeder bus.

F.1 Declare associated main feeder bus
inoperable.

G.

Both emergency power paths
inoperable for planned reason
other than Condition F.

-------------------- NOTE------------------TS 3.7.0 is not applicable when both
standby buses are energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
G.1 Energize two standby buses by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The
100kV transmission circuit shall be
electrically separated from the
system grid and all offsite loads.

AND
G.2 Verify by administrative means the
operability status of:
Two offsite sources (TS 3.7.1),
Distribution Systems (TS 3.7.2),
EPSL (TSs 3.7.3, 3.7.4, 3.7.6), DC
Sources (TS 3.7.8), and Vital
Inverters (TS 3.7.9).

84 hours
Immediately

Prerequisite
AND
1 hour from
subsequent discovery
of deenergized standby
buses.
Prerequisite

(continued)
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Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment

Unit 2

Amendment

Unit 3

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

ACTIONS (continued)
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

G.3 Restore inoperable components
listed in G.2 to OPERABLE status.

4 hours from discovery
of inoperable
component.

CONDITION
G. (continued)

AND

AND
G.4 Restore one emergency power path
to OPERABLE status.
H.

Both emergency power paths
inoperable for unplanned reason
other than Condition F.

60 hours

-------------------- NOTE------------------TS 3.7.0 is not applicable when both
standby buses are energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
H.1 Energize two standby buses by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The
100kV transmission circuit shall be
electrically separated from the
system grid and all offsite loads.
AND

1 hour
AND
1 hour from
subsequent discovery
of deenergized standby
buses.

H.2 Verify by administrative means the
operability status of:
Two offsite sources (TS 3.7.1),
Distribution Systems (TS 3.7.2),
EPSL (TSs 3.7.3, 3.7.4, 3.7.6), DC
Sources (TS 3.7.8), and Vital
Inverters (TS 3.7.9).
AND

1 hour

H.3 Restore inoperable components
listed in H.2 to OPERABLE status.

4 hours from discovery
of inoperable
component.

AND
H.4 Restore one emergency power path
to OPERABLE status.

12 hours
(continued)

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment
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AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
I.

One or more required offsite
sources inoperable due to
reasons other than Condition A
or B.

COMPLETION TIME

-------------------- NOTE------------------TS 3.7.0 is not applicable when both
standby buses are energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
1.1

Energize two standby buses by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The
100kV transmission circuit shall be
electrically separated from the
system grid and all offsite loads.

AND
1.2

1 hour
AND
I hour from
subsequent discovery
of deenergized standby
buses.

Verify by administrative means the
operability status of:
Two emergency power paths (TS
3.7.1), Distribution Systems (TS
3.7.2), EPSL (TSs 3.7.3-3.7.6),
DC Sources (TS 3.7.8), and Vital
Inverters (TS 3.7.9).

1 hour

Restore inoperable components
listed in 1.2 to OPERABLE status.

4 hours from discovery
of inoperable
component.

Restore required offsite sources to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

AND
1.3

AND
1.4

(continued)
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Amendment
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Amendment
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AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

.

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

-------------------- NOTE--------- Only applicable once in a three year
period for each Keowee Hydro Unit.
-----------------------------------------------

------------------- NOTES-----------1. Keowee Hydro Unit generation to
the system grid prohibited except
for test.

J.

2.

The OPERABLE Keowee Hydro
Unit may be made inoperable for 24
hours if required to restore both
Keowee Hydro Units to
OPERABLE status.

3.

TS 3.7.0 is not applicable when
both standby buses are energized by
an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.

J.1

Energize two standby buses by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The
100kV transmission circuit shall be
electrically separated from the
system grid and all offsite loads.

Prerequisite

J.2 Verify by administrative means the
operability status of: Two offsite
sources and underground
emergency power path (TS 3.7.1),
overhead emergency power path
excluding Keowee Hydro Unit (TS
3.7.1), Distribution Systems (TS
3.7.2), EPSL (TSs 3.7.3-3.7.6),
DC Sources (TS 3.7.8), and Vital
Inverters (TS 3.7.9).

Prerequisite

Overhead emergency power path
inoperable > 72 hours due to
inoperable Keowee Hydro Unit.

AND

AND
1 hour from
subsequent discovery
of deenergized standby
buses.

AND
J.3

Restore inoperable components
listed in J.2 to OPERABLE status.

4 hours from discovery
of inoperable
component.
(continued)

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment
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Unit 3

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
J.

(continued)

COMPLETION TIME

AND
J.4 Perform SR 3.7.1.4.

Once per 7 days

AND
J.5 Restore Keowee Hydro Unit to
OPERABLE status.

K.

Overhead emergency power path
inoperable > 72 hours due to
inoperable Keowee Main Stepup transformer.

42 days once in a 3
year period for each
Keowee Hydro Unit.

--------------------- NOTE----------------TS 3.7.0 is not applicable when both
standby buses are energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
K. 1 Energize. two standby buses by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The
100kV transmission circuit shall be
electrically separated from the
system grid and all offsite loads.

AND
K.2 Verify by administrative means the
operability status of: Two offsite
sources and underground
emergency power path (TS 3.7.1),
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit,
Distribution Systems (TS 3.7.2),
EPSL (TSs 3.7.3-3.7.6), DC
Sources (TS 3.7.8), and Vital
Inverters (TS 3.7.9).

Prerequisite
AND
1 hour from
subsequent discovery
of deenergized standby
buses.
Prerequisite

AND
K.3 Restore inoperable components
listed in K.2 to OPERABLE status.

4 hours from discovery
of inoperable
component.
(continued)
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Amendment

Unit I

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

.

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
K.

(continued)

COMPLETION TIME

AND
K.4 Perform SR 3.7.1.4.

Once per 7 days

AND

L.

-------------- NOTE--------------Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each breaker.

K.5 Restore Keowee Main Step-up
transformer to OPERABLE status.

25 days

L. 1 Restore each trip circuit to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

M.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

One trip circuit in one or both
closed N breakers inoperable.
OR
One trip circuit in one or both
closed SL breakers inoperable.
M. Required Actions and associated
Completion Times for
Conditions C, F, G, H, I, J, K, or
L not met.

AND
M.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

OR
Required Actions and associated
Completion Times for Required
Actions D.1 or D.3 not met.

Oconee Units 1,2, &3
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Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.1.1

Perform SRs 3.7.8.1 (Float Voltage), 3.7.8.3 (Service Test), 3.7.8.4
(Structural Surveillance), and 3.7.8.5 (Connection Surveillance) for
the Keowee batteries.

SR 3.7.1.2

---------------------------------- NOTES-------------------------------------I. Energizing standby buses is not required to be performed when
standby buses are energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.

As specified in the
applicable SRs.

2. Not required to be met for the Keowee Hydro Unit associated
with the overhead emergency power path when the overhead
electrical disconnects for the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with
the underground emergency power path are open.

Verify each Keowee Hydro Unit starts automatically and energizes
the underground emergency power path.
SR 3.7.1.3

----------------------------------- NOTE-------------------------------------Only required to be met for the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with
the overhead emergency power path.

Verify each Keowee Hydro Unit starts automatically and
synchronizes with Yellow bus in 230 kV switchyard.
SR 3.7.1.4

Monthly

Monthly

---------------------------------- NOTES-------------------------------------1. SR 3.7.1.2 may be performed in lieu of SR 3.7.1.4
2. Energizing standby buses is not required to be performed when
standby buses are energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.

Verify Keowee Hydro Unit associated with underground emergency
power path starts automatically and energizes the underground
emergency power path.

Monthly

(continued)
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Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
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AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.1.5

----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------SR 3.7.1.3 may be performed in lieu of SR 3.7.1.5.
Verify Keowee Hydro Unit associated with overhead emergency
power path starts automatically and synchronizes with Yellow bus in
230 kV switchyard.

SR 3.7.1.6

Monthly

----------------------------------- NOTES-------------------------------------1. Only required to be met when the associated breaker is closed.
2. Not required to be performed for SL breakers when overhead
emergency power path is inoperable > 72 hours.
Verify each N and SL breaker opens on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

SR 3.7.1.7
*

Monthly

----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Not required to be performed for S breakers when overhead
emergency power path is inoperable > 72 hours.
Verify the S and E breakers are OPERABLE by full cycling.

Monthly

SR 3.7.1.8

Verify OPERABILITY of the Keowee underground feeder breaker
interlock and the underground to overhead ACB interlock.

Annually

SR 3.7.1.9

----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Only required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses.
Verify the dedicated 100kV line is OPERABLE by energizing both
standby buses by a Lee gas turbine.

Annually

SR 3.7.1.10 ----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Only required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses.
Verify a Lee gas turbine can be started, placed on the system grid,
and supply the equivalent of a single Unit's maximum safeguard
loads and two Unit's HOT SHUTDOWN loads on the system grid.

Annually

(continued)
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Amendment
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Amendment
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AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.1.11 Verify each Keowee Hydro Unit can:
1) Emergency start from each control room;
2) Attain rated speed and voltage within 23 seconds of an
emergency start initiate;
3) Be synchronized to the grid and loaded at the maximum practical
rate to a value equivalent to one Unit's safeguard loads plus two
Unit's HOT SHUTDOWN loads.

Annually

SR 3.7.1.12 ----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Not required to be met when the overhead electrical disconnects for
the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the underground emergency
power path are open.
Verify the ability of the Keowee Unit ACBs to close automatically to

Annually

the underground path.

SR 3.7.1.13 ----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Only required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses.
Verify that a Lee gas turbine can be started and connected to the
isolated 100kV dedicated line and carry the equivalent of a single
Unit's maximum safeguard loads within one hour.

Refueling

SR 3.7.1.14 Perform an automatic transfer of the Main Feeder Buses to the
Startup Transformer, Standby Buses, and retransfer to the Startup
Transformers.

Refueling

SR 3.7.1.15 ----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Only required to be met during periods of commercial power
generation using the Keowee Hydro Units.
Verify the ability of the Keowee Hydro units to supply emergency
power from the initial condition of commercial power generation.

Refueling
(continued)

.
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Amendment

Unit I

Amendment

Unit 2

Amendment

Unit 3

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.1.16 ----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Only required to be met during periods of commercial power
generation using the Keowee Hydro Units.
Verify that the Keowee Hydro units load rejection response is
bounded by the design criteria used to develop the Keowee operating
restrictions.

Refueling

SR 3.7.1.17 ----------------------------------- NOTES-------------------------------------1. Only required to be met when associated breaker is closed.
2. Not required to be performed for SL breakers when overhead
emergency power path is inoperable > 72 hours.
Verify each N and SL breaker opens on an actual or simulated
actuation signal to each breaker trip circuit.

Refueling

SR 3.7.1.18 ----------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------Redundant breaker trip coils may be verified on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS.
Verify each 230 kV switchyard circuit breaker actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated switchyard isolation actuation
signal.

Oconee Units 1,2, & 3
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Refueling

Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

Distribution Systems - Operating

3.7.2

O

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.2

Distribution Systems - Operating

TS 3.7.2

Distribution Systems shall be OPERABLE as follows:
1.

Two energized main feeder buses each connected to two or more ES Power System
Strings,

2.

Three energized ES Power System Strings,

3.

Four 125 VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards,

4.

For Units 2 or 3, 125 VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards IDIC and IDID,

5.

230 kV switchyard DC Power panelboards DYA, DYB, DYC, DYE, DYF, and DYG,
and

6.

Four 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards.

APPLICABILITY:

Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS

CONDITION

*

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One main feeder bus inoperable.

A. I Restore main feeder bus to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

B.

One ES Power System String
inoperable.

B.1 Restore ES Power System String to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

C.

One 125 VDC Vital I&C Power
panelboard inoperable.

C.1 Restore 125 VDC Vital I&C Power
panelboard to OPERABLE status.

24 hours

D.

--------------- NOTE--------------Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each 230 kV
switchyard DC Power
panelboard.

D.1 Restore required 230 kV switchyard
DC Power panelboards to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

One or more required 230 kV
switchyard DC Power
panelboards inoperable.

*

(continued)
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Amendment

Unit 1

Amendment

Unit 2

Amendment

Unit 3

Distribution Systems - Operating

3.7.2

.

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
E.

--------------- NOTE--------------Condition E is not applicable to
Unit 1.

COMPLETION TIME

E. I Restore 125 VDC Vital I&C Power
panelboards IDIC and IDID to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

One 125 VDC Vital I&C Power
panelboard required by LCO
3.7.2.4 inoperable.
F.

KVIA or KVIB 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power
panelboard inoperable,

F.1 Restore 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power panelboard
to OPERABLE status.

4 hours

G.

KVIC or KVID 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power
panelboard inoperable.

G.1 Restore 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power panelboard
to OPERABLE status.

24 hours

H.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met.

H.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

AND
H.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours
(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating

3.7.2
ACTIONS (continued)
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
I.

Two or more main feeder buses,
ES Power System Strings, 125
VDC Vital I&C Power
panelboards, or 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power
panelboards inoperable.

1.1

Enter TS 3.0

COMPLETION TIME
Immediately

OR
230 kV switchyard DC Power
panelboards DYA and DYE
inoperable.
OR
230 kV switchyard DC Power
panelboards DYB and DYF
inoperable.

OR
230 kV switchyard DC Power
panelboards DYC and DYG
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.2.1

Verify correct breaker alignments and voltage to required main
feeder buses.

7 days

SR 3.7.2.2

Verify correct breaker alignments and voltage availability to required
ES Power System Strings, 125 VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards,
230 kV switchyard DC Power panelboards, and 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power panelboards.

7 days
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Amendment
Amendment
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EPSL Automatic Transfer Functions
3.7.3

.

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.3

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Automatic Transfer Functions

TS 3.7.3

Two channels of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One channel inoperable.

A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours

B.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met.

B.] Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

AND
B.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.3.1

Perform SR 3.7.1.14 (EPSL automatic transfer)
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FREQUENCY
As specified in
applicable SR.

Amendment

Unit I

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits
3.7.4
3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.4

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits

TS 3.7.4

Three channels of each of the following EPSL voltage sensing circuits shall be OPERABLE:
1.
Startup Source;
2.
Standby Bus 1;
3.
Standby Bus 2;
Normal Source.
4.
--------------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------------If both N breakers are open, Normal Source voltage sensing is not required.

APPLICABILITY: Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
-------------------------------------------------------------NOTE-----------------------------------------------------------------Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable Voltage Sensing Circuit.
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One channel of one or more
circuits inoperable.

A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours

B.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met.

B.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

AND
B.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.4.1

Refueling

Perform a CHANNEL TEST
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Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
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EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function
3.7.5

.

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.5

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Keowee Emergency Start Function

TS 3.7.5

Two channels of the EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One channel inoperable.

A. 1 Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

72 hours

B.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times for Condition
A not met.

B.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

C.

Two channels inoperable.

AND
B.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

C.1 Declare both Keowee Hydro Units
inoperable for the affected Oconee
Unit(s).

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.5.1

Perform SR 3.7.1.11 (Keowee emergency start) and SR 3.7.1.14
(EPSL automatic transfer).
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EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
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3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.6

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Degraded Grid Voltage Protection

TS 3.7.6

The following EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection functions shall be OPERABLE:
Three Switchyard Degraded Grid Voltage Sensing Relays;
1.
Two channels of Switchyard Degraded Grid Voltage Protection Actuation Logic.
2.

APPLICABILITY: Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One voltage sensing relay
inoperable.

A.1 Restore voltage sensing relay to
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B.

One channel of actuation logic
inoperable.

B.I Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

72 hours

C.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met for
Conditions A or B.

C. I Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

D.

Two or more voltage sensing
relays inoperable.

AND
C.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

D.1 Declare overhead emergency power
path inoperable.

Immediately

OR
Two actuation logic channels
inoperable.
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Unit 1

Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
3.7.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.6.1

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the voltage sensing
channel with setpoint Allowable Value as follows:

Refueling

Degraded voltage > 226 kV and < 229 kV with a time delay of 9
seconds + 1 second.
SR 3.7.6.2

Refueling

Perform a CHANNEL TEST.
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Amendment
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EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
3.7.7

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.7

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection

TS 3.7.7

The following EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection functions shall be OPERABLE:
Three CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Sensing Relays;
1.
Two channels of CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection Actuation Logic.
2.

APPLICABILITY:

Above COLD SHUTDOWN when the Central switchyard is energizing the standby
buses.

ACTIONS
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One voltage sensing relay
inoperable.

A.1 Restore voltage sensing relay to
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B.

One channel of actuation logic
inoperable.

B.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

72 hours

C.

Two actuation logic channels
inoperable.

C.1 Open SL breakers.

I hour

OR
Two or more voltage sensing
relays inoperable.
OR
Required Actions and associated
Completion Times cannot be met
for Conditions A or B.
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Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
Unit 3

EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
3.7.7

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.7.1

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the voltage sensing
channel with setpoint Allowable Value as follows:
a.

Refueling

Degraded voltage > 4143 V and < 4185 V with a time delay of 9
seconds + I second for the first level undervoltage inputs.

b. Degraded voltage > 3871 V and < 3901 V for the second level
undervoltage inputs.
SR 3.7.7.2

Refueling

Perform a CHANNEL TEST.
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3.7.8

.

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.8

DC Sources - Operating

TS 3.7.8

DC Sources shall be OPERABLE as follows:
1.

Three of four 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources,

2.

Five of six 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources for operation of two or three Units,

3.

Four of six 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources for operation of one Unit,

4.

No single 125 VDC Vital I&C power source shall be the only source supplying power to
two or more 125 VDC Vital I&C panelboards,

5.

For Units 2 or 3, no single 125 VDC Vital I&C power source shall be the only source
supplying power to 125 VDC Vital I&C panelboards 1DIC and 1DID, and

6.

Two 230 kV switchyard 125 VDC power sources.

----------------------------------------------------NOTES-------------------------------------------------------The additional 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required by LCO 3.7.8 part 2 or part 3
1.
are not required to be connected to the Unit distribution system.
2.

The 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required by LCO 3.7.8 part 3 shall include one
125 VDC Vital I&C power sources belonging to each unit not above COLD
SHUTDOWN.

APPLICABILITY: Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One required 125 VDC Vital
I&C power source inoperable to
perform equalization charge after
performance test or service test.

A.1 Restore required 125 VDC Vital
I&C power source to OPERABLE
status.

72 hours

B.

One required 125 VDC Vital
I&C power source inoperable for
reasons other than Condition A.

B.1 Restore required 125 VDC Vital
I&C power source to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours

(continued)
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Amendment
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DC Sources - Operating

3.7.8
ACTIONS (continued)
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

C.1 Align 125 VDC Vital I&C power
sources such that no one 125 VDC
Vital I&C power source is serving
as only power source to two or
more 125 VDC Vital I&C
panelboards.

24 hours

Align 125 VDC Vital power
D. -------------- NOTE-----------------D.I
sources such that no one 125 VDC
Condition D is not applicable to
Vital I&C power source is serving
Unit 1.
-----------------------------as only power source to 125 VDC
Vital I&C panelboards IDIC and
IDID.
One 125 VDC Vital I&C power
source supplying only source of
power to 125 VDC Vital I&C
panelboards I DIC and IDID.

24 hours

C.

One 125 VDC Vital I&C power
source supplying only source of
power to two or more 125 VDC
Vital I&C panelboards.

E.

One 230 kV switchyard 125
VDC power source inoperable to
perform equalization charge
after performance test or service
test.

E. I Restore 230 kV switchyard 125
VDC power source to OPERABLE
status.

72 hours

F.

One 230 kV switchyard 125
VDC power source inoperable
for reasons other than Condition
E.

F.1 Restore 230 kV switchyard 125
VDC power source to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours

G.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met.

G.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

AND
OR
G.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

Two or more required 125 VDC
Vital I&C power sources
inoperable.
OR
Two 230 kV switchyard 125
VDC power sources inoperable.
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Amendment
Amendment
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DC Sources - Operating

3.7.8
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

*
SR 3.7.8.1

Verify battery float voltage > 125VDC

Weekly

SR 3.7.8.2

Verify peak inverse voltage capability of each 125 VDC Vital I&C
auctioneering diode is within limits.

6 Months

SR 3.7.8.3

Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in
OPERABLE status the required emergency loads for the design duty
cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery service test.

Annually

SR 3.7.8.4

Verify cells, end cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of structural damage or degradation.

Annually

SR 3.7.8.5

Verify cell to cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and
coated with anti-corrosion grease.

Annually
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Amendment
Amendment
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Vital Inverters - Operating

3.7.9
3.7

.

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.9

Vital Inverters - Operating

TS 3.7.9

Four vital inverters shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

DIA or DIB inverter inoperable.

A.1 Connect associated panelboard to
regulated panelboard KRA.

COMPLETION TIME
4 hours

AND
A.2 Verify associated panelboard is
energized.

Once per 24 hours

AND
7 days
A.3 Restore vital inverter to
OPERABLE status.
B.

DIC or DID inverter inoperable.

B .1 Connect associated panelboard to
regulated panelboard KRA.

24 hours

AND
B.2 Verify associated panelboard is
energized.

Once per 24 hours

AND
7 days
B.3 Restore vital inverter to
OPERABLE status.
(continued)
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Amendment
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Vital Inverters - Operating

3.7.9
ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
C.

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met.

COMPLETION TIME

Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

C.2

Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

D.1

Enter TS 3.0

Immediately

C.1
AND

D.

Two or more vital inverters
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.9.1

Verify correct vital inverter voltage, frequency, and alignment to
required 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards.
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Amendment
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.7.10
3.7
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.10

Battery Cell Parameters

TS 3.7.10

Battery cell parameters for the Keowee Hydro Unit, 125 VDC Vital I&C, and 230 kV 125 VDC
switchyard batteries shall be within the limits of Table 3.7.10-1.

APPLICABILITY:

When associated DC power sources are required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS
--------------------------------------------------------------NOTES---------------------------------------------------------------each
battery.
is
allowed
for
entry
Separate
Condition
1.
2.

TS 3.7.0 does not apply.

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

One or more batteries with one
or more battery cell parameters
not within Category A or B
limits.

A.1 Verify pilot cell electrolyte level
and float voltage meet Table
3.7.10-1 Category C values.

COMPLETION TIME
I hour

AND
A.2 Verify battery cell parameters meet
Table 3.7.10-1 Category C values.

24 hours
AND
Once per 7 days
thereafter

AND

B.

Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Condition
A not met.

A.3 Restore battery cell parameters to
Category A and B limits of Table
3.7.10-1.

90 days

B.1 Declare associated battery
inoperable.

Immediately

OR
One or more batteries with
average electrolyte temperature
of the representative cells
< 60 0F.
OR
One or more batteries with one
or more battery cell parameters
not within Category C values.
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Amendment
Amendment

Unit 2
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.7.10
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.10.1

Verify battery cell parameters meet Table 3.7.10-1 Category A
limits.

Weekly

SR 3.7.10.2

Verify battery cell parameters meet Table 3.7.10-1 Category B
limits.

Quarterly

SR 3.7.10.3

Verify average electrolyte temperature of representative cells is
> 60 0 F.

Quarterly
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Amendment
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.7.10
Table 3.7.10-1 (page 1 of 1)
Battery Cell Surveillance Requirements

PARAMETER

CATEGORY A:
LIMITS FOR EACH
DESIGNATED PILOT
CELL

CATEGORY B:
LIMITS FOR EACH
CONNECTED CELL

CATEGORY C:
ALLOWABLE
LIMITS FOR EACH
CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte Level

> Minimum level
indication mark, and
< inch above
maximum level
indication mark(a)

> Minimum level
indication mark, and
< inch above
maximum level
indication mark(a)

Above top of plates,
and not overflowing

Float Voltage

> 2.13 V

> 2.13 V

> 2.07 V

Specific Gravity(b)(c)

> 1.200

> 1.200

> 1.200

AND
Not more than 0.010
below average of all
connected cells

(a)

It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above the specified maximum during
equalizing charges provided it is not overflowing.

(b)

Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is not required, however, when battery
float current is < 2 amps when on float charge.

(c)

A battery float current of < 2 amps when on float charge is acceptable for meeting specific gravity limits
following a battery recharge, for a maximum of 7 days. When float current is used in lieu of specific
gravity requirements, specific gravity of each connected cell shall be measured prior to expiration of the 7
day allowance.
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Amendment
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AC Sources - Operating

B 3.7.1
B 3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.7.1 AC Sources - Operating
BASES
BACKGROUND

The AC Power System consists of the offsite power sources (preferred power) and the
onsite standby power sources (Keowee Hydro Units). This system is designed to supply
the required engineered safety features (ESF) loads of one unit and safe shutdown loads
of the other two units and is so arranged that no single failure can disable enough loads
to jeopardize plant safety. In accordance with the intent of proposed Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) general design criterion 39, the design of the AC Power System
provides independence and redundancy to ensure an available source of power to the
ESF systems (FSAR 3.1.39). The Keowee Hydro turbine generators are powered
through a common penstock by water taken from Lake Keowee. The use of a common
penstock is justified on the basis of past hydro plant experience of the licensee (since
1919) which indicates that the cumulative need to dewater the penstock can be expected
to be limited to about one day a year, principally for inspection, plus perhaps four days
every tenth year.
The preferred power source is provided from offsite power to the red or yellow bus in the
230kV switchyard to the units startup transformer and the E breakers. The 230kV
switchyard is electrically connected to the 525kV switchyard via the autobank
transformer. The standby buses may receive offsite power from the 100kV transmission
system through CT-5 and the SL breakers. The two emergency power paths are the
overhead path and the underground path. The underground emergency power path is
from one Keowee Hydro Unit through the S breakers. The overhead emergency power
path is from the other Keowee Hydro Unit through the E breakers. In addition to
supplying emergency power for Oconee, the Keowee Hydro Units provide peaking
power to the licensee's generation system. During periods of commercial power
generation, the Keowee Hydro Units are operated within the acceptable region of the
Keowee Hydro operating restrictions. This will ensure that the Keowee Hydro Units will
be able to perform their emergency power functions from an initial condition of
commercial power generation. The Keowee Hydro operating restrictions for commercial
power generation are contained in the Selected Licensee Commitment manual. Changes
to these operating restrictions would be performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59,
which would include an evaluation to determine if any unreviewed safety questions exist.
The standby buses can also receive power from a combustion turbine generator at the
Lee Steam Station through a dedicated 100kV transmission line, transformer CT-5, and
both SL breakers. The 100kV transmission line is electrically separated from the system
grid and offsite loads. This source is required to be OPERABLE only when specified in
TS 3.7.1 and is considered to be an onsite power source in this mode of operation.
The auxiliaries of two units in HOT SHUTDOWN plus the auxiliaries of the one unit
with a LOCA require a total AC power capacity as shown in FSAR Table 8-1.
(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating

B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND
(continued)

The continuous AC power capacity available to the Oconee Units is:
Source
Underground emergency power path
(limited by transformer CT-4)

Capacity
22.4MVA

Overhead emergency power path
(limited by transformer CT-1, CT-2, or CT-3)

30MVA

Offsite sources from 230kV switchyard
(limited by transformer CT-1, CT-2, or CT-3)

30MVA

Offsite source from the Central 100kV switchyard

22.4MVA

(limited by transformer CT-5)

Backup 100kV transmission line from Lee Station Gas
Turbine Generator (limited by transformer CT-5)

22.4MVA

Thus, the minimum available capacity from any one of the multiple sources of AC
power, 22.4MVA, is adequate.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in the FSAR
Chapter 6 (Engineered Safeguards) and 15 (Accident Analyses) assume all ESF
systems are OPERABLE. The AC power system is designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary
power to ESF systems so that the fuel, reactor coolant system, and containment design
limits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for other
TS's.
Consistent with the accident analysis assumptions of a LOOP and a single failure of one
onsite emergency power path, two of the onsite emergency power sources are required to
be OPERABLE.
AC Sources - Operating is a system that is part of the primary success path and functions
to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission
product barrier. As such, AC Sources - Operating satisfies the requirements of Selection
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating

B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)

TS

The basic design criteria of the entire emergency electric power system of a nuclear unit,
including the generating sources, distribution system and controls, is that a single failure
of any component passive or active will not preclude the system from supplying
emergency power when required (Ref 5).
Overhead Emergency Power Path
Either of the following combinations provide an acceptable overhead emergency power
path.
IA)
2A)
3A)

4A)
5A)

6A)

IB)
Keowee Unit 2 generator,
Keowee Unit 1 generator,
Keowee ACB 2,*
2B)
Keowee ACB 1,*
3B)
Keowee auxiliary
Keowee auxiliary
transformer 2X, Keowee
transformer IX, Keowee
ACB 6, Keowee Load
ACB 5, Keowee Load
Center 2X,
Center IX,
Keowee MCC 2XA,
4B)
Keowee MCC IXA,
Keowee Battery #2,
5B)
Keowee Battery #1,
Charger #2 or Standby
Standby
#1
or
Charger
Charger, and Distribution
Charger, and Distribution
center IDA,
Center 2DA,
Keowee Unit 2 interlocks
6B)
Keowee Unit 1 interlocks
between overhead and
between overhead and
underground emergency
underground emergency
power path breakers,
power path breakers,
Keowee reservoir level > 775 feet above sea level,
7)
Keowee main step-up transformer,
8)
9)
Zone overlap circuitry,

10)

PCB 9,*

11)

The 230kV switchyard yellow bus capable of being isolated by
one channel of Switchyard Isolate from Degraded Grid Voltage
Protection circuitry,
A unit startup transformer and associated yellow bus PCB (CT-I
/ PCB 18, CT-2 / PCB 27, CT-3 / PCB 30), and
Both E breakers.

12)
13)
*Enabled

by one channel of Switchyard Isolate Complete.
(continued)
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B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)

TS (continued)

Underground Emergency Power Path
Either of the following combinations provide an acceptable underground emergency
power path.
IA)
2A)
3A.1)

3A.2)

3A.3)

4A)
5A)

6A)

Keowee Unit 1 generator,
IB)
Keowee Unit 2 generator,
Keowee ACB 4,
2B)
Keowee ACB 3,
3B.1) Keowee auxiliary
Keowee auxiliary
transformer CX, Keowee
transformer CX, Keowee
ACB 8, Keowee Load
ACB 7, Keowee Load
Center 2X,
Center IX,
3B.2) One Oconee Unit I S
One Oconee Unit 1 S
breaker capable of feeding
breaker capable of feeding
switchgear 1TC,
switchgear ITC,
3B.3) Switchgear ITC capable
Switchgear ITC capable
of feeding Keowee
of feeding Keowee
auxiliary transformer CX,
auxiliary transformer CX,
Keowee MCC IXA,
4B)
Keowee MCC 2XA,
5B)
Keowee Battery #2,
Keowee Battery #1,
Charger #2 or Standby
Charger #1 or Standby
Charger, and Distribution
Charger, and Distribution
Center 2DA,
Center IDA,
6B)
Keowee Unit 2 interlocks
Keowee Unit I interlocks
between overhead and
between overhead and
underground emergency
underground emergency
power path breakers,
power path breakers,
Keowee reservoir level >775 feet above sea level,
7)
The underground feeder,
8)
Interlocks between underground emergency power path
9)
breakers,
Transformer CT-4,
10)
Both SK breakers,
11)
Both standby buses, and
12)
Both S breakers.
13)

Offsite Sources
The two offsite sources are required to be "physically independent" (separate towers)
prior to entering the 230kV switchyard. Once the 230kV lines enter the switchyard, an
electrical pathway must exist through operable PCBs and disconnects such that both
sources are available to energize the Unit's startup transformer either automatically or
with operator action. Once within the boundary of the switchyard the electrical pathway
may be the same for both independent offsite sources. In addition, at least one E breaker
must be available to automatically supply power to the main feeder buses from the
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Offsite Sources (continued)
energized startup transformer. If both E breakers are inoperable, then neither the 230kV
sources nor the overhead emergency power path can energize the main feeder buses,
therefore, the startup transformer is considered to be inoperable. The voltage provided to
the startup transformer by the two independent offsite sources must be sufficient to
ensure all engineered safeguard equipment will operate (Ref. 3). Two of the following
offsite sources are required:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Jocassee (from Jocassee) Black or White,
Dacus (from North Greenville) Black or White,
Oconee (from Central) Black or White,
Calhoun (from Central) Black or White,
Autobank transformer fed from either the Asbury (from Newport),
Norcross (from Georgia Power), or Katoma (from McGuire) 525kV line.

Lee Gas Turbine
During specific conditions in TS 3.7.1, one Lee gas turbine is required to be OPERABLE
and is connected to the standby buses through a dedicated 100kV transmission line. The
dedicated 100kV transmission line is electrically separated from the system grid and
offsite loads. Operation and connection of a Lee gas turbine to the standby buses
requires operator action.
This Technical Specification is modified by three NOTES. NOTE I indicates the
underground emergency power path associated with the Keowee Hydro Unit which is
selected to the overhead emergency power path is not required to be OPERABLE when
the electrical disconnects for the Keowee Hydro Unit selected to the underground
emergency power path are open. When these disconnects are open, a fault in the zone
overlap region will not disable both Keowee Hydro Units. NOTE 2 indicates the Lee gas
turbine is only required to be OPERABLE when the standby buses are required to be
energized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The standby buses are required to be
energized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine when:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the underground emergency power path is inoperable > 24 hours,
the overhead Keowee Hydro Unit is inoperable > 72 hours,
the Keowee Main Step-up transformer is inoperable > 72 hours,
both emergency power paths are inoperable for planned reasons,
both emergency power paths are inoperable for unplanned reasons for >
1 hour,
one or more required offsite sources are inoperable > 1 hour.
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NOTE 3 indicates that the operability of the Keowee Hydro Units during periods of
commercial power generation is based on lake levels and the power level of the Keowee
Hydro Units. The operating restrictions are contained in the Selected Licensee
Commitment manual which is Chapter 16 of the ONS FSAR.

APPLICABILITY

The AC power sources for ESF systems are required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensure that:

ACTIONS

1.

Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are
not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal
transients, and

2.

Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and other vital
functions are maintained in the event of a postulated DBA.

The Required Actions have been established based on the level of degradation of the
power sources.

A.1, A.2, and A.3
In the event a startup transformer becomes inoperable, it effectively causes one of the
emergency power paths (overhead path) and both of the offsite sources to be inoperable.
One emergency power path remains available through the underground feeder to ensure
safe shutdown of the unit in the event of a transient or accident without a single failure.
Operation may continue for 12 hours if the availability of the underground emergency
power path is demonstrated within I hour. This Required Action provides assurance that
no previously undetected failures have occurred in the underground emergency power
path. If available, another Unit's startup transformer should be aligned to supply power
to the affected Unit's auxiliaries so that offsite power sources and the overhead path will
also be available if needed. Although this alignment restores the availability of the
offsite sources and overhead emergency power path, the shared startup transformer's
capacity and voltage adequacy could be challenged under certain DBA conditions. The
shared alignment is acceptable because the preferred mode of Unit shutdown is with
reactor coolant pumps providing forced circulation and due to the low likelihood of an
event challenging the capacity of the shared transformer during a 72 hour period to bring
a Unit to COLD SHUTDOWN. Required Action A.3 allows the option of designating an
OPERABLE startup transformer from another Unit. For example, if Unit 1 and 2 are
operating and CT-2 becomes inoperable, Unit 2 may align CT-I to the Unit 2 main
(continued)
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ACTIONS

A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)
feeder buses and continue operating for up to 36 hours. At that time either CT-2 must be
restored to OPERABLE status or CT-i must be "designated" to one Unit. Once CT-1
has been designated to a Unit, the other Unit must begin shutting down per Condition B.
Note that one Unit above COLD SHUTDOWN and a Unit in COLD SHUTDOWN may
share a startup transformer indefinitely provided that the loads on the COLD
SHUTDOWN Unit are maintained within acceptable limits (Ref. 2). For example, if
Unit I is already in COLD SHUTDOWN and CT-2 becomes inoperable, Unit 2 may
align CT-I to the Unit 2 main feeder buses and continue operation indefinitely.
Restoration of the inoperable startup transformer to an OPERABLE status allows the
affected Oconee Unit to exit this Condition.
B.1 and B.2
In the event a shared startup transformer has been designated to one Unit per Required
Action A.3, the Unit without a startup transformer must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12
hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in another 24 hours since the shared startup
transformer's capacity could be challenged under certain DBA conditions. In addition, if
the Required Actions and associated Completion Times for Condition A cannot be met,
the Unit must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in another
24 hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown without placing undue stress on
plant operators or plant systems.
C.I and C.2
When the overhead emergency power path is inoperable due to reasons other than
Condition A or B and the underground emergency power path is operable, sufficient AC
power sources remain available to ensure safe shutdown of the unit in the event of a
transient or accident. Operation could safely continue for 72 hours if the operability of
the underground emergency power path is demonstrated within 1 hour and every 12
hours thereafter. This demonstration is to assure that the underground emergency power
path is not inoperable due to a common cause or due to an undetected failure. When the
standby buses are energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine, the likelihood that the
OPERABLE emergency power path will be required is decreased, thus testing on a 12
hour frequency is no longer necessary. Testing on a 7 day frequency will be commenced
if Condition J or K is entered. If the inoperable emergency power path is not restored to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours, a controlled shutdown must be initiated per
Condition M or the Required Actions of Condition J or K must be completed for the
inoperable Keowee Hydro Unit or Keowee Main Step-up transformer. A NOTE has
been included to specify that Required Actions J.1 or K.1 (Lee on the standby buses) and
J.2 or K.2 (verification of operability) must be completed prior to exceeding 72 hours.
(continued)
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ACTIONS

D.1, D.2, and D.3
With the underground emergency power path inoperable and the overhead emergency
power path operable, sufficient AC power sources remain available to ensure safe
shutdown of the unit in the event of a transient or accident. Operation could safely
continue for 72 hours if the operability of the overhead emergency power path is
demonstrated within 1 hour and every 12 hours thereafter. This demonstration is to
assure that the overhead emergency power path is not inoperable due to a common cause
or due to an undetected failure. When the standby buses are energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine, the likelihood that the OPERABLE emergency power path
will be required is decreased, thus testing on a 12 hour frequency is no longer necessary.
For outages of the underground power path in excess of 24 hours, a Lee gas turbine must
energize a standby bus prior to the outage exceeding 24 hours. This ensures the
availability of a power source on the standby buses while the underground power path is
out of service in excess of 24 hours.
E.1 and E.2
If the underground power path is out of service due to reasons that prevent energization
of a standby bus from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine, then the underground power path
shall not be out of service for more than 24 hours and a controlled shutdown will be
initiated per Condition E once the 24 hour period is exceeded.
F. 1
With an E breaker and S breaker inoperable on the same main feeder bus the affected
main feeder bus cannot receive power from either on-site emergency power source. In
this case, the affected main feeder bus must be declared inoperable. Appropriate
Required Actions are specified in TS 3.7.2 (Distribution Systems - Operating). Both on
site emergency power paths are considered OPERABLE in this case since, without a
single failure, both on-site emergency paths can provide power to the remaining main
feeder bus.
(continued)
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ACTIONS

G.1 through G.4
With both emergency on-site power paths inoperable for planned reason other than
Condition F, insufficient standby AC power sources are available to feed the minimum
required ESF functions. The offsite power system is the only source of AC power
available for this level of degradation. Operation with both Keowee units inoperable for
planned reason other than Condition F is permitted for 60 hours provided that the actions
detailed below are taken prior to removing both Keowee Hydro Units from service.
Further, with the exception of Lee energizing the standby buses, in the event these
actions are not met during the inoperability of both emergency power paths, a period of 4
hours is allowed by Required Action G.3 to restore the inoperable component. For
example if both Keowee Units have been inoperable 24 hours and one channel of load
shed (required by TS 3.7.3) is discovered to be inoperable, the channel must be restored
to OPERABLE status within the next 4 hours.
1.

The standby buses are continuously energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine through the 100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transmission circuit
shall be electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite loads. This
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. In this configuration, the Lee gas turbine is serving as an onsite
emergency power source, however since the Oconee Units are vulnerable to
single failure of the 100kV transmission circuit a time limit of 60 hours is
imposed. Required Action G.1 permits the standby buses to be re-energized by
an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within I hour in the event this source is lost.
For example if both Keowee Units have been inoperable 12 hours and the Lee
gas turbine feeding the 100kV line trips, the 100kV line must be re-energized
from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within the next hour.

2.

Two offsite sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with
TS 3.7.1. This Required Action provides additional assurance that offsite power
will be available while both Keowee Units are inoperable.

3.

Distribution Systems are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying
with TS 3.7.2. This Required Action increases the probability that power will be
available to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of a single failure
unrelated to the inoperability of both emergency power paths.

4.

EPSL with the exception of the Keowee Emergency Start Function (TS 3.7.5) is
verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3, 3.7.4, and
3.7.6. This Required Action increases the probability that EPSL will function as
required even in the unlikely event of a single failure unrelated to the
inoperability of both emergency power paths.
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G. 1 through G.4 (continued)
5.

DC Sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.8. This Required Action increases the probability that the DC Sources will
function as required to support EPSL even in the unlikely event of a single
failure unrelated to inoperability of both emergency power paths.

6.

Vital Inverters are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.9. This Required Action increases the probability that the vital
instrumentation inverters will function as required to support EPSL even in the
unlikely event of a single failure unrelated to the inoperability of both emergency
power paths.

The term verify as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
examining logs or other information to determine if the required equipment is
inoperable for maintenance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of
Surveillance Requirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment. In
addition, a planned outage of both Keowee Hydro Units consists of outages where an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine can energize the standby buses prior to the removal of the
Keowee Hydro Units from service.
If both Keowee units are restored, unrestricted operation may continue. If only one unit
is restored within 60 hours, operation may continue per the Required Actions of
Condition C, D or G.
The Required Actions have been modified by a NOTE which provides an exception to
TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses as
required by TS 3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat up above COLD
SHUTDOWN when both emergency power paths are inoperable.
H.1 through H.3
With both emergency on-site power paths inoperable for an unplanned reason other than
Condition F, insufficient standby AC power sources are available to feed the minimum
required ESF functions. The offsite power system is the only source of AC power
available for this level of degradation. The risk associated with continued operation for
one hour without an emergency power source is considered acceptable due to the low
likelihood of a LOOP during this time period, and because of the potential for grid
instability caused by the simultaneous shutdown of all three units. This instability would
increase the probability of a total loss of AC power. Operation with both Keowee units
inoperable due to an unplanned outage other than condition F is permitted for 12 hours
(continued)
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H.1 through H.3 (continued)
provided that the actions detailed below are taken prior to exceeding one hour. Further,
with the exception of Lee energizing the standby buses, in the event these actions are not
met during the inoperability of both emergency power paths, a period of 4 hours is
allowed by Required Action H.3 to restore the inoperable component. For example if
both Keowee Units have been inoperable 6 hours and one channel of load shed (required
by TS 3.7.3) is discovered to be inoperable, the channel must be restored to OPERABLE
status within the next 4 hours.
1.

The standby buses are continuously energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine through the 100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transmission circuit
shall be electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite loads. This
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. In this configuration, the Lee gas turbine is serving as an onsite
emergency power source, however since the Oconee Units are vulnerable to
single failure of the 100kV transmission circuit a time limit of 12 hours is
imposed. Required Action H.1 permits the standby buses to be re-energized by
an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within 1 hour in the event this source is lost.
For example if both Keowee Units have been inoperable 4 hours and the Lee gas
turbine feeding the 100kV line trips, the 100kV line must be re-energized from
an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within the next hour.

2.

Two offsite sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with
TS 3.7.1. This Required Action provides additional assurance that offsite power
will be available while both Keowee Units are inoperable.

3.

Distribution Systems are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying
with TS 3.7.2. This Required Action increases the probability that power will be
available to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of a single failure
unrelated to the inoperability of both emergency power paths.

4.

EPSL with the exception of the Keowee Emergency Start Function (TS 3.7.5) is
verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3, 3.7.4, and
3.7.6. This Required Action increases the probability that EPSL will function as
required even in the unlikely event of a single failure unrelated to the
inoperability of both emergency power paths.

5.

DC Sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.8. This Required Action increases the probability that the DC Sources will
function as required to support EPSL even in the unlikely event of a single
failure unrelated to inoperability of both emergency power paths.
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H.1 through H.3 (continued)
6.

Vital Inverters are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.9. This Required Action increases the probability that the vital
instrumentation inverters will function as required to support EPSL even in the
unlikely event of a single failure unrelated to the inoperability of both emergency
power paths.

The term verify as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
examining logs or other information to determine if the required equipment is inoperable
for maintenance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of Surveillance
Requirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment. In addition, an
unplanned outage of both Keowee Hydro Units consists of outages where an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine cannot be placed on the standby buses prior to the removal
of the Keowee Hydro Units from service.
If both Keowee units are restored, unrestricted operation may continue. If only one unit
is restored within 12 hours, operation may continue per the Required Actions of
Condition C, D or H.
The Required Actions have been modified by a NOTE which provides an exception to
TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses as
required by TS 3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat up above COLD
SHUTDOWN when both emergency power paths are inoperable.
1.1 through 1.4
With all of the required offsite sources inoperable due to degraded grid, loss of voltage,
or other causes, sufficient standby AC power sources are available to maintain the unit in
a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA. However, since the AC power system
is degraded below the TS requirements, a time limit on continued operation is imposed.
With only one of the required offsite sources OPERABLE, the likelihood of LOOP is
increased such that the same Required Actions for all required offsite sources inoperable
are conservatively followed. The risk associated with continued operation for one hour
without a Lee gas turbine energizing the standby buses is considered acceptable due to
the low likelihood of a failure of both emergency power paths during this time period,
and because of the potential for grid instability caused by the simultaneous shutdown of
all three units. Operation with the available offsite sources less than required by the TS
is permitted for 24 hours provided that the actions detailed below are taken prior to
exceeding one hour. Further, with the exception of Lee energizing the standby buses, in
the event these actions are not met during the inoperability of the required offsite
sources, a period of 4 hours is allowed by Required Action 1.3 to restore the
(continued)
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I.1 through 1.4 (continued)
inoperable component. For example if both required offsite sources have been
inoperable 12 hours and one channel of load shed (required by TS 3.7.3) is discovered to
be inoperable, the channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within the next 4
hours.
1.

The standby buses are continuously energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine through the 100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transmission circuit
shall be electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite loads. This
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. In this configuration, the Lee gas turbine is serving as an onsite
emergency power source. Required Action 1.1 permits the standby buses to be
reenergized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within 1 hour in the event this
source is lost. For example, if both required offsite sources have been
inoperable 12 hours and the Lee gas turbine feeding the 100kV line trips, the
100kV line must be reenergized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within the
next hour.

2.

Two emergency power paths are verified and maintained OPERABLE by
complying with TS 3.7.1. This Required Action provides additional assurance
that the emergency power paths will be available if required while the required
offsite sources are inoperable.

3.

Distribution Systems are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying
with TS 3.7.2. This Required Action increases the probability that power will be
available to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of a single failure
unrelated to the inoperability of the required offsite sources.

4.

EPSL is verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3,
3.7.4, 3.7.5, and 3.7.6. This Required Action increases the probability that EPSL
will function as required even in the unlikely event of a single failure unrelated
to the inoperability of the required offsite sources.

5.

DC Sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.8. This Required Action increases the probability that the DC Sources will
function as required to support EPSL even in the unlikely event of a single
failure unrelated to inoperability of the required offsite sources.

6.

Vital Inverters are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.9. This Required Action increases the probability that the vital
instrumentation inverters will function as required to support EPSL even in the
unlikely event of a single failure unrelated to the inoperability of the required
offsite sources.
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1.1 through 1.4 (continued)
The term verify as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
examining logs or other information to determine if the required equipment is inoperable
for maintenance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of Surveillance
Requirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment.
If two offsite sources are restored within 24 hours, unrestricted operation may continue.
The Required Actions have been modified by a NOTE which provides an exception to
TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses as
required by TS 3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat up above COLD
SHUTDOWN when one or more required offsite sources are inoperable due to reasons
other than Condition A or B.
J.1 through J.5
Condition J has been established to allow maintenance and repair of a Keowee Hydro
Unit which requires longer than 72 hours. This Condition is modified by a NOTE which
indicates the Condition is applicable once in a three year period for each Keowee Hydro
Unit. A "Keowee Hydro Unit" is considered to be all components between ACBs 1, 2, 3,
and 4, as well as all components between auxiliary transformer CX and the Keowee
Main step-up transformer. The primary long term maintenance items are expected to be
hydro turbine runner and discharge ring welding repairs which are estimated to be
necessary every six to eight years. Also, generator thrust and guide bearing replacements
will be necessary. Other items which manifest as failures are expected to be extremely
rare and could possibly be performed during the permitted maintenance periods. A time
period of up to 45 days for each Keowee Hydro unit is permitted every three years. The
3 days from Condition C are added to the 42 day Completion Time in Condition J to get
the 45 day time period.
The Required Actions for the special inoperability period have been modified by three
NOTES. NOTE 1 prohibits generation to the system grid except for testing. This
restriction limits the number of possible failures which could cause loss of the
underground emergency power path. NOTE 2 allows the OPERABLE Keowee Hydro
Unit to be made inoperable for 24 hours if required to restore both Keowee Hydro Units
to OPERABLE status. This note is necessary since certain actions such as dewatering
the penstock may be necessary to restore the inoperable Keowee Hydro Unit although
these actions would also cause both Keowee Hydro Units to be inoperable. NOTE 3
provides an exception to TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses as required by TS 3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat up above
COLD SHUTDOWN when the overhead emergency power path is inoperable for greater
than 72 hours due to an inoperable Keowee Hydro Unit. The Required Actions detailed
below are prerequisites for use of the special inoperability period. With the exception of
Lee energizing the standby buses, in the event these Required Actions are not met during
the special inoperability period, 4 hours is allowed by Required Action J.3 to restore
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J.1 through J.5 (continued)
the inoperable component. For example, if the Keowee Hydro Unit has been inoperable
for 15 days and one ES power system string (required by TS 3.7.2) is discovered to be
inoperable, the ES power system string must be restored to OPERABLE status within the
next 4 hours.
1.

The standby buses are continuously energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine through the 100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transmission circuit
shall be electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite loads. This
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. In this configuration, the Lee gas turbine is serving as the second onsite
emergency power source, however since the 100kV transmission circuit is
vulnerable to severe weather a time limit is imposed. Required Action J.1
permits the standby buses to be reenergized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine
within I hour in the event this source is lost. For example, if one Keowee Unit
has been inoperable for 20 days and the Lee gas turbine feeding the 100kV line
trips, the 100kV line must be reenergized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine
within the next hour.

2.

Two offsite sources and the underground emergency power path are verified and
maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.1. This Required Action
provides additional assurance that offsite power will be available during the
special inoperability period. In addition this Required Action assures that
underground emergency power path is available.

3.

The overhead emergency power path (excluding the inoperable overhead
Keowee Hydro Unit) is verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with
TS 3.7.1. This Required Action assures that the overhead emergency power path
is available. Operator action will be required to connect the OPERABLE
underground Keowee Hydro Unit to the overhead emergency power path should
the underground emergency power path fail.

4.

Distribution Systems are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying
with TS 3.7.2. This Required Action increases the probability that power will
not be lost to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of single failures
unrelated to the special inoperability period.

5.

EPSL is verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3,
3.7.4, 3.7.5, and 3.7.6. This Required Action increases the probability that EPSL
will function as required even in the unlikely event of single failures unrelated to
the special inoperability period.
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J. 1 through J.5 (continued)
6.

DC Sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.8. This Required Action increases the probability that the DC Sources will
function as required to support EPSL even in the unlikely event of single failures
unrelated to the special inoperability period.

7.

Vital Inverters are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.9. This Required Action increases the probability that the vital
instrumentation inverters will function as required to support EPSL even in the
unlikely event of single failures unrelated to the special inoperability period.

The term verify as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
examining logs or other information to determine if the required equipment is inoperable
for maintenance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of Surveillance
Requirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment.
Following completion of the prerequisites for the special inoperability period, the
underground emergency power path must be demonstrated to be OPERABLE. This
demonstration is to assure that the underground emergency power path is not inoperable
due to a common cause or due to an undetected failure. When the standby buses are
energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine, the likelihood that the OPERABLE
emergency power path will be required is decreased, thus testing on a 7 day frequency is
adequate. Credit can be taken for the operability of the SK and S breakers per the
routine surveillance test (SR 3.7.1.2 and SR 3.7.1.7).
K. I through K.5
Condition K has been established to allow maintenance and repair of the Keowee Main
Step-up transformer which requires longer than 72 hours per Condition C. A "Keowee
Hydro Unit" is considered to be all components between ACBs 1, 2, 3, and 4, as well as
all components between auxiliary transformer CX and the Keowee Main Step-up
transformer. If both Keowee auxiliary transformers (IX and 2X) are inoperable the
Keowee Main Step-up transformer is considered to be inoperable, because one of the
functions of the Main Step-up transformer is supplying auxiliary loads for the overhead
emergency power path. Transformer replacement is rare but would be time extensive.
Other items which manifest as failures are expected to be extremely rare and could
possibly be performed during the permitted maintenance periods. A maximum period of
28 days is allowed for an inoperable Keowee Main Step-up transformer. This would
allow a reasonable period of time for transformer replacement. The 28 day Completion
Time for the Keowee Main Step-up transformer is not counted toward the 45 day
Completion Time for each Keowee Hydro Unit. The 3 days from Condition C are added
to the 25 day Completion Time in Condition K to get the 28 day time period.
(continued)
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K. 1 through K.5 (continued)
The Required Actions for the special inoperability period have been modified by a
NOTE which provides an exception to TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine is
energizing the standby buses as required by TS 3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to
heat up above COLD SHUTDOWN when the Keowee Main Step-up transformer is
inoperable for greater than 72 hours. The Required Actions detailed below are
prerequisites for use of the special inoperability period. With the exception of Lee
energizing the standby buses, in the event these Required Actions are not met during the
special inoperability period, 4 hours is allowed by Required Action K.3 to restore the
inoperable component. For example, if the Keowee Main Step-up transformer has been
inoperable for 15 days and one ES power system string (required by TS 3.7.2) is
discovered to be inoperable, the ES power system string must be restored to OPERABLE
status within the next 4 hours.
1.

The standby buses are continuously energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine through the 100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transmission circuit
shall be electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite loads. This
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. In this configuration, the Lee gas turbine is serving as the second onsite
emergency power source, however since the 100kV transmission circuit is
vulnerable to severe weather a time limit is imposed. Required Action K. 1
permits the standby buses to be reenergized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine
within 1 hour in the event this source is lost. For example, if the Keowee Main
Step-up transformer has been inoperable for 20 days and the Lee gas turbine
feeding the 100kV line trips, the 100kV line must be reenergized from an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within the next hour.

2.

Two offsite sources and the underground emergency power path are verified and
maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.1. This Required Action
provides additional assurance that offsite power will be available during the
special inoperability period. In addition, this Required Action assures that
underground emergency power path is available.

3.

The overhead Keowee Hydro Unit is verified and maintained OPERABLE by
complying with TS 3.7.1. This Required Action assures that the overhead
Keowee Hydro Unit is available. Operator action will be required to connect the
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit to the OPERABLE underground emergency
power path should the underground Keowee Hydro Unit fail.

4.

Distribution Systems are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying
with TS 3.7.2. This Required Action increases the probability that power will
not be lost to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of single failures
unrelated to the special inoperability period.
(continued)
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K.1 through K.5 (continued)
5.

EPSL is verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3,
3.7.4, 3.7.5, and 3.7.6. This Required Action increases the probability that EPSL
will function as required even in the unlikely event of single failures unrelated to
the special inoperability period.

6.

DC Sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.8. This Required Action increases the probability that the DC Sources will
function as required to support EPSL even in the unlikely event of single failures
unrelated to the special inoperability period.

7.

Vital Inverters are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
3.7.9. This Required Action increases the probability that the vital
instrumentation inverters will function as required to support EPSL even in the
unlikely event of single failures unrelated to the special inoperability period.

The term verify as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
examining logs or other information to determine if the required equipment is inoperable
for maintenance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of Surveillance
Requirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment.
Following completion of the prerequisites for the special inoperability period, the
underground emergency power path must be demonstrated to be OPERABLE. This
demonstration is to assure that the underground emergency power path is not inoperable
due to a common cause or due to an undetected failure. When the standby buses are
energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine, the likelihood that the OPERABLE
emergency power path will be required is decreased, thus testing on a 7 day frequency is
adequate. Credit can be taken for the operability of the SK and S breakers per the
routine surveillance test (SR 3.7.1.2 and SR 3.7.1.7).
L. I
A NOTE has been included to allow separate Condition entry for each inoperable
breaker. Thus, Completion Times are tracked separately for the N1, N2, SL 1, and SL2
breakers.
The two trip circuits for each closed N and SL breakers are required to ensure both
breakers will open. An N breaker trip circuit encompasses those portions of the breaker
control circuits necessary to trip the associated N breaker from the output of the 2 out of
3 logic matrix formed by the auxiliary transformer's undervoltage sensing circuits up to
and including an individual trip coil for the associated N breaker. The undervoltage
sensing channels for the auxiliary transformer are addressed in Technical Specification
3.7.4, "Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits." An SL
breaker trip circuit encompasses those portions of the breaker control circuits necessary
to trip the associated SL breaker from the output of both 2 out of 3 logic matrices formed
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L.1 (continued)
by each standby bus's undervoltage sensing circuits up to and including an individual
trip coil for the associated SL breaker. The undervoltage sensing channels for the CT-5
transformer are addressed in Technical Specification 3.7.4, "Emergency Power
Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits." With one trip circuit inoperable, a
single failure could prevent an N or SL breaker from opening. This could prevent the
transfer to other available sources. Therefore, 24 hours is allowed to repair the trip
circuit or open the breaker. The completion time is based on engineering judgment
taking into consideration the time required to complete the required action and the
availability of the remaining trip circuit.
M.1 and M.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.1.1
SRs 3.7.8.1, 3.7.8.3, 3.7.8.4, and 3.7.8.5 are performed to ensure Keowee battery
OPERABILITY.
SR 3.7.1.2
This surveillance is modified by two NOTES. NOTE I allows the surveillance to be
performed without energizing the standby buses from Keowee when the standby buses
are energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. An OPERABLE Lee gas turbine and
Keowee Hydro Unit cannot energize the standby buses simultaneously. NOTE 2
indicates that the surveillance is not required to be met for the Keowee Hydro Unit
which is associated with the overhead emergency power path when the overhead
electrical disconnects for the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the underground
emergency power path are open. When the overhead electrical disconnects are open, the
Keowee Hydro Units are not vulnerable to a zone overlap fault which would result in the
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit being automatically transferred to the underground
emergency power path. Thus, the overhead Keowee Hydro Unit does not need to be
verified OPERABLE to the underground emergency power path.
This surveillance is to verify the availability of underground emergency power path.
Utilization of the auto-start or emergency start sequence assures the control function
operability by verifying proper speed control and voltage. Power path verification is
included to demonstrate breaker operability from each of the Keowee Units onto the
Standby Buses. This is accomplished by exercising the Keowee Feeder Breakers (SK) to
energize both Standby Buses. The Monthly frequency for this Surveillance was
determined to be adequate based on operating experience to provide reliability
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.1.2 (continued)
verification without excessive equipment cycling for testing. For cases where a Keowee
unit can only be connected to one emergency power path, this monthly surveillance will
only be performed on the one emergency power path.
SR 3.7.1.3
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates that the surveillance is only
required to be met for the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the overhead emergency
power path. The underground Keowee Hydro Unit cannot automatically transfer to the
overhead emergency power path. Thus, the underground Keowee Hydro Unit does not
need to be verified OPERABLE to the overhead emergency power path.
This surveillance is to verify the availability of overhead emergency power path.
Utilization of the auto-start or emergency start sequence assures the control function
operability by verifying proper speed control and voltage. The ability to supply the
Overhead path is satisfied by demonstrating the ability to synchronize (automatically or
manually) each Keowee Unit with the Yellow bus in the 230 kV switchyard. The
remaining path components are considered OPERABLE by the existence of adequate
power to each of the Oconee Unit Startup Transformers. The Monthly frequency for this
Surveillance was determined to be adequate based on operating experience to provide
reliability verification without excessive equipment cycling for testing. For cases where
a Keowee unit can only be connected to one emergency power path, this monthly
surveillance will only be performed on the one emergency power path.
SR 3.7.1.4
This surveillance is modified by two NOTES. NOTE I indicates SR 3.7.1.2 can be
performed instead of SR 3.7.1.4. This NOTE prevents the performance of redundant
testing of the underground Keowee Hydro Unit. NOTE 2 allows the surveillance to be
performed without energizing the standby buses when the standby buses are energized by
an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. An OPERABLE Lee gas turbine and Keowee Hydro
Unit cannot energize the standby buses simultaneously.
This surveillance is to verify the availability of underground emergency power path.
Utilization of the auto-start or emergency start sequence assures the control function
operability by verifying proper speed control and voltage. Power path verification is
included to demonstrate breaker operability from each of the Keowee Units onto the
Standby Buses. This is accomplished by exercising the Keowee Feeder Breakers (SK) to
energize both Standby Buses. The Monthly frequency for this Surveillance was
determined to be adequate based on operating experience to provide reliability
verification without excessive equipment cycling for testing.
(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.1.5

REQUIREMENTS
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates SR 3.7.1.3 can be performed
instead of SR 3.7.1.5. This NOTE prevents the performance of redundant testing of the
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit.
This surveillance is to verify the availability of overhead emergency power path.
Utilization of the auto-start or emergency start sequence assures the control function
operability by verifying proper speed control and voltage. The ability to supply the
Overhead path is satisfied by demonstrating the ability to synchronize (automatically or
manually) each Keowee Unit with the Yellow bus in the 230 kV switchyard. The
remaining path components are considered OPERABLE by the existence of adequate
power to each of the Oconee Unit Startup Transformers. The Monthly frequency for this
Surveillance was determined to be adequate based on operating experience to provide
reliability verification without excessive equipment cycling for testing.
SR 3.7.1.6
This surveillance is modified by two NOTES. NOTE 1 indicates that the surveillance is
only required to be met when the associated breaker is closed. The trip function is not
necessary when the breaker is already open. NOTE 2 to this surveillance states that the
surveillance is not required to be performed for the SL breakers when the overhead
emergency power path is inoperable > 72 hours. When the overhead emergency power
path is inoperable for> 72 hours, the SL breakers must remain closed to energize the
standby buses from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
This surveillance is to verify operability of the trip functions of the SL and N breakers.
Neither of these breakers have any automatic close functions; therefore, only the trip
coils require verification. Cycling of each breaker demonstrates functional operability
and the coil monitor circuits verify coil integrity. The Monthly frequency is based on
operating experience.
SR 3.7.1.7
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates that the surveillance is not
required to be performed for the S breakers when the overhead emergency power path is
inoperable > 72 hours. When the overhead emergency power path is inoperable for > 72
hours, the S breakers cannot be cycled, because cycling the S breakers connects the
standby buses which are energized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine with the main
feeder buses which are energized from another source.
Infrequently used source breakers need to be cycled to ensure availability. The Standby
breakers are to be cycled one breaker on one Unit at a time to prevent inadvertent
interconnection of two Units through the Standby Bus Breakers. Cycling the Startup
breakers verifies operability of the breakers and associated interlock circuitry between
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SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.1.7 (continued)

REQUIREMENTS
the Normal and Startup breakers. This circuitry provides an automatic, smooth, and safe
transfer of Auxiliaries in both directions between sources. The Monthly frequency for
this Surveillance was determined to be adequate based on operating experience to
provide reliability verification without excessive equipment cycling for testing.
SR 3.7.1.8
The Keowee tie breakers to the Underground Path, ACB3 and ACB4, are interlocked to
prevent cross-connection of the Keowee Generators. The safety analysis utilizes two
independent power paths for accommodating single failures in applicable DBAs.
Connection of both generators to the Underground path would compromise the
redundancy of the emergency power paths. Test logic is installed to verify a circuit to
the close coil on one Underground ACB does not exist with the other Underground ACB
closed. Interlocks preventing the Keowee Unit which is aligned to the underground path
from automatically closing to the overhead path are also verified OPERABLE. The
annual frequency for this Surveillance was determined to be adequate based on operating
experience to provide reliability verification without excessive equipment cycling for
testing.
SR 3.7.1.9
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates that the surveillance is only
required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses. A Lee gas
turbine is not required to be OPERABLE when it is not energizing the standby buses.
The Lee Gas Turbines can be used as a reliable alternate "onsite" power source when
connected through a 100kV line which is not connected to any other load or system.
Since the use of this source is not frequent, the integrity and validity of the path must be
verified by actually powering the Standby Buses with the Lee Gas Turbines. More
frequent cycling of the Standby breakers is already performed per SR 3.7.1.7. The
annual frequency for this surveillance is reasonable based on operating experience.
SR 3.7.1.10
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates that the surveillance is only
required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses. A Lee gas
turbine is not required to be OPERABLE when it is not energizing the standby buses.
The Design Bases response for the Lee Gas Turbines is to supply power to the Oconee
Site equal to one Unit's maximum safeguards and two Unit's HOT SHUTDOWN loads.
The Oconee Site cannot provide equivalent loads without establishing an unanalyzed
electrical system alignment. Therefore, the load capability is established by requiring
connection to the system grid and loading to the accident equivalent load. The annual
frequency for this surveillance is reasonable based on operating experience.
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SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.1.11

REQUIREMENTS
This surveillance verifies the Keowee Units' response time to an Emergency Start signal
to ensure ES equipment will have adequate power for Design Accident mitigation. Two
locations exist for Control Room manual initiation of Keowee Emergency Start logic.
Oconee Units I & 2 or Unit 3 Control Room. Each Unit has individual logic which
actuates the associated Emergency Start relays. This provides the ability to verify
operability of each Control Room Logic independent of each Oconee Unit. A Refueling
frequency surveillance, SR 3.7.1.14 (EPSL functional test), verifies the ES input. FSAR
Section 6.3.3.3 establishes the 23 second time requirement for each Keowee Unit to
obtain full speed and voltage. Since the only available loads of adequate magnitude for
simulating a DBA is the Grid, subsequent loading on the Grid is required to verify the
Unit's ability to assume rapid loading under accident conditions. Ideally, sequential
block loads would be applied to fully test this function, but such loads are not available.
This explains the requirement to load the Keowee Units at the maximum practical rate to
the equivalent of a LOCA/LOOP situation. Current value for the maximum accident
loads may be found in FSAR Table 8-1. The Annual frequency for this Surveillance was
determined to be adequate based on operating experience to provide reliability
verification without excessive equipment cycling for testing.
SR 3.7.1.12
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE. The NOTE indicates that the surveillance is
not required to be met when the overhead electrical disconnects for the Keowee Hydro
Unit associated with the underground emergency power path are open. When the
overhead electrical disconnects are open, the Keowee Hydro Units are not vulnerable to
a zone overlap fault which would result in the overhead Keowee Hydro Unit being
automatically transferred to the underground emergency power path.
The Keowee Underground ACBs have a control feature which will automatically close
the Keowee Unit, that is pre-selected to the Overhead Path, into the Underground Path
upon an electrical fault in the zone overlap region of the protective relaying. This
circuitry prevents an electrical fault in the zone overlap region of the protective relaying
from locking out both emergency power paths during dual Keowee Unit grid generation.
In order to ensure this circuitry is OPERABLE, an electrical fault is simulated in the
zone overlap region and the associated Underground ACBs are verified to operate
correctly. This surveillance will be performed on an annual frequency.
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SR 3.7.1.13
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates that the surveillance is only
required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses. A Lee gas
turbine is not required to be OPERABLE when it is not energizing the standby buses.
The Design Bases response for the Lee Gas Turbines is to supply power to the Oconee
site. Therefore, the capability of the Lee Gas Turbines to supply the Oconee main feeder
buses is demonstrated by loading a Lee Gas Turbine on the isolated 100kV line with the
equivalent of a single Unit's maximum safeguards loads (4.8MVA) within one hour.
The Refueling frequency for this surveillance is reasonable based on operating
experience and the one hour time response required of the source.
SR 3.7.1.14
This surveillance performs functional verification for the source and Main Feeder Bus
voltage sensing, Keowee Emergency start, Loadshed and Transfer-to-Standby, and
Retransfer-to-Startup logic of the EPSL System. The method is designed to provide
actual power failures remote from the Main Feeder Buses so that the logic may be
monitored. For SR purposes, a "failed" source is defined as the complete loss of voltage.
The ramp/rate/time responses for the voltage relays are verified independently as a
prerequisite to this SR. Circuits actuated by the source undervoltage relays are verified
per SR 3.7.4.1. To eliminate the human or computer error in timing events, critical time
setpoints for Load shed, Transfer-to-Standby, Retransfer-to-Startup, and reactor coolant
pump trip relays are verified independently during the refueling outage. This test
verifies the integrated response of the circuits. Key circuits for verification include the
Engineered Safeguards contacts to the Keowee Emergency Start, Loadshed and
Transfer/Retransfer relays, and close permissive for Keowee Feeder Breakers (SK).
Excessive cycling of equipment may be prevented by using a single action input,
verification of the required end result by alarms or visual inspection, subsequent reset of
the initiating logic, and then insertion of an alternate input for verification of the required
circuits. The Refueling frequency for this Surveillance was determined to be adequate
based on operating experience to provide reliability verification without excessive
equipment cycling for testing. This surveillance will be performed during the refueling
outage for each Oconee unit.
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SR 3.7.1.15
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates that the surveillance is only
required to be met during periods of commercial power generation using the Keowee
Hydro Units. The logic which aligns the Keowee Hydro Units following a load rejection
from commercial power generation is not required to be operable when the Keowee
Hydro Units are not providing commercial power.
In order to ensure that the Keowee Hydro units are operable during periods of
commercial power generation, the protection circuitry will be tested on a refueling
frequency. This surveillance will ensure that the adverse effects of overspeed following
a load rejection will be precluded and the appropriate emergency power paths will be
aligned. In addition, the speed sensing governor failure logic will be verified during this
surveillance. The Keowee Watt/VAR meter, frequency relays, and governor magnetic
speed switch will be calibrated prior to the performance of this surveillance. This
surveillance can be performed with one or both Keowee units operating at any load
below the maximum power level as defined by the Keowee operating restrictions.
SR 3.7.1.16
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which indicates that the surveillance is only
required to be met during periods of commercial power generation using the Keowee
Hydro Units. The response of the Keowee Hydro Units following a load rejection from
commercial power generation is not required to be bounded by the design criteria, which
were used to develop the Keowee operating restrictions, when the Keowee Hydro Units
are not providing commercial power.
A maximum power dual unit load rejection will be performed on a refueling frequency.
This surveillance will verify that the Keowee Hydro units response to a load rejection is
bounded by the design criteria used to develop the Keowee operating restrictions. The
design criteria are defined in the calculation that determines the Keowee operating
restrictions. A power level for the dual unit load rejection will be defined based on the
operating conditions for the day of the test. In addition, a revision of the operating
restrictions for simultaneous operation of both Keowee units will require that a
maximum power dual unit load rejection test be performed prior to implementing the
revision. A revision of the operating restrictions for a single Keowee unit will require
only a maximum power single unit load rejection as defined by the conditions for the day
of the test. However, if a load rejection test is performed to support a revision to the
operating restrictions, then no additional load rejection test will be required until the next
surveillance. The Keowee Watt/VAR meter and frequency relays will be calibrated prior
to the performance of this surveillance.
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SR 3.7.1.17
This surveillance is modified by two NOTES. NOTE I indicates that the surveillance is
only required to be met when the associated breaker is closed. The trip function is not
necessary when the breaker is already open. NOTE 2 to this surveillance states that the
surveillance is not required to be performed for the SL breakers when the overhead
emergency power path is inoperable > 72 hours. When the overhead emergency power
path is inoperable for > 72 hours, the SL breakers must remain closed to energize the
standby buses from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
This surveillance verifies operability of the trip functions of the SL and N breakers. This
surveillance verifies that each trip circuit of each breaker independently opens each
breaker. Neither of these breakers have any automatic close functions; therefore, only
the trip circuits require verification. The Refueling frequency is based on engineering
judgement and provides reasonable assurance that the SL and N breakers will trip when
required.
SR 3.7.1.18
This surveillance verifies proper operation of the 230 kV switchyard circuit breakers
upon an actual or simulated actuation of the Switchyard Isolation circuitry. This test
causes an actual switchyard isolation (by actuation of degraded grid voltage protection)
and alignment of the Keowee Hydro Units to the overhead and underground emergency
power paths. A Refueling frequency minimizes the impact to Keowee and the operating
Units which are connected to the 230 kV switchyard. The effect of this surveillance is
not significant because the generator red bus tie breakers and feeders from the Oconee
230 kV switchyard red bus to the system grid remain closed. Either Switchyard Isolation
Channel causes full system realignment, which involves a complete switchyard
realignment. To avoid excessive switchyard circuit breaker cycling, realignment and
Keowee Hydro Unit emergency start functions, this surveillance need be performed for
only one Switchyard Isolation Channel each surveillance interval. This is acceptable
since operability of the overhead emergency power path requires only one channel of the
Switchyard Isolation circuitry to be capable of isolating the switchyard. Functional
verification of the Switchyard Isolation Channel logic is addressed in Technical
Specification 3.7.6, "Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Degraded Grid Voltage
Protection."
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE. This NOTE states that the redundant breaker
trip coils may be verified on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This can be accomplished
by alternating the switchyard isolation channels which are actuated during each test.
Verifying the trip coils on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS precludes unnecessary breaker
operation and minimizes the impact to Keowee and the operating Units which are
connected to the 230 kV switchyard.
(continued)
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B 3.7.2 Distribution Systems - Operating
BASES
BACKGROUND

The Distribution Systems are comprised of two main feeder buses, three Engineered
Safeguards (ES) Power System strings, four 125VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards, six
230kV switchyard DC Power panelboards, and four 120VAC Vital Instrumentation
Power panelboards. This system, which supplies the electrical power required to operate
unit equipment during normal plant operation, is designed to provide power to the
required Engineered safety features (ESF) loads or safe shutdown loads of each unit such
that no single failure can disable enough loads to jeopardize plant safety.
Only one main feeder bus and two ES power system strings are needed to provide power
to the minimum required loads. In accordance with proposed AEC general design
criterion 39, the design of the AC distribution system provides independence and
redundancy to ensure an available source of power to the ESF systems (FSAR 3.1.39).
The system is arranged such that each ES power system string can receive power from
either of the two main feeder buses. Each main feeder bus which is capable of supplying
the entire unit power needs, can receive power from the unit normal auxiliary
transformer, startup transformer and one of the standby buses.
The 125VDC Vital Instrumentation and Control (I&C) System consists of a distribution
system as described below. It provides control power for the Emergency Power System.
It also provides both motive and control power to selected safety-related and non-safety
equipment. It is designed to have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to
perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure.
Four separate 125VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, DID), are
provided for each unit. Each panelboard receives its DC power through an auctioneering
network of two isolating diode assemblies. One assembly is supplied from the unit's 125
volt distribution system, and the other assembly is supplied from another unit's (the
backup unit) 125VDC Vital Distribution System. The diode assemblies permit the two
distribution systems to supply current to the Vital I&C DC Power panelboard connected
to the output of the diode assemblies, and block the flow of current from one DC
distribution system to the other.
In order to provide all safety functions required during an accident, power must be
provided from any three of the four Vital I&C DC Power panelboards. During normal
operation, the auctioneering network described above provides multiple redundancy for
assuring that power from the 125VDC Vital I&C Sources would be provided to the Vital
I&C DC Power panelboards. Therefore, power from any three of the four Vital I&C DC
Sources for a particular unit (two for the unit considered, and two from the backup unit)
continues to provide redundancy of power sources for safety functions performed by the
Vital DC I&C Power panelboards.
The ungrounded DC system has detectors and alarms to indicate when there is a ground
existing on any leg of the system. A ground on one leg of the DC system will not cause
any equipment to malfunction. In order to find and correct a DC ground on the 125VDC
Vital I&C System, each unit's DC system must be separated from the other two units.
(continued)
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BACKGROUND

With the backup function disabled, the unit would be in a degraded mode, but would in

(continued)

fact have all of its own DC system available if needed. Each unit's batteries (either CA
or CB) is capable of carrying all the 125VDC instrumentation and control loads on that
unit.
Unit 1 panelboards IDIC and IDID provide primary and backup power for SK and SL
breakers control power, standby bus protective relaying control power, standby breakers
control power for all three Units, and retransfer-to-startup source switching circuits for
all three Oconee Unit's Emergency Power Switching Logic Systems. All other safety
related functions supported by the Vital 125VDC Power panelboard are unit specific.
The 230kV Switchyard (SY) 125VDC System consists of a distribution system as
described below. It provides primary and backup DC power for protective relaying and
actuation circuits associated with the 230kV SY, as well as DC control power for 230kV
SY power circuit breaker (PCB) operation. It is designed to have sufficient
independence, redundancy, and testability to perform its safety functions, assuming a
single failure.
Safety functions provided by the 230kV SY 125VDC System include:
a)

connection of on-site power from Keowee to Oconee via the emergency onsite
overhead power path, and

b)

isolation of Oconee (including Keowee) from degraded grid voltage through
action of the Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS).

With the exception of the functions of the DGPS, all functions of the 230kV Switchyard
DC Distribution System can be considered redundant to those associated with the
emergency onsite underground power path.
The output of 230kV SY 125VDC Sources SY- 1 and SY-2 are connected to Distribution
Centers SY-DC-1 and SY-DC-2, respectively. The buses are metal-clad two conductor
assemblies. A bus tie with normally open breakers is provided between the distribution
centers to "backup" a battery when it is removed for servicing. SY-DC-1 supplies DC
Panelboards DYA, DYB, DYC, and DYD; SY-DC-2 supplies DC Panelboards DYE,
DYF, DYG, and DYH. DC Panelboards DYD and DYH provide power for non-safety
functions, and are not directly subject to the Technical Specifications. Distribution
Centers SY-DC-1 and SY-DC-2 with their associated safety-related DC panelboards and
interconnecting wiring and breakers comprise the 230kV SY DC Distribution System.
The two distribution centers are redundant, each providing power to all components
necessary for performing the safety functions of the 230kV SY DC System. DC
Panelboard DYA is redundant to DYE; DYB is redundant to DYF, and DYC is
redundant to DYG. Thus, the failure of any single component in the 230kV SY DC
Distribution System, or in their associated 125VDC Sources, will not prevent any safety
function from being performed. The redundant panelboards supply power to separate
channels of the Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS) circuits, separate channels of
other protective relaying circuits, and separate feeds for each 230kV SY PCB's closing
and tripping control. Separate dual trip coils are provided for each PCB. Isolating
diodes are provided for redundant power feeds to each PCB's common closing coil
circuit.
(continued)
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The ungrounded DC system has detectors and alarms to indicate when there is a ground
existing on any leg of the system. A single ground will not cause any malfunction or
prevent operation of any safety function.
The AC Vital Distribution System is comprised of four redundant 120VAC vital
instrument power panelboards for each unit which provide power to associated vital
instrumentation and control loads under all operating conditions. Each panelboard is
powered separately from a static inverter connected to one of the four 125VDC
instrumentation and control panelboards. In order to accommodate maintenance on the
inverters and supply backup power, a tie with breakers is provided to each of the
120VAC vital panelboards from the alternate 120VAC regulated bus.
Each of the four redundant channels of Nuclear Instrumentation and Reactor Protective
System (RPS) equipment on each unit is powered from a separate 120VAC vital
panelboard. Separate 120VAC panelboards also supply each of the three redundant
Engineered Safeguards (ES) system analog channels and each of the two redundant ES
digital channels for each unit.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analysis in the FSAR
Chapter 6, (Engineered Safeguard), and 15, (Accident Analyses), assume all ESF
systems are OPERABLE. The Distribution Systems are designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary
power to ESF systems so that the fuel, reactor coolant system and containment design
limits are not exceeded.
In general, the safety analysis considered power to be available to Engineered Safeguards
equipment following event initiation and is based on maintaining at least two of the ES
Power System strings OPERABLE during accident conditions.
For an accident concurrent with a loss of all offsite power assuming a worst case single
failure, the 125VDC Vital I&C System provides power to components which function to
maintain OPERABLE:
a.

at least one of the onsite (or offsite power sources, if available),

b.

two ES power system strings,

c.

at least three inverters for the Vital AC Distribution System, described in
TS 3.7.9.

For an ES actuation concurrent with a loss or degradation of offsite AC power, assuming
a worst case single failure, the 230kV DC SY Distribution System provides power to
components and protective systems which function to:
a.

maintain OPERABLE at least one of the onsite power sources, and

b.

separate Oconee and the onsite power sources from the electrical system
grid, should grid voltage be lost or degraded.
(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating is a system that is part of the primary success path and
functions to mitigate a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or transient that presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. As such, Distribution Systems
Operating satisfies the requirements of selection criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref.1).

TS

Distribution Systems ensure the availability of power to the required loads to shutdown
the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated DBA.
Main Feeder Bus
A main feeder bus is considered OPERABLE if it meets all of the following conditions:
1.

The bus is energized;

2.

It is receiving power or capable of automatically receiving power from its
associated E breaker or S breaker;

3.

Connected to at least two ES power system switchgears (TC, TD & TE).

ES Power System String
The three ES Power System Strings are defined as follows:
IA) ES Switchgear TC

IB) ES Switchgear TD

IC) ES Switchgear TE

2A) Load Center X8

2B) Load Center X9

2C) Load Center X10

3A) 600V MCC XSI and
1, 2, 3XSF

3B) 600V MCC XS2

3C) 600V MCC XS3

4A) 208V MCC XS 1 and
1, 2, 3XSF

4B) 208V MCC XS2

4C) 208V MCC XS3

Each string is considered OPERABLE if it is energized by at least one main feeder bus.
When MCC 1, 2, or 3XSF is powered from load center OXSF, these MCCs would not be
available during a DBA. Therefore, these MCCs shall be considered inoperable if it is
powered from load center OXSF during non-SSF event periods.
125VDC I&C Power panelboards
For unrestricted operation, the four 125VDC I&C Panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, & DID)
shall be OPERABLE. A panelboard is considered OPERABLE when it is energized
from an OPERABLE source.
Because power from any three of the four panelboards DIA, DIB, DIC, or DID would
support all safety functions associated with the panelboards, these requirements ensure
that the supported safety functions are not vulnerable to a single failure.
*
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Panelboards IDIC and IDID affect all three Units since these panelboards provide
primary and backup power for SK and SL breakers control power, standby bus protective
relaying control power, standby breaker control power for all three Units and retransfer
to startup source for all three Units.
230kV Switchyard DC Power panelboards
For unrestricted operation, the 230kV SY DC Power panelboards (DYA, DYB, DYC,
DYE, DYF, DYG) shall be OPERABLE. For the 230kV SY DC Power panelboards to
be considered OPERABLE, they must be energized from an OPERABLE source.
120VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards
All four 120VAC vital instrumentation power panelboards (KVIA, KVIB, KVIC, and
KVID) are required to be OPERABLE. Implicit in this is that all breakers and
connecting hardware that are necessary for the circuit to perform its intended function
are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY

The Distribution Systems for ESF systems are required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensure that:
1. Acceptable fuel design limit and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are not
exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal transients, and
2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and other vital functions
are maintained in the event of a postulated DBA.
The 125VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards are required to be OPERABLE above
COLD SHUTDOWN to support functions of the Engineered Safeguards System, the
Reactor Protective System, the Emergency Power Switching Logic, and certain other
safety functions.
The 230kV SY DC Power panelboards are required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensure continued operability of the overhead power path, and to
provide protection of the safety related portion of the 230kV SY from potential
degradation of voltage on the electrical power grid.
During an accident, with or without loss of offsite power, unless an extended degradation
of voltage from offsite power occurred, all requirements would be met without operation
the 230kV SY DC Sources and Distribution System. With extended partial degradation
of the offsite power voltage, operation of the DGPS, which is supported by the 230kV
SY 125VDC System, would be required.
The 120VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards are required to be OPERABLE
above COLD SHUTDOWN to assure that power is supplied to the ES and RPS systems.

ACTIONS

The required actions have been established based on the level of degradation of the
distribution systems.
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ACTIONS
(continued)

A.I
With one of the main feeder buses inoperable, the remaining main feeder bus is fully
capable of supporting the safety functions necessary to shutdown the unit and maintain it
in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. However the overall reliability
is reduced because a single failure in the remaining main feeder bus could result in the
minimum required ESF functions not being supported. Therefore the inoperable main
feeder bus must be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. The completion time
is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration the time required to
reasonably complete the required action and the availability of the remaining main feeder
bus.
B.1
With one of the ES power system strings inoperable, the remaining two ES power system
strings are capable of supporting the minimum required safety function necessary to
shutdown the unit and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single
failure. However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in the
remaining ES power system strings could result in the minimum ESF functions not being
supported. Therefore, the inoperable string must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours. The completion time is based on engineering judgment taking into
consideration the time required to reasonably complete the required action and
availability of the two remaining ES power system strings.
C.1
With one 125VDC Vital I&C Power panelboard inoperable, the three remaining
panelboards will continue to provide power for all safety functions supported by Vital
I&C DC. Failure of one of the three remaining panelboards could result in failure to
support required ES functions or Unit trip.
An inoperable panelboard shall be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. This
conservative requirement assures continued redundancy in the 125VDC Vital I&C
Distribution System, and recognizes the importance of the multiple functions supported
by the panelboards.
D.1
If any required 230kV SY DC panelboard or combination of panelboards are inoperable,
the inoperable panelboard(s) shall be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours.
This requirement assures continued redundancy in the distribution system. Loss of a
redundant panelboard could result in failure of the overhead emergency power path. In
addition, in the event of grid degradation, the station and onsite emergency power
sources could fail to separate from the grid.
The 24 hour completion time is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration
the time to complete the required action, the redundancy available in the 230kV SY DC
system, the redundancy available in the emergency power paths, and the infrequency of
an actual grid system degradation.
(continued)
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ACTIONS

D.1 (continued)

(continued)
A NOTE is included to clarify that a separate condition entry is allowed for each 230kV
switchyard DC Power panelboard. If a loss of safety function occurs due to inoperability
of redundant panelboards, Condition I will address the Required Action.
E. I
With IDIC inoperable or IDID inoperable, single failure of the remaining panelboard
would result in failure of control power for the S, SK, and SL breakers, standby bus
protective relaying, and retransfer to startup logic for all three Units. Therefore, within
24 hours after such a condition arises, the inoperable panelboard shall be restored. The
completion time is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration the time to
complete the required action and the redundancy available in the Vital I&C DC System.
A NOTE has been included to clarify that Condition E is not applicable to Unit 1.
Condition C applies to Unit 1.
F. 1
If panelboard KVIA or KVIB becomes inoperable, for reasons other than inverter
inoperability, a period of 4 hours is allowed to return the panelboard to OPERABLE
status. The digital ES channels are powered from KVIA and KVIB, and cannot actuate
without power. The 4 hour completion time is based on engineering judgment taking
into consideration the time to complete the required action, the operability of redundant
panelboards, and the low likelihood of an event requiring ES actuation.
G.1
If panelboard KVIC or KVID is inoperable for reasons other than inverter inoperability,
it must be returned to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. The 24 hour completion time
is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration the time to complete the
required action, the operability of redundant panelboards, and the low likelihood of an
event requiring loads powered by KVIC or KVID.
H.1 and H.2
If the required actions and associated completion times cannot be met, the unit must be
in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72 hours.
These times allow for a controlled shutdown of the unit without placing undue stress on
plant operators or plant systems.
1.1
The inoperability of two or more main feeder buses, ES Power System Strings, 125VDC
Vital I&C Power panelboards, or 120VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards
could result in a loss of safety function. In addition, the inoperability of two redundant
230kV switchyard DC Power panelboards could result in the loss of safety function.
Therefore, the provisions of TS 3.0 apply.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.1
This surveillance verifies that the main feeder buses are functioning properly, with the
required circuit breakers closed and the buses energized. The 7 day frequency takes into
account the redundant capability of the main feeder buses and other indications available
in the control room that will alert the operator to system malfunctions.
SR 3.7.2.2
This surveillance verifies that the required ES Power System Strings, 125 VDC Vital
I&C Power panelboards, 230 kV switchyard DC Power panelboards, and 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power panelboards are functioning properly, with the required circuit
breakers closed and the buses energized. The 7 day frequency takes into account the
redundant capability of the required ES Power System Strings, 125 VDC Vital I&C
Power panelboards, 230 kV switchyard DC Power panelboards, and 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power panelboards and other indications available in the control room
that will alert the operator to system malfunctions.

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

1.

10 CFR 50.36.

2.

4160V Auxiliary Power System DBD,OSS-0254.00-00-2000.

3.

600V Power System DBD,OSS-0254.00-00-2008.
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B 3.7.3 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Automatic Transfer Functions
BASES
BACKGROUND

The transfer circuits of the Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) are designed with
sufficient redundancy to assure that power is supplied to the unit Main Feeder Buses
(MFBs) and, hence, to the unit's essential loads, under accident conditions. The logic
system monitors the normal and emergency power sources and, upon loss of the normal
power source (the unit auxiliary transformer), the logic will seek an alternate source of
power. The EPSL Automatic Transfer functions consist of the Load Shed and Transfer
to Standby Circuitry and the Retransfer to Startup logic.
The Load Shed and Transfer to Standby Circuits are designed to energize the MFBs from
the Standby Buses powered from either Keowee or Lee. This would occur when voltage
is lost or is insufficient from the Normal and Startup sources. The Load Shed signal is
generated to separate nonessential breakers from the MFBs to ensure the CT-4 or CT-5
transformers supplying the Standby Buses are not overloaded.
The Retransfer to Startup logic provides the emergency power switching logic the
capability to retransfer essential loads from the Standby Bus to the startup source, if
available, should power to the Standby Bus be lost for more than 5 seconds.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The Safety Analysis for Transfer functions of EPSL is contained in Chapter 8 and
15 of the FSAR. The initial conditions of the analysis assume all the circuits of
EPSL are functional.
The most limiting design basis accident (DBA) for the EPSL transfer functions is a
LOCA with a simultaneous loss of offsite power (LOOP). The LOOP is considered to
occur coincident with engineering safeguards (ES) actuation. In this scenario, the Load
Shed and Transfer to Standby function is expected to reenergize the affected unit's MFBs
from the Standby Buses which are expected to be powered from Keowee or Lee. The
Load Shed timers and Transfer to Standby timers are set such that, if no power is
available from the startup source for 11 seconds, the startup source breakers are
prohibited from closing and the standby bus to MFB breakers receive a permissive to
close. Power should be available to the MFBs within 23 seconds with the Keowee start
and accelerate time being the most limiting parameter.
The Retransfer to Startup function is provided to ensure that a single failure (associated
with the standby source) does not cause the MFBs to remain deenergized. Should the
standby source fail, then power will be supplied to the MFBs from the startup source
when energized from the Keowee Unit aligned to the overhead. The Retransfer to
Startup timers are set such that the maximum time the MFBs will be de-energize is 33
seconds. This time is derived from the maximum allowable Keowee "start and
accelerate to speed" time (23 seconds) and the Retransfer to Startup timers (5 seconds).
(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSIS
(continued)

The EPSL transfer functions are designed to perform their function assuming a worst
case credible single failure. There are two independent EPSL Automatic Transfer
channels. Each channel is capable of performing the entire transfer function.
Channel A of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function consists of channel A of the Load
Shed and Transfer to Standby circuit and channel A of the Retransfer to Startup logic.
Channel B of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function consists of channel B of the Load
Shed and Transfer to Standby circuit and channel B of the Retransfer to Startup logic.
EPSL automatic transfer functions are part of the primary success path and functions to
mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product
barrier. As such, EPSL automatic transfer functions satisfy the requirements of selection
criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref.1).

TS

Two channels of both the Load Shed and Transfer to Standby function and Retransfer to
Startup function are required to be OPERABLE. Implicit in this is all relays, contacts,
power supplies, timers, etc., which are necessary for the circuit to perform its intended
safety function, are OPERABLE. The single MFB undervoltage relay for each MFB is,
required to be OPERABLE or in the safe (dropped out) position for the associated Load
Shed and Transfer to Standby channel to be OPERABLE. With one channel of either
function inoperable, the remaining channel can still completely perform the intended
safety function. However, a subsequent single failure could disable the remaining
channel from performing its safety function.

APPLICABILITY

The transfer functions of EPSL are required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensure that power is provided from AC Sources to the AC Distribution
system within the time assumed in the accident analyses.

ACTIONS

A.1
In the event one channel of the EPSL Transfer functions becomes inoperable, then the
remaining channel is fully capable of providing all necessary transfer functions to ensure
power is provided to the MFBs. A single failure of the remaining channel could cause
the main feeder buses to remain deenergized until operator action is taken to restore
power. Therefore, a period of 24 hours is allowed for restoration of any inoperable
channel. The completion time is based on engineering judgement, taking into
consideration the time required to complete the required action and the availability of the
remaining channel.
(continued)
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ACTIONS

A.1 (continued)
Channel A and B provide redundant transfer functions. The retransfer to startup function
of each channel is actuated by its associated channel of transfer to standby function
(through the RX relay).
Additionally, each channel of transfer functions provide a permissive in its associated
SK breaker (through the RX relay) to allow its automatic closure (i.e., channel A with
SKl channel B with SK2). Also, an S breaker can close automatically only when its
associated bus is energized. If a channel of transfer to standby is inoperable then the
associated RX relay may not be OPERABLE (depending on what portion of transfer to
standby function is inoperable). This could keep the associated SK breaker from
automatically closing and cause the associated retransfer to startup function to be
inoperable. The remaining channel of transfer to standby function and retransfer to
startup function needs to be OPERABLE to restore power during LOCA/LOOP events.
The S breaker associated with the OPERABLE transfer channel also needs to be
OPERABLE, since the other S breaker may not be capable of automatically closing due
to its standby bus being deenergized (SK breaker not closed).
For these reasons, transfer functions of the same channel are allowed to be inoperable
only when both functions of the other channel are OPERABLE and the other channel's
associated S breaker is OPERABLE (i.e., channel A with SI and channel B with S2).
B.1 and B.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.3.1
See Bases for SR 3.7.1.14 (EPSL automatic transfer).

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

1.

10 CFR 50.36.

2.

4160V Auxiliary Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2000.
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B 3.7.4 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits
BASES

BACKGROUND

The Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits consist of the
voltage sensing circuits for the Startup Source, Standby Bus #1, Standby Bus #2, and the
Normal Source. These voltage sensing circuits provide input to the EPSL power seeking
logic to actuate breakers and initiate transfer logic sequences. Each phase of each source
has an individual potential transformer feeding a 2 out of 3 logic for determining the
status of the power source. The voltage sensing circuits also provide class 1E trip signals
to the breaker control circuitry for the N, E, and SL breakers.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The Safety Analysis for the voltage sensing circuits of EPSL is contained in Chapter
8 and 15 of the FSAR. The EPSL system is designed to ensure power is supplied
to the main feedwater buses (MFBs) during a design basis accident (DBA). In order for
it to perform this function, the voltage sensing circuits for the Startup Source, Normal
Source, Standby Bus #1, and Standby Bus #2 must be OPERABLE. These voltage
sensing circuits provide input to the EPSL transfer functions. The transfer functions
utilize the voltage sensing circuits to initiate breaker operations to ensure the MFBs are
connected to an energized source (startup or standby).
EPSL voltage sensing circuits are part of the primary success path and function to
mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product
barrier. As such, EPSL voltage sensing circuits satisfy the requirements of selection
criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).

APPLICABILITY

The EPSL voltage sensing circuits are required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensure that power is provided from AC Sources to the AC Distribution
system within the time assumed in the accident analyses.
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TS

Three circuits (one per phase) for each power bus (Normal, Startup, Standby Bus #1,
Standby Bus #2) must be OPERABLE. In addition, the relays and contacts that provide
the input and output of the 2 out of 3 logic must be OPERABLE. These circuits and
associated logic ensure that no credible single failure can cause a loss of any function
required by the voltage sensing circuits.
The TS has been modified by a NOTE which removes Normal Source voltage sensing
requirements when both N breakers are open. The safety function of the Normal Source
Voltage Sensing circuits is to provide a safety related trip signal to the N breakers.
When the N breakers are open, the Normal source voltage Sensing Circuits do not
perform a safety function and, therefore, need not be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

A NOTE has been included in the ACTIONS to allow separate Condition entry for each
inoperable Voltage Sensing Circuit. Thus, Completion Times are tracked separately for
each power bus (Normal, Startup, Standby Bus #1, Standby Bus #2).
A.1
In the event one channel (phase) of the voltage sensing circuit becomes inoperable, the
circuit will still perform its intended function. However, with one channel inoperable,
the voltage sensing function is reduced to 2 out of 2 logic. A single failure could make
the voltage sensing function inoperable. With a voltage sensing function inoperable,
EPSL transfer functions or breaker trip circuitry could be disabled such that Operator
action would be required to reenergize the MFBs during accident conditions. For this
reason 24 hours is allowed for repair of any inoperable channel of the voltage sensing
function. The completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into
consideration the time required to complete the required action and the availability of the
remaining channels.
Note that one voltage sensing channel for each AC bus may be inoperable at the same
time without loss of the voltage sensing function for any bus.
B.1 and B.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.4.1
This surveillance verifies operability of each sensing circuit of each bus which can
supply the MFBs. A circuit is defined as three channels, one for each phase. Each
channel consists of all components from the sensing power transformer on the actual
buswork through the circuit auxiliary relays which operate contacts in the EPSL logic
and breaker trip circuits. Actual setpoint values for the undervoltage relays on the N and
E breakers are verified independently as a prerequisite to this SR. Minimum
requirements consist of individual channel relay operation causing appropriate contact
responses within associated loadshed/breaker circuits, alarm activations, and proper
indications for the sensing circuit control power status. The frequency for this SR is
reasonable based on operating experience and the need to remove the bus from service to
perform required testing.

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

1.

10 CFR 50.36.

2.

4160V Auxiliary Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2000.
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B 3.7.5

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)
Keowee Emergency Start Function

BASES
BACKGROUND

The Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL provides a start signal to the two on-site
emergency power sources and sets up logic and relaying for their use in the emergency
mode. There are two independent channels of the Emergency Start function. Each
channel is capable of starting both Keowee units and activating the logic for operating in
the emergency mode.
The Emergency Start channels I and 2 are actuated from Engineered Safeguards
channels I and 2 respectively. The Emergency Start channels can also be activated
manually from the Oconee Control rooms or cable spread rooms. There are two
independent channels associated with each Oconee unit.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The safety analysis for EPSL and the emergency power system is contained in
Chapter 8 and 15 of the FSAR. The most severe Design Basis Accident (DBA) for the
emergency power system is a LOCA with a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP). For this
transient the Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL must send a start signal to both
Keowee units. Logic is also actuated that ensures separation of both Keowee units from
the system grid. Alignment of the Keowee Unit connected to the overhead power path is
allowed only after a separate logic sequence ("Switchyard Isolate Complete" which is not
associated with the Keowee Emergency Start function) verifies the switchyard alignment
is separated from the grid.
The Keowee Emergency Start function also disables non critical protective interlocks
and trips associated with the Keowee generators. This is to help ensure the generators
will remain available for emergency power despite minor failures or malfunctions.
The Keowee Emergency Start circuitry is designed such that no credible single failure
can prevent an Emergency Start signal from reaching the Keowee units. Each channel is
completely independent of the other and only one channel is required to perform the
entire safety function.
EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function is part of the primary success path and
functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a
fission product barrier. As such, the EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function satisfies
the requirements of selection criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref.1).

(continued)
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B 3.7.5
BASES (continued)
TS

Two channels of the Keowee Emergency Start function are required to be OPERABLE.
This includes all relays, contacts, and logic that are required to Emergency Start the
Keowee units, bypass specific protective interlocks and trips, and circuitry that separates
the Keowee units from the grid (trips ACBs 1 and 2). Portions of the two channels affect
the Oconee Units individually.

APPLICABILITY

The Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL is required to be OPERABLE above
COLD SHUTDOWN to ensure that power is provided from AC Sources to the AC
Distribution system within the time assumed in the accident analyses.

ACTIONS

A.I
In the event one channel of the Keowee Emergency Start function becomes inoperable,
then a single failure of the other channel could prevent starting the Keowee units. For
most scenarios, the Keowee Unit would still be emergency started by Operator action or
automatically from non-class lE circuitry. For this reason, 72 hours is allowed for
restoration of one inoperable channel. The Completion Time is based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the time required to complete the required action
and the availability of the remaining channel. In addition, the Completion Time is
consistent with TS 3.7.1 for one inoperable power path.
B.1 and B.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
C.1
If both channels of the Keowee Emergency Start function become inoperable then both
Keowee Hydro Units must be declared inoperable for the affected Oconee Unit(s).
Appropriate required actions are specified in TS 3.7.1 (AC Sources - Operating).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.5.1
See Bases for SR 3.7.1.11 (Keowee Emergency Start) and SR 3.7.1.14 (EPSL automatic
transfer).

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

1.

10 CFR 50.36.

2.

4160V Auxiliary Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2000.

3.

Keowee Emergency Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2005.
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Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection

BASES
BACKGROUND

Two independent levels of protection are provided to assure the degradation of voltage
from offsite sources does not adversely impact the function of safety-related systems and
components. The first level of protection is provided by the EPSL Degraded Grid
Protection System (DGPS). The second level of protection is provided by undervoltage
relaying on the E and N breakers (reference TS 3.7.4, EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits)
which protects from loss of voltage.
The DGPS, upon indication of inadequate voltage, will provide an alarm to the Unit 1 &
2 Control room and the Spartanburg Dispatcher. If any single engineered safeguards
(ES) Channel 1 or 2 signal from any Unit is sensed by the DGPS, while the voltage is
below acceptable levels, the DGPS will initiate an isolation of the 230kV switchyard
Yellow Bus to ensure the onsite overhead emergency power path is available. Each
DGPS actuation logic channel is capable of isolating the overhead emergency power path
by a set of 94V relays and the associated switchyard PCB trip coil. The sets of actuating
(94V) relays are common to the DGPS and the undervoltage part of another system
called the External Grid Trouble Protection System (EGTPS). The isolation of the
yellow bus is accomplished by opening switchyard PCBs 8, 12, 15, 17, 21, 24, 26, 28,
and 33. While the DGPS relaying could result in the unavailability of the overhead
emergency power path, it does ensure that the startup transformers are not connected to a
degraded source of power. In this event, ES loads are provided adequate voltage from
the standby buses. The EGTPS serves to protect from grid collapse.
Based on historical data, it is anticipated any degradation of the voltage in the 230kV
switchyard will not last for an extended period of time. Administrative procedures are in
place to assure timely actions are taken to restore the voltage.
There are three undervoltage relays installed to monitor the switchyard voltage, one on
each of the yellow bus phases. Each of the undervoltage relays is supplied by a single
phase coupling-capacitor voltage transformer. The undervoltage relay contacts are
arranged in a 2-out-of-3 logic sequence which feeds two redundant time delay (drop)
relays. The time delay relays were added to prevent spurious actuations, but still provide
adequate response time to voltage transients. Either of the two redundant time-delay
relays will cause either of the two sets of actuating relays to initiate switchyard isolation.
The DGPS voltage sensing may be considered OPERABLE when in a tripped condition.
Circuit control power is fed from the 230kV Switchyard 125VDC system.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The purpose of the DGPS is to ensure adequate voltage is available during an ES
actuation concurrent with a 230kV switchyard voltage of less than 226kV.
Based on design calculations, 226kV is the minimum switchyard voltage that will ensure
proper operation of loads during ES actuation without being subject to damage or
protective relay actuation.
EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection is part of the primary success path and
functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a
fission product barrier. As such, EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection satisfies the
requirements of selection criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).

TS

Three yellow bus sensing relays are required to be OPERABLE. The loss of power to
any yellow bus phase deenergizes the associated sensing relay and satisfies part of the
logic for system actuation. This reduces the logic to a 1-out-of-2 function; however, the
tripped channel is considered to be OPERABLE since the affect is in the conservative
direction. Loss of a second sensing relay will still have no effect on actuation except to
satisfy the Degraded Grid permissive and leave only a single ES Channel I or 2 signal
remaining to cause system actuation. Therefore, OPERABLE is defined as energized or
tripped.
Both channels of Degraded Grid Voltage Protection Actuation Logic are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure single failure criteria can be met while maintaining system
function. The actuating 94V relays, which are shared with the voltage channels of the
EGTPS and the associated switchyard PCB trip coils, are also considered part of the
DGPS and are required to be OPERABLE. Therefore, loss of either 94V relay for the
undervoltage channels also constitutes loss of one channel of DGPS. Similarly, loss of
one required switchyard PCB trip coil constitutes loss of one channel of DGPS.

APPLICABILITY

The DGPS is required to be OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN to ensure a
reliable and adequate power available to ES systems.

(continued)
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EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
B 3.7.6
BASES (continued)
ACTIONS

The Required Actions have been established based on the level of degradation of the

DGPS.
A.1
A single voltage sensing relay inoperable (unable to trip) means the affected Unit must
rely on the other Unit's sensing relays. The logic is also degraded to 2-out-of-2 versus 2
out-of-3. Failure of a second sensing relay to trip when required will render both
channels inoperable. The 72 hour completion time is based on engineering judgement
taking into consideration the infrequency of actual Grid system voltage degradation, the
probability of a simultaneous ES actuation, and the availability of other Unit's sensing
relays.
B.1
In the event one channel of actuation logic is inoperable (unable to trip) then a single
failure of the other channel to trip when required would remove protection from a
Degraded Grid condition concurrent with ES actuation. The 72 hour completion time to
restore the inoperable channel is based on engineering judgement taking into
consideration the infrequency of actual grid system degradation, the probability of a
simultaneous ES actuation, and the availability of the OPERABLE channel.
C.1 and C.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times for Condition A or B cannot
be met, the unit must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in
84 hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
D.1 and D.2
Two or more voltage sensing relays inoperable or two actuation logic channels
inoperable removes Degraded Grid Protection from being available to the Station during
ES actuation. The loss of protection exposes any Unit to an inadequate power supply
during a degraded grid situation concurrent with a LOCA on that Unit. In addition, the
inoperability of the Degraded Grid Voltage Protection system prevents switchyard
isolation during a LOCA. Since switchyard isolation is inoperable, the overhead
emergency power path is declared inoperable in accordance with the requirements in
Technical Specification 3.7.1. The Completion Times are based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the infrequency of actual grid system degradation,
and the probability of a simultaneous ES actuation.

(continued)
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.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.6.1
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel, including
the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to the measured parameter within
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that
measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the
setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the setpoint analysis.
The Frequency is justified by the assumption of a refueling calibration interval in the
determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.
SR 3.7.6.2
A CHANNEL TEST is performed on each DGPS voltage sensing channel and DGPS
actuation logic channel to ensure the entire channel will perform its intended function.
Any setpoint adjustments shall be consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint
analysis. The CHANNEL TEST of the DGPS actuation logic channels includes
verifying actuation of both channels of the switchyard isolation circuitry. The Frequency
is based on engineering judgment and operating experience that determined testing on a
refueling interval provides reasonable assurance that the circuitry is available to perform
its safety function.
(continued)

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

1.

10 CFR 50.36.

2.

230kV Switchyard Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2004.
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B 3.7.7

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)
CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection

BASES
BACKGROUND

Two levels of protection are provided for the standby buses to assure that degradation of
voltage from the 100kV transmission system through the Central Switchyard does not
adversely impact the function of safety related systems and components. The first level
of protection is provided by the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Protection System. The
second level of protection is provided by undervoltage relaying on the standby buses
(reference TS 3.7.4, EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits) which protects from loss of voltage.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The purpose of the CT-5 Degraded Grid Protection System is to ensure adequate
voltage is available during a ES actuation concurrent with a loss of offsite power
(LOOP) or degraded voltage from the 230 kV switchyard.
Based on design calculations, 93.23% is the minimum switchyard voltage that will
ensure proper operation of loads during ES actuation without being subject to damage or
protective relay actuation.
This system is only required when any Oconee Unit is above COLD SHUTDOWN and
the Standby Buses are supplied by Central Switchyard. System design is to provide
protection for ES components caused by voltage droop due to inrush as the ES unit ties
to the Standby Buses. The system is not a substitute for the dedicated line from Lee Gas
Turbines used per TS 3.7.1. The Lee Feeder breakers (SL) have no automatic close
functions. However, this system does provide additional flexibility for the Station
electrical system and operators in available power source options.
When the standby buses are powered from the 100kV transmission system through the
Central Switchyard, the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection is part of the
primary success path and functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. As such, EPSL CT-5 Degraded
Grid Voltage Protection satisfies the requirements of selection criterion 3 of 10 CFR
50.36 (Reference 1).

TS

All three of the undervoltage sensing relays (27CT5/A, B, C) are required as a common
input device to both channels of actuating logic. In addition to the three phase
undervoltage sensing relays, each channel requires one time-delay relay, one auxiliary
relay, and one associated single phase undervoltage sensing relay (27SL 1 or 2).
(continued)
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BASES (continued)
TS (continued)

Each channel trip signal passes through a selector switch, which either allows or inhibits
the trip signal, to actuate one trip coil in each SL breaker. Inoperability of any voltage
sensing relay is defined as unable to trip. This condition reduces the logic for the given
channel to a 2 of 2 logic for the 27CT5/A, B, C configuration. Loss of the 27SL1 or 2
relay makes the affected channel inoperable. Loss of two or more voltage sensing relays
results in inoperability of both channels of actuation logic.

APPLICABILITY

This system is required when the Standby Buses are energized by Central Switchyard
and any Unit is above COLD SHUTDOWN. This ensures adequate voltage protection
should an ES Unit be transferred to the Standby Bus during an event and coincides with
requirements for ES and other support/protective systems used to ensure adequate power
is available for core and containment protection.

ACTIONS

The Required Actions have been established based on the level of degradation of the
Degraded Grid Protection System.
A.1
Any one phase A, B, or C undervoltage relay inoperable reduces the logic of both
channels to 2/2 requirement, however both channels can still perform the intended
function. The 72 hour completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into
consideration the remaining OPERABLE undervoltage relays, the availability of the
230kV switchyard, the infrequency of actual Grid system voltage degradation, and the
probability of a simultaneous ES actuation and loss of the 230kV switchyard.
B.1
In the event one channel of actuation logic is inoperable then a single failure of the other
channel would remove protection from a degraded grid condition at the Central
Switchyard concurrent with ES actuation and loss of the 230kV switchyard. The 72 hour
completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the
remaining OPERABLE channel of actuation logic, the availability of the 230kV
switchyard, the infrequency of actual Grid system voltage degradation, and the
probability of a simultaneous ES actuation and loss of the 230kV switchyard.
C.1
When two or more voltage sensing relays or both actuation logic channels are
inoperable, there is no automatic protection from degraded grid voltage for the standby
buses powered from the 100kV transmission system through the Central Switchyard.
EPSL response from ES events could be inhibited by Standby Bus voltage being allowed
low enough to cause equipment damage, but not low enough for the EPSL standby
(continued)
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.

ACTIONS

C. 1 (continued)
bus undervoltage relays to cause breaker operation. Therefore, the standby buses must
be separated from the 100kV transmission system within 1 hour. In addition, if the
Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the standby buses
must be separated from the 100kV transmission system within 1 hour. This is
accomplished by either opening both SL breakers, or by energizing both standby buses
by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. If the standby buses are energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine, the 100kV transmission circuit must be electrically
separated from the system grid and all offsite loads. In addition, if the Required Actions
and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the standby buses must be separated
from the 100kV transmission system within I hour. This arrangement provides a high
degree of reliability for the emergency power system. The one hour Completion Time is
based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the availability of the 230kV
switchyard, the infrequency of actual grid system voltage degradation, the probability of
simultaneous ES actuation and loss of the 230kV switchyard, and the time to complete
the Required Action.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.7.1
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel, including
the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to the measured parameter within
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that
measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the
setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the setpoint analysis.
The Frequency is justified by the assumption of a refueling calibration interval in the
determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.
SR 3.7.7.2
A CHANNEL TEST is performed on each CT-5 DGPS voltage sensing channel and each
CT-5 DGPS actuation logic channel to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function. Any setpoint adjustments shall be consistent with the assumptions of
the setpoint analysis. The Frequency is based on engineering judgment and operating
experience that determined testing on a refueling interval provides reasonable assurance
that the circuitry is available to perform its safety function.
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REFERENCES
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1.

10 CFR 50.36.

2.

Lee Emergency Power DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2004
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B 3.7.8 DC Sources -Operating
BASES
BACKGROUND

The 125VDC Vital Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Sources consist of 125VDC
battery sources as described below. It provides control power for the Emergency Power
System. It also provides both motive and control power to selected safety-related and
non-safety equipment. It is designed to have sufficient independence, redundancy, and
testability to perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure.
For each unit, two independent and physically separated 125VDC batteries and buses are
provided for the 125VDC Vital I&C Sources. The DC buses are two conductor metal
clad distribution center assemblies. Three battery chargers are supplied for each unit,
with two serving as normal supplies to the bus sections with the associated 125VDC
battery floating on the bus. The batteries supply the load without interruption should the
battery chargers or the AC source fail. Each of the three battery chargers is supplied
from a separate 600 volt AC engineered safeguards motor control center. One of these
three battery chargers serves as a standby battery charger and is provided for servicing
and to back up the normal chargers. A bus tie with normally open breakers is provided
between each pair of DC bus sections to "back up" a battery when it is removed for
servicing. When the distribution centers are cross tied, the batteries and chargers on that
Unit are considered to be a single source. One battery can supply both distribution
centers and their associated panelboard loads.
During normal operation, the vital I&C 125VDC loads are powered from the battery
chargers with the batteries floating on the system. Upon loss of AC power to the
chargers, each unit's DC system has adequate stored capacity (ampere-hour) to
independently supply required Emergency Loads for at least one hour. One hour is
considered adequate, due to the high probability of restoring power to the charger within
this time. The loss of all AC power to the DC system is expected to occur very
infrequently and for short periods of time. Each battery charger has adequate power
output capacity for the steady-state operation of connected loads required during normal
operation, while at the same time maintaining its battery bank fully charged. Each
battery charger has sufficient capacity to restore the battery to its fully charged state
while supplying normal steady state loads.
In order to provide all safety functions required during an accident, power must be
provided from any three of the four Vital I&C DC Power panelboards. During normal
operation, the auctioneering network described above provides multiple redundancy for
assuring that power from the 125VDC Vital I&C Sources would be provided to the Vital
I&C DC Power panelboards. Therefore, power from any three of the four Vital I&C DC
Sources for a particular unit (two for the unit considered, and two from the backup unit)
continues to provide redundancy of power sources for safety functions performed by the
Vital DC I&C Power panelboards.
(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

The ungrounded DC system has detectors and alarms to indicate when there is a ground
existing on any leg of the system. A ground on one leg of the DC system will not cause
any equipment to malfunction. In order to find and correct a DC ground on the 125VDC
Vital I&C System, each unit's DC Sources must be separated from the other two units.
With the backup function disabled, the unit would be in a degraded mode, but would in
fact have all of its own DC Sources available if needed. Each unit's batteries (either CA
or CB) is capable of carrying all the 125VDC instrumentation and control loads on that
unit.
Unit 1 panelboards IDIC and IDID provide primary and backup power for SK and SL
breakers control power, standby bus protective relaying control power, standby breakers
control power for all three Units, and retransfer-to-startup source switching circuits for
all three Oconee Unit's Emergency Power Switching Logic Systems. All other safety
related functions supported by the Vital 125VDC Power panelboard are unit specific.
The 230kV Switchyard (SY) 125VDC Sources consists of 125VDC battery sources as
described below. It provides primary and backup DC power for protective relaying and
actuation circuits associated with the 230kV SY, as well as DC control power for 230kV
SY power circuit breaker (PCB) operation. It is designed to have sufficient
independence, redundancy, and testability to perform its safety functions, assuming a
single failure.
Safety functions provided by the 230kV SY 125VDC Sources include:
a)

connection of on-site power from Keowee to Oconee via the emergency onsite
overhead power path, and

b)

isolation of Oconee (including Keowee) from degraded grid voltage through
action of the Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS).

With the exception of the functions of the DGPS, all functions of the 230kV Switchyard
DC Sources can be considered redundant to those associated with the emergency onsite
underground power path.
There are two 125VDC batteries (SY-1; SY-2) in the 230kV SY Relay House, each with
an associated battery charger. A spare charger, which can be connected to either battery,
is also provided. These components, along with their interconnecting wiring and
breakers, comprise the two 125VDC Sources for the 230kV SY.
Each 125VDC Source has stored capacity sufficient to supply required emergency loads
for at least one hour. A one hour minimum capacity is considered adequate, due to the
high probability of restoring power to the charger within this time. Each charger has
power output capacity sufficient for steady-state operation of connected loads during
normal operation, while simultaneously maintaining or restoring the associated battery
bank to a fully charged condition.
(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

The output of 230kV SY 125VDC Sources SY- I and SY-2 are connected to Distribution
Centers SY-DC-1 and SY-DC-2, respectively. The buses are metal-clad two conductor
assemblies. A bus tie with normally open breakers is provided between the distribution
centers to "backup" a battery when it is removed for servicing. SY-DC- 1 supplies DC
Panelboards DYA, DYB, DYC, and DYD; SY-DC-2 supplies DC Panelboards DYE,
DYF, DYG, and DYH. Distribution Centers SY-DC-1 and SY-DC-2 with their
associated safety-related DC panelboards and interconnecting wiring and breakers are
included in the 230kV SY DC Sources.
The two distribution centers are redundant, each providing power to all components
necessary for performing the safety functions of the 230kV SY DC Sources. DC
Panelboard DYA is redundant to DYE; DYB is redundant to DYF, and DYC is
redundant to DYG. Thus, the failure of any single component in the 230kV SY DC
Distribution System, or in their associated 125VDC Sources, will not prevent any safety
function from being performed. The redundant panelboards supply power to separate
channels of the Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS) circuits, separate channels of
other protective relaying circuits, and separate feeds for each 230kV SY PCB's closing
and tripping control. Separate dual trip coils are provided for each PCB. Isolating
diodes are provided for redundant power feeds to each PCB's common closing coil
circuit.
The ungrounded DC system has detectors and alarms to indicate when there is a ground
existing on any leg of the system. A single ground will not cause any malfunction or
prevent operation of any safety function.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in FSAR Chapter
6 (Engineered Safeguards) and Chapter 15 (Accident Analyses) include the assumption
that all Engineered Safety Features are OPERABLE. The operability requirements of the
125VDC Vital I&C System are consistent with these assumptions, and are based upon
meeting the design basis of the plant.
For an accident concurrent with a loss of all offsite power assuming a worst case single
failure, the DC Sources provide power to components which function to maintain
OPERABLE:
a.

at least one of the onsite power sources (or offsite power sources, if
available),

b.

two ES power system strings,

c.

at least three inverters, described in TS 3.7.9.

d.

separate Oconee and the onsite power sources from the electrical system
grid, should grid voltage be lost or degraded.
(continued)
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(continued)

The DC Sources provide emergency DC electrical power for control and switching of the
Emergency Power System, as well as DC power for other safety functions. It is part of
the primary success path, functions to mitigate design basis accidents, and so meets
selection criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Reference 1).

TS

For unrestricted operation, the four 125VDC I&C Power panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, &
DID) shall be OPERABLE. A panelboard is considered OPERABLE when it is
energized from an OPERABLE source. In addition, no single source may be the only
OPERABLE source of power to more than one panelboard.
A DC source is generally considered OPERABLE when TS 3.7.10 does not require the
battery to be declared inoperable, and the battery bank and charger are connected to their
associated bus and operating. For unrestricted operation, the following Vital I&C DC
Sources shall be OPERABLE:
For operation of two or three Units, a total of five 125 VDC Vital Batteries, with
associated chargers and distribution centers. Four 125 VDC Vital Batteries are
adequate to ensure adequate capacity and voltage for the DC loads. Five
batteries are required for single failure from a station DC loading perspective.
For operation of only one Unit, a total of four 125 VDC Vital Batteries, with
associated chargers and distribution centers. Three 125 VDC Vital Batteries are
adequate to ensure adequate capacity and voltage for the DC loads. Four
batteries are required for single failure from a station DC loading perspective.
For a particular unit being considered, in association with its backup unit, a total
of three of the four 125VDC Vital Batteries and associated chargers and
distribution centers, including interconnections through their associated
auctioneering diodes, as follows:
Unit 1: ICA, ICB, 2CA, 2CB
Unit 2: 2CA, 2CB, 3CA, 3CB
Unit 3: 3CA, 3CB, ICA, ICB
In each case, one Vital I&C 125VDC Source associated with the unit being considered
must be included. These requirements ensure that, for each operating unit, at least three
Vital 125VDC Power panelboards will receive power, with adequate voltage, after
sustaining any single failure in the 125VDC Vital I&C DC Sources.
For unrestricted operation, the two 230kV SY DC Distribution Centers (SY-DC- 1; SY
DC-2) shall be OPERABLE. For a distribution center to be considered OPERABLE, it
must be energized from an OPERABLE source.
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For unrestricted operation, two 230kV SY 125VDC Sources shall be OPERABLE. A
DC source is generally considered OPERABLE when TS 3.7.10 does not require the
battery to be declared inoperable, and the battery bank and charger are connected to their
associated bus and operating.
The TS is modified by two NOTES. NOTE 1 indicates that the additional 125 VDC
Vital I&C power sources required for operation of a single Unit or two or three Units are
not required to be connected to the Units distribution system. For example, when only
Unit 1 is in operation, the requirement that four batteries be OPERABLE can be met by
ICA, ICB, 2CA and 3CA. The additional power sources are necessary to assure
assumptions in the DC capacity and voltage drop analyses for the operating unit are
valid. NOTE 2 indicates that the four 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required
during operation of a single Unit shall include one 125 VDC Vital I&C power source on
each Unit which is not above COLD SHUTDOWN. The requirement that each
shutdown unit have at least one of its own power sources is necessary to assure
assumptions in the DC capacity and voltage drop analyses for the operating unit are
valid.

APPLICABILITY

The 125VDC Vital I&C System is required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to support functions of the Engineered Safeguards System, the Reactor
Protective System, the Emergency Power Switching Logic, and certain other safety
functions.

ACTIONS

The required actions have been established and based on the extent of degradation of the
DC Sources.
A.1 and B.1
Conditions A and B can apply to one Unit or to two Units simultaneously. Specifically,
if the Unit specific DC source requirements are not met due to the inoperability of one
required DC source, Condition A or B would apply to that Unit. In addition, this could
result in failure to meet the "fifth" source requirement of TS 3.7.8 for the station, or
failure to meet the Unit specific requirements for another Unit. For example, if all three
Units are above COLD SHUTDOWN, battery ICA is inoperable, and battery 3CB was
on equalizing charge after the service test, two Units would be required to shutdown per
Condition G if 3CB (or ICA) was not restored within 72 hours. With one of the required
125VDC Vital I&C Sources inoperable, the remaining sources are fully capable of
providing adequate voltage to all 12 plant DC panelboards. In addition with one of the
required DC sources inoperable, the remaining sources will assure alignment of power to
at least three panelboards for the affected Unit. Three panelboards are necessary to shut
down the operating unit and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single
failure. However, overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in the remaining
DC sources or one of the operating 125VDC Vital I&C Panelboards could result in the
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ACTIONS

A.1 and B.1 (continued)
minimum required ES functions not being supported. Therefore, the inoperable source
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. A required battery may be
inoperable for a period of 72 hours to perform equalizer charge following the
performance test or service test (SR 3.7.8.3).
The completion times for actions in this TS are based on engineering judgment, taking
into consideration the extent of degradation involved, the likelihood of events or failures
which could challenge the system, and the time required to complete the required
actions.
C.1
Inoperability of some of the Auctioneering Diode Panels (ADA], ADA2, ADB 1, ADB2,
ADC 1, ADC2, ADD 1, ADD2), or a combination of inoperability of 125VDC Vital I&C
Sources and auctioneering diode panels, could cause a single source to become the only
battery power supply for more than one 125VDC Vital I&C Panelboard. In this
condition, a single failure of that battery (or its associated equipment) could cause loss of
more than one panelboard during an accident, so that required safety functions might not
be supported. Specifically, if a single source were providing the only power source for
panelboards DIA and DIB, single failure of the source would result in failure of both ES
digital channels. Vulnerability of the ES digital channels to single failure for 24 hours is
considered acceptable due to the limited scope of potential failures. Similarly, if the
panelboards are isolated from their backup Unit (e.g., the Unit's DC system is isolated
from the other Units), a single failure could result in loss of two or more panelboards so
that required safety functions may not be supported. If the panelboards are isolated from
their backup Unit when one of that Unit's batteries are inoperable (and the DC buses are
cross tied), the remaining battery has the capacity to support all required loads, however
a single failure could result in loss of all four panelboards so that required safety
functions may not be supported. Therefore, within 24 hours after such a condition arises,
affected equipment shall be restored and aligned such that no single source is the only
battery power supply for more than one 125VDC Vital I&C Panelboard for the unit
under consideration. The 24 hour completion time is based on engineering judgement
taking into consideration the time to complete the Required Action and the redundancy
available in the Vital I&C DC System.
D.1
Inoperability of some of the auctioneering diode panels (IADCI, IADC2, IADDI, and
IADD2) or a combination of 125 VDC Vital I&C sources and auctioneering diode
panels could cause a single source to become the only battery power supply for DC
panelboards IDIC and IDID. This condition would impact all three Units since these
panelboards provide primary and backup control power for the SK and SL breaker
control power, standby bus protective relaying, standby breaker control power for all
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ACTIONS

D. 1 (continued)
three Units, and retransfer to startup logic for all three Units. In this condition, a single
failure of that battery (or its associated equipment) could cause loss of both panelboards,
so that required automatic EPSL functions for all three units might not be supported.
Therefore, within 24 hours after such a condition arises, affected equipment shall be
restored and aligned such that no single source is the only battery power supply for both
DC panelboards IDIC and IDID. The completion time is based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the time to complete the required action and the
redundancy available in the Vital I&C DC System.
A NOTE has been included to clarify that Condition D is not applicable to Unit 1.
Condition C applies to Unit 1. It is acceptable for Units 2 and 3 to be in Conditions C
and D simultaneously since the IDIC and IDID are not redundant to any Unit 2 or Unit 3
panelboards.
E.1 and F.1
With one of the required 230kV SY DC Sources inoperable, the remaining source is fully
capable of providing adequate voltage to all connected panelboards, assuming no single
failure. In addition, with one of the required DC sources inoperable, the remaining
source is fully capable of powering the necessary panelboards, assuming no single
failure. However, overall reliability is reduced because of the potential for a single
failure in the remaining DC source or in a redundant panelboard. Loss of the remaining
DC source or redundant panelboard could result in failure of the overhead emergency
power path. In addition, in the event of grid degradation the station and onsite
emergency power sources could fail to separate from the grid. Therefore, the inoperable
source must be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. A required battery may
be inoperable for a period of 72 hours to perform equalizer charge following the
performance test or service test (SR 3.7.8.3).
The completion times for actions in this TS are based on engineering judgment, taking
into consideration the extent of degradation involved, the likelihood of events or failures
which could challenge the system, and the time required to complete the required
actions.
G.1 and G.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, all three Units
must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. This Required Action and associated Completion Time also applies to conditions
where two or more required 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources or two 230kV
switchyard 125VDC power sources are inoperable. These times allow for a controlled
shutdown of all three units without placing undue stress on plant operators or plant
systems.
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SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.8.1

REQUIREMENTS
Verifying battery voltage while on float charge helps ensure the effectiveness of the
charging system and the ability of the battery to perform its intended function. Float
charge is the condition where the charger is supplying continuous charge required to
overcome the internal losses of the battery and maintain the battery in a fully charged
state. The weekly frequency is consistent with manufacturers' recommendations and
IEEE 450 (Ref. 2). The frequency is based on engineering judgement and industry
accepted practice considering the unit conditions required to perform the test, the ease of
performing the test and the likelihood of a change in system or component status.
SR 3.7.8.2
Measuring peak inverse voltage capability of each auctioneering diode ensures the
diodes are capable of isolating a fault on one source from the other source. The 6 month
frequency is based on engineering judgement and operating experience.
SR 3.7.8.3
The battery service test, in accordance with IEEE-450 (Ref. 2), demonstrates the
capability of the battery to meet the system analyzed response requirements. Reference 3
provides the load requirements for the 125VDC I&C Batteries. The annual frequency is
based on engineering judgement and industry-accepted practice considering the unit
conditions required to perform the test, the ease of performing the test and the likelihood
of a change in system or component status.
SR 3.7.8.4
Visual inspection of battery cells, end cell plates, and battery racks provide an indication
of physical damage or abnormal deterioration which could potentially degrade battery
performance. The annual frequency is based on engineering judgement and operational
experience and is sufficient to detect battery degradation on a long-term basis when it is
properly coupled with other surveillances more frequently performed to detect
abnormalities.
SR 3.7.8.5
Verification of cell to cell connection cleanliness, tightness, and proper coating with
anti-corrosion grease provides an indication of any abnormal condition, and assures
continued operability of the battery. The annual frequency is based on engineering
judgement and operational experience and is sufficient to detect cell connection
degradation when it is properly coupled with other surveillances more frequently
performed to detect abnormalities.
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B 3.7.9 Vital Inverters - Operating
BASES
BACKGROUND

The AC Vital Distribution System is comprised of four redundant 120VAC vital
instrument power panelboards for each unit which provide power to associated vital
instrumentation and control loads under all operating conditions. Each panelboard is
powered separately from a static inverter connected to one of the four 125VDC
instrumentation and control panelboards. In order to accommodate maintenance on the
inverters and supply backup power, a tie with breakers is provided to each of the
120VAC vital panelboards from the alternate 120VAC regulated bus.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The safety analysis for the vital inverters are contained in Chapters 8 and 15 of the
FSAR. All Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems, which are powered by vital
inverters, are assumed to be OPERABLE in the initial conditions of FSAR Chapter 6,
(Engineered Safeguards), and 15, (Accident Analyses).
The vital inverters are part of the primary success path and functions to mitigate a DBA
or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. As
such, the vital inverters satisfy the requirements of selection criterion 3 of the NRC
interim policy statement (Ref. 1).

TS

All four vital inverters are required to be OPERABLE. Implicit in this is that all
breakers and connecting hardware that are necessary for the circuit to perform its
intended function are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY

The vital inverters are required to be OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN to assure
that power is supplied to the ES and RPS systems.
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ACTIONS

A.1, A.2, and A.3
In the event that vital inverter DIA or DIB is inoperable due to an inoperable inverter, a
period of 4 hours is allowed to connect the associated panelboard to the KRA regulated
panelboard. The digital ES channels are powered from DIA and DIB, and cannot actuate
without power. The 4 hour completion time is based on engineering judgement taking
into consideration the time to complete the required action, the operability of redundant
panelboards, and the low likelihood of an event requiring ES actuation.
Powering the associated panelboard (KVIA or KVIB) from KRA will ensure non-load
shed power is available in the event of an accident. However, KRA is non-safety and not
battery backed and could impact timing assumptions for ESF equipment during an
accident since KRA must be reenergized following an assumed loss of offsite power
(LOOP). Connecting to the KRA panelboard will restore power to the KVIA or KVIB
panelboard, however KVIA or KVIB will still be considered inoperable in this condition
and must be verified to be energized once each 24 hours. The 24 hour completion time is
based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the operability of redundant
panelboards, and the low likelihood of an event requiring ES with a concurrent LOOP.
The vital inverter must be returned to OPERABLE status within the next seven days. The
completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the time to
reasonably complete the required action, the operability of redundant panelboards, and
the low likelihood of an event requiring ES with a concurrent LOOP.
B.1, B.2, and B.3
In the event that vital inverter DIC or DID is inoperable due to an inoperable inverter, a
period of 24 hours is allowed to connect the associated panelboard to the KRA regulated
panelboard. This is based on the allowed inoperability period for a 125VDC instrument
and control panelboard which is the normal power source to the vital inverters. Vital
inverters DIC and DID carry loads which do not necessarily become inoperable upon
loss of power, for example: RPS channels and ES analog channels which go to a tripped
state upon loss of power. The 24 hour completion time is based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the time to complete the required action, the
operability of redundant panelboards, and the low likelihood of an event requiring loads
powered by DIC or DID.
Powering the associated panelboard (KVIC or KVID) from KRA will ensure non-load
shed power is available in the event of an accident. However, KRA is non-safety and not
battery backed and must be reenergized following an assumed LOOP. Connecting to the
KRA panelboard will restore power to the KVIC or KVID panelboard; however, KVIC
or KVID will still be considered inoperable in this condition and must be verified to be
energized once each 24 hours. The 24 hour completion time is based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the operability of redundant panelboards, and the
low likelihood of an event requiring loads powered by DIC or DID.
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ACTIONS

B.1, B.2, and B.3 (continued)
The vital inverter must be returned to OPERABLE status within the next seven days. The
completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the time to
reasonably complete the required action, the operability of redundant panelboards, and
the low likelihood of an event requiring loads powered by DIC or DID.
C.1 and C.2
If the required actions and associated completion times cannot be met, the unit must be
in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72 hours.
These times allow for a controlled shutdown on one or all three of the units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
D.1
The inoperability of two or more AC Vital panelboards could result in a loss of safety
function. Therefore, the provisions of TS 3.0 apply.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.9.1
This SR verifies that the vital inverters are functioning properly with all required
breakers closed and AC vital panelboards energized from the inverter. The verification
of proper voltage and frequency ensures that the required power is readily available for
the instrumentation connected to the panelboards. The weekly frequency takes into
account the redundant capability of the panelboards and other indications available in the
control room that will alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.
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B 3.7.10 Battery Cell Parameters
BASES
BACKGROUND

TS 3.7.10 (Battery Cell Parameters) delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature,
level, float voltage, and specific gravity (or float current) for the Keowee Hydro Unit
125VDC, 125 VDC Vital I&C, and 230 kV 125 VDC power source batteries. A
discussion of these batteries and their OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the
Bases for TS 3.7.1, "AC Sources-Operating" and TS 3.7.8, "DC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of accident and transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1)
and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safeguards systems are OPERABLE.
The 125 VDC Vital I&C electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all
modes of operation.
Although the 230 kV Switchyard 125 VDC Power System provides control power for
circuit breaker operation in the 230 kV switchyard as well as DC power for degraded
grid voltage protection circuits during all modes of operation, no credit is taken for these
functions when the Unit(s) are not above COLD SHUTDOWN.
Each Keowee Hydro Unit includes a 125 VDC power source to supply power to DC
auxiliary loads and the Keowee Emergency Start circuits.
The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with the initial assumptions of the
accident analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes
maintaining necessary DC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the event
of:
a.

An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC power; and

b.

A worst-case single failure.

Battery cell parameters satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).

TS

Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure availability of the
required DC power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after a
transient or a postulated accident. Electrolyte limits are conservatively established,
allowing continued DC electrical system function even with Category A and B limits not
met.
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APPLICABLITY

The battery cell parameters are required solely for the support of the associated DC
electrical power sources. Therefore, battery cell parameters are only required to be met
when the DC power source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability
discussion in Bases for TS 3.7.1 and TS 3.7.8.

ACTIONS

The ACTIONS Table is modified by a NOTE which indicates that separate Condition
entry is allowed for each battery. This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each
Condition provides appropriate compensatory actions for each DC source. Complying
with the Required Actions for one DC source may allow for continued operation, and
subsequent DC source(s) are governed by separate Condition entry and application of
associated Required Actions.
A second NOTE states that TS 3.7.0 is not applicable. This is acceptable since a battery
remains OPERABLE when one or more cells does not meet Category A or B limits but
continues to meet Category C limits. Failure to meet Category C limits requires
declaring the associated battery inoperable. TS 3.7.0 requirements are applicable to the
requirements of TS 3.7.8, "DC Sources - Operating" for an inoperable battery.
A.1, A.2, and A.3
With one or more cells in one or more batteries not within limits (i.e., Category A limits
not met or Category B limits not met or Category A and B limits not met) but within the
Category C limits specified in Table 3.7.10-1 in the accompanying TS, the battery is
degraded but there is still sufficient capacity to perform the intended function.
Therefore, the affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a
result of Category A or B limits not met, and continued operation is permitted for a
limited period.
The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are required to be verified to meet the
Category C limits within I hour (Required Action A.1). This check will provide a quick
indication of the status of the remainder of the battery cells. One hour provides time to
inspect the electrolyte level and to confirm the float voltage of the pilot cells. One hour
is considered a reasonable amount of time to perform the required verification.
Verification that the Category C limits are met (Required Action A.2) provides assurance
that during the time needed to restore the parameters to the Category A and B limits, the
battery will still be capable of performing its intended function. A period of 24 hours is
allowed to complete the initial verification because specific gravity measurements must
be obtained for each connected cell. Taking into consideration both the time required to
perform the required verification and the assurance that the battery cell parameters are
not severely degraded, this time is considered reasonable. The verification is repeated at
7 day intervals until the parameters are restored to Category A and B limits. This
periodic verification is consistent with the normal Frequency of pilot cell surveillances.
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A.1, A.2, and A.3
Continued operation is only permitted for 90 days before battery cell parameters must be
restored to within Category A and B limits. With the consideration that, while battery
capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and to
allow time to fully restore the battery cell parameters to normal limits, this time is
acceptable prior to declaring the battery inoperable.
B.1
With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A not met, or
one or more batteries with one or more battery cell parameters outside the Category C
limit for any connected cell, or with the average electrolyte temperature of representative
cells falling below 60 0 F, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load
requirement is not assured and the corresponding DC electrical power source must be
declared inoperable immediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.10.1
This surveillance verification that Category A battery cell parameters are met is
consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which recommends regular battery inspections
including voltage, specific gravity, and electrolyte level of pilot cells.
SR 3.7.10.2
This surveillance verification that Category B battery cell parameters are met is
consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which recommends quarterly battery inspections
including voltage, specific gravity, and electrolyte level.
SR 3.7.10.3
This surveillance verification that the average temperature of representative cells (at least
every sixth connected cell) is > 60'F is consistent with a recommendation of IEEE-450
(Ref. 4), which states that the temperature of electrolytes in representative cells should
be determined on a quarterly basis. Lower than normal temperatures act to inhibit or
reduce battery capacity. This surveillance ensures that the operating temperatures
remain within an acceptable operating range. This limit is based on plant specific
calculations.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

Table 3.7.10-1
This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float voltage, and specific gravity for
three different categories. The meaning of each category is discussed below.
Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each designated pilot cell in each
battery. The cells selected as pilot cells are those whose temperature, voltage and
electrolyte specific gravity are considered to approximate the state of charge of the entire
battery.
The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are based on manufacturer
recommendations and are consistent with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), with the
extra inch allowance above the high water level indication for operating margin to
account for temperatures and charge effects. In addition to this allowance, footnote (a)
to Table 3.7.10-1 permits the electrolyte level to be above the specified maximum level
during equalizing charge, provided it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the
plates suffer no physical damage and that adequate electron transfer capability is
maintained in the event of transient conditions. IEEE-450 (Ref. 4) recommends that
electrolyte level readings should be made only after the battery has been at float charge
for at least 72 hours.
The Category A limit specified for float voltage is > 2.13 V per cell. This value is based
on a recommendation of IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which states that prolonged operation of
cells < 2.13 V can reduce the life expectancy of cells.
The Category A limit specified for specific gravity for each pilot cell is > 1.200 (0.015
below the manufacturer fully charged nominal specific gravity or a battery charging
current that had stabilized at a low value). This value is characteristic of a charged cell
with adequate capacity. According to IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), the specific gravity readings
are based on a temperature of 77 0 F (25oC).
The specific gravity readings are corrected for actual electrolyte temperature and level.
For each 3'F (1.67 0 C) above 77oF (25'C), 1 point (0.001) is added to the reading; I point
is subtracted for each 3oF below 77oF. The specific gravity of the electrolyte in a cell
increases with a loss of water due to electrolysis or evaporation.
Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each connected cell. The term
"connected cell" excludes any battery cell that may be jumpered out.
The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and float voltage are the same as
those specified for Category A and have been discussed above. The Category B limit
specified for specific gravity for each connected cell is the same as those specified for
Category A and has been discussed above. In addition to that limit, it is required that
the specific gravity for each connected cell must be no less than 0.0 10 below the average
of all connected cells. These limits ensure that the effect of a highly charged or new cell
does not mask overall degradation of the battery.
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Table 3.7.10-1 (continued)
Category C defines the limits for each connected cell. These values, although reduced,
provide assurance that sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and
maintain a margin of safety. When any battery parameter is outside the Category C
limits, the assurance of sufficient capacity described above no longer exists and the
battery must be declared inoperable.
The Category C limits specified for electrolyte level (above the top of the plates and not
overflowing) ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage and maintain adequate
electron transfer capability. The Category C limits for float voltage is based on
IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which states that a cell voltage of 2.07 V or below, under float
conditions and not caused by elevated temperature of the cell, indicates internal cell
problems and may require cell replacement.
The Category C limits of average specific gravity is the same as those specified for
Category A and has been discussed above.
The footnotes to Table 3.7.10-1 are applicable to Category A, B, and C specific gravity.
Footnote (b) to Table 3.7.10-1 requires the above mentioned correction for electrolyte
level and temperature, with the exception that level correction is not required when
battery float current is < 2 amps on float charge. This current provides, in general, an
indication of overall battery condition.
Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced during the recharging process,
delays of several days may occur while waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize. A
stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to specific gravity measurement for
determining the state of charge. This phenomenon is discussed in IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).
Footnote (c) to Table 3.7.10-1 allows the float (charger) current to be used as an alternate
to specific gravity for a maximum of 7 days following a battery recharge. When battery
float current is verified in lieu of specific gravity requirements, the specific gravity of
each connected cell shall be measured prior to expiration of the 7 day allowance.

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.7.10
BASES (continued)

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

1.

FSAR, Chapter 6.

2.

FSAR, Chapter 15.

3.

10 CFR 50.36.

4.

IEEE-450-1995, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and
Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and
Substations.

5.

125VDC Vital I&C System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2006.

6.

230kV Switchyard 125VDC DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2004.
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Amendment
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ATTACHMENT 2
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION MARKUP

3.10-1

3.10

GAS STORAGE TANK AND EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE

3.11

(Not Used)

3.12

REACTOR BUILDING POLAR CRANE AND AUXILIARY HOIST

3.12-1

3.13

SECONDARY SYSTEM ACTIVITY

3.13-1

3.14

SNUBBERS

3.15

CONTROL ROOM PRESSURIZATION AND FILTERING SYSTEM
AND PENETRATION ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEMS

3.15-1

3.16

HYDROGEN PURGE SYSTEM

3.16-1

3.17

(NOT USED)

3.18

STANDBY SHUTDOWN FACILITY

3.18-1

SURVEILLANCE REUIREMENTS

4.0-1

4.0

SURVEILLANCE STANDARDS

4.0-1

4.1

OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW

4.1-1

4.2

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF ASME CODE CLASS 1,
AND 3 COMPONENTS
TESTING FOLLOWING OPENING OF SYSTEM

4.3-1

4.3
4.4

REACTOR BUILDING

4.4-1

4.4.1

Containment Leakage Tests

4.4-1

4.4.2

Structural

4.4.3

Hydrogren Purge System

4.4-17

4.4.4

Reactor Building Purge System

4.4-20

4.5

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS AND REACTOR
BUILDING COOLING SYSTEMS PERIODIC TESTING

4.5-1

4.5.1

Emergency Core Cooling

4.5.2

Reactor Building Cooling Systems

4.5-4

4.5.3

Containment Heat Removal Capability

4.5-6

4.5.4

Penetration Room Ventilation System

4.5-7

4.5.5

Low Pressure Inection System Leakage

4.5-9

4.6

(NOT USED)

4.7

REACTOR CONTROL ROD SYSTEM TESTS

4.7-1

4.7.1

Control Rod Trip Insertion Time

4.7-1

4.7.2

Control Rod Proram Verification

4.7-2

4.8

MAIN STEAM STOP VALVES

4.8-1

Oconee Units 1,

2,

3.11-1

3.14-1

4.2-1

4.4-14

Integrity

&3

2

Systems

iv

4.5-1

LIST OF TABLES

PaSe

Table No.
Reaczcr Protective System Trip Setting Limits
Units 1,2 and 3

2.3-5

3.5.1-1

Instru-ments Operating Conditions

3.5-4

3.5-1

(Not Used)

3.5-14

3.5.5-1

(Not Used)

3.5-39

3.5.5-2

(Not Used)

3.5-41

3.5.6-1

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

3.5-45

3.7-1

(Not Uised)

3.8-1

Minimum Qualifying Burnup Versus Initial Enrichment
for Unrestricted Storage in the Unit 1 and 2 Spent

2.3-1

3.8-6

Fuel Pool
3 .8-2

Minimum Qualifying Burnup Versus Initial Enrichment
for Filler Assemblies in the Unit 1 and 2 Spent Fuel
Pool

3.8-7

3.8-3

Minimum Qualifying Burnup Versus Initial Enrichment
for Unrestricted Storage in the Unit 3 Spent Fuel
Pool

3.8-8

3.8-4

Minimum Qualifying Burnup Versus Initial Enrichment
for Filler Assemblies in the Unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool

3.8-9

3.17-1

(Not Used)

3.18-1

SSF Minimum Instrumentation

3.18-6

4.1-1

Instrument Surveillance Requirements

4.1-3

4.1-2

Minimum Equipment Test Frequency

4.1-9

4.1-3

Minimum Sampling Frequency and Analysis Program

4.1-10

4.1-4

(Not Used)

4.1-16

4.4-1

(Not Used)

4.4-6

4.11-1

(Not Used)

4.11-3

4.11-2

(Not Used)

4.11-5

4.11-3

(Not Used)

4.11-8

4.17-1

Steam Generator Tube Inspection

4.17-6

4.20-1

SSF Instrumentation Surveillance Requirements

4.20-5

6.1-1

Minimum Operating Shift Requirements with Fuel
in Three Reactor Vessels

6.1-6

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

vi

6.6.3

Special Reports

II. within the time period specified
Special reports shall be submitted to the Regional Administrator. Region
the
for each report. These reports shall be submitted covering the activities identified below pursuant to
requirements of the applicable reference specification:
a.

(Not Used)

b.

(Not Used)

c.

(Not Used)

d.

Reactor Coolant System Surveillance,
Inservice inspection, Specification 4.2.1
Reactor Vessel Specimen, Specification 4.2.4

e.

Reactor Building Surveillance.
Containment Leakage Tests, Specification 4.4.1

f.

Structural Integrity Surveillance,
Tendon Surveillance, Specification 4.4.2.2

g.

(Not Used)

h.

(Not Used)

Oconee 1, 2, and 3

6.6-5

3.7.0

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

TS 3.7.0

Entry into operational conditions (e.g., HOT SHUTDOWN, COLD SHUTDOWN)
specified in the Applicability shall not be made when the requirements of TS 3.7 are
not met, unless the associated ACTIONS for the operational condition to be entered
permit continued operation in the specified condition for an unlimited period of time.
This specification shall not prevent changes in the operational conditions specified in
the Applicability which are required to comply with ACTIONS.
Other exceptions to this specification are stated in the individual specifications. These
exceptions allow entry into operational conditions in the Applicability when the
associated ACTIONS to be entered allow operation for only a limited period of time.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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Amendment A/A/A

3.7

_

aewise

a__

s

AC Sources - Operating
3.7.1

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.1

AC Sources - Operating

TS 3.7.1

The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE:
1.

the S
One underground emergency power path from one Keowee Hydro Unit through
breakers,
e ove e d emergency power path from te-ether Keow

2.

breakers, and-

1/3.

Ke-v'e-ee

14y

U 11

TwZ ffsite sources on eparate towers connected to the 230kV switchyard, o--(
Liene Comtmn manual.

Dui eri
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so-MMKeowe

hrug te

generation, the operability of the
cer
ts shall be based on lake levels and the power level of

eaowee Hydro units. The Keowee Hydro operating restrictions for

ar

commercial power generation shall be contaned in the ONS Selected
Licensee Commitment manual.
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COMPLETION TIME
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One
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*

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

A.2

Share another Unit's startup
transformer.

3.7-2

12 hours
(continued)

Amendment A/A/A

Added to Page 3.7-2

NOTES-------------------------------------------------------The underground emergency power path specified in LCO
1.
3.7.1.3 is not required to be OPERABLE when overhead

electrical disconnects for the underground emergency power
path specified in LCO 3.7.1.1 are open.
2.

One Lee gas turbine is only required to be OPERABLE when:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

underground emergency power path is inoperable > 24
hours,
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit is inoperable > 72 hours,
Keowee Main Step-up transformer is inoperable > 72
hours,
both emergency power paths are inoperable for planned
reasons,
both emergency power paths are inoperable > 1 hour for
unplanned reasons,
one or more required offsite sources are inoperable >
1 hour.

AC Sources - Operatng
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ACTIONS (continued)

COMPLETION TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
AND

A. (continued)
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sformer designated to

36 hours

signate shared startup
transformer to one Unit.
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Required Actio
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(continued)
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Added to Page 3.7-3

C.2

Enter applicable Conditions and Required
Actions for overhead emergency power path

inoperable for > 72 hours.
---------------NOTE-----------------must be completed prior
Actions
Required
to entering applicable Conditions.

-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

72 hours

_<2q

AC Sources - Operating

3.7.1

.

ACTIONS (continued)

COMPLETION TIME

CONDTIONREQUIRED ACTION

tu

AD

iDle. EtMay
gas

D.

NOTE
ehor m

during prect

g 12

Underererndzedrgenceepoas
Once per 12 hours
thereafter unless two
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AND
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D.2 Energize a standby bun

gas turbine. The 100kV
h
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the
electrically sep
system grid and all offsite loads.

*transmission
.10

A~~i,
D-.

-i24hours
AN
I hour from
.subsequent discoveryv
of deenergized standby

AND

buses.

power path to
D.3 Resto
status.
OPERABLE

72 hours

Eno

CG-

e

C 7PEAL

Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

afo

unit shutdown

24 hours for a st

AN
AND

E(

12
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Be inCOLD SHUTDOWN

4mtdown-ofmiiiple
Oconee unitt)

84 hours
(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating

od

Sess

3.7.1

ACTIONS (continued)

F.

G.

COMPLETION TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
One inoperable E breaker and
one inoperable S breaker on the
same main feede bu,.

F.1I

Both e rgency power paths
and rso
inop ble,4'
.h,
o

G.

Declare associated main feeder bus
inoperable.
eAMSn
nergize two standby bus byx
Ok
Lee gas turbine. The
e
transmission circ1

electrically sep

the

system grid and all offsite loads.

D
-p.S

3.77.'

o

Verify by administrative means

o

C-1-hour-Prern

t.us 4e

AND

I hour from
subsequent discoveryv
of deenergized standby
buses

4-h

the o .

b
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Immediately

ewo offsite sourcomet 3.7. 1),
as3.
SDistribution
.2),

gAG
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.71),
(TSs 3.7.3%
Vital-&-DC _TS 3.7.9),
4 and
-AC-VitalBist- (TS 3.7.V.).

-EPSL

<--- AND
G.

estore ino
3 listed in 2to
status.

e components
OPERABLE

A

G.

Oconee Units 1, 2. & 3

estore one emergency power path
to OPERABLE status.

3.7-5

4 hours from discovery
of inoperable
component.

60 hours
(continued)

Amendment A/A/A

)Ct:2L

64es

e

4O7

A 4jp

Added to Page 3.7-5
CONDITION
H. Both emergency power
paths inoperable for

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

------- NOTE-----TS 3.7.0 is not

unplanned reason

applicable when both

other than Condition
F.

standby buses are
energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine.

ECL

1 hour
H.1 Energize two
standby buses_
AND
by an OPERABLE
Lee gas turbine.
1 hour from
The 100kV
subsequent discovery
transmission
of deenergized standby
circuit shall
be electrically buses.
separated from
the system grid
and all offsite
loads.
AND
1 hour
H.2 Verify by
administrative
means the
operability status
of: Two offsite
sources (TS 3.7.1),
Distribution Systems
(TS 3.7.2), EPSL (TSs
3.7.3, 3.7.4, 3.7.6),
DC Sources (TS 3.7.8),
and Vital Inverters
(TS 3.7.9).
AND
H.3 Restore
inoperable
components
listed in H.2
to OPERABLE
status.
AND

4 hours from
discovery of
inoperable component.

12 hours
H.4 Restore one
emergency power
path to
OPERABLE status.
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ACTIONS (continued)
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ACTIONS
COMPLETION TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

y

e

3ndrground

(continued)

Once per 7 days

AND

K( a,
ak

,Y5 Restore Keowee Hydro Unit to
-

e
L
LKeowee

OPERABLE status.

d
.

s once in a 3
period for each

Hvdro Unit.

1'

equired Actions and associated
tA Completio
C, -D.-9-3- F G, H,
*tons
ad4not met.
L
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r K,,
'

Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

-ND
)2

IREMET,
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
..
Co

Service Test), 3 P4
ction Surveillance or

SR 3.7.1.1

Perform SRs 37.V(Float Vol
(Structural Surveilance), and 3
the Keowee batteries.

SR 3.7.

v:
the underground emergency power path is OPERA
andd
each Keo,
1)Auto
p~ath and both
power
emergency
nd
2) Energizin
___ondbv buses with each Keowee

.

SR 3 .1.3

.the overhead emergency power path is OP
1)

Ato-

Os

Oconee Units 1.2, & 3

Keowee

a&

2) Synchroni

'

e

1

y:

As specified in the
applicable SRs.

Monthly

Monthly

and

with each Keowee Hydro
3.7.g

3.7-8

(continued)

Amendment NJA/A

Added to Page 3.7-8
CONDITION
K. Overhead emergencypower path inoperable
> 72 hours due to
inoperable Keowee
Main Step-up
transformer. Tk1-7J-

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

------- NOTE-----TS 3.7.0 is not
applicable when both
buses are
standby
------- NOTE--energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gasEi
turbine.
Prerequisite
K.l Energize two
re
standby buses
AND
by an OPERABL
gas
turbine.
Lee
1 hour from
The 100kV
subsequent discovery
transmission
of deenergized standby
circuit shall
be electrically buses.
separated from
the system grid
and all offsite
loads.
AND
Prerequisite
K.2 Verify by
administrative
means the
operability status
of: Two offsite
sources and underground
emergency power

overheadg]
path (TS 3.7.1),
Keowee Hydro Unit,
Distribution Systems (TS
3.7.2), EPSL (TSs
3.7.3-3.7.6),
DC Sources (TS 3.7.8),
and Vital Inverters (TS 3.7.9).
AND
K.3 Restore
inoperable
components
listed in K.2
to OPERABLE
status.

4 hours from
discovery of
inoperable component.

AND

K.4 Perform
SR 3.7.1.4.

Once per 7 days

AND
K.5 Restore Keowee
25 days
Main Step-up
transformer to
OPERABLE status.

L.--------NOTE-------Separate Condition
entry is allowed for
each breaker.

24 hours
L.1 Restore each
trip circuit to
OPERABLE status.

One trip circuit in one

.

or both closed N breakers
inoperable.

OR
One trip circuit in one
or both closed SL breakers
inoperable.

F

Added to Page 3.7-8

---------------------

SR 3.7.1.2

El~l

NOTES--------------------

1.

Energizing standby buses is not required
to be performed when standby buses are
energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.

2.

Not required to be met for the Keowee Hydro
Unit associated with the overhead emergency
power path when the overhead electrical
disconnects for the Keowee Hydro Unit
associated with the underground emergency
power path are open.

Verify each Keowee Hydro Unit starts automatically
and energizes the underground emergency power
path.

SR 3.7.1.3

---------------------- NOTE-------------------Only required to be met for the Keowee Hydro Unit
associated with the overhead emergency power
path.
Verify each Keowee Hydro Unit starts automatically
and synchronizes with Yellow bus in 230 kV
switchyard.

AC Sources

Operating
AJ oTE D3.7.1

-

S RVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANC
S

rifV the S and E breakers are OP

. .

by full cycling.

SR 3.7 *'18 erify OPERABILITY of the Keowee underground feeder breaker
interlock and the underground to overhead ACB interlock.

Monthly
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Added to Page 3.7-8a
SURVEILLANCE
------------- NOTES-----------------

SR 3.7.1.4

C'7q

1.

SR 3.7.1.2 may be performed
in lieu of SR 3.7.1.4.

2.

Energizing standby buses is

not required to be performed
when standby buses are
energized by an OPERABLE Lee
gas turbine.

Verify Keowee Hydro Unit associated
with underground emergency power path
starts automatically and energizes
the underground emergency power path.
SR 3.7.1.5

Monthly

-------------- NOTE---------------SR 3.7.1.3 may be performed in lieu
of SR 3.7.1.5.

Verify Keowee Hydro Unit associated
with overhead emergency power path
starts automatically and synchronizes
with Yellow bus in 230 kV switchyard.
SR 3.7.1.6

FREQUENCY

Monthly

-------------- NOTES---------------1. Only required to be met when the
associated breaker is closed.
2. Not required to be performed for
SL breakers when overhead emergency
power path is inoperable > 72 hours.

Verify each N and SL breaker opens
on an actual or simulated actuation
signal.

Monthly

(c~__W,:[ss
--------------

SR 3.7.1.17

r~J

NOTES----------------

1. Only required to be met when the

associated breaker is closed.
2. Not required to be performed for
SL breakers when overhead emergency
power path is inoperable > 72 hours.

Verify each N and SL breaker opens
on an actual or simulated actuation
signal to each breaker trip circuit.
SR 3.7.1.18

.

--------------NOTES---------------Redundant breaker trip coils may be
verified on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.

Verify each 230 kV switchyard circuit
breaker actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated
switchyard isolation actuation
signal.

NOTE A---------------NOTE----------------Only required to be met when a Lee

gas turbine is energizing the standby
buses.

NOTE B

NOTE C

NOTE D

Refueling

--------------NOTE---------------Only required to be met during periods
of commercial power generation using
the Keowee Hydro Units.

--------------------NOTE---------------Not required to be met when the
overhead electrical disconnects for
the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with
the underground emergency power path
are open.

--------------NOTE---------------Not required to be performed for
S breakers when overhead emergency
power path is inoperable > 72 hours.

Refueling

6

istributi

-

erating

3.7.2
3.7

ELECTRICAL PO

3.7.2

At Distribution

TS 3.7.2

Ae

RABLE as follows:

stribution shall

main feeder buses each connected to two or more 11

T oe

1.

.

Qperating

te

Three energized E

Cos

ICABILITY:

j1

en

n

Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS

COMPLETION TIME

CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

A. One main feeder bus
inoperable.

A.1 Restore main feeder bus to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

B. One ES Power System String

B.I Restore ES Power System String

24 hours

to OPERABLE status.

inoperable.

g.
H

Required Actions and
associated Completion Times
not met.

.

Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

AND
H

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

7 days
SR 3.7.2.1 Veify
C

0,A
Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-9

Amendment A/A/A

Added to Page 3.7-9
LCOs
3.

Four 125 VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards,

4.

For Units 2 or 3, 125 VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards 1DIC
and 1DID,

5.

230 kV switchyard DC Power panelboards DYA, DYB, DYC, DYE,
DYF, and DYG, and

6.

Four 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards.

CONDITIONS
CONDITION
C. One 125 VDC Vital
I&C Power panelboard
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

C.1 Restore 125 VDC
Vital I&C Power
panelboard to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

24 hours
D.---------- NOTE-------- D.1 Restore required
230 kV switchyard
Separate Condition
DC Power panelboards
entry is allowed for
to OPERABLE status.
each 230 kV switchyard
DC Power panelboard.

One or more required
230 kV switchyard DC
Power panelboards
inoperable.

E.----------NOTE-------Condition E is not
applicable to Unit 1.

One 125 VDC Vital I&C
Power panelboard
required by LCO 3.7.2.4
inoperable.

E.1 Restore 125 VDC
Vital I&C Power
panelboards 1DIC
and 1DID to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours

1

F. KVIA or KVIB 120 VAC
Vital Instrumentation
Power panelboard
inoperable.

4 hours
F.1 Restore 120 VAC
Vital Instrumentation
Power panelboard to
OPERABLE status.

G. KVIC or KVID 120 VAC
Vital Instrumentation
Power panelboard
inoperable.

24 hours
G.1 Restore 120 VAC
Vital Instrumentation
Power panelboard to
OPERABLE status.

I. Two or more
main feeder buses, ES
Power System Strings,
125 VDC Vital I&C
Power panelboards,
or 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation
Power panelboards
inoperable.

I.1 Enter TS 3.0

Immediately

OR
230 kV switchyard DC
Power panelboards
DYA and DYE inoperable.
OR
230 kV switchyard DC
Power panelboards
DYB and DYF inoperable.
OR
230 kV switchyard DC
Power panelboards
DYC and DYG inoperable.
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.2.2

Verify correct breaker alignments and
voltage availability to required ES
Power System Strings, 125 VDC Vital I&C
Power panelboards, 230 kV switchyard DC
Power panelboards, and 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation Power panelboards.

7 days

EPSL Automatic Transfer Functions

C1 4

.

3.7

3.7.3

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.3

Emer encv Power Switchin

TS 3.7.3

The foilawinu
1

Transf

unctions

functions shnii hp OPRABLE:

Chbgnni A mid B of

s .F- b~e
APPLICABILIT

Lo ic EPSL Auto

4 dSdjT

feiu

1 1

by

PeR ALLEb.,
+^

ove COLD SHUTDOWN

-

-----

NOTE
atcTransfer Function.

Separate Condition entry is allowe

A.

A.1I Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours

B. I Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

-fncns-inorbot

B. Required Actions and associated
Completion Times not met.

AND

B.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.3.1 Perform SR 3.7

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

PSL automatic transfer)

3.7-10

As specified in
applicable SR.

Amendment A/A/A

es

o

3.7

EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.4

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits

TS 3.7.4

Three
1.
2.
3.
4.

channels of each of the following EPSL voltage sensing circuits shall be OPERABLE:
Startup Source;
Standby Bus 1;
Standby Bus 2;
Normal Source.

If both N breakers are open, Normal Source voltage sensing is not required.
APPLICABILITY:

Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
NOTE

---- --

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable Voltage Sensing Circuit.
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

A. One channel of one or more

A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE

24 hours

status.

circuits inoperable.
B. Required Actions and
associated Completion Times
not met.

COMPLETION TIME

B.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

AND
B.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

Refueling

SR 3.7.4.1 Perform a CHANNEL TEST

0
Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-11

Amendment A/A/A

EPSL N and SL Breakers
3.7.5

3.7

LECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.5

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) N and SL Breakers

TS 3.7.5

T

APPLICABILITY:

trip coils for each N breaker and SL breaker shall be OPE

BLE.

A ve COLD SHUTDOWN when breaker is closed.

ACTIONS
-NOTE
Separate Condition entry is alloweor each inoperable break
REQ

CONDITION
A. One trip coil inoperable on one
or more breakers.
B. Required Actions and
associated Completion Times
not met.

D ACTION

A.1 R re trip coil to OPERABLE
s tu
.1 Be in HO SHUTDOWN

12 hours

OWN

84 hours

QUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.

24 hours

AND
B.2 Be in COLD SHU

SURVEILLANC

COMPLETION TIME

Mon ly

1 Perform a breaker exercise.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-12

Amendment A/A/A

EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Fun

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7
3. .g&
TS

.7.g(5

Emergency Start Function
Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Keowee
shall be OPERABLE.
Two channels of the EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function

APPLICABILITY:

Above COLD SHUTDOWN

.

ACTIONS

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

A. One channel inoperable.

A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

72 hours

B. Required Actions and associated
Completion Times for Condition
A not met.

B. 1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

C. Two channels inoperable.

AND
B.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

C.I Declare both Keowee Hydro Units
inoperable for the affected Oconee
Unit(s).

Immediately

.......-------

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3. .$.1

Perform SR 3.7

(EPSL automatic

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

eowee emergency start) and SR 3.7.

fer).

3.7-13

As specified in

applicable SR.

Amendment A/A/A

C

2

ilS

o~-~JtJ-~S2

3.

EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protec

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

W

Grid Voltage Protection
Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Degraded

3

functions shall be OPERABLE:
The following EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
Three Switchyard Degraded Grid Voltage Sensing Relays;
1.
Logic.
Two channels of Switchyard Degraded Grid Voltage Protection Actuation
2.

TS 3.

APPLICABILITY: Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One voltage sensing relay
inoperable.

A. 1 Restore voltage sensing relay to
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B.

One channel of actuation logic
inoperable.stu.

B. 1 Restore channel to OPERABLE

72 hours

~etg

0==2~f

D. Two or more voltage sensing
relays inoperable.

6

D.1I'eiy.

vieyf

assurefte~n--HieuES

011
(continued)

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-14

Amendment A/A/A

n

EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage ProtecI

W

ACTIONS (continued)

_______________

SR ) 3. Vcri~'

iny2 zf
p. ~

unsr'ot
~
undaroltng

g inputwa-il

3HTDW
&O

pro

ytua~.zt~
wmdegM~e-ivor-

Prfom
37.'2 islatonoeu
aZV.flcV~r
SR
~
CHAAJAEL

Unt 1,2
Oconee

84PETO hours

EUIREOD SHUTOWN

CONDTIO

ses

rung

Mayae pefng
-z

pmogiin

12

ar~feig
7Sr

______________

hours
12-1

fl AA

Added to Page 3.7-15

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the voltage sensing channel with
setpoint Allowable Value as follows:
Degraded voltage > 226 kV and < 229 kV with a time delay of 9
seconds + 1 second.

EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protectio

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7
3. .X7

TS ' 7. 7

Emermency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
The following EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection functions shall be OPERABLE:
Three CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Sensing Relays;
1.
Two channels of CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection Actuation Logic.
2.

APPLICABILITY:

Above COLD SHUTDOWN when the Central switchvard is energizing the standby
buses.

ACTIONS

COMPLETION TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

One voltage sensing relay
inoperable.

A. 1 Restore voltage sensing relay to
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B.

One channel of actuation logic
inoperable.

B.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE
status.

72 hours

C.1 Open SL breakers.

I hour

C. Two actuation logic channels
inoperable.

OR
Two or more voltage sensing

G.2

g

za-two
.e .

relays inoperable.

tandby

us@&4y

3

.L- .fl1 .13kV

-aaamnis.3flC&eircut will be

OR

____________di

4_____,_--y

Required Actions and associated
Completion Times cannot be met
for Conditions A or B.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

0FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
3.7.X. 1

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-16

Amendment A/A/A

Added to Page 3.7-16
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.7.1

SR 3.7.7.2

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the
voltage sensing channel with
setpoint Allowable Value as follows:
a.

Degraded voltage > 4143 V and
< 4185 V with a time delay of 9
seconds + 1 second for the first
level undervoltage inputs.

b.

Degraded voltage > 3871 V and
< 3901 V for the second level
undervoltage inputs.

Perform a CHANNEL TEST

Refueling

Refueling

C( 7

Opera

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

37

.7.X

gerating

C Sourc

-Vital--1f

3.

TS

Sources and Distawbiton

~I~~-Vt~4&CDC

~

L-.v.ess

(l?[O RART E No
a rads (DIA, DIB, iC, fT)chsh
&
C s source shall be thc only soureo aligned to more-than-one-panelboard.

1.eo~15D

50211al be the only ource aigned to IDIC and IDD

b. For Unit 1, throc of-the following four soureas !CA, 1CB, 2A, 2CB;

Above COLD SHU

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

o.l orsource ftwo or
Iboar .power
more p
OR(
P

e

24 h mrs

ne ilboawd to

~A ne ±ulbod noprale. A.1 R

gle. source providing

-CMLEIN TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

$.I1 Alignj'

24 hours

'such, that no

..&ngiesource is prvQ
source
A- f
panelboard4

-- only
thmo
-~MOEc
ea

*

/2.5 UVrx-*L~i~

boards isolated f
(continued)

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-17

Amendment A/A/A

Added to Page 3.7-17

LCOs
DC Sources shall be OPERABLE as follows:
1.

Three of four 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources,

2.

Five of six 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources for operation of
two or three Units,

3.

Four of six 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources for operation of
one Unit,

4.

No single 125 VDC Vital I&C power source shall be the only
source supplying power to two or more 125 VDC Vital I&C
panelboards,

5.

For Units 2 or 3, no single 125 VDC Vital I&C power source
shall be the only source supplying power to 125 VDC Vital
I&C panelboards 1DIC and 1DID, and

016.

1.

2.

Two 230 kV switchyard 125 VDC power sources.
------NOTES---------------------------The additional 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required by
LCO 3.7.8 part 2 or part 3 are not required to be connected
to the Unit distribution system.
The 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required by LCO 3.7.8
part 3 shall include one 125 VDC Vital I&C power source
belonging to each unit not above COLD SHUTDOWN.

CONDITIONS
CONDITION
E. One 230 kV switchyard
125 VDC power source
inoperable to perform
equalization charge
after performance
test or service test.

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

E.1 Restore 230 kV
switchyard 125 VDC
power source to
OPERABLE status.

F. One 230 kV switchyard F.1
125 VDC power source
inoperable for reasons
other than Condition E.

Restore 230 kV
switchyard 125 VDC
power source to
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

24 hours

-Vital--&C

Sourc

and Distribution Oper ,

c-777\
ACTIONS (contin

QU

NDITION

A.

y inoperable

One required

to perform equalizer c5arge

COMPLETION TIME

ACTION

72 hours

0.1 Restore em@Fy-to OPERA
re,

status.

ah

feIewing-the performance test

or SR-1+9-9-(service testX.
c

u

r

One requir

reasons other

inoperable

.1 Restore DCsource to OPERABLE
status. rq re10"/2.5 v

24 hours

than Condition 0 .
E.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN

12 hours

E.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN

8

associated Comphni~on Times

NOTE
ndition applies

This

LE s

.

t 1.
,

IDIC or IDID inop

9. 1 Align tDft

NOTE
This Condimio applies cntes mndy.
-Units-2, and-3. Condition)(D 's
to Unit 1.

rfv

voc

c

md-nDID suqh that

source is p
nly power sourced,
125 i/Pr VI. -4j

5 1onr

v.44

vm

24 hours
3se

e

3inbs.

4co

.Singl& source

one
is5vpP.K

-

to

F.1
currently

ondition A

to Units 2,
applies to

or

/'only pewes source fee-lDIC

and IDID.

?"

NOTE
ion appli

This o
to Units 2,

appl

.

ncurrently

Condition E

fI.1 Be in HOT SHUTDOWN
*

cnee Units 1, 2, & 3

ours

AND

o Unit 1.

6 . Required Actions and
associated Completion Times
not met fLrG

1

}I.2 Be in COLD SHUTDOWN
&

3.7-18

84 ours

Amendment A/A/A

' Oper

-ViaI&e DC Sources and! Dis

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.

Weekly

Verify battery float voltage > 125VDC

.X.

SR 3. . .2 Verify peak inverse voltage capability of
$ iode is within limits.

I C auctioneerin
toav

SR 3. .0.3 Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in
&PERABLE

6 Months

a NA

Annually

status the required emergency loads for the design

duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery service test.

SR 3 7.4.4

erify cells, end cell plates, and battery racks show no visual

Annually

4 ndication of structural damage or degradation.

SR 3. .#.5 erify cell to cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and
8 coated with anti-corrosion grease.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-19

Annually

Amendment A/A/A

.

230kV Switchyard DC Sources and Distribut'on
.10

ECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7
3.7.10

230kV Switchyard DC Sources and Distribution

TS 3.7.10

1.

Two DC distribution centers (SY-DC1, SY-DC2) and their ass ciated DC
anelboards (DYA, DYB, and DYC; DYE, DYF, and DY shall be OPERABLE.

2.

Two

APPLICABILITY:

C Sources (battery, charger) shall be OPERABL

Above COLD S UTDOWN

ACTIONS
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inop~e

R

CONDITION

le p.ebad

U

D ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

tore distributi n center and
associated panelbo s to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

B. One required ba ry inoperable
for equalizer c ge following
the perform e test or SR
3.7.9.3 (se ice test).

B.1 Restore battery to OPERABLE
status.

72 ho rs

C. One D source inoperable due
to r ons other than Condition
B.

C.1 Restore DC source to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours

A.

One distribution center
inoperable.

A.1

QR
Any required panelboard or
combination of required
panelboards inoperable exc t:
DYA and DYE;
DYB and DYF; or
DYC and DYG.

(contu)

&2'

Oi
Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-20

Amendment A/A/A

230kV Switchyard DC Sources and

'

ibution
3.7.10

A ONS (continued)

7
REQUIRED ACTION

'' CONDITON
D.

and
Required A
associated Comp 'on Times
not met.

D.1I Be in HOT SHU

WN

84 hours

NTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7. 10.1

12 hours

AND
D.2 Be ' COLD SHUTDOWN

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE

COMPLETION TIME

erform SRs 3.7.9.1 (Float Voltage), 3.7.9.3 (Service Test),
3.7.9.4 (Structural Surveillance), and 3.7.9.5 (Connection

As specified in
a icable SRs

Surveillance) for 230kV switchyard batteries.

C1 7

Ocne

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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Amendment A/A/A

-AG Vital

3.7

ELECTRICAL POWE -Y

3.7
TS

--AG Vital
7.X CFour f2*Aeita1sl

APPLICABILITY:

istribution - Operatin

TEMS
S-erating
IIIIIEH

Above COLD SHUTDOWN

ACTIONS
CONDITION
A -H-VA or ZIB -ineperable-dtte
to invrter.panelboard

REQUIRED ACTION
A. 1 Connect atn~feb'oard to r
KRA.

COMPLETION TIME
lated

4 hours

AND
A.2 Verify anelboard is ener ized.

Once per 24 hours

c'
*AND
A.3 Restr aebu
to
OPERABLE status.
B. XIAor KVIB ino
~
we
q1 to reas
an;I(
Condition

Z..KVIC
X
or K-VID,-inopershi-du
.tAoperableq.

.

etore p~san
OPttS.

7 days

to

le .1. Connect (panelboard to re
panelboard KRA.

lated

24 hours

AND

.Restore panelbeard to
SOPERABLE status.

7 days
(continued)

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

3.7-22

Amendment A/A/A

AC Vital Distribusien'- Operating

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

Required Actions and
C. associated Completion Times
not met.
.

.1 e in HOT SHUTDOWN

oor mo
inoperable.

P

12 hours

C
AND
.2

S

COMPLETION TIME

e in COLD SHUTDOWN

84 hours

nter TS 3.0

Immediately

,PI

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.

Verify correct inverter voltage,-A
-equency,

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

if

C

6

Weekly

and alignment-

3.7-23

Amendment A/A/A

s

.

3.7

LECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.

Battery Cell Paramete
10

When associated DC

APPLICAB
ACTIONSZ<

--

CT7T S2. 3. 9. 6 do

oS

-

a

230L

125 V-

all be within

arameters

Battery ce

TS 3.7.)2

4

s

u '

s+

limitsi-- of 7

/e . . lo

rces are required"6 ERABLE.

tr'

-

-

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

Battery Cell Paramg

----

COMPLETION TIME

A.1 Declare associated DC source

Immediatel

t voltage
B. Battery cell
< 2.07 volts.

B. 1 Declare associated DC source
inoperable.

Immediately

C. Electrolyte temperature
< 60 0 F.

C.1 Declare associated DC
inoperable.

urce

Immediately

D. Electrolyte level < minimum
or > maximum level indication
marks.

D.1 R tore el
limi

E. Battery cell float voltage

E.

lectrolyte level below top of
S
.inoperable.
ates.
ce

< 2.13 volts and a- 2.07
volts.
F.

Electrlye specifcg

G.

specific gravity
Electrol
> 0. O below the average
s ific gravity of all cells

t

estore cell flo

lyte level to within

voltage to within

90 days

90 days

l imits.
Z
F.1I Resore specific gravity to W90dy
G. 1 Restore specific gravity to within
limits.

9

y

measured.

90ay
Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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(contm~ued)

Amendment A/A/A

Added to Page 3.7-24

CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1
A. One or more batteries
with one or more
battery cell parameters
not within Category
A or B limits.

COMPLETION TIME

Verify pilot cell
electrolyte level
and float voltage
meet Table 3.7.10-1
Category C values.

1 hour

AND
A.2 Verify battery cell
parameters meet
Table 3.7.10-1
Category C values.
AND

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

24 hours
AND
Once per 7 days
thereafter

A.3 Restore battery cell
parameters to
Category A and B
limits of Table
3.7.10-1.

90 days

B.1 Declare associated
battery inoperable.

Immediately

OR
One or more batteries
with average electrolyte
temperature of the
< 600 F.
representative cells
OR
One or more batteries
with one or more battery
cell parameters not within
Category C values.

29

lv'-/ess

.

,,Battery

Cell Paramet

A NS (continued)
C

REQUIRED ACTION

SUVILACN
H. More than two cells

H.

Declare associated DC

rce

eO ,1710N

TIME

Immediately

'noperable.

in one battery.

OR
Required Actions andf
e
associated Co i n Times
notm

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

SR37.12.1

Verify pilot cell float voltage ; 2.13 VDC

Weekly

SR 3.7. 12.

Verify pilot cell specific gravity 2 1.200 when corrected to

y

ad full electrolyte level.
Ie

olyte level within limits

SR 3.7.12.3

Verify pilo

SR 3.7.12.4

Verify each cell float volt

SR 3.7.12.5

Verify each cell specific gr
evel.
77*F and full electrol

SR 3.7.12.6

Verify each

SR 3.7.12.7

V

SR 3.7.

Verify electrolyte specific gravity < 0.010 below average
specific gravity of all cells measured.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

Weekly

Quarterly

;! 2.
;2->1.2

hen corrected to

electrolyte level within limits.

emperature of every sixth connected cell within limits.

3.7-25

Quarterly

Quarterly
Qu

erIy

Quarterly

Amendment A/A/A

Added to Page 3.7-25
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.10.1

Verify battery cell parameters meet
Table 3.7.10-1 Category A limits.

Weekly

SR 3.7.10.2

Verify battery cell parameters meet
Table 3.7.10-1 Category B limits.

Quarterly

SR 3.7.10.3

Verify average electrolyte temperature
of representative cells is > 60'F.

Quarterly

Table 3.7.10-1 (page 1 of 1)
Battery Cell Surveillance Requirements

PARAMETER

.

CATEGORY A:
LIMITS FOR
EACH
DESIGNATED
PILOT CELL

CATEGORY B:
LIMITS FOR
EACH CONNECTED
CELL

CATEGORY C:
ALLOWABLE
LIMITS FOR
EACH CONNECTED
CELL

Electrolyte

> Minimum

> Minimum

Above top of

Level

level
indication
mark, and < 1/
inch above
maximum level
indication
mark(a)

level
indication
mark, and < %A
inch above
maximum level
indication
mark(a)

plates, and
not
overflowing

Float Voltage

> 2.13 V

> 2.13 V

> 2.07 V

Specific

> 1.200

> 1.200

> 1.200

Gravity(b)(c)
AND
Not more than
0.010 below
average of all
connected
cells
(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily
increase above the specified maximum during equalizing
charges provided it is not overflowing.

=C3
Level
(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level.
float
when
battery
correction is not required, however,
current is < 2 amps when on float charge.
(c) A battery float current of < 2 amps when on float charge is
acceptable for meeting specific gravity limits following a
battery recharge, for a maximum of 7 days. When float
current is used in lieu of specific gravity requirements,
specific gravity of each cell shall be measured prior to
expiration of the 7 day allowance.

AC Sources- Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory
3.7.13
3.

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.13

AC Sources - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Redu

TS 3.7.13

A sources shall be OPERABLE as follows:
e energized transformer, supplying power

1.
2.

APPLICABILITY:

Invento

both main feeder buses; and

Two b kup transformers, each capable o supplying power to both main feeder
buses, wi in 15 minutes (either autom cally or manually from the Control Room).
t level and RCS inventory such that there would
COLD SHUTDO N with decay
be < 2.5 ho rs to core covery after loss of power for decay heat removal.
REFUELING SHUTD WN w* decay heat level and RCS inventory such that there
would be < 2.5 ur to core uncovery after loss of power for decay heat
removal.

ACTIONS
CONDITION
A. Transformer supplying main
feeder buses deenergized.

REQUIRED A

COMPLETION TIME

ON

Immediately

A.1 Initiate action to restore
energized transformer suppl

g

both main feeder buses. PP

9

B. One or more backup
transformers inoperable,

B. 1 Restore both backup transformers
to OPERABLE status.

6 hours

C. Required Actions an
associated Completd n Times
not met.

C. 1 Initiate action to establish
conditions such that there would
be > 2.5 hours to core uncovery
after loss of power for decay heat
removal.

1 hou

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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AC Sources- Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory
3.3

SURVEI

NCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE

formers available.

SR 3.7.13.1

Verify backup

SR 3.7.13.2

Verify correct breaker ali
availability.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

.FREQUENCY

d indicated power

3.7-27

12 hours
7 days

Amendment A/A/A

AC Sources- Shutdown
e3.7.14
CIE

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.

(liii

3.7.14

AC Sources - Shutdown

TS 3.7.14

AC sources shall be OPERABLE as follows:
1.

One energized transformer, supplying power to one main feeder us; and

2.

second transformer,capable of supplying power to an 0 RABLE main feeder bus,
wi 1 15 minutes (either automatically or manually fro the Control Room).

APPLICABILITY:

OWN with decay heat level an CS inventory such that there would
COLD SH
loss of power for decay heat removal
be > . hours to core uncovery
level and RCS inventory such that there
REFUELING SH TDOWN with decay
would be > 5 hours to core covery after loss of power for decay heat
removal.

ACTIONS
REQUIR

CONDITION

CTION

1 Suspend REFUELIN
OPERATIONS.

A. Transformer supplying main
feeder bus deenergized.

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately

AND

B. Backup transf rmer inoperable.
*

A.2 Initiate action to restore an
energized transformer supplying
main feeder bus.

Immediately

B. 1 Suspend REFUELING
OPERATIONS.

Imm

AND
B.2 Restore backup transformer to
OPERABLE status.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

tely
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12 hours

Amendment A/A/A

AC Sources- Shutdown
3.7.14

.

-SnLLANCEREQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.14.1

Verify backup transform

SR 3.7.14.2

Verify corr
avail

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

12 hours

ilab

er alignment and ind

3.7-29

7 days
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AC Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory
3.7.15

.7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.1

AC Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory

TS 3.7.1

AC distribution shall be OPERABLE as follows:
1.

Two main feeder buses energized and connected to two o more 4kV switchgear
buses; and

2.

Three 4160V switchgear buses (TC, TD, TE) ener

APPLICABILITY:

ed.

RCS inventory such that there would
SHUTDOWN with decay heat level
be < 2.5 hours to core uncovery a r loss of power for decay heat removal.
REFUE ING SHUTDOWN with decay h t level and RCS inventory such that there
w uld be < 2.5 hours to core un very after loss of power for decay heat
rem val.
CO

ACTIONS
REQU

CONDITION

A.1 R

A. One main feeder bus

OP

inoperable.

D ACTION

r main feeder bus to

COMPLETION TIME

24 hours

BLE status.

B. One 4160V switchgear bus
inoperable.

B. 1 estore 60V switchgear to
status.
PERAB

24 hours

C. Required Actions and
associated Completion Times
for Conditions A or B not m

C. 1 Initiate action establish
conditions such th t there would
be > 2.5 hours to re uncovery
after loss of power fo ecay heat
removal.

1 hour

D. 1 Initiate action to restore one in
feeder bus to OPERABLE status

Immediately

D.

.

Two main feeder b ses
inoperable.

e 4160V switchgear
E. Two or
buses operable.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

E. 1 Initiate action to restore 4160V
switchgears to OPERABLE status.

3.7-30

el
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AC Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory
3.7.15
S

EILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.15.1

Verify two ma
two or more 4160V bus

SR 3.7.15.2

Verify cort
avail Ue

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

connected to

reaker alignment an

3.7-3 1

12 hours

7 days

Amendment A/A/A

AC Distribution - Shutdown

3.7.16
7

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.1

AC Distribution - Shutdown

TS 3.7.1

AC distribution shall be OPERABLE as follows:
One main feeder bus energized; and
2.

APPLICABILITY:

Two of the three 4160V switchgear buses (TC, TD

) energized.

d RCS inventory such that there would
SHUTDOWN with decay heat leve
> 2.5 hours to core uncove after loss of power for decay heat removal
heat level and RCS inventory such that there
REFUELI G SHUTDOWN with d
e uncovery after loss of power for decay heat
woul be > 2.5 hours to
remov
COL

ACTIONS
UIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A. Two main feeder buses
inoperable.

I1

FUELING
Suspend
OPERATIO S.

COMPLETION TIME
Immediately

AND
A.2 Initiate action to res e one main
status.
feeder bus to OPERAB

Immediately

B. One of the requir 4160V
switchgear buses * operable.

B. 1 Restore one 4160V switchg
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

C. Both of the r uired 4160V
switchgear ses inoperable.

C.1 Suspend REFUELING
OPERATIONS.

ediately

AND
C.2 Initiate action to restore one
4160V switchgear to OPERABLE
status.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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Immediatel
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AC Distribution - Shutdown

.

3.7.16

RVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.16.1

Verify one main
buses.

SR 3.7.16.2

Verify correct br
availabile

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

bus is energizing two

ore 4160V

alignment and indicated pow
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12 hours

7 days
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Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory
3.7.17

]

fJ-

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

.
\3.7.17

Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown/High Deay Heat/R duced Inventory

TS 3.7.17

1.

Four 125VDC I&C panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, DID) s

For

erating Units, IDIC and IDID must still meet the r

I be OPERABLE. No
one panelboard.

single source may be the only source aligned to more
NOTE

irements of TS 3.7.9.

The flowing 125 VDC Vital I&C Sources attery, charger,
BLE:
be OP
it 1 three of the following four ources ICA, 1CB,
a. For
b. For Unit three of the following fo r sources 2CA, 2CB,
c. For Unit 3 ee of the following ur sources 3CA, 3CB,

2.

distribution center) shall
2CA, 2CB;
3CA, 3CB;
ICA, ICB.

ith decay eat level and RCS inventory such that there would
COLD SHUTDOW
be < 2.5 hours o core ncovery after loss of power for decay heat removal
ith decay heat level and RCS inventory such that there
REFUELING SHUTDO
to core uncovery after loss of power for decay heat
would be < 2.5 ho
removal.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS
CONDITION

REQUIRED A TION

COMPLETION TIME

A. One panelboard inoperable.

A. 1 Restore panelboard to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

B. Single battery providing e
only power source for o or
more panelboards.

B. 1 Align panelboards such that no
single battery is providing the o
power source for more than one

24 hours

panelboard.
te
Panelboards i lated from
/.
backup Uni

C. One r uired DC source
ino rable.

C.1 Restore DC source to OPERABLE
status.

24 hours
contmued)

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory
3.7.17
TIONS

(continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
D. Required A ' ns and
associated Com tion Times

ON TIME

I hour

very
be > 2.5 hours to core u
after loss of power for ecay heatC
removal.

not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

S
SR 3.7.17.1

D. 1 Initiate action to establish
conditions such that there wou

COMP

X
FREQUENCY

EILLANCE

Rs 3.7.9.1 (Float Voltage), SR 3.7.9.2 (Diode
Perfo
Su illance), 3.7.9.3 (Service Test), 3.7.9.4 (Structural
urveillance) and 3.7.9.5 (Connection Surveillance).

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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As required by
applicable SRs.

Amendment A/A/A

Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown
3.7.18

3.

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.7.1

Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown

TS 3.7.1

1.

LE.
Three 125VDC I&C panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, DID) shall be OPE
NOTE
of TS 3.7.9.
For operating Units, IDIC and IDID must still meet the requireme

2.

e following 125VDC Vital I&C Sources (battery, charger distribution center) shall
be
ERABLE:
B;
a. Fo Unit 1, one of the following two sources ICA,
it 2, one of the following two sources 2C , 2CB;
b. For
c. For Unit one of the following two sources 3 A, 3CB.

APPLICABILITY:

RCS inventory such that there would
with decay heat level
COLD SHUTDO
be > 2.5 ho to core uncovery a er loss of power for decay heat removal.
level and RCS inventory such that there
N with decay
REFUELING SHUTD
would be > 2.5 ho rs to core covery after loss of power for decay heat
removal.

ACTIONS
/

CONDITION
A.

One required panelboard
inoperable.

B. One required DC source
inoperable.

EQUIRED ACT

.1Restore panelboard to
status.

COMPLETION TIME
12 hours

/OPERABLE

B. I Suspend REFUELING
OPERATIONS.

I

ediately

AND
B.2 Restore DC source to OPERABLE
status.

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3
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24 hours

Amendment A/A/A

Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown
3.7.18

S ILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.7.18.1

Perform SRs 3.7.9.
Surveillance), 3.7.9
Surveillanc

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

t
ervice

FREQUENCY
ge), SR 3.7.9.2 (Diode
3.7.9.4 (Structural

d 3.17.9.5 (Connection

3.7-37

As required by
applicable SRs

eillance).

Amendment A/A/A

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1

B 3.7
B 3.7.1

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
AC Sources - Operating

BASES
The AC Power System consists of the offsite power sources (preferred power) and the
onsite standby power sources (Keowee Hydro Units). This system is designed to
supply the required engineered safety features (ESF) loads of one unit and safe
shutdown loads of the other two units and is so arranged that no single failure can
disable enough loads to jeopardize plant safety. In accordance with the intent of
proposed Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) general design criterion 39, the design
of the AC Power System provides independence and redundancy to ensure an
available source of power to the ESF systems (FSAR 3.1.39). The Keowee Hydro
turbine generators are powered through a common penstock by water taken from Lake
'sTo
isjustified on the basis of past hydro plant
)-ibon
pcu
Keowee. The us
1919) which indicates that the
since
of
th
experience
expected to be limited to about one
be
can
ck
pe
cumulative need to dewa er
day a year, principally for inspection, plus perhaps four days every tenth year.

BACKGROUND

C3

The preferred power source is provided from offsite power to the red or yellow bus in
the 230kV switchyard to the units startup transformer and the E breakers. The 230kV
switchyard is electrically connected to the 525kV switchyard via the autobank
transformer. The standby buses may receive offsite power from the 100kV
transmission system through CT-5 and the SL breakers. The two emergency power
paths are the overhead path and the underground path. The underground emergency
wer path is from one Keowee Hydro Unit through the S breakers. The overhead
eme ency power path is from the other Keowee Hydro Unit through the E breakers.
Th standby buses can also receive power from a combustion turbine generator at the
ee Steam Station through a dedicated 100kV transmission line, transformer CT-5,
and both SL breakers. The 100kV transmission line is electrically separated from the
required to be OPERABLE only when
system grid and offs
is considered to be an onsite power
G
specified in TS 3.7. Gndi,
r
source in this mode o operation.
The auxiliaries of two units in HOT SHUTDOWN plus the auxiliaries of the one unit
with a LOCA require a total AC power capacity as shown in FSAR Table 8-1.
(continued)
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Attached to Page B3.7-1
In addition to supplying emergency power for Oconee, the Keowee
Hydro Units provide peaking power to the licensee's generation
system. During periods of commercial power generation, the
Keowee Hydro Units are operated within the acceptable region of
This will ensure that
the Keowee Hydro operating restrictions.
the Keowee Hydro Units will be able to perform their emergency
power functions from an initial condition of commercial power
generation. The Keowee Hydro operating restrictions for
commercial power generation are contained in the Selected
Changes to these operating
Licensee Commitment manual.
restrictions would be performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59,
which would include an evaluation to determine if any unreviewed
safety questions exist.

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)
BACKGROUND

The continuous AC power capacity available to the Oconee Units is:

(continued)

Capacity

Source

22.4MVA

Underground emergency power path
(limited by transformer CT-4)

Overhead emergency power path
(limited by transformer CT-1, CT-2, or CT-3)

30MVA

Offsite sources from 230kV switchyard

30MVA

(limited by transformer CT-1, CT-2, or CT-3)

22.4MVA

Offsite source from the Central 100kV switchyard
(limited by transformer CT-5)

22.4MVA

Backup 100kV transmission line from Lee Station Gas
Turbine Generator (limited by transformer CT-5)

I

_I

Thus, the minimum available capacity from any one of the multiple sources of AC
power, 22.4MVA, is adequate.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in the FSAR
Chapter 6 (Engineered Safeguards) and 15 (Accident Analyses) assume all ESF
systems are OPERABLE. The AC power system is designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary
power to ESF systems so that the fuel, reactor coolant system, and containment design
limits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for
other TS's.
Consistent with the accident analysis assumptions of a LOOP and a single failure of
one onsite emergency power path, two of the onsite emergency power sources are
required to be OPERABLE.
AC Sources - Operating is a system that is part of the primary success path and
functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a
isfies the requirements of
fission product barrier. As
1).
2,ef.
Selection Criterion 3
(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating

B 3.7.1

BASES (continued)
The basic design criteria of the entire emergency electric power system of a nuclear unit.
including the generating sources. distribution system and controls, is that a single failure
of any component passive or active will not preclude the system from supplying
emergency power when required (Ref 5).

TS

Overhead Emermencv Power Path
Either of the following combinations provide an acceptable overhead emergency power
path.
IA)
2A)
3A)

Keowee Unit I generator,
Keowee ACB 1,*
Keowee auxiliary
transformer IX. Keowee
ACB 5. Keowee Load
Center IX,
Keowee MCC IXA,
Keowee Battery #1,
Charger #1 or Standby
er, and Distribution

4A)
5A)

eue LL~u~i

Q A

k4

c

-

center 1

o

W~ees,

4

76)

IB)
2B)
3B)

4B)
5B)

Keowee Unit 2 generator,
Keowee ACB 2,*
Keowee auxiliary
transformer 2X, Keowee
ACB 6, Keowee Load
Center 2X.
Keowee MCC 2XA.
Keowee Battery #2,
Charger #2 or Standby
(B )kE-ee (.0-2
ocks
ution
Charger, and Di
Center 2DA,

Keowee reservoir level> 775 feet

Keowee main step-up transformer,

A)

S)

//0)

PCB 9,*

The 230kV switchyard yellow. bus c

b

one channel of Switchyard Iso
-o

oN e-'-

P

e sealevel,

+

t]6)
/1-)

g iso ate

AV

ciated yellow bus PCB C
A unit startup transformer and
/ PCB 18, CT-2 / PCB 27, CT-3 / PCB ), and
r 3
Both E breakers.

* Enabled by one channel of Switchyard Isolate Complete.

(continued)
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m
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o
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1

BASES (continued)
Underground Emerencv Power Path
Either of the following combinations provide an acceptable underground emergency
power path.

TS (continued)

IA)
2A)
3A.1)

3A.2)

3A.3)

4A)
5A)

e L;w4-)
over Lk"
6re-Ld

PD

3B.2)

3B.3)

auxiliary transformer CX_ 4B)
Keowee MCC IXA,

of feeding Keowee

auxiliary transformer CX,

sformer CT-4,

) B th SK breakers,

9J14bLck sie

12.10)

9

Keowee Unit 2 generator.
Keowee ACB 4,
Keowee auxiliarv
transformer CX, Keowee
ACB 8, Keowee Load
Center 2X,
One Oconee Unit I S
breaker capable of feeding
switchgear ITC,
Switchgear ITC capable

Keowee MCC 2XA,
Keowee Battery #2,
5B)
Keowee Battery #1,
+2
ge) A';ewe
Charger #2 or Standby
Charger #1 or Standby
b+,-,lock-s
n
Distribut
and
Charger,
Distribution
and
er
be
Center 2D
Center I ,
(, 6) eowee reservoir level >775 feet ab ve sea level,
T e underground feeder,
10
T

p owE~

IB)
2B)
3B.1)

of feeding Keowee

O
& A)

Keowee Unit I generator,
Keowee ACB 3.
Keowee auxiliary
transformer CX, Keowee
ACB 7. Keowee Load
Center IX,
One Oconee Unit I S
breaker capable of feeding
switchgear ITC,
Switchgear ITC capable

. break*.s

/?1 *4)

th standby buses, and
oth S breakers.

ffite Sources

The two offsite sources are required to be "physically independent" (separate towers)
230kV lines enter the switchyard, an
prior to entering the 230kV switchyard. Once the
such that-both
electrical pathway must exist through operable PCBs and disconnects
sources are available to energize the Unit's startup transformer either automatically or
with operator action. Once within the boundary of the switchyard the electrical pathway
at least one E breaker
may be the same for both independent offsite sources. In addition,
buses from the
'must be available to automatically supply power to the main feeder
then neither the 230kV
energized startup transformer. If both E breakers are inoperable,
buses,
sources nor the overhead emergency power path can energize the main feeder
voltage provided to
therefore, the startup transformer is considered to be inoperable. The
be sufficient to
the startup transformer by the two independent offsite sources must
(continued)
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B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)

Offsite Sources (continued)

TS

ensure all engineered safeguard equipment will operate (Ref. 3). Two of the following
offsite sources are required:
1)
2)
3)
4)
f-us.-

on Lee

APPLICABILITY

)Norcross

Jocassee (from Jocassee) Black or White,
Dacus (from North Greenville) Black or White,
Oconee (from Central) Black or White,
Calhoun (from Central) Black or White.
Autobank transformer fed from either the Asbury (from Newport),
line.
(from Geomia Pow er)or Katoma (from McGuire) 525kV

above COLD
The AC power sources for ESF systems are required to be OPERABLE
SHUTDOWN to ensure that:
1.

2.

limits are
Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary
abnormal
or
not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences
transients. and
other vital
Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and
functions are maintained in the event of a postulated DBA.

S
urce requirements during COLD SH UTDOWrN and REFUELING
ecav
are address * the Bases for TS 3.7.13 (AC Sources - Shutdo
)
Sh
Sources
ad TS 3.7.14 (AC
Heat/Reduced Inven

.

to
excepti
an
provides
which
i aNOTE
mo
been
has
APPLICABILITY
The
dby buses as required by
rgizing
TS 3.7.0 when a Lee gas turbine is
eat up above COLD
Unit
the
allows
Conditions G. H. or I. Thi . eption
or a Keowee Hydro
emergency power paths are inope
SHUTDOWN whe
vided a Lee
owee Main Step-up transformer is inoperable > 72 ho
Unit or
ine is energizing the standby buses.

ACTIONS

of degradation of the
The Required Actions have been established based on the level
power sources.

A.1, A. -A

d

causes one of the
In the event a startup transformer becomes inoperable, it effectively
to be inoperable.
sources
offsite
emergency power paths (overhead path) and both of the
(continued)
One emergency power path remains available through the underground
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Lee Gas Turbine
During specific conditions in TS 3.7.1, one Lee gas turbine is
required to be OPERABLE and is connected to the standby buses
The dedicated 100kV
through a dedicated 100kV transmission line.
transmission line is electrically separated from the system grid
and offsite loads. Operation and connection of a Lee gas turbine
to the standby buses requires operator action.
This Technical Specification is modified by three NOTES. NOTE 1
indicates the underground emergency power path associated with
the Keowee Hydro Unit which is selected to the overhead emergency
power path is not required to be OPERABLE when the electrical
disconnects for the Keowee Hydro Unit selected to the underground
emergency power path are open. When these disconnects are open,
a fault in the zone overlap region will not disable both Keowee
Hydro Units. NOTE 2 indicates the Lee gas turbine is only
required to be OPERABLE when the standby buses are required to be
energized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine. The standby buses
are required to be energized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine
when:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the underground emergency power path is inoperable > 24
hours,
the overhead Keowee Hydro Unit is inoperable > 72 hours,
the Keowee Main Step-up transformer is inoperable > 72
hours,
both emergency power paths are inoperable for planned
reasons,
both emergency power paths are inoperable for unplanned
reasons for > 1 hour,
one or more required offsite sources are inoperable > 1
hour.

NOTE 3 indicates that the operability of the Keowee Hydro Units
during periods of commercial power generation is based on lake
The
levels and the power level of the Keowee Hydro Units.
operating restrictions are contained in the Selected Licensee
Commitment manual which is Chapter 16 of the ONS FSAR.

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1
*B

A SES ( co nt in u ed )
ACTIONS

A.-

.1

A

ni u d
1
( ontinued

a
feeder to ensure safe shutdown of the unit in the event of a transient or accident without
single failure.
Operation may continue for 12 hours if the availability of the underground emergencythat
Action provides assurance
power path is demonstrated within 1 hour. This Required

no previously undetected failures have occurred in the underground emergency power
path. If available, another Unit's startup transformer should be aligned to supply power
to the affected Unit's auxiliaries so that offsite power sources and the overhead path will
also be available if needed. Although this alignment restores the availability of the
offsite sources and overhead emergency power path, the shared startup transformer's
conditions. The
capacity and voltage adequacy could be challenged under certain DBA
is with
shutdown
Unit
of
mode
shared alignment is acceptable because the preferred
of an
likelihood
reactor coolant pumps providing forced circulation and due to the low
to
bring
event challe 1,od
COLD SHUTDOWN. Required Action/ A.3--and-A-32 allowith option of
i
fit-stft
th afetd

aif~w-rdesi

E starturp

e, if nit I and 2 are operating and CT-2
.
transformer from anoth
to the Unit 2 main feeder buses and continue
CT-i
becomes inoperable, Unit 2 may align
to OPERABLE
operating for up to 36 hours. At that time either CT-2 must be restored
status or CT-1 must be "designated" to one Unit. Once CT-I has been designated to a
one Unit
Unit, the other Unit must begin shutting down per Condition B. Note that
above COLD SHUTDOWN and a Unit in COLD SHUTDOWN may share a startup
transformer indefinitely provided that the loads on the COLD SHUTDOWN Unit are
maintained within acceptable limits (Ref. 2). For example, if Unit I is already in COLD
Uii U
SHUTDOWN an T-2 beond s
oterta
er tes and continue operation indefinitely.
B.1 and B.2

the:event a

o-et

as been detird

HOT SHUTOWNi
_n.3 te nimust
hours since the sred stap t
SHUTDOWN in an

be

nit per Required
and COLD
mer's capacity could

and
ge under certain DBA conditions. in addition, if the Required Actions

in HOT
associated Completion Tumes for Condition A cannot be met, the Unit must be
times
SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in another 24 hours. These
plant
or
operators
plant
on
allow for a controlled shutdown without placing undue stres

*

Oconee Units 1. 2, & 3

Wth the overhead emergency power pat, n perale neto reasons other thanen
sufficient AC power sources remamn
'nnr4ondition
;r-bleituiq ti
a transient or accdent
aentof
the
Operation could safely continue for 72 hours if the opera
(cninued)
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BASES (continued)
4continued

ACT17IONS

CZ

ur and every 12 hours thereafter. This
i in
emergency power path is demons
en rgency power path is not inoperable
demonstration is to assure that t
due to an un eected failure. When the standby buses are
due to a c
energized by Lee gas rbine. the likelihood that the OPERABLE emergenc
path will be equired is decreased. thus testing on a 12 hour frequency
e
iorislonge
on ino
necessary. Testin oa 7 day frequency will be commenced i
withi
s
mergen power path is not restored to 0 RA
the inoperab
Actions
Reqire
th
tiono
Con
t wn must be initiated per
hours. ac tro
Keowee
or
Unit
ondi on/mustbe mpleted for the inoperable Keo'ee Hyd
that Required Actions
included to
has
A
M aer.
of operability) must be completed
(verifica'
Le on the standby buses) and
pror to

.

2

ceeding 72 hours.

power sources
With the underground emergency power path inope Ie su
?
event of a transien ou7w
remain available to ensure safe shutdown of the unit in the
eomaznm
of
accident. Operation could safely continue for 72 hours if the operability
.
hour and every 12 hours the
din
emergency power path is demon
inoperable
not
is
path
power
eCY
nle
h
demonstration is to assure that
When the standby buses are
ue to
e
oc
due taco
inme, the likelihood that the OPERABLE emergency power
energized vy kee
frequency is no longer
path will be requred is decreased, thus testing on a 12 hour
a Lee gas
necessary. For outages of the underground power path in excess of 24 hours,
ensures
This
hours.
24
turbine must energize a standby bus prior to the outage exceeding
power
the availability of a power source on the standby buses while the underground
path is out of service in excess of 24 hours.

o t of service due to reasons that prevent energization
If the underground ow
ine, then the underground power path shall not be
mgLee gas
of a standby bus
mo hrhours and a controlled shutdown will be initiated per
out of se rier
ConditiorfEXf ice the 24 hour period is exceeded.
F.1
bus the affected
With an E breaker and S breaker inoperable on the same main feeder
power source. In
em
main feeder bus cannot receive power from either on-site
ropniate
a
laredin e e
this casev the affected main feeder bus mus th
g). Both on-site
pe
tributio
or
Required Actions are specified in TS 3.7. (A
a single
without
in this case sme,
rLE
emergency power paths are considered O
feeder
main
remaining
failure, both on-site emergency paths can provide power to the

bus.
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS

G.1throuch

C-7

With both emergency on-site power paths i operable, sufficient standby AC power
quired E F functions. The offsite power
sources are available to feed the mini
stem is the only source of AC power available for is level of degradation. -The-gsk

e
with both Keowee units inoperable s permitted for 60 hours psrovi
c
Operation
N%
wth the exception
actions detailed below are taken prior toP4FPPi._6 AA GE. F
during the
met
not
are
nis
in
ofLee energiin te tandby
by Required
allowed
is
hours
4
of
period
a
paths,
emergency power
bboth
ioper
m
Units
Keowee
both
if
orestore the inoperable component. For example
Actio
erable 24 hours and one channel of load shed (required by TS 3.7.3) is
have b
discovered to be inoperable. the channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
C
the next 4 hours.

-dios
As

1.

OPERAB LE

2j1

The standby buses are continuously energized y)( Le gas turbine through the
100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transmis ion circue
electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite loi
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. In this configuration. the Lee gas turbine is serving as an onsite
to
emergency power source, however since the Oconee Units are vulnerable
single failure of the 100kV transmission circuit a time limit of 60 hours is
b an
imposed. Required Action G. 1 permits the standby buses to be re-energized
if
example
For
lost.
is
e gas turbine within I hour in the event this source
both Keowee Units have been inoperable 12 hours and the Lee gas turbine

feeding the 100kV line trips, the 100kV line must be re-energized
turbine within the next hour.

2.

Two offsite sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying with
TS 3.7.1. This Required Action provides additional assurance that offsite power
Keowee Units are inoperable.
will be available while

3.

A

4.

EPSL with the exception of the Keowee Emergency Start Function (TS .7.1) is
aintained OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3. 3.7. ,
verifie i-~
is Required Action increases the probability that EPSL will
and 3 )(.
even in the unlikely event of a single failure unrelated to the
fnrequired
inoperability of both emergency power paths.

ying with
an maintained OPERABLE by co
ye
stributio
4 -A - wer will be
probability
the
.7.2. This Required Action increases
e
useavailable to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of a sin
unrelated to the inoperability of both emergency power paths.
5
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BASES (continued)

G.I throur G ( ontinued)
verified and maintained OPERABLE
-VitaH-&- DC Sources and-distributiea
uired Action increases the probability that
by complying with TS 3.7.. This
ction as required to support EPSL even in the
the Vitai-i&G DC &yse w
e failure unrelated to inoperability of both emergency
eg
power paths.

5.

.

P~"^d
st
5
Lke--e
oPE- AGLE L-+s

6--

-sc.
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s
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Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1

eAC
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ACTIONS

I~

#0

W'e e

LL4-s
See
.

''e
'thvad DC Sore ad Di.stri butio are verified and
" equired Action increases the
m lying with TS 3.7.10.
OPERAB
system will function as required to
probability that the 230k s
unrelated to the
unlikely event of a smgn
support EPSL ev
i ity of both emergency power paths.

in

V"
Misibutin verified and aintained OPERABLE by complying
kC A
with TS 3.7.)X? This Required Acti n increases the probability that the vital
ill function as required to support EPSL
instrumentation
unrelated to the inoperability of both
failure
le
even in the un i
emergency power paths.
The term verify as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
equipment is
examining logs or other information to determine if the required
of
noperable for maintenance or other reasons. It does not re uire uni ue erformance
Surveillan e equirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment.,
If only one unit
If both Keowee units are restored, unrestricted operation may continue.
rReque dActions of
con
is restored within 60

~~ ~~~ ~

Condition C. D or G.
}f1rou

(5

j

~

j

j~ jy )

+H-3

With all of e required offsite sources inoperable due to degraded grid, loss of voltage,
the unit in
or other causes, sufficient standby AC power sources are available to maintain
a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA. However, since the AC power system
imposed.
is degraded below the TS requirements, a time limit on continued operation is
is
LOOP
of
With only one of the required offsite sources OPERABLE, the likelihood
increased such that the same Required Actions for all required offsite sources inoperable
for one hour
are conservatively followed. The risk associated with continued operation
due to
acceptable
without a Lee gas turbine energizing the standby buses is considered
period,
time
the low likelihood of a failure of both emergency power paths during this
shutdown of
simultaneous
the
by
caused
and because of the potential for grid instability
by the TS
required
than
less
all three units. Operation with the available offsite sources
to
prior
below are taken
is permitted for 24 hours provided that the actions detailed
exceeding one hour. Further, with the exception of Lee energizing the standby buses, in
quired offsite
the event these actions are not met during the inoperability
restore the
sources, a period of 4 hours is allowed by Required Acti
C 3r'
(continued)
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A

The Required Actions have been modified by a NOTE which
provides an exception to TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine is energizing the standby buses as required by TS
3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat up above COLD
SHUTDOWN when both emergency power paths are inoperable.

Condition H

(7j

H.1 through H.3
With both emergency on-site power paths inoperable
for an unplanned reason other than Condition F,
insufficient standby AC power sources are
available to feed the minimum required ESF
functions. The offsite power system is the only
source of AC power available for this level of
degradation. The risk associated with continued
operation for one hour without an emergency power
source is considered acceptable due to the low
likelihood of a LOOP during this time period, and
because of the potential for grid instability
caused by the simultaneous shutdown of all three
This instability would increase the
units.
probability of a total loss of AC power.
Operation with both Keowee units inoperable due to
an unplanned outage other than Condition F is
permitted for 12 hours provided that the actions
detailed below are taken prior to exceeding one
hour. Further, with the exception of Lee
energizing the standby buses, in the event these
actions are not met during the inoperability of
both emergency power paths, a period of 4 hours is
allowed by Required Action H.3 to restore the
inoperable component. For example if both Keowee
Units have been inoperable 6 hours and one channel
of load shed (required by TS 3.7.3) is discovered
to be inoperable, the channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status within the next 4 hours.
1.

The standby buses are continuously energized
by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine through the
100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV
transmission circuit shall be electrically
separated from the system grid and all
offsite loads. This arrangement provides a
high degree of reliability for the emergency

power system.

In this configuration, the Lee

gas turbine is serving as an onsite emergency
power source, however since the Oconee Units
are vulnerable to single failure of the 100kV
transmission circuit a time limit of 12 hours
is imposed. Required Action H.1 permits the
standby buses to be re-energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within 1 hour in the
For example if
event this source is lost.
both Keowee Units have been inoperable 4
hours and the Lee gas turbine feeding the
100kV line trips, the 100kV line must be re
energized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine
within the next hour.
2.

Two offsite sources are verified and
maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
This Required Action provides
3.7.1.
additional assurance that offsite power will
be available while both Keowee Units are
inoperable.

3.

Distribution Systems are verified and
maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS
This Required Action increases the
3.7.2.
probability that power will be available to
ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of a
single failure unrelated to the inoperability
of both emergency power paths.

4.

EPSL with the exception of the Keowee
Emergency Start Function (TS 3.7.5) is
verified and maintained OPERABLE by complying
This
with TSs 3.7.3, 3.7.4, and 3.7.6.
probability
the
increases
Action
Required
that EPSL will function as required even in
the unlikely event of a single failure
unrelated to the inoperability of both
emergency power paths.

5.

DC Sources are verified and maintained
This
OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.8.
Required Action increases the probability
that the DC Sources will function as required
to support EPSL even in the unlikely event of
a single failure unrelated to inoperability
of both emergency power paths.

6.

Vital Inverters are verified and maintained
OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.9. This
Required Action increases the probability

OS

that the vital instrumentation inverters will
function as required to support EPSL even in
the unlikely event of a single failure
unrelated to the inoperability of both
emergency power paths.

The term verify as used in these Required Actions
allows for an administrative check by examining
logs or other information to determine if the
required equipment is inoperable for maintenance
It does not require unique
or other reasons.
performance of Surveillance Requirements needed to
In
demonstrate operability of the equipment.
addition, an unplanned outage of both Keowee Hydro
Units consists of outages where an OPERABLE Lee
gas turbine cannot be placed on the standby buses
prior to the removal of the Keowee Hydro Units
from service.
If both Keowee units are restored, unrestricted
If only one unit is
operation may continue.
restored within 12 hours, operation may continue
per the Required Actions of Condition C, D or H.
The Required Actions have been modified by a NOTE
which provides an exception to TS 3.7.0 when an

EJOPERABLE

Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby

This exception
buses as required by TS 3.7.1.
allows the Unit to heat up above COLD SHUTDOWN
when both emergency power paths are inoperable.

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)
( ontinued)

1 t ro

ACTIONS

have been
inoperable component. For example if both required offsite sources
by TS 3.7.3) is discovered to
inoperable 12 hours and one channel of load shed (required
be inoperable. the channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within the next 4
hours.
0n opcAAB
1.

rb' through the
The standby buses are continuously energized y g Lee
circui
on
100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transm
electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite 10
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
i is serving as an onsite
system. In this configuration, the Lee gas
ermits the standby buses to be
emergency power sourc . Required Ati
ee as turbin within I h' unhe event this source is lost. For
reenerized
te sources have been inoperable 12 hours and the
L 1re
example if
Lee gas turbine feeding the 100kV line trips, the 100kV line must be reenergized
fro Lee gas turbine vithin the next hour.

2.

Two emergency power paths are verified and maintained OPERABLE by
additional assurance
complying with TS 3.7.1. This Required Action provides
while the required
required
if
available
be
that the emergency power paths will
e.
offsite sources are oin

3.

. .. tributi n jrerifi and maintained OPERABLE b
d Action increases the probability tAG
. This Req
available to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event o
unrelated to the inoperability of the required offsite sources.

4.

an maintain OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3,
EPSL is v i
is Required Action increases the probability that
and 3.7.J
3.7.4. 3.7.,3#
EPSL wili'itne on-n9fqTuired even in the unlikely event of a single failure
unrelated to the inoperability of the required offsite sources.

5.

verified and maintained OPERABLE
tinn
-Vital-&G C Sources and dis
quired Action increases the probability that
by complying with TS 3.7.'.
ction as required to support EPSL even in the
the Vit l&G-DC-aY MeMw
e failure unrelated to inoperability of the required offsite
a
'
sources.

.

SwSitchvard DC Sources and Di.stribution are verified and maintain
ction increases the
*
.ng with TS 3.7. 10.
O1P
s stem will function as required to
probability that the 230OkV swt
to the
unlikely event of a sing e 'ated
support EPSL eve
ino e
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)
I1through +-3 (continue

ACTIONS

AeVital Distributie n--verified d maintained OPERABLE by complying
with TS 3.7.)X' This Re uired Acti n increases the probability that the vital
Will function as required to support EPSL
.nstrumentation
efailure unrelated to the inoperability of the
even in ta
required offsite sources.

X.

The term verify as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
examining logs or other information to determine if the required equipment is inoperable
for maintenance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of Surveillance
Requirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment.
may continue.

If two offsite ources are
X l throughl15
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The Required Actions or e special inoperability period have been modifie by4-tw e(ree
NOTES. NOTE 1 prohibits generation to the system grid except for testing.
restriction limits the number of possible failures which could cause loss of the
NOTE 2 allows the OPERABLE Keowee Hydro
underground emergency power
if required to restore both Keowee Hydro Units
Unit to be made inoperable fo
to OPERABLE status. This no is necessary since certain actions such as dewatering
the penstock may be necessary to restore the inoperable Keowee Hydro Unit although
e
e.
these actions would also cause both Keowee Hydro Units to be inope
ility
e
in
al
Required Actions detailed below are prerequisites for use of the
, in the e en these
period. With the exception of Lee energizing the standby b
is allowed
o
period,
Actions are not met dl
.

eRequired

In
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A

The Required Actions have been modified by a NOTE which
provides an exception to TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine is energizing the standby buses as required by TS
3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat up above COLD
SHUTDOWN when one or more required offsite sources are
inoperable due to reasons other than Condition A or B.

B
0

NOTE 3 provides an exception to TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE
Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses as required
by TS 3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat up
above COLD SHUTDOWN when the overhead emergency power path
is inoperable for greater than 72 hours due to an inoperable
Keowee Hydro Unit.

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)

,J'.1 throuih .5(co

ACTIONS

to restore e inoperable component. For example, if the
by Required Actio j--2
been inoperable for 15 days and one ES power
up tmzfere
K wee
) is discovered to be inoperable, the ES power system
system s nng r
I
string must be restored to OPERABLE status within

Ir

s

1.

e gas turbine through the
The standby buses are continuously energized y
100kV transmission circuit. The 100kV transmission circui( gi e
electrically separated from the system grid and all offsite loa . -s
arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. In this configuration, the Lee gas turbine is serving as the second onsite
ircus
emergency power source, however since the 100kV trans
E
I
ction
u
im
is
limit
time
a
vulnerable to severe weather
in
our
i
e
turbi
permits the standby buses to be reenergized . Lee gas
the event this source is lost. For example. if one eowee nit has been
inoperable for 20 days and the Lee gas turbine feeding the 100kV line trips, the
within the next hour.
ee gas;
100kV line must be reenergized fro

2.

Two offsite sources and the undergroun emergency power path are verified and
maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.1. This Required Action
rovides additional assurance that offsite power will be available during the
ecial inoperability period. In addition this Required Action assures that
un rground emergency ower ath is available.

,

-. C- istributi n 4s verifi

'/2

aintained OPERABLE b

.2. This Require Action increases the probability th 6Ae
lost to ESF equipment even in the unlikely event of sing
the special inoperability period.
.

omplying with TS
wer will nottobe
s unrelated

ed OPERABLE by complying with TSs 3.7.3,
and main
EPSL is v
5.and 3.7.XThis Required Action increases the probability that
3.7.4, 3.7. '
quired even in the unlikely event of single failures
on
EPSL will
unrelated to the special inoperability period.

O(4.

verified and maintained OPERABLE
-Vital-&EDC Sources and-Distributie
zured Action increases the probability that
by complying with TS 3.7.98
required to support EPSL even in the
as
ction
w
the VitaH&G-DC S
ely event o sig e ailures unrelated to the special inoperability period.

.

LE
Stchyard DC Sources and Distribution is verified and m
probability
the
increases
on
3.7.10. This Re
by comp yi
as required to support EPSL
ction
switchy
230kV
the
that
o rabilitv
v event of single failures unrelate
even in the
.
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3.

cS(

The overhead emergency power path (excluding the inoperable
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit) is verified and maintained
This Required Action
OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.1.
assures that the overhead emergency power path is available.
Operator action will be required to connect the OPERABLE
underground Keowee Hydro Unit to the overhead emergency
power path should the underground emergency power path fail.

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)

.1 throughl'5 (continued)

ACTIONS

7.

d maintained OPERABLE by complying
verifie
AC
with TS 3.7. 14 This Required Ac on increases the probability that the vital
ill function as required to support EPSL
entation
s
unrelated to the special inoperability
failures
even in the unli e y event o single
period.

The term verify, as used in these Required Actions allows for an administrative check by
examining logs or other information to determine if the required equipment is inoperable
for maintenance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of Surveillance
Requirements needed to demonstrate operability of the equipment.
Following completion of the prerequisites for the special inoperability period, the
underground emergency power path must be demonstrated to be OPERABLE. This
demonstration is to assure that the underground emergency power path is not inoperable
failure. When the standby buses are
ff~due to a c mon a e due to an undetected
gas rine, the likelihood that the OPERABLE emergency power
energized y
Credit
path will be q ire is decreased, thus testing on a 7 day frequency is adequate.
test
surveillance
can be taken for the operabi ty of the SK and S breakers per the routine
.7.1.2 and SR 3.7. (.)
X2
.and
I
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7. 1.1

3. . , 3.

3.

, and 3.G are performed to ensure Keowee battery

c TOPERABIL
3.7.1.2

d emergency power path.
o verify e availabili o
surveillance
operability by
function
control
s
the
se
Utilization of th AKuto-start
is included to
verification
path
Power
I and voltage.
co
verifying prope
the Standby Buses.
onto
demonstrate breaker operability from each of the Keowee Units
This is accomplished by exercising the Keowee Feeder Breakers (SK) to energize both
Standby Buses. The Monthly frequency for this Surveillance was determined to be
adequate based on operating experience to provide reliability verification without
excessive equipment cycling for testing. For cases where a Keowee unit can only be
connected to one emergency power path, this monthly surveillance will only be
performed on the one emergency power path.
(continued)
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K.1 through K.5
Condition K has been established to allow maintenance
and repair of the Keowee Main Step-up transformer
which requires longer than 72 hours per Condition C.
A "Keowee Hydro Unit" is considered to be all
components between ACBs 1, 2, 3, and 4, as well as
all components between auxiliary transformer CX and
If both Keowee
the Keowee Main Step-up transformer.
auxiliary transformers (1X and 2X) are inoperable the
Keowee Main Step-up transformer is considered to be
inoperable, because one of the functions of the Main
Step-up transformer is supplying auxiliary loads for
the overhead emergency power path. Transformer
replacement is rare but would be time extensive.
Other items which manifest as failures are expected
to be extremely rare and could possibly be performed
during the permitted maintenance periods. A maximum
period of 28 days is allowed for an inoperable Keowee
Main Step-up transformer. This would allow a
reasonable period of time for transformer
The 28 day Completion Time for the
replacement.
Keowee Main Step-up transformer is not counted toward
the 45 day Completion Time for each Keowee Hydro
The 3 days from Condition C are added to the
Unit.
25 day Completion Time in Condition K to get the 28
day time period.
The Required Actions for the special inoperability
period have been modified by a NOTE which provides an
exception to TS 3.7.0 when an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine is energizing the standby buses as required
by TS 3.7.1. This exception allows the Unit to heat
up above COLD SHUTDOWN when the Keowee Main Step-up
transformer is inoperable for greater than 72 hours.
The Required Actions detailed below are prerequisites
for use of the special inoperability period. With
the exception of Lee energizing the standby buses, in
the event these Required Actions are not met during
the special inoperability period, 4 hours is allowed
by Required Action K.3 to restore the inoperable
component. For example, if the Keowee Main Step-up
transformer has been inoperable for 15 days and one
ES power system string (required by TS 3.7.2) is
discovered to be inoperable, the ES power system
string must be restored to OPERABLE status within the
next 4 hours.

The standby buses are continuously energized by
an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine through the 100kV
The 100kV transmission
transmission circuit.
circuit shall be electrically separated from the
system grid and all offsite loads. This
arrangement provides a high degree of
reliability for the emergency power system. In
this configuration, the Lee gas turbine is
serving as the second onsite emergency power
source, however since the 100kV transmission
circuit is vulnerable to severe weather a time
limit is imposed. Required Action K.1 permits
the standby buses to be reenergized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine within 1 hour in the
event this source is lost. For example, if the
Keowee Main Step-up transformer has been
inoperable for 20 days and the Lee gas turbine
feeding the 100kV line trips, the 100kV line
must be reenergized from an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine within the next hour.
2.

Two offsite sources and the underground
emergency power path are verified and maintained
This
OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.1.
assurance
Required Action provides additional
that offsite power will be available during the
special inoperability period. In addition, this
Required Action assures that underground
emergency power path is available.

3.

The overhead Keowee Hydro Unit is verified and
maintained OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.1.
This Required Action assures that the overhead
Keowee Hydro Unit is available. Operator action
will be required to connect the overhead Keowee
Hydro Unit to the OPERABLE underground emergency
power path should the underground Keowee Hydro
Unit fail.

4.

Distribution Systems are verified and maintained
This
OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.2.
Required Action increases the probability that
power will not be lost to ESF equipment even in
the unlikely event of single failures unrelated
to the special inoperability period.

5.

EPSL is verified and maintained OPERABLE by
complying with TSs 3.7.3, 3.7.4, 3.7.5, and
This Required Action increases the
3.7.6.

probability that EPSL will function as required

even in the unlikely event of single failures
unrelated to the special inoperability period.
6.

DC Sources are verified and maintained OPERABLE
This Required
by complying with TS 3.7.8.
Action increases the probability that the DC
Sources will function as required to support
EPSL even in the unlikely event of single
failures unrelated to the special inoperability
period.

7.

Vital Inverters are verified and maintained
This
OPERABLE by complying with TS 3.7.9.
Required Action increases the probability that
the vital instrumentation inverters will
function as required to support EPSL even in the
unlikely event of single failures unrelated to
the special inoperability period.

The term verify as used in these Required Actions
allows for an administrative check by examining logs
or other information to determine if the required
equipment is inoperable for maintenance or other
It does not require unique performance of
reasons.
Surveillance Requirements needed to demonstrate
operability of the equipment.
Following completion of the prerequisites for the
special inoperability period, the underground
emergency power path must be demonstrated to be
OPERABLE. This demonstration is to assure that the
underground emergency power path is not inoperable
due to a common cause or due to an undetected
failure. When the standby buses are energized by an
OPERABLE Lee gas turbine, the likelihood that the
OPERABLE emergency power path will be required is
decreased, thus testing on a 7 day frequency is
adequate. Credit can be taken for the operability of
the SK and S breakers per the routine surveillance
test (SR 3.7.1.2 and SR 3.7.1.7).

L.1
A NOTE has been included to allow separate Condition
entry for each inoperable breaker. Thus, Completion
Times are tracked separately for the N1, N2, SL1, and
SL2 breakers.

The two trip circuits for each closed N and SL
breakers are required to ensure both breakers will
open. An N breaker trip circuit encompasses those
portions of the breaker control circuits necessary to
trip the associated N breaker from the output of the
2 out of 3 logic matrix formed by the auxiliary

transformer's undervoltage sensing circuits up to and
including an individual trip coil for the associated
N breaker. The undervoltage sensing channels for the
auxiliary transformer are addressed in Technical
Specification 3.7.4, "Emergency Power Switching Logic
An SL breaker trip
(EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits."
circuit encompasses those portions of the breaker
control circuits necessary to trip the associated SL
breaker from the output of both 2 out of 3 logic
matrices formed by each standby bus's undervoltage
sensing circuits up to and including an individual
trip coil for the associated SL breaker. The
undervoltage sensing channels for the CT-5
transformer are addressed in Technical Specification
3.7.4, "Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)
Voltage Sensing Circuits." With one trip coil
inoperable, a single failure could prevent an N or SL
breaker from opening. This could prevent the
transfer to other available sources. Therefore, 24
hours is allowed to repair the trip coil or open the
breaker. The completion time is based on engineering
judgment taking into consideration the time required
to complete the required action and the availability
of the remaining trip coil.
SR 3.7.1.2

This surveillance is modified by two NOTES. NOTE 1
allows the surveillance to be performed without
energizing the standby buses from Keowee when the
standby buses are energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas
turbine. An OPERABLE Lee gas turbine and Keowee
Hydro Unit cannot energize the standby buses
simultaneously. NOTE 2 indicates that the
surveillance is not required to be met for the Keowee
Hydro Unit which is associated with the overhead
emergency power path when the overhead electrical
disconnects for the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with
the underground emergency power path are open. When
the overhead electrical disconnects are open, the
Keowee Hydro Units are not vulnerable to a zone
overlap fault which would result in the overhead
Keowee Hydro Unit being automatically transferred to
the underground emergency power path. Thus, the
overhead Keowee Hydro Unit does not need to be

lpath.
OS

verified OPERABLE to the underground emergency power
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SR 3.7.1.3

This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met for the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the
overhead emergency power path. The underground

ED

Keowee Hydro Unit cannot automatically transfer to
the overhead emergency power path. Thus, the
underground Keowee Hydro Unit does not need to be
verified OPERABLE to the overhead emergency power
path.

SR 3.7.1.4

This surveillance is modified by two NOTES. NOTE 1
indicates SR 3.7.1.2 can be performed instead of SR
This NOTE prevents the performance of
3.7.1.4.
redundant testing of the underground Keowee Hydro
Unit. NOTE 2 allows the surveillance to be performed
without energizing the standby buses when the standby
buses are energized by an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
An OPERABLE Lee gas turbine and Keowee Hydro Unit
cannot energize the standby buses simultaneously.
This surveillance is to verify the availability of
Utilization of
underground emergency power path.
the auto-start or emergency start sequence assures
the control function operability by verifying proper
speed control and voltage. Power path verification
is included to demonstrate breaker operability from
each of the Keowee Units onto the Standby Buses. This
is accomplished by exercising the Keowee Feeder
Breakers (SK) to energize both Standby Buses. The
Monthly frequency for this Surveillance was
determined to be adequate based on operating
experience to provide reliability verification
without excessive equipment cycling for testing.

SR 3.7.1.5

This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates SR 3.7.1.3 can be performed instead of SR
3.7.1.5. This NOTE prevents the performance of
redundant testing of the overhead Keowee Hydro Unit.
This surveillance is to verify the availability of
Utilization of the
overhead emergency power path.
auto-start or emergency start sequence assures the
control function operability by verifying proper
speed control and voltage. The ability to supply the
Overhead path is satisfied by demonstrating the
ability to synchronize (automatically or manually)
each Keowee Unit with the Yellow bus in the 230kV
switchyard. The remaining path components are

considered OPERABLE by the existence of adequate
power to each of the Oconee Unit Startup
Transformers. The Monthly frequency for this
Surveillance was determined to be adequate based on
operating experience to provide reliability
verification without excessive equipment cycling for
testing.
SR 3.7.1.6

OC/

NOTE 1
This surveillance is modified by two NOTES.
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met when the associated breaker is closed. The
trip function is not necessary when the breaker is

already open.

NOTE 2 to this surveillance states

that the surveillance is not required to be performed
for the SL breakers when the overhead emergency power
path is inoperable > 72 hours. When the overhead
emergency power path is inoperable for > 72 hours,
the SL breakers must remain closed to energize the
standby buses from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
This surveillance is to verify operability of the
trip functions of the SL and N breakers. Neither of
these breakers have any automatic close functions;
therefore, only the trip coils require verification.
Cycling of each breaker demonstrates functional
operability and the coil monitor circuits verify coil
integrity. The Monthly frequency is based on
operating experience.

SR 3.7.1.7

This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that the surveillance is not required to be
performed for the S breakers when the overhead
emergency power path is inoperable > 72 hours. When
the overhead emergency power path is inoperable for >
72 hours, the S breakers cannot be cycled, because
cycling the S breakers connects the standby buses
which are energized from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine
with the main feeder buses which are energized from
another source.

SR 3.7.1.9

This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
A Lee gas turbine is not required to
standby buses.
be OPERABLE when it is not energizing the standby
buses.
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r o the Oconee
es response or e ee as Turbines
The Design
loads.
SHUTDOWN
HOT
Site equal to one Unit's maximum safeguards and two Unit's
The Oconee Site cannot provide equivalent loads without establishing an unanalyzed
by requiring
electrical system alignment. Therefore, the load capability is established The annual
load.
connection to the system grid and loading to the accident equivalent
experience.
frequency for this surveillance is reasonable based on operating
SR 3.7 11
signal
This surveillance verifies the Keowee Units' response time to an Emergency Start Two
mitigation.
Accident
to ensure ES equipment will have adequate power for Design
Start logic.
locations exist for Control Room manual initiation of Keowee Emergencylogic
which
individual
has
Unit
Each
Oconee Units I & 2 or Unit 3 Control Room.
verify
to
ability
the
provides
actuates the associated Emergency Start relays. This
independent of each Oconee Unit. A Refueling
operability of each Control Roo
test), verifies the ES input. FSAR
frequency surveillance, SR 3.7 X' SL functional
for each Keowee Unit to
Section 6.3.3.3 establishes the 2s nd time requirement
of adequate magnitude for
obtain full speed and voltage. Since the only available loads
verify the
simulating a DBA is the Grid, subsequent loading on the Grid is required to
sequential
Ideally,
conditions.
Unit's ability to assume rapid loading under accident
such loads are not available.
block loads would be applied to fully test this function, but
the maximum practical rate to
This explains the requirement to load the Keowee Units at
for the maximum accident
the equivalent of a LOCA/LOOP situation. Current value
for this Surveillance was
loads may be found in FSAR Table 8-1. The Annual frequency
provide reliability
determined to be adequate based on operating experience to
verification without excessive equipment cycling for testing.

SR 3.74s)
y close
m
wa
w
e
'Te Keowee Un
the Underground Path
the Keowee Unit, that is pre-selected to the Overhead Path, into
of the protective relaying. This
upon an electrical fault in the zone overlap region
relaying
circuitry prevents an electrical fault in the zone overlap region of the protective
generation.
grid
Unit
Keowee
dual
during
from locking out both emergency power paths
fault is simulated in the
In order to ensure this circuitry is OPERABLE, an electrical
verified to operate
zone overlap region and the associated Underground ACBs are
correctly. This surveillance will be performed on an annual frequency.
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SR 3.7.1.10

This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses. A Lee gas turbine is not required to
be OPERABLE when it is not energizing the standby
buses.

SR 3.7.1.12

This surveillance is modified by a NOTE. The NOTE
indicates that the surveillance is not required to be
met when the overhead electrical disconnects for the
Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the underground

emergency power path are open.

When the overhead

electrical disconnects are open, the Keowee Hydro
Units are not vulnerable to a zone overlap fault
which would result in the overhead Keowee Hydro Unit
being automatically transferred to the underground
emergency power path.
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SR 3.7. N/l

Feeder Bus
This surveillance performs functional verification for the source and Main
voltage sensing, Keowee Emergency start. Loadshed and Transfer-to-Standby, and
to provide
Retransfer-to-Startup logic of the EPSL System. The method is designed
actual power failures remote from the Main Feeder Buses so that the logic may be
monitored. For SR purposes, a "failed" source is defined as the complete loss of voltage.
The ramp/rate/time responses for the voltage relays are verified independently as a
undervoltage relays are verified
prerequisite to this SR. Circuits actuated by the source
error in timing events, critical time
per SR 3.7.4.1. To eliminate the human or computer
and reactor coolant
setpoints for Load shed, Transfer-to-Standby, Retransfer-to-Startup,
This test verifies
outage.
refueling
pump trip relays are verified independently during the
the
include
the integrated response of the circuits. Key circuits for verification
Start. Loadshed and
Engineered Safeguards contacts to the Keowee Emergency
Transfer/Retransfer relays, and close permissive for Keowee Feeder Breakers (SK).
Excessive cycling of equipment may be prevented by using a single action input,
subsequent reset of
verification of the required end result by alarms or visual inspection,
of the required
the initiating logic, and then insertion of an alternate input for verification
circuits. The Refueling frequency for this Surveillance was determined to be adequate
excessive
based on operating experience to provide reliability verification without
during the refueling
equipment cycling for testing. This surveillance will be performed
outage for each Oconee unit.
SR 3.7.1Ig553E
rabi durin
In order to ensure
commercial power generation, the protection circuitry will be tested on a refueling
following
frequency. This surveillance will ensure that the adverse effects of overspeed
will be
paths
power
emergency
appropriate
a load rejection will be precluded and the
during this
aligned. In addition, the speed sensing governor failure logic will be verified magnetic
surveillance. The Keowee Watt/VAR meter, frequency relays, and governor
this surveillance. This
speed switch will be calibrated prior to the performance of
operating at any load
units
surveillance can be performed with one or both Keowee
restnctions.
below the maximum power level as defined by the Keowee operating
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This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
A Lee gas turbine is not required to
standby buses.
be OPERABLE when it is not energizing the standby
buses.
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met during periods of commercial power generation
using the Keowee Hydro Units. The logic which aligns
the Keowee Hydro Units following a load rejection
from commercial power generation is not required to
be operable when the Keowee Hydro Units are not
providing commercial power.
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bounded by the design criteria used to develop the Keowee operating restrictions.
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unit
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for
restrictions. A power level
of the operating
operating conditions for the day of the test. In addition, a revision
that a
require
will
units
restrictions for simultaneous operation of both Keowee
maximum power dual unit load rejection test be performed prior to implementing the
revision. A revision of the operating restrictions for a single Keowee unit will require
for the day
only a maximum power single unit load rejection as defined by the conditions
to the
revision
a
of the test. However, if a load rejection test is performed to support
test will be required until the next
operating restrictions, then no additional load rejection
surveillance. The Keowee Watt/VAR meter and frequency relays will be calibrated prior
anc
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52-R178

2.

4160V Auxiliary Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2000.

3.

4
230kV Switchyard Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-200 .

4.

Keowee Emergency Power System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00-2005.

5.

Oconee FSAR Section 3.1.39, Criterion 39
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SR 3.7.1.17

This surveillance is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met during periods of commercial power generation
The response of the
using the Keowee Hydro Units.
Keowee Hydro Units following a load rejection from
commercial power generation is not required to be
bounded by the design criteria, which were used to
develop the Keowee operating restrictions, when the
Keowee Hydro Units are not providing commercial
power.
NOTE 1
This surveillance is modified by two NOTES.
indicates that the surveillance is only required to
be met when the associated breaker is closed. The
trip function is not necessary when the breaker is
already open.

NOTE 2 to this surveillance states

that the surveillance is not required to be performed
for the SL breakers when the overhead emergency power
path is inoperable > 72 hours. When the overhead
emergency power path is inoperable for > 72 hours,
the SL breakers must remain closed to energize the
standby buses from an OPERABLE Lee gas turbine.
This surveillance verifies operability of the trip
functions of the SL and N breakers. This
surveillance verifies that each trip circuit of each
breaker independently opens each breaker. Neither of

these breakers have any automatic close functions;
therefore, only the trip circuits require
verification. The Refueling frequency is based on
engineering judgement and provides reasonable
assurance that the SL and N breakers will trip when
required.
SR 3.7.1.18

__

This surveillance verifies proper operation of the
230 kV switchyard circuit breakers upon an actual or
simulated actuation of the Switchyard Isolation
circuitry. This test causes an actual switchyard
isolation (by actuation of degraded grid voltage
protection) and alignment of the Keowee Hydro Units
to the overhead and underground emergency power

paths. A Refueling frequency minimizes the impact to
Keowee and the operating Units which are connected to
the 230 kV switchyard. The effect of this
surveillance is not significant because the generator
red bus tie breakers and feeders from the Oconee 230
kV switchyard red bus to the system grid remain
closed. Either Switchyard Isolation Channel causes

OC17

full system realignment, which involves a complete
switchyard realignment. To avoid excessive
switchyard circuit breaker cycling, realignment and
this
Keowee Hydro Unit emergency start functions,
surveillance need be performed for only one
Switchyard Isolation Channel each surveillance
interval. This is acceptable since operability of
the overhead emergency power path requires only one
channel of the Switchyard Isolation circuitry to be
capable of isolating the switchyard. Functional
verification of the Switchyard Isolation Channel
logic is addressed in Technical Specification 3.7.6,
"Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Degraded Grid
Voltage Protection."
This surveillance is modified by a NOTE. This NOTE
states that the redundant breaker trip coils may be
verified on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This can be
accomplished by alternating the switchyard isolation
channels which are actuated during each test.
Verifying the trip coils on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
precludes unnecessary breaker operation and minimizes
the impact to Keowee and the operating Units which
are connected to the 230 kV switchyard.
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strings are needed to provi e power to the minimum required loads. In accordance
with proposed AEC general design criterion 39, the design of the AC distribution
system provides independence and redundancy to ensure an available source of power
to the ESF systems (FSAR 3.1.39).

BACKGROUND

The system is arranged such that each ES power system string can receive power
from either of the two main feeder buses. Each main feeder bus which is capable of
supplying the entire unit power needs, can receive power from the unit normal
aux

transformer, startup transformer and one of the standby buses.

APPLICABLE

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analysis in the FSAR

SAFETY
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BACKGROUND
The 125VDC Vital Instrumentation and Control (I&C)
System consists of a distribution system as described
below. It provides control power for the Emergency
Power System. It also provides both motive and
control power to selected safety-related and non
It is designed to have sufficient
safety equipment.
independence, redundancy, and testability to perform
its safety functions, assuming a single failure.
Four separate 125VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards
(DIA, DIB, DIC, DID), are provided for each unit.
Each panelboard receives its DC power through an
auctioneering network of two isolating diode
assemblies. One assembly is supplied from the unit's
125 volt distribution system, and the other assembly
is supplied from another unit's (the backup unit)
125VDC Vital Distribution System. The diode
assemblies permit the two distribution systems to
supply current to the Vital I&C DC Power panelboard
connected to the output of the diode assemblies, and
block the flow of current from one DC distribution
system to the other.
In order to provide all safety functions required
during an accident, power must be provided from any
three of the four Vital I&C DC Power panelboards.
During normal operation, the auctioneering network
described above provides multiple redundancy for
assuring that power from the 125VDC Vital I&C Sources
would be provided to the Vital I&C DC Power
Therefore, power from any three of the
panelboards.
four Vital I&C DC Sources for a particular unit (two
for the unit considered, and two from the backup
unit) continues to provide redundancy of power
sources for safety functions performed by the Vital
DC I&C Power panelboards.
The ungrounded DC system has detectors and alarms to
indicate when there is a ground existing on any leg
of the system. A ground on one leg of the DC system
will not cause any equipment to malfunction. In
order to find and correct a DC ground on the 125VDC
Vital I&C System, each unit's DC system must be
separated from the other two units. With the backup
function disabled, the unit would be in a degraded
mode, but would in fact have all of its own DC system

Each unit's batteries (either
CA or CB) is capable of carrying all the 125VDC
available if needed.

instrumentation and control loads on that unit.
Unit 1 panelboards 1DIC and 1DID provide primary and
backup power for SK and SL breakers control power,
standby bus protective relaying control power,
standby breakers control power for all three Units,
and retransfer-to-startup source switching circuits
for all three Oconee Unit's Emergency Power Switching
Logic Systems. All other safety related functions
supported by the Vital 125VDC Power panelboard are
unit specific.
The 230kV Switchyard (SY) 125VDC System consists of a
distribution system as described below. It provides
primary and backup DC power for protective relaying
and actuation circuits associated with the 230kV SY,
as well as DC control power for 230kV SY power
circuit breaker (PCB) operation. It is designed to
have sufficient independence, redundancy, and
testability to perform its safety functions, assuming
a single failure.
Safety functions provided by the 230kV SY 125VDC
System include:
a)

connection of on-site power from Keowee to
Oconee via the emergency onsite overhead power
path, and

b)

isolation of Oconee (including Keowee) from
degraded grid voltage through action of the
Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS).

With the exception of the functions of the DGPS, all
functions of the 230kV Switchyard DC Distribution
System can be considered redundant to those
associated with the emergency onsite underground
power path.
The output of 230kV SY 125VDC Sources SY-1 and SY-2
are connected to Distribution Centers SY-DC-1 and SY
DC-2, respectively. The buses are metal-clad two
conductor assemblies. A bus tie with normally open
breakers is provided between the distribution centers
to "backup" a battery when it is removed for
servicing. SY-DC-1 supplies DC Panelboards DYA, DYB,
DYC, and DYD; SY-DC-2 supplies DC Panelboards DYE,
DYF, DYG, and DYH. DC Panelboards DYD and DYH

provide power for non-safety functions, and are not
directly subject to the Technical Specifications.

Distribution Centers SY-DC-1 and SY-DC-2 with their
associated safety-related DC panelboards and
interconnecting wiring and breakers comprise the
230kV SY DC Distribution System.
The two distribution centers are redundant, each
providing power to all components necessary for
performing the safety functions of the 230kV SY DC
System. DC Panelboard DYA is redundant to DYE; DYB
is redundant to DYF, and DYC is redundant to DYG.
Thus, the failure of any single component in the
230kV SY DC Distribution System, or in their
associated 125VDC Sources, will not prevent any
safety function from being performed. The redundant
panelboards supply power to separate channels of the
Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS) circuits,
separate channels of other protective relaying
circuits, and separate feeds for each 230kV SY PCB's
closing and tripping control. Separate dual trip
Isolating diodes
coils are provided for each PCB.
are provided for redundant power feeds to each PCB's
common closing coil circuit.
The ungrounded DC system has detectors and alarms to
indicate when there is a ground existing on any leg
of the system. A single ground will not cause any
malfunction or prevent operation of any safety
function.
The AC Vital Distribution System is comprised of four
redundant 120VAC vital instrument power panelboards
for each unit which provide power to associated vital
instrumentation and control loads under all operating
Each panelboard is powered separately
conditions.
from a static inverter connected to one of the four
In
125VDC instrumentation and control panelboards.
order to accommodate maintenance on the inverters and
supply backup power, a tie with breakers is provided
to each of the 120VAC vital panelboards from the
alternate 120VAC regulated bus.
Each of the four redundant channels of Nuclear
Instrumentation and Reactor Protective System (RPS)
equipment on each unit is powered from a separate
120VAC vital panelboard. Separate 120VAC panelboards
also supply each of the three redundant Engineered
Safeguards (ES) system analog channels and each of
the two redundant ES digital channels for each unit.

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

For an accident concurrent with a loss of all offsite

jpower
IC

assuming a worst case single failure, the

125VDC Vital I&C System provides power to components
which function to maintain OPERABLE:
a.

at least one of the onsite (or offsite
power sources, if available),

b.

two ES power system strings,

c.

at least three inverters for the Vital AC
Distribution System, described in TS 3.7.9.

For an ES actuation concurrent with a loss or
degradation of offsite AC power, assuming a worst
case single failure, the 230kV DC SY Distribution
System provides power to components and protective
systems which function to:
a.

maintain OPERABLE at least one of the
onsite power sources, and

b.

separate Oconee and the onsite power
sources from the electrical system grid,
should grid voltage be lost or degraded.
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TS

Main Feeder Bus

(continued)

A main feeder bus is considered OPERABLE if it meets all of the following
conditions:
1.

The bus is energized;

2.

It is receiving power or capable of automatically receiving power from its
associated E breaker or S breaker;

3.

Connected to at least two ES power system switchgears (TC, TD & TE).

ES Power System String
The three ES Power System Strings are defined as follows:
IA) ES Switchgear TC

IB) ES Switchgear TD

IC) ES Switchgear TE

2A) Load Center X8

2B) Load Center X9

2C) Load Center X1O

3A) 600V MCC XSI and

3B) 600V MCC XS2

3C) 600V MCC XS3

4B) 208V MCC XS2

4C) 208V MCC XS3

1,

2,

3XSF

4A) 208V MCC XSI and
1, 2, 3XSF

Each string is considered OPERABLE if it is energized by at least one main feeder
bus.

eif

When MCC 1, 2, or 3XSF is powered from load center OXSF, these MCCS would
not be available during a DBA. Therefore, these MCCs shall be considered inoperable
event periods.
it is powered from load center OXSF during non-SSF
(continued)
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125VDC I&C Power panelboards

For unrestricted operation, the four 125VDC I&C
Panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, & DID) shall be OPERABLE.
A panelboard is considered OPERABLE when it is
energized from an OPERABLE source.
Because power from any three of the four panelboards
DIA, DIB, DIC, or DID would support all safety
functions associated with the panelboards, these
requirements ensure that the supported safety
functions are not vulnerable to a single failure.
Panelboards 1DIC and IDID affect all three Units
since these panelboards provide primary and backup
power for SK and SL breakers control power, standby
bus protective relaying control power, standby
breaker control power for all three Units and
retransfer to startup source for all three Units.
230kV Switchyard DC Power panelboards
For unrestricted operation, the 230kV SY DC Power
panelboards (DYA, DYB, DYC, DYE, DYF, DYG) shall be
OPERABLE. For the 230kV SY DC Power panelboards to
be considered OPERABLE, they must be energized from
an OPERABLE source.
120VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards
All four 120VAC vital instrumentation power
panelboards (KVIA, KVIB, KVIC, and KVID) are required
Implicit in this is that all
to be OPERABLE.
breakers and connecting hardware that are necessary
for the circuit to perform its intended function are
OPERABLE.
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1. Acceptable fuel design limit and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are not
exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal transients, and
2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and other vital
functions are maintained in the event of a postulated DBA.
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Al
With one of the main feeder buses inoperable, the remaining main feeder bus is fully
capable of supporting the safety functions necessary to shutdown the unit and maintain
it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. However the overall
reliability is reduced because a single failure in the remaining main feeder bus could
result in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported. Therefore the
inoperable main feeder bus must be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours.
The completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the
time required to reasonably complete the required action and the availability of the
remaining main feeder bus.
B.I
With one of the ES power system strings inoperable, the remaining two ES power
system strings are capable of supporting the minimum required safety function
necessary to shutdown the unit and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming
no single failure. However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single failure
in the remaining ES power system strings could result in the minimum ESF functions
not being supported. Therefore, the inoperable string must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 24 hours. The completion time is based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the time required to reasonably complete the
required action and availability of the two remaining ES power system strings.
(continued)
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APPLICABILITY
The 125VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards are required

to be OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN to support
functions of the Engineered Safeguards System, the
Reactor Protective System, the Emergency Power
Switching Logic, and certain other safety functions.
The 230kV SY DC Power panelboards are required to be
OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN to ensure continued
operability of the overhead power path, and to
provide protection of the safety related portion of
the 230kV SY from potential degradation of voltage on
the electrical power grid.
During an accident, with or without loss of offsite
power, unless an extended degradation of voltage from
offsite power occurred, all requirements would be met
without operation the 230kV SY DC Sources and
Distribution System. With extended partial
degradation of the offsite power voltage, operation
of the DGPS, which is supported by the 230kV SY
125VDC System, would be required.
The 120VAC Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards
are required to be OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN to
assure that power is supplied to the ES and RPS
systems.
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If the required actions and associated completion times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of the unit without placing undue
stress on plant operators or plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.1
:
This surveillance verifies that e AC diswibut
and the buses ener
the required circuit breakers clo
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ACTIONS
C.1

With one 125VDC Vital I&C Power panelboard
inoperable, the three remaining panelboards will
continue to provide power for all safety functions
Failure of one of the
supported by Vital I&C DC.
three remaining panelboards could result in failure
to support required ES functions or Unit trip.
An inoperable panelboard shall be restored to
This conservative
OPERABLE status within 24 hours.
requirement assures continued redundancy in the
125VDC Vital I&C Distribution System, and recognizes
the importance of the multiple functions supported by
the panelboards.
D.1
If any required 230kV SY DC panelboard or combination
of panelboards are inoperable, the inoperable
panelboard(s) shall be restored to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours. This requirement assures continued
redundancy in the distribution system. Loss of a
redundant panelboard could result in failure of the
overhead emergency power path. In addition, in the
event of grid degradation, the station and onsite
emergency power sources could fail to separate from
the grid.
The 24 hour completion time is based on engineering
judgment taking into consideration the time to
complete the required action, the redundancy
available in the 230kV SY DC system, the redundancy
available in the emergency power paths, and the
infrequency of an actual grid system degradation.
A NOTE is included to clarify that a separate
condition entry is allowed for each 230kV switchyard
DC Power panelboard. If a loss of safety function
occurs due to inoperability of redundant panelboards,
Condition I will address the Required Action.
E.1
With 1DIC inoperable or 1DID inoperable, single

failure of the remaining panelboard would result in

failure of control power for the S, SK, and SL
breakers, standby bus protective relaying, and
retransfer to startup logic for all three Units.
Therefore, within 24 hours after such a condition
arises, the inoperable panelboard shall be restored.
The completion time is based on engineering judgment
taking into consideration the time to complete the
required action and the redundancy available in the
Vital I&C DC System.
A NOTE has been included to clarify that Condition E
is not applicable to Unit 1. Condition C applies to
Unit 1.
F.1
If panelboard KVIA or KVIB becomes inoperable, for
reasons other than inverter inoperability, a period
of 4 hours is allowed to return the panelboard to
The digital ES channels are powered
OPERABLE status.
and cannot actuate without power.
KVIB,
and
from KVIA
The 4 hour completion time is based on engineering
judgment taking into consideration the time to
complete the required action, the operability of
redundant panelboards, and the low likelihood of an

event requiring ES actuation.
G.1
If panelboard KVIC or KVID is inoperable for reasons
other than inverter inoperability, it must be
returned to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. The 24
hour completion time is based on engineering judgment
taking into consideration the time to complete the
required action, the operability of redundant
panelboards, and the low likelihood of an event
requiring loads powered by KVIC or KVID.
I.1
The inoperability of two or more main feeder buses,
ES Power System Strings, 125VDC Vital I&C Power
panelboards, or 120VAC Vital Instrumentation Power
panelboards could result in a loss of safety
function. In addition, the inoperability of two
redundant 230kV switchyard DC Power panelboards could
result in the loss of safety function. Therefore,
the provisions of TS 3.0 apply.

SURVEILLANCES

SR 3.7.2.2

This surveillance verifies that the required ES Power
System Strings, 125 VDC Vital I&C Power panelboards,
230 kV switchyard DC Power panelboards, and 120 VAC
Vital Instrumentation Power panelboards are
functioning properly, with the required circuit
breakers closed and the buses energized. The 7 day
frequency takes into account the redundant capability
of the required ES Power System Strings, 125 VDC
Vital I&C Power panelboards, 230 kV switchyard DC
Power panelboards, and 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation
Power panelboards and other indications available in
the control room that will alert the operator to
system malfunctions.
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Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Automatic Transfer Functions

BASES
The transfer circuits of the Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) are designed
with sufficient redundancy to assure that power is supplied to the unit Main Feeder
Buses (MFBs) and, hence, to the unit's essential loads, under accident conditions.
The logic system monitors the normal and emergency power sources and u n loss of
mt a diary ansformer), the ogic will seek an
the normal ow
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from the Standby Buses powered from either Keowee or Lee. This would occur when
voltage is lost or is insufficient from the Normal and Startup sources. The Load Shed
signal is generated to separate nonessential breakers from the MFBs to ensure the CT
4 or CT-5 transformers supplying the Standby Buses are not overloaded.
The Retransfer to Startup logic provides the emergency power switching logic the
tup source, if
capability to retransfer essential loads from the Standby Bus to thq.
nds.
available, should power to the Standby Bus be lost for more th )J
The Safety Analysis for Transfer functions of EPSL is contained in Chapter 8 and
15 of the FSAR. The initial conditions of the analysis assume all the circuits of
EPSL are functional.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The most limiting design basis accident (DBA) for the EPSL transfer functions is a
LOCA with a simultaneous loss of offsite power (LOOP). The LOOP is considered
to occur coincident with engineering safeguards (ES) actuation. In this scenario, the
Load Shed and Transfer to Standby function is expected to reenergize the affected
unit's MFBs from the Standby Buses which are expected to be powered from Keowee
or Lee. The Load Shed timers and Transfer to Standby timers are set such that, if no
power is available from the startup source for 11 seconds, the startup source breakers
are prohibited from closing and the standby bus to MFB breakers receive a permissive
to close. Power should be available to the MFBs within 23 seconds with the Keowee
start and accelerate time being the most limiting parameter.
The Retransfer to Startup function is provided to ensure that a single failure
(associated with the standby source) does not cause the MFBs to remain deenergized.
Should the standby source fail, then power will be supplied to the MFBs from the
startup source when energized from the Keowee Unit aligned to the overhead. The
Retransfer to Startup timers are set such that the maximum time the MFBs will be de
energize is 33 seconds. This time is derived from the maximum allowable Keowee
and accelerate to speed" time (23 seconds) and the Retransfer to Startup timers
"
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE

The EPSL transfer functions are designed to perform tir

SAFETY
ANALYSIS
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oE automatic transfer functions are part of the primary success path and functions
to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission
atisfy the requirements
product barrier. As such,
ef. 1).

of selection criterion 3 o

Two channels of both the Load Shed and Transfer to Standby function and Retransfer
to Startup function are required to be OPERABLE. Implicit in this is all relays,

TS

contacts, power supplies, timers, etc., which are necessary for the circuit to perform
its intended safety function, are OPERABLE. The single MFB undervoltage relay for
each MFB is required to be OPERABLE or in the safe (dropped out) position for the
associated Load Shed and Transfer to Standby channel to be OPERABLE. With one
channel of either function inoperable, the remaining channel can still completely

perform the intended safety function. However, a subsequent single failure could
disable the remaining channel from performing its safety function.
APPLICABILITY

The transfer functions of EPSL are required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensure that power is provided from AC Sources to the AC
Distribution system within the time assumed in the accident anal ses.
OWN and
T ,FPSL tansfer function requirements durin
s in the Bases for TS 3.7.13 (AC Sources
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C
essary transfer functions to ensure power is provided to
the MFBs. A single failure of the remaining channel could cause the main feeder
buses to remain deenergized until operator action is taken to restore power.
Therefore, a period of 24 hours is allowed for restoration of any inoperable channel.
The completion time is based on engineering judgement, taking into consideration the
(continued)
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Channel A of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function consists of
channel A of the Load Shed and Transfer to Standby circuit and
Channel B of the EPSL
A of the Retransfer to Startup logic.
Automatic Transfer Function consists of channel B of the Load Shed
and Transfer to Standby circuit and channel B of the Retransfer to
Startup logic.

FC)(
channel

EPSL Automatic Transfer Functions
B 3.7.3

BASES (continued)
ACTIONS

A.1 (continued)
time required to complete the required action and the availability of the remaining
channel.
Channel A and B provide redundant transfer functions. The retransfer to startup
function of each channel is actuated by its associated channel of transfer to standby
function (through the RX relay).
Additionally, each channel of transfer functions provide a permissive in its associated
SK breaker (through the RX relay) to allow its automatic closure (i.e., channel A with
SKI channel B with SK2). Also, an S breaker can close automatically only when its
associated bus is energized. If a channel of transfer to standby is inoperable then the
associated RX relay may not be OPERABLE (depending on what portion of transfer to
standby function is inoperable). This could keep the associated SK breaker from
automatically closing and cause the associated retransfer to startup function to be
inoperable. The remaining channel of transfer to standby function and retransfer to
startup function needs to be OPERABLE to restore power during LOCA/LOOP
events. The S breaker associated with the OPERABLE transfer channel also needs to
be OPERABLE. since the other S breaker may not be capable of automatically closing
due to its standby bus being deenergized (SK breaker not closed).

For these reasons. transfer functions of the same channel are allowed to be inoperable
only when both functions of the other channel are OPERABLE and the other channel's
associated S breaker is OPERABLE (i.e., channel A with SI and channel B with S2).
B.1 and B.2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units without
placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1. 2, & 3

SR 3.7.3.1
See Bases for SR 3.7 1.4(PSL automatic transfer).
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B 3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.7.4

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits

BASES
BACKGROUND

The Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits consist of
the voltage sensing circuits for the Startup Source, Standby Bus #1, Standby Bus #2,
and the Normal Source. These voltage sensing circuits provide input to the EPSL
power seeking logic to actuate breakers and initiate transfer logic sequences. Each
phase of each source has an individual potential transformer feeding a 2 out of 3 logic
for determining the status of the power source. The voltage sensing circuits also
provide class IE trip signals to the breaker control circuitry for the N, E, and SL
breakers.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The Safety Analysis for the voltage sensing circuits of EPSL is contained in Chapter
8 and 15 of the FSAR. The EPSL system is designed to ensure power is supplied
to the main feedwater buses (MFBs) during a design basis accident (DBA). In order
for it to perform this function, the voltage sensing circuits for the Startup Source,
Normal Source, Standby Bus #1, and Standby Bus #2 must be OPERABLE. These
voltage sensing circuits provide input to the EPSL transfer functions. The transfer
functions utilize the voltage sensing circuits to initiate breaker operations to ensure the
MFBs are connected to an energized source (startup or standby).
EPSL voltage sensing circuits are part of the primary success path and function to
a challen e to e integrity of a fission
mitigate a DBA or transient that pres
requirements of
voltage sensing circuits satisfy
product barrier. As su ,
(Ref. 1)
selection criterion 3 f

APPLICABILITY

The EPSL voltage sensing circuits are required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensure that power is provided from AC Sources to the AC
Distribution system within the time assumed in the accident analyses.
IHTFrnOWN and
voltage sensing circuit requirements during COLD
mn te Bases for TS 3.7.13 (AC Sources
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EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits

BASES (continued)

Three circuits (one per phase) for each power bus (Normal, Startup, Standby Bus #1,

TS

Standby Bus #2) must be OPERABLE. In addition, the relays and contacts that
provide the input and output of the 2 out of 3 logic must be OPERABLE. These
circuits and associated logic ensure that no credible single failure can cause a loss of
any function required by the voltage sensing circuits.
The TS has been modified by a NOTE which removes Normal Source voltage sensing
requirements when both N breakers are open. The safety function of the Normal
Source Voltage Sensing circuits is to provide a safety related trip signal to the N
breakers. When the N breakers are open, the Normal source voltage Sensing Circuits
do not perform a safety function and, therefore, need not be OPERABLE.

A NOTE has been included in the ACTIONS to allow separate Condition entry for
each inoperable Voltage Sensing Circuit. Thus, Completion Times are tracked
separately for each power bus (Normal, Startup, Standby Bus #1, Standby Bus #2).

ACTIONS

Al
In the event one channel (phase) of the voltage sensing circuit becomes inoperable, the
circuit will still perform its intended function. However, with one channel inoperable,
the voltage sensing function is reduced to 2 out of 2 logic. A single failure could
make the voltage sensing function inoperable. With a voltage sensing function
inoperable, EPSL transfer functions or breaker trip circuitry could be disabled such
that Operator action would be required to reenergize the MFBs during accident
conditions. For this reason 24 hours is allowed for repair of any inoperable channel
of the voltage sensing function. The completion time is based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the time required to complete the required action
and the availability of the remaining channels.
Note that one voltage sensing channel for each AC bus may be inoperable at the same
time without loss of the voltage sensing function for any bus.
B.1 and B.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit
must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following
72 hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units
without placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SR 3.7,4.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

This surveillance verifies operability of each sensing circuit of each bus which can
supply the MFBs. A circuit is defined as three channels, one for each phase. Each
channel consists of all components from the sensing power transformer on the actual
buswork through the circuit auxiliary relays which operate contacts in the EPSL logic
and breaker trip circuits. Actual setpoint values for the undervoltage relays on the N
and E breakers are verified independently as a prerequisite to this SR. Minimum
requirements consist of individual channel relay operation causing appropriate contact
responses within associated loadshed/breaker circuits, alarm activations, and proper
indications for the sensing circuit control power status. The frequency for this SR is
reasonable based on operating experience and the need to remove the bus from service
to perform required testing.
)0 cFR So, 3b

1.

REFERENCES

2.
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EPSL N and SL Breakers
B 3.7.5
B 7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.7.

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) N and SL Breakers

BASES
The N breakers provide auxiliary power to the Unit main feeder bus (MFBs) from
the normal source. While the unit is operating, this is the preferr source of power.
ile the unit is in a
e N breakers may also provide auxiliary power to the MFBs
are
breakers
th
lost,
is
power
of
sh tdown condition. If the normal source
requi ed to trip open. This will permit power from an alte te source (startup or
standb to be connected to the MFBs.

BACKGROUND

The SL br ers are used to connect transformer CT to the standby buses. This is
in TS 3.7.1. This alignment
required durin special inoperability periods outlf
must be perform manually. If power is lost CT-5 while it is energizing the
standby buses, the the SL breakers are requ ed to open to allow CT-4 to energize
the standby buses.
The two trip coils for each breaker ar required to ensure both breakers will open. If
the breakers are open then the requ* ements of TS 3.7.5 do not apply for the open
breaker. Additionally, the circ i or trip coil #2 functions to provide the breaker
e functional whenever the affected breaker is
failure logic and, therefore, m
closed. There are coil moni r cir its installed to indicate the operability status for
each trip coil.

The safety analysi for the requirements of E L is contained in Chapter 8 and 15
e most severe Design Basis Ac *dent for the electrical system is a
of the FSAR.
LOCA with a ss of Offsite Power (LOOP). For is transient, the N breakers must
open on un rvoltage to allow the emergency power urces to reenergize the MFBs.
such that no credible single
er alignment and control circuitry is desi
The N b
failure an prevent power from being restored to at least ne MFB. With power
rest ed to one MFB, all ES equipment should operate to htigate the accident.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

fa LOCA/LOOP were to occur while the standby buses were ergized from CT-5,
the affected unit's MFBs should receive power from CT-5. In the vent the CT-5
source is lost, the SL breakers must be able to open to allow the un rground
emergency power source (CT-4) to reenergize the standby buses. The ip coils and
circuitry of the SL breakers allows the standby source to withstand a cr ible single
ers are
failure while in this alignment. During normal plant operations, the SL b
normally open and this specification does not apply.
(co inued)
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EPSL Nand SL By ers
BA

S (continued)

APPLIC LE
SAFETY
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EPSL N and SL Breake s

ACTIONSB.1I and B.2
(Continued)

met, the unit
f the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot
mu be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHU OWN in the following
These times allow for a controlled shutdown of ne or all three Units
72 hou
without plac undue stress on plant operators or pl systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

S.R. 3.7.5.1
ity of the trip functions of the SL and N
This surveillance is to verify op
ers ha any automatic close functions; therefore,
breakers. Neither of these b
only the trip coils requir erification. C ing of each breaker demonstrates
functional operability d the coil monitor cir its verify coil integrity. A Preventive
verifies each coil will inde ndently respond to a trip signal.
Maintenance pro
uency is based on operating experi e.
The monthly

REFERENCES

.

2.
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52FR3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical Sp
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6, 1987.
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EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Functi

B 3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B3

.)

6

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)

Keowee Emergency Start Function
BASES
The Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL provides a start signal to the two on
site emergency power sources and sets up logic and relaying for their use in the
emergency mode. There are two independent channels of the Emergency Start
function. Each channel is capable of starting both Keowee units and activating the
logic for operating in the emergency mode.

BACKGROUND

The Emergency Start channels 1 and 2 are actuated from Engineered Safeguards
channels I and 2 respectively. The Emergency Start channels can also be activated
manually from the Oconee Control rooms or cable spread rooms. There are two
independent channels associated with each Oconee unit.

for EPSL and the emergency power system is contained in
Chapter 8 and 15 o e FSAR. The most severe Design Basis Accident (DBA) for
gency power system is a LOCA with a Loss of Offsite Power
the NALYSES
(LOOP). For this ansient the Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL must send
both Keowee units. Logic is also actuated that ensures separation of
as
both Keowee units from the system grid. Alignment of the Keowee Unit connected to
the overhead power path is allowed only after a separate logic sequence ("Switchyard
Isolate Complete" which is not associated with the Keowee Emergency Start function)
verifies the switchyard alignment is separated from the grid.

APPLICABLE
SAF

The Keowee Emergency Start function also disables non critical protective interlocks
and trips associated with the Keowee generators. This is to help ensure the generators
will remain available for emergency power despite minor failures or malfunctions.
The Keowee Emergency Start circuitry is designed such that no credible single failure
can prevent an Emergency Start signal from reaching the Keowee units. Each channel
is completely independent of the other and only one channel is required to perform the
entire safety function.
EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function is part of the primary success path and
functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challen e to the integrity of a
gency Start Function
fission product barrier. As such, the EPSL Keowee
T1R
satisfies the requirements of selection criterion 3
10 CFR 5o. 3&

(Ref.1).

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

Two channels of the Keowee Emergency Start function are required to be

TS

OPERABLE. This includes all relays, contacts, and logic that are required to
Emergency Start the Keowee units, bypass specific protective interlocks and trips, and
circuitry that separates the Keowee units from the grid (trips ACBs 1 and 2).
Portions of the two channels affect the Oconee Units individually.

The Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL is required to be OPERABLE above
COLD SHUTDOWN to ensure that power is provided from AC Sources to the AC
Distribution system within th time assumed in the accident analyses.

APPLICABILITY

E9

Emergency Start Function requirements d
are addressed in the Bases for TS
SHUTDOWN and REFU
nto ) and TS 3.7.14
own/High Decay Hea
3.7.12 (AC Sourc (AC

- Shutdown).

A,.

ACTIONS

In the event one channel of the Keowee Emergency Start function becomes
inoperable, then a single failure of the other channel could prevent starting the
Keowee units. For most scenarios, the Keowee Unit would still be emergency started
by Operator action or automatically from non-class 1E circuitry. For this reason, 72
hours is allowed for restoration of one inoperable channel. The Completion Time is
based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the time required to
complete the required action and the availability of the remaining channel. In
addition, the Completion Time is consistent with TS 3.7.1 for one inoperable power
path.
B.1 and B.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met, the unit
must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following
72 hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown of one or all three Units
without placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.

If both channels of the Keowee Emergency Start function become inoperable then both
Keowee Hydro Units must be declared inoperable for the affected Oconee Unit(s).
Appropriate required actions are specified in TS 3.7.1 (AC Sources - Operating).
(continued)
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EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Functi
B3

BASES (continued)
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
See Bases for SR 3.7.
transfer).
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"'eEPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protecti

B 3.

B3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.

.'

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)

Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
BASES
Two independent levels of protection are provided to assure the degradation of voltage
from offsite sources does not adversely impact the function of safety-related systems
and components. The first level of protection is provided by the EPSL Degraded
Grid Protection System (DGPS). The second level of protection is provided by
undervoltage relaying on the E and N breakers (reference TS 3.7.4, EPSL Voltage
Sensing Circuits) which protects from loss of voltage.

BACKGROUND

The DGPS, upon indication of inadequate voltage, will provide an alarm to the Unit 1
& 2 Control room and the Spartanburg Dispatcher. If any single engineered
safeguards (ES) Channel 1 or 2 signal from any Unit is sensed by the DGPS, while
the voltage is below acceptable levels, the DGPS will initiate an isolation of the
230kV switchyard Yellow Bus to ensure the onsite overhead emergency power path is
available. Each DGPS actuation logic channel is capable of isolating the overhead
emergency power path by a set of 94V relays and the associated switchyard PCB trip
coil. The sets of actuating (94V) relays are common to the DGPS and the
undervoltage part of another system called the External Grid Trouble Protection
System (EGTPS). The isolation of the yellow bus is accomplished by opening
switchyard PCBs 8, 12, 15, 17, 21, 24, 26, 28, and 33. While the DGPS relaying
could result in the unavailability of the overhead emergency power path, it does
ensure that the startup transformers are not connected to a degraded source of power.
In this event, ES loads are provided adequate voltage from the standby buses. The
EGTPS serves to protect from grid collapse.
Based on historical data, it is anticipated any degradation of the voltage in the 230kV
switchyard will not last for an extended period of time. Administrative procedures
are in place to assure timely actions are taken to restore the voltage.
ins led t moni o e switchyard voltage, one
dervoltage
Th
.Each of the undervoltage
th
on the-tch-of
voltage transformer. The
relays is supplied by a single phase cotor
undervoltage relay contacts are arranged in a 2-out-of-3 logic sequence which feeds
two redundant time delay (drop) relays. The time delay relays were added to prevent
spurious actuations, but still provide adequate response time to voltage transients.
Either of the two redundant time-delay relays will cause either of the two sets of
actuating relays to initiate switchyard isolation. The DGPS voltage sensing may be
considered OPERABLE when in a tripped condition. Circuit control power is fed
from the 230kV Switchyard 125VDC system.
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EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protectio
B 3.

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE

The purpose of the DGPS is to ensure adequate voltage is availabl

SAFETY
ANALYSES

actuation concurrent with a 230kV switch ard voltage of less th

' g an ES
2-1f9k
zzg

2-

Based on design calculatio -2-9k is the minimum switchyard vo tage that will
Wuring ES actuation without being subject to damage
ensure proper operation of loa
or protective relay actuation.
EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection is part of the primary success path and
functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a
fies
fission product barrier. As such, EPSL De
ef. 1).
3
o
criterion
the requirements of selection

o be OPERABLE. The loss of
ing relays are r
Thr
U'it stap bmnfornwr dee ergizes the associated sensing relay and
power to
or sys em actuation. This reduces the logic to a 1-out-of-2
satisfies part
function; however, the tripped channel is considered to be OPERABLE since the
affect is in the conservative direction. Loss of a second sensing relay will still have
no effect on actuation except to satisfy the Degraded Grid permissive and leave only a
single ES Channel 1 or 2 signal remaining to cause system actuation. Therefore,
OPERABLE is defined as energized or tripped.

TS

Both channels of Degraded Grid Voltage Protection Actuation Logic are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure single failure criteria can be met while maintaining system
function. The actuating 94V relays, which are shared with the voltage channels of the
EGTPS and the associated switchyard PCB trip coils, are also considered part of the
DGPS and are required to be OPERABLE. Therefore, loss of either 94V relay for
the undervoltage channels also constitutes loss of one channel of DGPS. Similarly,
loss of one required switchyard PCB trip coil constitutes loss of one channel of
DGPS.

The DGPS is required to be OPERABLE above COLD SHU

APPLICABILITY

re

(

an

e

I

to ES systems.

and' arce-addrzssed in TSzo3.7..13(AC SoureS
equipment
211

8hutde'millih Decay

(continued)
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EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection

BASES (continued)
ACTIONS

The Required Actions have been established based on the level of degradation of the
DGPS.
A.1
A singie voltage sensing relay inoperable (unable to trip) means the affected Unit must
rely on the other Unit's sensing relays. The logic is also degraded to 2-out-of-2 versus 2
out-of-3. Failure of a second sensing relay to trip when required will render both
channeis inoperable. The 72 hour completion time is based on engineering judgement
takinn into consideration the infrequency of actual Grid system voltage degradation, the
probability of a simultaneous ES actuation, and the availability of other Unit's sensing
relays.
B. 1
In the event one channel of actuation logic is inoperable (unable to trip) then a single
failure of the other channel to trip when required would remove protection from a
to
Degraded Grid condition concurrent with ES actuation. The 72 hour completion time
restore the inoperable channel is based on engineering judgement taking into
consideration the infrequency of actual grid system degradation, the probability of a
simultaneous ES actuation, and the availability of the OPERABLE channel.
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1PSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protecti
B3 .6(
BASES (continued)
ACTIONS
(continued)
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Added to Page B3.7-36

SR 3.7.6.1

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument channel, including the sensor. The test
verifies that the channel responds to the measured

parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to
account for instrument drift to ensure that the
instrument channel remains operational between
successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors
are within the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.
The Frequency is justified by the assumption of a
refueling calibration interval in the determination
of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint
analysis.
SR 3.7.6.2

A CHANNEL TEST is performed on each DGPS voltage
sensing channel and DGPS actuation logic channel to
ensure the entire channel will perform its intended
function. Any setpoint adjustments shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint
analysis. The CHANNEL TEST of the DGPS actuation
logic channels includes verifying actuation of both
channels of the switchyard isolation circuitry. The
Frequency is based on engineering judgment and
operating experience that determined testing on a
refueling interval provides reasonable assurance that
the circuitry is available to perform its safety
function.

.
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Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
B 3.

BASES (continued)
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREIMENTS

SR 3.
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EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
B 3.71

B3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.4)

Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL)
CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection

BASES
BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

of
Two levels of protection are provided for the standby buses to assure that degradation
not
does
voltage from the 100kV transmission system through the Central Switchyard
first level
adversely impact the function of safety related systems and components. The
The
System.
Protection
of protection is provided by the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid
buses
second level of protection is provided by undervoltage relaying on the standby
(reference TS 3.7.4, EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits) which protects from loss of voltage.

The purpose of the CT-5 Degraded Grid Protection System is to ensure adequate
voltage is available during a ES actuation concurrent with a loss of offsite power
(LOOP) or degraded voltage from the 230 kV switchyard.
Based on design calculations, 93.23% is the minimum switchyard voltage that will
ensure proper operation of loads during ES actuation without being subject to damage or
protective relay actuation.
This system is only required when any Oconee Unit is above COLD SHUTDOWN and
the Standby Buses are supplied by Central Switchyard. System design is to provide
as the ES unit ties
protection for ES components caused by voltage droop due to inrush
line from Lee Gas
dedicated
for the
stem s not a su
to the Standby Buses.
e Lee Feeder breakers (SL) have no
Turbines used per TS 3. .1 Endition s -Cr-H--oes provide additional flexibility for
automatic close functions.
the Station electrical system and operators in available power source options.
When the standby buses are powered from the 100kV transmission system through the
Central Switchyard, the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection is part of the
a
primary success path and functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that presents
ed
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. As such. EPSL CT-5
satisfies the requirements of selection criterion 3 fteNRG
Grid Vole P,
Reference 1).
310

CFZ

o.3.(o

All three of the undervoltage sensing relays (27CT5/A, B, C) are required as a common
input device to both channels of actuating logic. In addition to the three phase
undervoltage sensing relays, each channel requires one time-delay relay, one auxiliary
relay, and one associated single phase undervoltage sensing relay

TS

e U(continued)
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EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protecti
B3.

BASES (continued)
TS (continued)

(27SL 1 or 2). Each channel trip signal passes through a selector switch. which either
allows or inhibits the trip signal, to actuate one trip coil in each SL breaker.
Inoperability of any voltage sensing relay is defined as unable to trip. This condition
reduces the logic for the given channel to a 2 of 2 logic for the 27CT5/A, B, C
configuration. Loss of the 27SL1 or 2 relay makes the affected channel inoperable. Loss
of two or more voltage sensing relays results in inoperability of both channels of
actuation loic.

APPLICABILITY

This system is required when the Standby Buses are energized by Central Switchyard
and any Unit is above COLD SHUTDOWN. This ensures adequate voltage protection
should an ES Unit be transferred to the Standby Bus during an event and coincides with
requirements for ES and other support/protective systems used to ensure adequate power
is available for core and containment protection.

ACTIONS

The Required Actions have been established based on the level of degradation of the
Degraded Grid Protection System.
A.1
Any one phase A, B, or C undervoltage relay inoperable reduces the logic of both
channels to 2/2 requirement, however both channels can still perform the intended
function. The 72 hour completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into
consideration the remaining OPERABLE undervoltage relays, the availability of the
230kV switchyard, the infrequency of actual Grid system voltage degradation, and the
probability of a simultaneous ES actuation and loss of the 230kV switchyard.
B.1
In the event one channel of actuation logic is inoperable then a single failure of the other
channel would remove protection from a degraded grid condition at the Central
Switchvard concurrent with ES actuation and loss of the 230kV switchyard. The 72 hour
completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the
remaining OPERABLE channel of actuation logic, the availability of the 230kV
switchyard, the infrequency of actual Grid system voltage degradation, and the
probability of a simultaneous ES actuation and loss of the 230kV switchyard.
C. 1
When two or more voltage sensing relays or both actuation logic channels are inoperable,
there is no automatic protection from degraded grid voltage for the standby buses
powered from the 100kV transmission system through the Central Switchyard. EPSL
response from ES events could be inhibited by Standby Bus voltage being allowed low
enough to cause equipment damage, but not low enough for the EPSL standby
(continued)
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EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protectio
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BASES (continued)
C. 1 (continued)

ACTIONS

bus undervoltage relays to cause breaker operation. Therefore, the standby buses must
be separated from the 100kV transmission system within I hour. In addition, if the
buses
Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met. the standby
is
This
hour.
I
within
system
must be separated from the 100kV transmission
tandby buses
either opening both SL breakers. or by
ne. If the standby buses are energize'd yA ee ga1K ine, the 100kV
Lee g
grid and all offsite
circuit must be electrically separated from the s
ss
t
loads. In addition. if the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be
met. the standby buses must be separated from the 100kV transmission system within I
hour. This arrangement provides a high degree of reliability for the emergency power
system. The one hour Completion Time is based on engineering judgement taking into
consideration the availability of the 230kV switchyard. the infrequency of actual grid
and loss of the
system voltace degradation, the probability of simultaneous ES actuation
Action.
230kV switchvard. and the time to complete the Required

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
'

system
s surveillance verifies the logic of the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Prote
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SR 3.7.7.1
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A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument channel, including the sensor. The test
verifies that the channel responds to the measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to
account for instrument drift to ensure that the
instrument channel remains operational between
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find
successive tests.
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors
are within the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.
The Frequency is justified by the assumption of a
refueling calibration interval in the determination
of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint
analysis.

SR 3.7.7.2

A CHANNEL TEST is performed on each CT-5 DGPS voltage
sensing channel and each CT-5 DGPS actuation logic
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function. Any setpoint adjustments shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint
analysis. The Frequency is based on engineering
judgment and operating experience that determined
testing on a refueling interval provides reasonable
assurance that the circuitry is available to perform
its safety function.
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B3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.
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DC Sources And Distribution-
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erating

BASES
BACKGROUND

The 125VDC Vi
'
ntrol (I& System ns tf 125VDC
pro
control
described
battery sourc
power for thet m
neg werystem. It also provides both motive and control
power to selected safety-related and non-safety equipment. It is designed to have
sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to perform its safety functions,
assumin a single failure.
ated 125VDC batteries and buses
unit, two independent and p
For
.he DC buses are two conductor
are provided for the 125VDC Vital I&
attery chargers are supplied for
metal-clad distribution center assemblies.A
each unit, with two serving as normal supplies to the bus sections with the associated
125VDC battery floating on the bus. The batteries supply the load without
interruption should the battery chargers or the AC source fail. Each of the three
battery chargers is supplied from a separate 600 volt AC engineered safeguards motor
control center. One of these three battery chargers serves as a standby battery charger
and is provided for servicing and to back up the normal chargers. A bus tie with
normally open breakers is provided between each pair of DC bus sections to "back
up" a battery when it is removed for servicing. When the distribution centers are
cross tied, the batteries and chargers on that Unit are considered to be a single source.
One battery can supply both distribution centers and their associated panelboard loads.
During normal operation, the vital I&C 125VDC loads are powered from the battery
chargers with the batteries floating on the system. Upon loss of AC power to the
chargers, each unit's DC system has adequate stored capacity (ampere-hour) to
independently supply required Emergency Loads for at least one hour. One hour is
considered adequate, due to the high probability of restoring power to the charger
within this time. The loss of all AC power to the DC system is expected to occur
very infrequently and for short periods of time. Each battery charger has adequate
power output capacity for the steady-state operation of connected loads required
during normal operation, while at the same time maintaining its battery bank fully
charged. Each battery charger has sufficient capacity to restore the battery to its fully
charged state while supplying normal steady state loads.
Dijbution;
vided
5VDC Vital I&C Panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, DID
Four sep
fo~r each unit. Each
board receives its DC power
an auctioneering

network of two isolating dio e

bli

assembly is supplied from the unit's

bly is supplied from another unit's
eo e
125 volt distribution syste
de assemblies permit
DC Vital Distribution System.
(the backup '

e

istribution systems to supply current to the Vital I&C D

ard
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BACKGROUND
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one DC **-n system to the other.
c ent, power must be
In order to provide all safety functions required du
s. During normal
provided from any three of the four Vital I&C D anb
rovides multiple redundancy
operation, the auctioneering network described ab
125VDC Vital I&C Sources would be provided to
om
for assuring that ,
ne oard Therefore, power from any three of the four Vital
the Vital I&C D
a particular unit (two for the unit considered, and two from the
I&C DC Sources
backup unit) continues to provide redundancy of power sources for safety functions
o
performed by the Vital DC I&C

0

system has detectors and alarms to indicate when there is a
d on one leg of the DC system will
ground existing on any leg of the system. A gr
find and correct a DC ground on
t
rder
malfunction.
to
se y uipment
I& System, each unit's D system st be separated from the other
ith the backup function di abled the nit would be in a degraded mode,
two uni
a ailable if needed. Each unit's
would in fact have all of its own D
all the 125VDC instrumentation and
batteries (either CA or CB) is capable o
control loads on th unit.
1DID provide primary and backup power for SK and
Uni
bus protective relaying control power, standby
standby
power,
control
SL breakers
breakers control power for all three Units, and retransfer-to-startup source switching

gic Systems. All

circuits for all three Oconee Unit's Emergency Power Switchi
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er safety related functions supported by the Vital 125
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specd

-

'
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d are unit

o

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in FSAR Chapter
6 (Engineered Safeguards) and Chapter 15 (Accident Analyses) include the assumption
that all Engineered Safety Features are OPERABLE. The operability requirements of
the 125VDC Vital I&C System are consistent with these assumptions, and are based
upon meeting the design basis of the plant.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

r assuming a worst case
ffsite
For an accident con
single failure, th1VDC Vital-I&C-System ovie" wer to components which
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The 230kV Switchyard (SY) 125VDC Sources consists of
125VDC battery sources as described below. It
provides primary and backup DC power for protective
relaying and actuation circuits associated with the
230kV SY, as well as DC control power for 230kV SY
power circuit breaker (PCB) operation. It is
designed to have sufficient independence, redundancy,
and testability to perform its safety functions,
assuming a single failure.
Safety functions provided by the 230kV SY 125VDC
Sources include:
a)

connection of on-site power from Keowee to
Oconee via the emergency onsite overhead power
path, and

b)

isolation of Oconee (including Keowee) from
degraded grid voltage through action of the
Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS).

With the exception of the functions of the DGPS, all
functions of the 230kV Switchyard DC Sources can be
considered redundant to those associated with the
emergency onsite underground power path.
There are two 125VDC batteries (SY-1; SY-2) in the
230kV SY Relay House, each with an associated battery
charger. A spare charger, which can be connected to
either battery, is also provided. These components,
along with their interconnecting wiring and breakers,
comprise the two 125VDC Sources for the 230kV SY.
Each 125VDC Source has stored capacity sufficient to
supply required emergency loads for at least one
hour. A one hour minimum capacity is considered
adequate, due to the high probability of restoring
power to the charger within this time.
Each charger
has power output capacity sufficient for steady-state
operation of connected loads during normal operation,
while simultaneously maintaining or restoring the
associated battery bank to a fully charged condition.
The output of 230kV SY 125VDC Sources SY-1 and SY-2
are connected to Distribution Centers SY-DC-1 and SY
DC-2, respectively. The buses are metal-clad two

conductor assemblies.

A bus tie with normally open

breakers is provided between the distribution centers
to "backup" a battery when it is removed for
servicing. SY-DC-1 supplies DC Panelboards DYA, DYB,
DYC, and DYD; SY-DC-2 supplies DC Panelboards DYE,
DYF, DYG, and DYH. Distribution Centers SY-DC-1 and
SY-DC-2 with their associated safety-related DC
panelboards and interconnecting wiring and breakers
are included in the 230kV SY DC Sources.
The two distribution centers are redundant, each
providing power to all components necessary for
performing the safety functions of the 230kV SY DC
Sources. DC Panelboard DYA is redundant to DYE; DYB
is redundant to DYF, and DYC is redundant to DYG.
Thus, the failure of any single component in the
230kV SY DC Distribution System, or in their
associated 125VDC Sources, will not prevent any
safety function from being performed. The redundant
panelboards supply power to separate channels of the
Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS) circuits,
separate channels of other protective relaying
circuits, and separate feeds for each 230kV SY PCB's
Separate dual trip
closing and tripping control.
Isolating diodes
coils are provided for each PCB.
are provided for redundant power feeds to each PCB's
common closing coil circuit.
The ungrounded DC system has detectors and alarms to
indicate when there is a ground existing on any leg
of the system. A single ground will not cause any
malfunction or prevent operation of any safety
function.
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES
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at least thr inverters f
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r sources, if available),

escribed

G4-VDC ViteM&G-System rovi eg mergency DC electrical power for control
and switching o e mergency PowerSystem, as well as DC power for other safety
' c37
nctions. It is part of the primary success path fu
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(Reference 1 .

DIC, &
,DIB,
u tricted operation, the four 125VDC I&C(lalnelboards
RABLE when it is
DID) hall e
energized from an OPERABLE source. In addition, no single source may be the only
OPERABLE source of power to more than one panelboard.

TS

ause power fro any three of the four panelboards DIA, DIB, DIC
, ese requirements
ort all safety functions associated with the panelbo
woul
failure.
single
to
a
a
le
not
orted safety functions are
ensure that

Panelboards IDIC and IDID

all three Units since these panelboards provide

ers control power, standby bus
for SK an
primary and backup
or all three Units
con
breaker
standby
power,
control
protective re
ansfer to startup source for all three Units.
to

A DC source is generally considered OPERABLE when TS 3. . d es not require
the battery to be declared inoperable, and the battery bank and cfger are connected
to their associated bus and operating. For unrestricted operation, the following Vital
I&C DC Sources shall be OPERABLE:
For operation of two or three Units, a total of five 125 VDC Vital Batteries,
with associated chargers and distribution centers. Four 125 VDC Vital
batteries are adequate to ensure adequate capacity and voltage for the DC
oads. Five batteries are required for single failure from a station DC loading
pe ective.
'-y-

Fra particular unit being considered, in association with its backup unit, a
total of three of the four 125VDC Vital Batteries and associated chargers and
distribution centers, including interconnections through their associated
(continued)
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For operation of only one Unit, a total of four 125 VDC Vital
Three
Batteries, with associated chargers and distribution centers.
125 VDC Vital Batteries are adequate to ensure adequate capacity and
Four batteries are required for single
voltage for the DC loads.
failure from a station DC loading perspective.

/ 4(DC

Operating

Source

BASES (continued)

auctioneering diodes, as follows:

TS (continued)

Unit 1: ICA, ICB, 2CA, 2CB
Unit 2: 2CA, 2CB, 3CA, 3CB
Unit 3: 3CA, 3CB, ICA, 1CB
In each case, one Vital I&C 125VDC Source associated with the unit being considered
requirements ensure that, for each operating unit, at least
must 1,-in
fter sustaining
ds
will receive power w
e
italDC
three
C Sourc.

e in t eital I&

y sg

The 125VDC Vital I&C System is required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to support functions of the Engineered Safeguards System, the Reactor
Protective System, the Emergency Power Switching Logic, and certain other safety
functions.

APPLICABILITY

-D-ources and Distribution requirements diniii ,Ci1: HTO
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and based o the extent of degradation of

ntinue to
d inoperable, the three remaining panelboards
With one pane
C. Failure of one of
t functions supported by Vi
provide power for al
could result in * re to support required ES
the three remaining panelbo

functions or Unit trip.
status within 24 hours.
s all be restored to OPE
An inoperable panelb
VDC Vital
requirement assures continued redundancy in
This consery
I&C ' ibution System, and recognizes the importance of the multiple fn
ported by the panelboards.

Inoperability of some of the Auctioneering Diode Panels (ADAl, ADA2, ADBl,
ADB2, ADC1, ADC2, ADD 1, ADD2), or a combination of inoperability of 125VDC
Vital I&C Sources and auctioneering diode panels, could cause a single source to
become the only battery power supply for more than one 125VDC Vital I&C
Panelboard. In this condition, a single failure of that battery (or its associated
(continued)
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For unrestricted operation, the two 230kV SY DC Distribution Centers
(SY-DC-1; SY-DC-2) shall be OPERABLE.

Jliuse

For a distribution center to

considered OPERABLE, it must be energized from an OPERABLE

source.
For unrestricted operation, two 230kV SY 125VDC Sources shall be
OPERABLE. A DC source is generally considered OPERABLE when TS
3.7.10 does not require the battery to be declared inoperable, and
the battery bank and charger are connected to their associated bus
and operating.
The TS is modified by two NOTES. NOTE 1 indicates that the
additional 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required for operation of
a single Unit or two or three Units are not required to be connected
to the Units distribution system. For example, when only Unit 1 is
Sin operation, the requirement that four batteries be OPERABLE can be
LC31met by 1CA, 1CB, 2CA and 3CA. The additional power sources are
necessary to assure assumptions in the DC capacity and voltage drop
analyses for the operating unit are valid. NOTE 2 indicates that
the four 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required during operation
of a single Unit shall include one 125 VDC Vital I&C power source on
each Unit which is not above COLD SHUTDOWN. The requirement that

each shutdown unit have at least one of its own power sources is
necessary to assure assumptions in the DC capacity and voltage drop
analyses for the operating unit are valid.
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BASES (continued)

(continued)

ACTIONS

equipment) could cause loss of more than one panelboard during an accident, so that
required safety functions might not be supported. Specifically, if a single source were
providing the only power source for panelboards DIA and DIB, single failure of the
source would result in failure of both ES digital channels. Vulnerability of the ES
digital channels to single failure for 24 hours is considered acceptable due to the
limited scope of potential failures. Similarly, if the panelboards are isolated from
their backup Unit (e.g., the Unit's DC system is isolated from the other Units), a
single failure could result in loss of two or more panelboards so that required safety
functions may not be supported. If the panelboards are isolated from their backup
Unit when one of that Unit's batteries are inoperable (and the DC buses are cross
tied), the remaining battery has the capacity to support all required loads, however a
single failure could result in loss of all four panelboards so that required safety
functions may not be supported. Therefore, within 24 hours after such a condition
arises, affected equipment shall be restored and aligned such that no single source is
the only battery power supply for more than one 125VDC Vital I&C Panelboard for
the unit under consideration. The 24 hour completion time is based on engineering
judgement taking into consideration the time to complete the Required Action and the
ndp available in the Vital I&C DC System.

an apply to one Unit or to two 1wits simultaneously.
Conditio
ntse not met due to the
Specifically, if the nit specific DC source requir
or a ould apply to that Unit.
inoperability of one required DC source, Conditio
source requirement of TS
on, this could result in failure to meet the I
In
the station, or failure to meet the Unit specific requirements for another
3. .
example, if all three Units are above OLD SHUTDOWN, battery ICA is
Uor
e after the service test, two Units
inoperable, and battery 3CB was on equaliz
B (or ICA) was not restored
would be required to shutdown per Condit
within 72 hours. With one of the required 5 C Vital I&C Sources inoperable,
the remaining sources are fully capable of providing adequate voltage to all 12 plant
DC panelboards. In addition with one of the required DC sources inoperable, the
remaining sources will assure alignment of power to at least three panelboards for the
affected Unit. Three panelboards are necessary to shut down the operating unit and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. However,
overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in the remaining DC sources or
one of the operating 125VDC Vital I&C Panelboards could result in the minimum
required ES functions not being supported. Therefore, the inoperable source must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. A required battery may be inoperable
to perform equalizer charge following the performance test or
for a period of 72
service test (SR 3 ..
The completion times for actions in this TS are based on engineering judgment, taking
into consideration the extent of degradation involved, the likelihood of events or
failures which could challenge the system, and the time required to complete the
required actions.
(continued)
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e met, the affected
m letion Times
If the Required Actions and associa
COLD SHUTDOWN in the
unit(s) must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in
one or all three
ow for a controlled shu
following 72 hours. Thes
cthg undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.
units w i

ble or 1DID inoperable, single failure of the remaining panelboar
With 1DIC i
us
would result in failure control power for the S, SK, and SL breers, stan
refore,
Units.
all
three
er to startup logic for
protective relaying, and retr
within 24 hours after such a condsh arises, the inoperable d oad shall be
restored. The completion time is based
ngineerin tagement congeint
on and the redundancy available in
consideration the time to complete the requir
the Vital I&C DC System.
urrently to Units
o clarify that Condition F applies
A NOTE has been inclu
3 to be in
A applies to Unit 1. It is acceptable for Units 2
2, and 3. Condi
to
and G simultaneously since the IDIC and IDID are not redun
Conditio
nit 2 or Unit 3 panelboards.

Inoperability of some of the auctioneering diode panels (1ADC1, 1ADC2, 1ADDI,
and 1ADD2) or a combination of 125 VDC Vital I&C sources and auctioneering
diode panels could cause a single source to become the only battery power supply for

(DICsince
and 1DID. This condition would impact all three Units
DC panelboards
these panelboards provide primary and backup control power for the SK and SL
breaker control power, standby bus protective relaying, standby breaker control power
for all three Units, and retransfer to startup logic for all three Units. In this
condition, a single failure of that battery (or its associated equipment) could cause loss
of both panelboards, so that required automatic EPSL functions for
all three units might not be supported. Therefore, within 24 hours after such a
condition arises, affected equipment shall be restored and aligned such that no single
source is the only battery power supply for both DC panelboards 1DIC and IDID.
The completion time is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the
time to complete the required action and the redundancy available in the Vital I&C
DC System.
a-ee---enl o nt
to clarify that Condit' n liif
e in
plies to Unit 1. It is ac po
1. 16)and1
imultaneously since the IDIC and 1DID are not redundant to
any Unit 2 or Unit 3 panelboards.
has been i
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ACTIONS
E.1 and F.1
With one of the required 230kV SY DC Sources
inoperable, the remaining source is fully capable of
providing adequate voltage to all connected
In
panelboards, assuming no single failure.
addition, with one of the required DC sources
inoperable, the remaining source is fully capable of
powering the necessary panelboards, assuming no
single failure. However, overall reliability is
reduced because of the potential for a single failure
in the remaining DC source or in a redundant
panelboard. Loss of the remaining DC source or
redundant panelboard could result in failure of the
overhead emergency power path. In addition, in the
event of grid degradation the station and onsite
emergency power sources could fail to separate from
the grid. Therefore, the inoperable source must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. A
required battery may be inoperable for a period of 72
hours to perform equalizer charge following the
performance test or service test (SR 3.7.8.3).
The completion times for actions in this TS are based
on engineering judgment, taking into consideration
the extent of degradation involved, the likelihood of
events or failures which could challenge the system,
and the time required to complete the required
actions.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying battery voltage while on float charge helps ensure the effectiveness of the
charging system and the ability of the battery to perform its intended function. Float
charge is the condition where the charger is supplying continuous charge required to
overcome the internal losses of the battery and maintain the battery in a fully charged
state. The weekly frequency is consistent with manufacturers' recommendations and
IEEE 450 (Ref. 2). The frequency is based on engineering judgement and industry
accepted practice considering the unit conditions required to perform the test, the ease
ing the test and the likelihood of a change in system or component status.
of per
SR 3.2
Measuring peak inverse voltage capability of each auctioneering diode ensures the
diodes are capable of isolating a fault on one source from the other source. The 6
ency is based on engineering judgement and operating experience.
month

The battery service test, in accordance with IEEE-450 (Ref. 2), demonstrates the
capability of the battery to meet the system analyzed response requirements.
Reference 3 provides the load requirements for the 125VDC I&C Batteries. The
annual frequency is based on engineering judgement and industry-accepted practice
considering the unit conditions required to perform the test, the ease of performing the
test and the likelihood of a change in system or component status.
(continueds
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR3.
Visual inspection of battery cells, end cell plates, and battery racks provide an
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration which could potentially
degrade battery performance. The annual frequency is based on engineering
judgement and operational experience and is sufficient to detect battery degradation on
a long-term basis when it is properly coupled with other surveillances more frequently
perform to detect abnormalities.
SR 3
Verification of cell to cell connection cleanliness, tightness, and proper coating with
anti-corrosion grease provides an indication of any abnormal condition,.and assures
continued operability of the battery. The annual frequency is based on engineering
judgement and operational experience and is sufficient to detect cell connection
degradation when it is properly coupled with other surveillances more frequently
performed to detect abnormalities.
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230kV Switchyard DC Sources and Di
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
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OkV witchyard DC Sources and Distribution

BASES
The OkV Switchyard (SY) 125VDC System consis of 125VDC battery sources and
a distri tion system as described below. It provid primary and backup DC power
for protect e relaying and actuation circuits assoc' ted with the 230kV SY, as well as
DC control p wer for 230kV SY power circuit eaker (PCB) operation. It is
designed to hav sufficient independence, redu dancy, and testability to perform its
uming a single failure.
safety functions,

BACKGROUND

Safety functions provi

by the 230kV S

125VDC System include:
Keowee to Oconee via the emergency onsite

a)

connection of on-si power fr
overhead power path, and

b)

isolation of Oconee (incl *ng Keowee) from degraded grid voltage through
action of the Degraded G i Protection System (DGPS).

With the exception of the fu ions of the DGPS, all functions of the 230kV
Switchyard DC Sources an Distribution S tem can be considered redundant to those
associated with the emer ncy onsite underg und power path.
S cSources:
There are two 125V C batteries (SY-1; SY-2) in e 230kV SY Relay House, each
with an associated attery charger. A spare charge which can be connected to either
battery, is also p vided. These components, along 'th their interconnecting wiring
230kV SY.
and breakers, mprise the two 125VDC Sources for
Each 125V C Source has stored capacity sufficient to sup y required emergency
loads for least one hour. A one hour minimum capacity i considered adequate,
high probability of restoring power to the charger 'thin this time. Each
due to
charge has power output capacity sufficient for steady-state ope tion of connected
load during normal operation, while simultaneously maintaining o restoring the
ass ciated battery bank to a fully charged condition.
istribution:
The output of 230kV SY 125VDC Sources SY-1 and SY-2 are connected
Distribution Centers SY-DC-1 and SY-DC-2, respectively. The buses are
two conductor assemblies. A bus tie with normally open breakers is provid
between the distribution centers to "backup" a battery when it is removed for
(continued)
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B 3 .10
BA ES (continued)

BACK

OUNi

(continu

servicing. SY-DC-1 supplies DC Panelboards DYA, DYB, DYC, and D

;

SY-DC-2 supplies DC Panelboards DYE, DYF, DYG, and DYH. DC P elboards
DYD and DYH provide power for non-safety functions, and are not di tly subject to
the Technical Specifications. Distribution Centers SY-DC-l and SY- C-2 with their
associated safety-related DC panelboards and interconnecting wirin and breakers
comprise the 230kV SY DC Distribution System.
e two distribution centers are redundant, each providing p er to all components
n essary for performing the safety functions of the 230kV Y DC System. DC
to DYF, and DYC is
Pan board DYA is redundant to DYE; DYB is redund
redun t to DYG. Thus, the failure of any single co ponent in the 230kV SY DC
Distribu 'on System, or in their associated 125VDC ources, will not prevent any
safety fun on from being performed. The redund t panelboards supply power to
separate ch els of the Degraded Grid Protectio System (DGPS) circuits, separate
channels of oth r protective relaying circuits, d separate feeds for each 230kV SY
PCB's closing an tripping control. Separat dual trip coils are provided for each
PCB. Isolating dio es are provided for r ndant power feeds to each PCB's
common closing coil ircuit.
Ground Detection:
The ungrounded DC system as d ectors and alarms to indicate when there is a
system. A single ground will not cause any
ground existing on any leg o
malfunction or prevent operati of any safety function.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions f design basis tr ient and accident analyses in FSAR
Safeguards) and C pter 15 (Accident Analyses) include
Chapter 6 (Enginee
the assumption th all Engineered Safety F tures are OPERABLE, that two onsite
emergency pow r paths are available, that o ite power is initially available, and that
loss or degra tion of offsite power will not pr vent operation of safety systems. The
operability equirements of the 230kV SY DC S rces and Distribution System are
consisten with these assumptions, and are based u n meeting the design basis of the
plant.
Fo an ES actuation concurrent with a loss or degradatio of offsite AC power,
uming a worst case single failure, the 230kV DC SY S rces and Distribution
ystem provides power to components and protective syste which function to:

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

a.

maintain OPERABLE at least one of the onsite p wer sources, and

b.

separate Oconee and the onsite power sources from
system grid, should grid voltage be lost or degraded.
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APPLBLEThe

230kV SY 125VDC Sources and Distribution System provides

ergency DC

SAFETY
ANALYSES

electrical power for protection circuits, actuation circuits, and br er operation
success path,
associated with the onsite power sources. It is part of the prim
functions to mitigate design basis accidents, and so meets sel tion criterion 3 the
NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref. 1).

TS

istribution Centers (SY-DC-1;
Foi pnrestricted operation, the two 230kV SY D
p
elboards
(DYA, DYB, DYC; DYE,
SY-D -2), and their associated safety related
G) shall be OPERABLE. For a di ibution center and its associated safety
DYF,
LE, they must be energized from an
related p lboards to be considered OPE
OPERABL ource.
For unrestricted eration, two 230k SY 125VDC Sources shall be OPERABLE. A
ERABLE when TS 3.7.12 does not require the
DC source is gene ly considered
battery to be declar inoperable, d the battery bank and charger are connected to
their associated bus an operati g.

APPLICABILITY

The 230kV SY 125VD Syste is required to be OPERABLE above COLD
SHUTDOWN to ensu e continue' operability of the overhead power path, and to
provide protection o the safety rel ed portion of the 230kV SY from potential
degradation of vol ge on the electric power grid.
During an acc* ent, with or without loss f offsite power, unless an extended
degradation voltage from offsite power curred, all requirements would be met
without op ation the 230kV SY DC Sources d Distribution System. With extended
partial d radation of the offsite power voltage, operation of the DGPS, which is
by the 230kV SY 125VDC System, w uld be required.
suppo
Th 230kV SY 125VDC System is not required to b OPERABLE for degraded grid
UTDOWN because the
p otection in COLD SHUTDOWN and REFUELING
ndervoltage setpoints of the E and N breakers provide p tection of required
equipment. Requirements for support of the overhead path d for E and N breaker
undervoltage protection are addressed in TS 3.7.13 (AC Sou es - Shutdown/High
Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory) and TS 3.7.14 (AC Sources - utdown).

ACTIO

The required actions have been established and based on the extent of
the 230kV SY 125VDC System.

ation of

Oco e U s 1in
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istribution
B371

ontinued)

ACTIONS ( ntinued) A.1
If a 230kV SY DC Distribution Center (SY-DC-1; SY-DC-2) i inoperable, the
inoperable distribution center shall be restored to OPERABL status within 24 hours.
This requirement assures continued redundancy in the 125 C Vital I&C Distribution
System. Loss of the remaining distribution center or a r undant panelboard could
esult in failure of the overhead emergency power pa . In addition, in the event of
id degradation, the station and onsite emergency p er sources could fail to
se ate from the grid.
Simil ly, if any required panelboard or comb* ation of panelboards which are not
redund t to each other is inoperable, the r ired panelboard(s) shall be restored to
uirement assures continued redundancy
OPERAB E status within 24 hours. This
in the 125 C Vital I&C Distribution S stem. Loss of the remaining distribution
center or a r undant panelboard could esult in failure of the overhead emergency
addition, in the even of grid degradation, the station and onsite
power path.
emergency pow sources could fa* to separate from the grid.
The 24 hour compl tion time i ased on engineering judgement taking into
consideration the tim to co lete the required action, the redundancy available in the
230kV SY DC system, the edundancy available in the emergency power paths, and
the infrequency of an ac al grid system degradation.
B.1l and CA

uired 230k SY DC Sources inoperable, the remaining source is
With one of the
fully capable providing adequ e voltage to all connected panelboards, assuming no
single failur . In addition, with o of the required DC sources inoperable, the
remaining ource is fully capable of owering the necessary panelboards, assuming no
single f ure. However, overall relia . ity is reduced because of the potential for a
single ailure in the remaining DC sourc or in a redundant panelboard. Loss of the
d could result in failure of the overhead
rem ning DC source or redundant panel
e rgency power path. In addition, in the e ent of grid degradation the station and
ite emergency power sources could fail to s arate from the grid. Therefore, the
inoperable source must be restored to OPERABL status within 24 hours. A required
battery may be inoperable for a period of 72 hours perform equalizer charge
following the performance test or service test (SR 3. .3).
The completion times for actions in this TS are based on gineering judgment, taking
into consideration the extent of degradation involved, the li lihood of events or
to complete the
failures which could challenge the system, and the time requi
required actions.
(i&n ins
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(continued).71

A C TI ON

cont in u ed ) D .1 an d D.2
.y
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannotC 'beo r et. the affected
in
Oconee unit(s) must be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and C D SHUTDOWN
the following 72 hours. These times allow for a controlled shu own of one or all three
systems.
ts without placing undue stress on plant operators or pl

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1. 2, & 3

SR 3.7. 10.1
SRs 3.7.9.1, 3.7.9. 3.7.9.4, and 3.7.9.5 hich are specified for the Vital I&C Sources
ed for the 230kV SY 125VDC Sources and
and Distribution Syst , are also perf
om 3.7.9 are not applicable to the 230kV SY
Distribution System. 0 *tted S
u n System. Reference 3 provides the load requirements
125VDC Sources and Di
ries.
for the 230kV SY 125VDC

788, NRC Interim Policy S
provements for Nuclear Power Re

ent on Technical Specifications
rs, February 6, 1987

1.

52

2.

IEEE450-1980, IEEE Recommended Practice or Maintenance, Testing and
Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for enerating Stations and
Substations.

3.

Duke Design Engineering Calculation OSC-661,230kV S,

4.

DBD.OSS-0254.00-00-2009, 230kV SY 125 VDC Power System.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.(

eraing

BASES
The AC Vital Distribution System is comprised of four redundant 120VAC vital
instrument power panelboards for each unit which provide power to associated vital
instrumentation and control loads under all operating conditions. Each panelboard is
powered separately from a static inverter connected to one of the four 125VDC
instrumentation and control panelboards. In order to accommodate maintenance on
the inverters and supply backup power, a tie with breakers is provided to each of the
120VAC vital panelboards from the alternate 120VAC regulated bus.

BACKGROUND

eactor
af the four redundant channels of Nuclear Instrumentati
ered from a separate 120VAC
S) equipment on each un i '
Protective

also supply each of the three

vital panelboard. Separate

ffo

guards (ES) system analog c anh
redundant Engin
digital channels for each unit.
r

of the two

C. 5
e safety analysis for the i20V*6ital Distributione ystem i- contained in
systems
Chapters 8 and 15 of the FSAR. All Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
are
which are powered by ANALYSES)
L
'
'
,gmeer
Safe ards), and 15, (Accident Analyses).

APPLICABL
SAF

l

f the primary success path and functions to mitigate a
p
4C9'ital Dstributi
to the integrity of a fission product barrier.
DBA or traient that rents ch
e requirements of selection criterion 3 of
tfis
As uch, A~r /ital
nt e .
the NC in erim po icy sta

TS

All four -20VAG vital
-KV-ID) are required to be OPERABLE
are
nn ing
is
circuit to perform its intended function are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY

is requ

e 4-24VAG Yital

staie 4nverers
are n

C/5
e

be OPERABLE above COLD

HUTDOWN to assure that power is supplied to the ES and RPS systems.

(continued)
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G4&-Vital -Dis ibua~ie

ACTIONS

A.1 A,thed A
e
bards
e
l
hd o
In the evntK
a rth VI-)from
en is nop
le d
p
operable
inverter, a peri
s is lowed to connect e
lbo
o h e
regulated panelboard. The digital ES channels are powered fBro
and cannot actuate without power. The 4 hour completion time
engineering judgement taking into consideration the time to complete the required
action, the operability of redund
lboards, and the low likelihood of an event
requiring

ation.

Powe mng VIA or KVIB from
i ensure non-load shed power is available in
the eve
'
ever, KRA is non-safety and not battery backed and
could impact timing assumptions for ESF equipment during an accident since KRA
must be reenergized following an assumed loss of offsite power (LOOP). Connecting

to the KRA panelboard will restore power to the KVIA or KVIB panelboard, however
KVIA or KVIB will still be considered inoperable in this condition and must be
verified to be energized once each 24 hours. The 24 hour completion time is based

on engineering judgement taking into consideration the operability of redundant
panelboards, and the low likelihood of an event requiring ES with a concurrent
LOOP.
e cm ln
*

st be returned
ime is based on en

gjgeet

n te next seven days.
taignto consideration the

operability of redundant
time to reasonably complete the required action, the

panelboards, and the low likelihood of an event requiring ES with a concurrent
LOOP.

or KVIB becomes inoperable, for reasons other

If panelboar

erter

inoperability, a perio
hours is allowed to return
ard to OPERABLE
status. The digital ES channe s
ower
VIA and KVIB, and cannot
actuate without power. The 4
com
time is based on engineering
uired action, the
ideration the time to comp e
judgement taking '
ES
edundant panelboards, and the low likelihood of an eve
operabili
on.

In the event th
inverter, a peri

i inope ae du
o

nnect

inoperable

e ane oard to the KRA

regulated panelboard. This is based on the allowed inoperability period for a
125VDC ins
Vd. ntro 1yanebpa
by~
h
is the normal power source to th
vital~
inerer
I-_
Vfarry
loads which do not necessaiyCo
become inoperable
ex9ample: RPS channels and ES analog
channels which go to a tripped state upon loss of power. The 24 hour completion
time is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration the time to complete
the required action, the operability of redga
aebads,
and the low likelihood
of an event requiring loads powered
K-Viendo
IB
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ACTIONS

and

(continued)

_Fower~~ng KVIC or KVID) om KRA will ensure non-load shed power is available in
.owever, KRA is non-safety and not battery backed and

must be reenergized following an assumed LOOP. Connecting to the KRA
panelboard will restore power to the KVIC or KVID panelboard; however, KVIC or
KVID will still be considered inoperable in this condition and must be verified to be
energized once each 24 hours. The 24 hour completion time is based on engineering
s, and the
judgement taking into consideration the operability
ered by K-VICor -KID.
event requiring lo

m
-K-VIG-rKVIDR

e returned

i9-IPP1yw'

in the next seven days.

taking into consideration the
el
io tinime is based on engmeering ju
time to reasonably complete the required action, the operability of redund
KVIC-otr
,pe oadssd the low likelihood of an event requiring loads powered

If panel

KVIC or KVID is inoperable for reasons other t

inoperability, it m

returned to OPERAB

er

s within 24 hours. The 24 hour

uugement taking into consideration the time
completion time is based on en '
t anelboards, and the low
ton, the operability o
'
to complete the

li

of an event requiring loads powered by KVIC or KV

If the required actions and associated completion times cannot be met, the unit must
be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN in the following 72
hours. These times allow for a controlled shutdown on one or all three of the units
without placing undue stress on plant operators or plant systems.

The inoperability of two or more AC Vital panelboards could result in a loss of safety
function. Therefore, the provisions of TS 3.0 apply.
(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

L~-'

REFERENCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

SR 3.
rters are functioning properly with all required breakers
This SR verifies that
ed om the inverter. The verification of
closed and AC vital
equency ensures that the required power
proper voltage an
is readily available or e mstrumen tion connected to the panelboards. The weekly
frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the panelboards and other
indications available in the control room that will alert the operator to inverter
malfunctions.

1.

ifili
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B
3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.

a

Cell Parameters

^a

BASES
TS 3.7.12 (Battery Cell Parameters) utilizes the limits on electrolyte level, flo
voltage, and specific gravity for the 230kV Switchyard batteries, the Vital & C
batteries, and the Keowee batteries. Float voltage is the voltage requir to be
continuously applied to the battery sufficient to maintain a constant te of charge. A
is provided in the
discussion of these batteries and their OPERABILITY requireme
Bases for TS 3.7.1 (AC Source - Operating), TS 3.7.9 (Vital C DC Sources and
Distribution - Operating), TS 3.7.10 (230kV Switchyard D Sources and
Distribution), TS 3.7.17 (Vital I&C DC Sources and Dis bution - Shutdown/High
Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory), and TS 3.7.18 (Vital C DC Sources and

BA KGROUND

*stribution

- Shutdown).

The li ts for the designated pilot cell's float v tage and specific gravity (greater than
or equal 2.13 volts and greater than or eq to a specific gravity of 1.200) is
capacity.
characteristi of a charged cell with adequ
The limits for eac connected cell's fl t voltage and specific gravity ensures the
ability of th battery.
OPERABILITY and
The specific gravity limits su e a manufacturer's recommended fully charged
nominal specific gravity of 1 0 corrected for electrolyte temperature and level in
accordance with Ref. 1.

The initial condi * ns of design basis transi nt and accident analyses in FSAR Chapter
alysis), assume all engineered safeguard
afeguards), and 15 (Safety
6, (Engineer
provide normal and emergency DC
systems are PERABLE. The DC power sys
power for mergency auxiliaries and for control d switching during all modes of
is consistent with the initial
operati . The OPERABILITY of the power sour
assu tions of the accident analyses and are based u n (1) maintaining DC power
so ces and associated distribution systems OPERABL during accident conditions,
an assumed loss of offsite power, and (3) a single fail e of one of the standby AC
sources.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSIS

By maintaining required DC sources OPERABLE, Battery Cell arameters are part of
the primary success path and function to mitigate a Design Basis ccident (DBA) or
transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission produ barrier. As
such, Battery Cell Parameters satisfy the requirements of selection cr erion 3 of the
NRC interim policy statement (Ref.3).
*continued)
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Added to Page B3.7-57

BACKGROUND

TS 3.7.10 (Battery Cell Parameters) delineates the
limits on electrolyte temperature, level, float
voltage, and specific gravity (or float current) for
the Keowee Hydro Unit 125VDC, 125 VDC Vital I&C, and
230 kV 125 VDC power source batteries. A discussion
of these batteries and their OPERABILITY requirements
is provided in the Bases for TS 3.7.1, "AC Sources
Operating" and TS 3.7.8, "DC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of accident and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter
15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safeguards systems are
OPERABLE. The 125 VDC Vital I&C electrical power
system provides normal and emergency DC electrical
power for the emergency auxiliaries, and control and
switching during all modes of operation.
Although the 230 kV Switchyard 125 VDC Power System
provides control power for circuit breaker operation
in the 230 kV switchyard as well as DC power for
degraded grid voltage protection circuits during all
modes of operation, no credit is taken for these
functions when the Unit(s) are not above COLD
SHUTDOWN.
Each Keowee Hydro Unit includes a 125 VDC power
source to supply power to DC auxiliary loads and the
Keowee Emergency Start circuits.
The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with
the initial assumptions of the accident analyses and
is based upon meeting the design basis of the unit.
This includes maintaining necessary DC sources
OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the event of:
a.

An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all
onsite AC power; and

b.

A worst-case single failure.

Battery cell parameters satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR
50.36 (Ref. 3).
TS

Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable
limits to ensure availability of the required DC
power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a
safe condition after a transient or a postulated
accident.
Electrolyte limits are conservatively

established, allowing continued DC electrical system
function even with Category A and B limits not met.
APPLICABILITY

The battery cell parameters are required solely for
the support of the associated DC electrical power
Therefore, battery cell parameters are only
sources.
required to be met when the DC power source is
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability
discussion in Bases for TS 3.7.1 and TS 3.7.8.

ACTIONS

The ACTIONS Table is modified by a NOTE which
indicates that separate Condition entry is allowed
for each battery. This is acceptable, since the
Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each DC source.
Complying with the Required Actions for one DC source
may allow for continued operation, and subsequent DC
source(s) are governed by separate Condition entry
and application of associated Required Actions.
A second NOTE states that TS 3.7.0 is not applicable.
This is acceptable since a battery remains OPERABLE
when one or more cells does not meet Category A or B
limits but continues to meet Category C limits.
Failure to meet Category C limits requires declaring
the associated battery inoperable. TS 3.7.0
requirements are applicable to the requirements of TS
3.7.8, "DC Sources - Operating" for an inoperable
battery.
A.1, A.2, and A.3
With one or more cells in one or more batteries not
within limits (i.e., Category A limits not met or
Category B limits not met or Category A and B limits
not met) but within the Category C limits specified
in Table 3.7.10-1 in the accompanying TS, the battery
is degraded but there is still sufficient capacity to
perform the intended function. Therefore, the
affected battery is not required to be considered
inoperable solely as a result of Category A or B
limits not met, and continued operation is permitted
for a limited period.
The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage
are required to be verified to meet the Category C
This
limits within 1 hour (Required Action A.1).
check will provide a quick indication of the status
One hour
of the remainder of the battery cells.

provides time to inspect the electrolyte level and to
confirm the float voltage of the pilot cells. One
hour is considered a reasonable amount of time to
perform the required verification. Verification that
the Category C limits are met (Required Action A.2)
provides assurance that during the time needed to
restore the parameters to the Category A and B
limits, the battery will still be capable of
performing its intended function. A period of
24 hours is allowed to complete the initial
verification because specific gravity measurements
Taking
must be obtained for each connected cell.
into consideration both the time required to perform
the required verification and the assurance that the
battery cell parameters are not severely degraded,
this time is considered reasonable. The verification
is repeated at 7 day intervals until the parameters
are restored to Category A and B limits. This
periodic verification is consistent with the normal
Frequency of pilot cell surveillances.
Continued operation is only permitted for 90 days
before battery cell parameters must be restored to
With the
within Category A and B limits.
consideration that, while battery capacity is
degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the
intended function and to allow time to fully restore
the battery cell parameters to normal limits, this
time is acceptable prior to declaring the battery
inoperable.
C.1
With the Required Action and associated Completion
Time of Condition A not met, or one or more batteries
with one or more battery cell parameters outside the
Category C limit for any connected cell, or with the
average electrolyte temperature of representative
cells falling below 60 0 F, sufficient capacity to
supply the maximum expected load requirement is not
assured and the corresponding DC electrical power
source must be declared inoperable immediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

UREN

SR 3.7.10.1

This surveillance verification that Category A
battery cell parameters are met is consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which recommends regular battery
inspections including voltage, specific gravity, and
electrolyte level of pilot cells.
SR

3.7.10.2

This surveillance verification that Category B
battery cell parameters are met is consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which recommends quarterly battery
inspections including voltage, specific gravity, and
electrolyte level.
SR

3.7.10.3

This surveillance verification that the average
temperature of representative cells (at least every
sixth connected cell) is > 60 0 F is consistent with a
recommendation of IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which states
that the temperature of electrolytes in
representative cells should be determined on a
Lower than normal temperatures act
quarterly basis.
to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. This
surveillance ensures that the operating temperatures
remain within an acceptable operating range. This
limit is based on plant specific calculations.
Table 3.7.10-1
This table delineates the limits on electrolyte
level, float voltage, and specific gravity for three
different categories. The meaning of each category
is discussed below.
Category A defines the normal parameter limit for
each designated pilot cell in each battery. The
cells selected as pilot cells are those whose
temperature, voltage and electrolyte specific gravity
are considered to approximate the state of charge of
the entire battery.
The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level
are based on manufacturer recommendations and are
consistent with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref. 4),
with the extra 1%4 inch allowance above the high water
level indication for operating margin to account for
In addition to this
temperatures and charge effects.

allowance, footnote (a) to Table 3.7.10-1 permits the
electrolyte level to be above the specified maximum
level during equalizing charge, provided it is not

overflowing.

These limits ensure that the plates

suffer no physical damage and that adequate electron
transfer capability is maintained in the event of
IEEE-450 (Ref. 4) recommends
transient conditions.
that electrolyte level readings should be made only
after the battery has been at float charge for at
least 72 hours.
The Category A limit specified for float voltage is
This value is based on a
> 2.13 V per cell.
recommendation of IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which states
that prolonged operation of cells < 2.13 V can reduce
the life expectancy of cells.
The Category A limit specified for specific gravity
for each pilot cell is > 1.200 (0.015 below the
manufacturer fully charged nominal specific gravity
or a battery charging current that had stabilized at
This value is characteristic of a
a low value).
charged cell with adequate capacity. According to
IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), the specific gravity readings are
based on a temperature of 77 0 F (25 0 C).
The specific gravity readings are corrected for
actual electrolyte temperature and level. For each
3 0 F (1.670C) above 77 0 F (250 C), 1 point (0.001) is
added to the reading; 1 point is subtracted for each
3 0 F below 77 0 F. The specific gravity of the
electrolyte in a cell increases with a loss of water
due to electrolysis or evaporation.
Category B defines the normal parameter limits for
The term "connected cell"
each connected cell.
excludes any battery cell that may be jumpered out.
The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level
and float voltage are the same as those specified for
Category A and have been discussed above. The
Category B limit specified for specific gravity for
each connected cell is the same as those specified
In
for Category A and has been discussed above.
addition to that limit, it is required that the
specific gravity for each connected cell must be no
less than 0.010 below the average of all connected
cells. These limits ensure that the effect of a
highly charged or new cell does not mask overall

degradation of the battery.

Category C defines the limits for each connected

cell.

These values, although reduced, provide

assurance that sufficient capacity exists to perform
the intended function and maintain a margin of
safety. When any battery parameter is outside the
Category C limits, the assurance of sufficient
capacity described above no longer exists and the
battery must be declared inoperable.
The Category C limits specified for electrolyte level
(above the top of the plates and not overflowing)
ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage and
maintain adequate electron transfer capability. The
Category C limits for float voltage is based on
IEEE-450 (Ref. 4), which states that a cell voltage
of 2.07 V or below, under float conditions and not
caused by elevated temperature of the cell, indicates
internal cell problems and may require cell
replacement.
The Category C limits of average specific gravity is
the same as those specified for Category A and has
been discussed above.
The footnotes to Table 3.7.10-1 are applicable to
Category A, B, and C specific gravity. Footnote (b)
to Table 3.7.10-1 requires the above mentioned
correction for electrolyte level and temperature,
with the exception that level correction is not
required when battery float current is < 2 amps on
float charge. This current provides, in general, an
indication of overall battery condition.
Because of specific gravity gradients that are
produced during the recharging process, delays of
several days may occur while waiting for the specific
gravity to stabilize. A stabilized charger current
is an acceptable alternative to specific gravity
measurement for determining the state of charge.
This phenomenon is discussed in IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).
Footnote (c) to Table 3.7.10-1 allows the float
(charger) current to be used as an alternate to
specific gravity for a maximum of 7 days following a
battery recharge. When battery float current is
verified in lieu of specific gravity requirements,
the specific gravity of each connected cell shall be
measured prior to expiration of the 7 day allowance.

REFERENCES

1.

FSAR, Chapter 6.

2.

FSAR, Chapter 15.

3.

10 CFR 50.36.

4.

IEEE-450-1995, Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large
Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations
and Substations.

5.

125VDC Vital I&C System DBD, OSS-0254.00-00
2006.

6.

230kV Switchyard 125VDC DBD, OSS-0254.00-00
2004.

Battery Cell Parame~pM

.

B 3. A)

BASES (continued)

B 3.
S 3.7.12 (Battery Cell Parameters), specifies the limits for the 230kV switchyar

TS

301

b eries, Instrumentation & Control (I&C) batteries, and Keowee batteries. V ifying
the ttery cells to be within the limits for the designated pilot cell and each nnected
cell, r ectively, define part of the OPERABILITY requirements for th batteries.
Other req ' ements for OPERABILITY are discussed below and in th ases for TS
3.7.1 (AC

rces

-

Operating) , TS 3.7.9 (Vital I&C DC Sources

d Distribution

Operating), TS .7.10 (230kV Switchyard DC Sources and Dis "ution), TS 3.7.17
(Vital I&C DC So ces and Distribution - Shutdown/High D ay Heat/Reduced
Inventory), and TS . .18 (Vital I&C DC Sources and Di

Each battery is capable o

erforming its intended

ibution - Shutdown).

ction with two cells jumpered.

APPLICABILITY

Battery Cell Parameters are requir to within limits when the associated DC
(Refer to APPLICABILITY discussion in the
sources are required to be OPERAB
ating), TS 3.7.9 (Vital I&C DC Sources and
Bases for TS 3.7.1 (AC Sources Distribution - Operating), TS 3. .10 (2 kV Switchyard DC Sources and
&C DC urces and Distribution - Shutdown/High
Distribution), TS 3.7.17 (Vi
Decay Heat/Low Inventory , and TS 3.7.1 (Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution
Shutdown).

ACTIONS

The pilot cells

e monitored closely as a measur of battery performance. Because

pilot cells lo more electrolyte than the other cells the designation of the pilot cell
should be tated among all cells in the battery. Th Completion Times are based on
engineer g judgment considering operating experienc and the time required to
compl e the Required Actions.
A
If the electrolyte level is below the top of the cell plates, the tire battery is
conservatively assumed to be inoperable, because the cell's dis arge capacity would
be reduced, and the plates may suffer permanent damage. The b ttery may be
restored to OPERABLE status by jumpering out the affected cell by restoring the
electrolyte level in accordance with the Required Actions of the ass iated DC
Source.
(continued)
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ACTI NS

B.1

(continu )

C3

If the float voltage of a battery cell is < 2.07 volts, the battery is assumed be
inoperable, because battery voltage may not be adequate to carry requir loads
during a DBA (Ref. 4). The battery may be restored to OPERABL tatus by

jumpering out the affected cell or by restoring the float voltage t

_ 2.07 volts in

accordance with the Required Actions of the associated DC So rce.
1
If th electrolyte temperature of a connected cell is < *F, the associated battery
must b declared inoperable and the Required Acti
of applicable specifications
taken as propriate. With temperature < 60"F e battery's capability may not be
sufficient meet the design basis load deman
D.1
The limits on electr yte level ensur no physical damage to the plates occurs and
adequate electron tr er capabili is maintained.
El
A float voltage limit of g ter an or equal to 2.13 volts will ensure the cell remains
fully charged with ad ate capa *ty.
F!

ended fully charged nominal specific
The specific g vity limits ensure a reco
gravity of I 00. Specific gravity must be rrected for electrolyte temperature and
level.

individual cell's specific gravity that is more than .010 below the average of all
ells is a possible indication of a deteriorating cell.
H.I

If more than 2 cells have been jumpered in a battery, the batte is assumed to be
inoperable, because the battery may not meet required load deman Appropriate
Required Actions are specified in the associated DC source TS.
If the appropriate parameters cannot be restored in accordance with the R uired
Actions, the associated battery is assumed to be inoperable. Appropriate R uired
Actions are specified in the associated DC source TS.
(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILL NCE
REQUIREM

SR 3.7.12.1

S
of
This Surveillance is consistent with the recommendations of paragraphs 3.3.1
Reference 1, 20.2.1 of Reference 4, and 7.4.1 of Reference 2. The refere es
indicate that the battery be demonstrated to meet limits on a regularly sc eduled
nterval.
R

7.12,2

The Su eillance is consistent with the recommendations of agraphs 3.3.1(6) of
Reference and 5.3.1(8) of Reference 5. A minimum sp ific gravity is established,
and checked n a regular basis, so that each battery cell ill have adequate power
reserves and v tage to perform it's intended function
SR 3.7,12.3
endations of paragraph 3.3.1(6) of
This Surveillance is co .stent with the reco
Reference 1. An adequat electrolyte 1ev ensures that there will be a proper
conductivity and capacity o e battery ell.
SR 3.7,12.4
This Surveillance is consisten ith th recommendations of paragraphs 20.2.1 of
A minimum voltage is established to ensure
Reference 4 and 3.3.2(4) of eference
adequate voltage is suppli to the resp ive DC loads.
SR 3.7.12.5
This Surveillance *s consistent with the recommen ations of paragraphs 3.3.2(1) of
Reference I an 5.3.1(8) of Reference 5. A minim m specific gravity is established
so that each b ery cell will have adequate power r rves and voltage to perform it's
intended dut
R

7.1

eillance is consistent with the recommendations of agraph 3.3.2(3) of
This
Ref ence I and the battery manufacturers. An adequate elec lyte level ensures that
th e will be a proper conductivity path and capacity of the batte cell.
SR 3,7. 12.7
This Surveillance is consistent with the recommendations of paragraph 3.2(5) of
Reference 1. The electrolyte must be maintained above a minimum temp ature for
the battery to deliver designed power. On the other hand, the electrolyte te perature
must be kept below a maximum temperature so that battery life is not unreaso ably
shortened.
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SURVEIL

NCE

REQUIREME
(continued)

S

SR 3.7,12.8
This Surveillance is consistent with the recommendations of paragraph 3.4 of
eference 1. A low out of average electrolyte specific gravity is an incation of a
ce ot maintaining proper charge.

7 o
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AC Sources - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory
B 3.7.13
3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.7. 3

AC Sources - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory

BASES
BACKGROU

During shutdown conditions, the AC Sources are required to supply po r for
equipment necessary to maintain core decay heat removal (DHR). S tdown
maintenance and testing activities should be performed in a manne that minimizes the
is high, the risk of
risk of losing power to the DHR system. When core decay h
values were low.
heat
y
d
if
than
is
higher
event
DHR
of
loss
a
during
re damage
uring this period,
. is because less time is available to reestablish DHR.
m ' enance and testing activities should be carefully e uated for the potential
effects n the DHR system. Also, additional AC po er sources and alignment
capabili to the main feeder buses (MFBs) shoul e maintained available. This
undancy provides "defense in dep " and help minimize the chance of a
additional
sustained (gr ter than 15 minutes) loss of D R due to loss of electrical power.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

Loss of DHR scenar s are not add sed in the FSAR. In response to Generic Letter
analyses for loss of DHR events. These analyses
(GL) 88-17, Duke Po r perfo
estimate the time to core boiling,
conservatively
to
valu
hea
decay
bounding
used
(RCS) inventory values.
initial
of
a
function
as
ge
d
core
and
core uncovery,
conditions that would exist
with
consistent
which are
Other assumptions were m
prior to entering a reduc inv tory mode of operation (RCS vented to reactor
building and RCS temp rature I that 140*F). Additional analyses have been
performed that provi the time to oil based on various temperatures < 140*F.
AC Sources - Shutdown/High Decay
The more restrict* e requirements of
Heat/Reduced I ventory TS shall be met hen in COLD SHUTDOWN or
REFUELING HUTDOWN and the RCS ventory and core decay heat values are
such that th core would become uncovered less than 2.5 hours for a loss of DHR
s transition point is a calculated valu which uses actual RCS inventory and
event.
time aft shutdown as the invoking parameters.
The ime of 2.5 hours to core uncovery has been chos as the point where additional
r undancy is or is not required of the Electrical Power stem. For conditions
here greater than 2.5 hours are available prior to core un very, adequate time is
available for plant personnel to restore electrical power. Als plant emergency
response personnel would have sufficient time to support the no al shift operating
personnel in restoring core cooling. For conditions where less th 2.5 hours are
should prevent
available to core uncovery, the requirements for additional redund
any extended loss of DHR due to loss of the Electrical Power System.
(continued
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SES (continued)

APP CABLE

The 2.5 hour time is derived from NRC GL 88-17, which recommends

SAFE
ANALY S
(continued)

this guideline for plants of Oconee's configuration, for establishing con inment
closure after a loss of DHR event. GL88-17 intends that closure be es blished prior
to making a release associated with core damage. Duke's conservat* e prediction of
the time to "core uncovery," in regard to these shutdown require ents, is such that
additional margin/time exists until the time of actual core unco ery and the subsequent
time at which core damage and the associated release of radi active material would
ical systems provide the
occur. Therefore, these shutdown requirements for the el
capability of establishing containment closure prior to an large release due to a loss
DHR caused by a loss of power, in a manner simil to that recommended in GL
8 7. The 2.5 hour time to core uncovery is also a gical point at which to apply
addi 'onal restrictions which reduce the probability f a loss of power, analogous to
the r ced inventory point at which additional r trictions are imposed through
Duke's mmitments to GL88-17.
A loss of in entory event is not expected occur coincident with a loss of electrical
power to the HR systems. With no fue in the core, this specification does not
apply.
Although AC Sou es - Shutdown/H h Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory does not meet
the selection criteria f Reference 1 it has been included to support the NRC interim
R.
policy statement requi ment for

One of the five available A ources shall be energized and supplying power to both
MFBs. Also, two additio so rces shall be available such that in the event the AC
Source energizing the M s is lo , one of these additional sources can be used to re
energize the MFBs eith r automatic ly or by Operator action from the Control Room.
AC Sources t the MFBs and therefore the DHR trains. In
This ensures redund
addition, this ensur that at least one o the AC sources will be capable of receiving
power from an em gency power path.

TS

For the purpos of providing power to the
there are five vailable transformers for each
1)
2)
3)
4)

s) during shutdown (SD) conditions
nee Unit. These are:

B kcharged through the Main Step-up Tr former (1T,2T,3T)
p Transformer powered from the 230k switchyard (SY) and Keowee
Overhead (CT-1,CT-2,CT-3)
Keowee Underground through CT-4 and the stan y (STBY) Buses
Lee or Central Switchyard through CT-5 and the S Y Buses
230kV SY and
Alternate Unit's Startup Transformer powered from
Keowee Overhead (CT-1, CT-2, CT-3)

For the Main Step-up Transformer to be considered a source, it mu

be energized

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

TS

and connected to the associated unit's MFBs through both N breakers. Since the

ntinued)

Main Step-up Transformer is energized from the system grid, the three underv tage
sensing circuits (27N) must be OPERABLE for this source to be consider
OPERABLE. This ensures equipment important to shutdown cooling is otected
r cannot be
from undervoltage conditions. Note, that the Main Step-up Transfo
considered an OPERABLE source unless it is connected to the MF because
y postulated loss
protective relaying will not allow closure of the N breakers for
f power events.
For e Startup Transformer to be considered a source it ust be energized or capable
of bei energized from the switchyard and from the o rhead onsite emergency
power p th either automatically or by Operator actio from the Control Room. Also,
both E br ers must be OPERABLE and capable f supplying power from the
Startup Tr former to both MFBs. This impli that no protective relay lockouts or
m closing from the Control Room.
inhibits are pr ent to prevent the E breakers
from the system grid. For
e
energized
will
Transformer
Startup
cases,
In most
undervoltage sensin circuits (27E) must be OPERABLE for this
this reason, the th
source to be consid ed OPERABLE.
For the CT-4 transform r to be co dered a source, a Keowee unit must be connected
LE. Both SK breakers, both STBY Buses, and
to the underground and b OPE
both S breakers must be ei er tomatically OPERABLE or capable of being closed
and energized by Operator a ' n from the Control Room. Implied in this is that no
protective relay lockouts or ' 'bits are present to prevent the connection of this
source to the MFBs from e C trol Room.
For the CT-5 transfor er to be co idered a source it must be energized from either
, both SL breakers, both STBY Buses, and
Lee Steam Station or entral SY.
connect the source to both MFBs from the
be
OPERABLE
t
m
breakers
S
both
protective relay lockouts or inhibits are
n
plied in this is that
Control Room.
present to prev t the connection of this s urce to the MFBs from the Control Room.
be considered a source, it must be
For the alte ate Unit's Startup Transformer
capable of eceiving power from the grid and e overhead onsite power source
aligned the affected unit such that all operatio necessary to connect to and
energiz the affected unit's MFB(s) can be perfo ed from the Control Rooms. Also,
Bs. Implied in this is that no
both breakers must be available to energize the
nt the connection of this
pre
to
present
are
inhibits
or
pro tive relay lockouts
s rce to the MFBs from the Control Room.

Entry into the conditions for which this specification applies is fined by those
ters which would
combinations of decay heat level, RCS inventory, and other par
cause core uncovery to occur within 2.5 hours of a loss of power the DHR system,
assuming no operator action. These combinations of parameters are

APPLICABIL

(1op6insd

*
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P-I

ee-4

3.7.13

(continued)

AP ICABILITY
(contin )

conservatively described in the Selected Licensee Commitment Manual w
implement the requirements of this specification. Because of the comp
interrelationship of the defining parameters, and because a variety o perating
conditions may arise which require reevaluation of the time to co uncovery, changes
performed in
to the procedural guidelines for determining applicability may
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
N are addressed in the Bases
AC source requirements when above COLD SHUTD
for TS 3.7.1 (AC Sources - Operating). AC sourc requirements when in COLD
> 2.5 hours are available prior to
UTDOWN or REFUELING SHUTDOWN
3.7.14( AC Sources - Shutdown).
co uncovery are addressed in the Bases for

ACTIONS

A.1I

In the event e AC Source wh* had been energizing the MFB is lost, action should
iately to r re power to both MFBs. The Completion Time of
be initiated i
"Immediately" i lies that e Required Action should pursued without delay and in a
controlled manner. For ample, if the transformer supplying the MFBs is
e-planned tests or maintenance, use of the procedures which
deenergized as part
Bs to be automatically re-energized is considered to satisfy
permit waiting for th
e of the two backup sources is expected to be able to re
the Completion T .
energize the MFB ) with' 15 minutes. This ensures that there will be no extended
loss of DHR.
B.i
sources were lost, activities should begin
In the eve t one or both of the bac
backup sources. Six hours provides
'both
resto
to
time
of
within a hort period
adequ e time to operate disconnects, r ' ove links, etc., in order to establish a
source in a timely but controlled anner using plant procedures. The
bac
source is energizing the MFBs and
Co pletion Time is acceptable since the pri
failures.
of
additional
re is a low likelihood

ot be restored, then the
If events occur where adequate sources of AC power
to core uncovery for a
pri
available
are
hours
2.5
RCS should be filled such that
loss of DHR event. One hour provides the necessary time order begin closing RCS
openings, performing valve lineups, etc., in order to make RC inventory additions in
a controlled manner. Action must continue until at least 2.5 hou would be available
in the event of a loss of power for DHR or equipment required by is TS is restored.
ntinued)
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BAES (continued)
SURVEIL NCE
REQUIREM
S

SR 3.7.13.1
om the control
This SR ensures two backup transformers are capable of manuall
by checking
5
minutes
room) or automatically supplying power to both MFBs withi
Itage on required transformers and control power indi ions on required breakers.
ackup transformers. For
Thi R does not require an actual physical test of
may be taken for SRs
credit
able,
av
automatically
are
which
backup ansformers
Sensing
Voltage
L automatic transfer), and SR . .4.1 (EPSL
3.7.1.8
T). The 12 hour frequ cy takes into account the redundant
CHANNEL
and control room indications which will alert
e rgized transfo
the
of
capability
malfuncti
syste
to
the operator
SR 3.7.13.2
source energizing the main feeder buses is
This surveillance rifies that the
ircuit breakers closed and the buses
requir
the
functioning pr erly, with
e 7 day frequency takes it account the redundant capability of the AC
energized.
sources d other indications available in the ntrol room that will alert the operator
to s tem malfunctions.

.
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B 3.7.14

3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.7.1

AC Sources - Shutdown

BASES
BACKGROUND

er for
During shutdown conditions the AC Sources are required to supply
equipment necessary to maintain core decay heat removal. Shutd n maintenance
izes the risk of
and testing activities should be performed in a manner that mi
is low, the risk of
heat
dec
core
When
sing power to shutdown cooling systems.
co damage during a loss of DHR event is reduced bec se more time is available
for p t personnel to restore core cooling. It is duri this period that major
mainten ce of the electrical systems should be pe rmed. An AC Source to the
ling equipment should always be intained, but excessive redundancy
shutdown
is not requir

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

Loss of DHR scenari are not addr sed in the FSAR. In response to Generic Letter
analyses for loss of DHR events. These analyses
(GL) 88-17, Duke Pow perfo
used bounding decay heat alu to conservatively estimate the time to core boiling,
e as a function of initial (RCS) inventory values.
core uncovery, and core d
Other assumptions were m e hich are consistent with conditions that would exist
prior to entering a reduc inve ry mode of operation (RCS vented to reactor
building and RCS temp ature less at 140*F).
3.7.13 (AC Sources - Shutdown/High Decay
The more restrictiv requirements of
Heat/Reduced Inv tory) shall be met wh in COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUELING
e decay heat values are such that the
SHUTDOWN d the RCS inventory and
core would b me uncovered in less than 2. ours for a loss of DHR event. This
al RCS inventory and time after
transition p nt is a calculated value which uses
the invoking parameters.
shutdow
The *me of 2.5 hours to core uncovery has been chose as the point where additional
r ndancy is or is not required of the Electrical Power S tem. For conditions
here greater than 2.5 hours are available prior to core un ery, adequate time is
available for plant personnel to restore electrical power. Also, lant emergency
shift operating
response personnel would have sufficient time to support the no
personnel in restoring core cooling. For conditions where less than .5 hours are
available to core uncovery, the requirements for additional redundanc should prevent
any extended loss of DHR due to loss of the Electrical Power System.
(c3ntinued)
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Shutdown
B 3.7.14

BASES (continued)

AP

ICABLE

SAFE
ANALY S
(continued)

The 2.5 hour time is derived from NRC GL 88-17, which recommends
this guideline for plants of Oconee's configuration, for establishing con
/
closure after a loss of DHR event. GL88-17 intends that closure be estab shed prior
to making a release associated with core damage. Duke's conservative rediction of
is such that
urts,
the time to "core uncovery," in regard to these shutdown requie
the
and
ver
un
core
actual
of
additional margin and time exists until the time
radioactive
of
e
rel
subsequent time at which core damage and the associated
ts for the electrical
aterial would occur. Therefore, these shutdown require
prior to any large
closure
containme
establishing
of
capability
the
provide
s tems
similarto that
inamanner
,
ofpow
loss
a
by
caused
rel edue to a loss of DHR
a logical point
also
is
e
uncovery
to
ended in GL 88-17. The 2.5 hour time
reco
at which apply additional restrictions which r ce the probability of a loss of
t which additional restrictions are
ous to the reduced inventory po
power, an
imposed throu hDuke s commitments to G 8-17.
vent is not expect to occur coincident with a loss of electrical
A loss of invento
power to the DHR sy ems. With no el in the core, this specification does not
apply.
Although AC Sources - Shut o does not meet the selection criteria of Reference 1,
e NRC interim policy statement requirement for
it has been included to suppo
DHR.

One of the five avail le AC Sources shal be energized and supplying power to at
r bus (MFB). In additi , at least one additional source shall be
least one main f
available such th in the event the source ene izing the MFB(s) is lost, this
additional sour can be used to reenergize at I t one MFB either automatically or
by Operator tion within 15 minutes from the Co ol Room. This ensures a
source to the operating DHR train.
redundant

TS

For the rposes of providing power to the MFBs durn hutdown (S/D) conditions
there e five available transformers for each Oconee Unit. These are:
1)
3)
4)
5)

Backcharged through the Main Step-up Transformer (1 2T, 3T)
Startup Transformer powered from the 230kV switchyard Y) or Keowee
Overhead (CT-1, CT-2, CT-3)
Keowee Underground through CT-4 and the standby (STBY) ses
Lee or Central SY through CT-5 and the STBY Buses
Alternate Unit's Startup Transformer

For the Main Step-up Transformer to be considered a source, it must be energ ed
(continued)
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-De-IdC 2 2_B

TS (c

tinued)

and connected to at least one OPERABLE MFB through an OPERABLE N break.
Since the Main Step-up Transformer is energized from the system grid, theth
undervoltage sensing circuits (27N) must be OPERABLE for this source to e
considered OPERABLE. This ensures equipment important to shutdow cooling is

ransfor
Step-p
Main
the
that
Note
conditions.
undervoltage
from
protected
cannot be considered an OPERABLE source unless it is connected d energizing at
least one MFB because protective relaying will not allow closur of the N breakers
for many postulated loss of power events.

Fo the Startup Transformer to be considered a source i ust be energized or capable
of bei g energized from the SY or a Keowee Unit ei r automatically or by Operator
reaker must be OPERABLE
action om the Control Room. Also, at least one
capable o supplying power from the startup trans rmer to at least one MFB. This
implies tha o protective relay lockouts or inhi its are present to prevent the E
breaker(s) fro being closed from the Contr Room. In most cases, the Startup
Transformer wi be energized from the sy em grid. For this reason, the three
undervoltage sens g circuits (27E) must e OPERABLE for this source to be
considered OPERA E.
For the CT-4 transforme to be co idered a source, a Keowee unit must be connected
LE. At least one SK breaker, STBY Bus, and S
to the underground and be PE
breaker must be either auto ti ally OPERABLE or capable of being closed and/or
energized by Operator actio

mn the Control Room. The minimum required S

breaker must be capable ofeing igned to an OPERABLE MFB. Implied in this is
inhibits of
the connection
lou
are present to prevent
or
that no protective relay I
this source to at least oe MFB from e Control Room.
For CT-5 transform r to be considered a ource it must be energized from either Lee
one SL breaker, STBY Bus, and S
Steam Station or ntral SY. Also, at I
breaker must be PERABLE to connect the s urce to an OPERABLE MFB from the
Control Room. Implied in this is that no prot ve relay lockouts or inhibits are
Control
present to pr ent the connection of this source to t least one MFB from the
Room.

For the terate Unit's Startup Transformer to be cons ered a source, it must be
to connect to and
align to the affected unit such that all operations necess
ener ize the affected unit's MFB(s) can be performed from

e Control Rooms. Also,

t one E breaker is available to energize a MFB. Impli in this is that no
at
ection of this
otective relay lockouts or inhibits are present to prevent the
ource to at least one MFB from the Control Room.

Due to the availability of more time to respond to a loss of power eve t, the EPSL
at
specifications (TS 3.7.4, TS 3.7.5, TS 3.7.6, and TS 3.7.7) are not app *cable
EPSL
of
its
circ
COLD SHUTDOWN. However, as mentioned above, the automatic
inhibit
cannot be allowed to prevent (inhibit) a source from energizing a MFB. If
or lockout is present
then the source shall
be considered inoperable.
cnl

(conti ed)
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B 3.7.14

ASES continued)
APP

CABILITY

Entry into the conditions for which this specification applies is defined by se
ich would
combinations of decay heat level, RCS inventory, and other parameters
assure that core uncovery would not occur within 2.5 hours of a loss power to the
DHR system, assuming no operator action. These combinations o arameters are
conservatively described in operating procedures which implem t the requirements of
this specification. Because of the complex interrelationship o the defining
y arise which require
parameters, and because a variety of operating conditions
guidelines for
rocedural
th
to
changes
uncovery,
core
eevaluation of the time to
50.59.
CFR
10
with
ce
accord
d ermining applicability may be performed in
OWN are addressed in the Bases
AC so rce requirements when above COLD SHU
when in COLD
requirements
ce
so
AC
Operating).
for TS .7.1 (AC Sources
available prior to
are
hours
2.5
5
and
SHUTDO N or REFUELING SHUTDOW
Sources
(AC
core uncove are addressed in the Bases fo TS 3.7.13
Shutdown/Hig Decay Heat/Reduced Inve tory).

ACTIONS

A.
In the event the AC sourc whi had been energizing the MFB is lost, REFUELING
ed since subsequent loss of the backup source could
OPERATIONS must be sus
prevent response to postulat events. Suspension of REFUELING OPERATIONS
shall not preclude completi o actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
A.2
In the event the AC urce which had een energizing the MFB is lost, action should
be initiated immedi ely to restore power both MFBs. The Completion Time of
"Immediately" i lies that the Required A ion should pursued without delay and in a
r. For example, if the trans rmer supplying the MFBs is
controlled m
deenergized part of pre-planned tests or ma' enance, use of the procedures which
permit wait g for the MFBs to be automatically -energized is considered to satisfy
the Comp tion Time. The backup source is exp ed to be able to reenergize the
MFB(s) ithin 15 minutes. This ensures that there w I be no extended loss of DHR.
The d nergizing of the MFBs may be a planned test or volution.
B
S must be
In the event the backup source is lost, REFUELING OPERATI
suspended since subsequent loss of the source energizing the MFB uld prevent
response to postulated events. Suspension of REFUELING OPERA ONS shall not
preclude completion of actions to establish a safe conservative condition
n insed
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ES (continued)

ACTIO S
(continu

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

B.2
In the event the backup source was lost, activities should begin within a ort period
of time to restore the backup source. Twelve hours provides adequate ime to operate
disconnects, remove links, etc., in order to establish a backup sour in a timely but
controlled manner using plant procedures. The Completion Tim is acceptable since
e primary source is energizing the MFBs and there is a low ' elihood of additional
fa* ures.

SR 3.7.14,
This SR ensur one backup transformer is c able of manually (from the control
room) or automati ly supplying power t one MFB within 15 minutes. This SR
does not require an tual physical test the backup transformer. For backup
transformers which ar utomatically vailable, credit may be taken for SRs 3.7.1.8
(EPSL automatic transfe and 3.7 .1 (EPSL Voltage Sensing CHANNEL TEST).
The 12 hour frequency tak int account the redundant capability of the energized
transformer and control room dications which will alert the operator to system
malfunctions.
SR 3.7 14.2
This surveillanc erifies that the AC so ce energizing the MFB is functioning
e required circuit breakers losed and the buses energized. The 7
properly, wi
day freque y takes into account the redundan capability of the AC sources and other
available in the control room that wil ert the operator to system
indicati
mal ctions.

REFERENCES
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3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.7.1

AC Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory

BASES

The AC Distribution System is comprised of two Main Feeder Buses (MF ) and the
three 4kV Switchgear Buses (TC, TD, TE). The system is arranged su that each
4kV Switchgear Bus can receive power from either of the two MFB Each MFB,
hich is capable of supplying the entire unit power needs, can r ive power from the
un' normal auxiliary transformer, startup transformer and one the standby buses.

BACKGROUND

Durin COLD SHUTDOWN conditions, the main functio of the distribution system
is to su ly power to the Decay Heat Removal (DHR) stem. Also, battery chargers
which sup ly instrumentation and control buses need to monitor core cooling and
to be energized. Only one MFB an 4kV Switchgear Bus is necessary
reactivity n
to operate on train of DHR. However, during p riods of high decay heat and
uired. This requires two
reduced invento an additional DHR pump is
MFB can power both
one
h
tho
Even
energized.
be
Buses
Switchgear
During periods of high decay
ndancy.
r
for
Switchgear Buses, th are required
heat, testing or maint ance on the AC D' tribution System should be minimized.
This specification ensur diverse powe paths to the DHR pumps are available.

Loss of DHR scenarios are not dressed in the FSAR. In response to Generic Letter
analyses for loss of DHR events. These analyses
(GL) 88-17, Duke Power perf
used bounding decay heat val es to conservatively estimate the time to core boiling,
core uncovery, and core d age as a nction of initial (RCS) inventory values.
consistent with conditions that would exist
Other assumptions were de which
inventory mo of operation (RCS vented to reactor
prior to entering a redu
).
building and RCS te erature less that I

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The more restricti e requirements of the AC Di ibution - Shutdown/High Decay
Heat/Reduced ventory TS shall be met when in OLD SHUTDOWN or
HUTDOWN and the RCS inventory d core decay heat values are
REFUELIN
core would become uncovered in less th 2.5 hours for a loss of DHR
such that
is transition point is a calculated value which es actual RCS inventory and
event.
time er shutdown as the invoking parameters.
e time of 2.5 hours to core uncovery has been chosen as the oint where additional
redundancy is or is not required of the Electrical Power System. or conditions
where greater than 2.5 hours are available prior to core uncovery, a equate time is
available for plant personnel to restore electrical power. Also, plant e ergency
response personnel would have sufficient time to support the normal shi operating
personnel in restoring core cooling. For conditions where less than 2.5 h rs are
available to core uncovery, the requirements for additional redundancy shou prevent
any extended loss of DHR due to loss of the Electrical Power System.
(continued)
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APPL

ABLE

ANALYS
(continued)

The 2.5 hour time is derived from NRC GL 88-17, which recommends
this guideline for plants of Oconee's configuration, for establishing containme
prior
closure after a loss of DHR event. GL88-17 intends that closure be establis
to making a release associated with core damage. Duke's conservative pr iction of
the time to "core uncovery," in regard to these shutdown requirements s such that
and the
additional margin and time exists until the time of actual core uncov
o
radioactive
release
subsequent time at which core damage and the associated
aterial would occur. Therefore, these shutdown requirements r the electrical
s tems provide the capability of establishing containment clos re prior to any large
anner similar to that
rel e due to a loss of DHR caused by a loss of power, in
ery
is also a logical point
ended in GL 88-17. The 2.5 hour time to core un
reco
at which o apply additional restrictions which reduce the robability of a loss of
power, an gous to the reduced inventory point at whi additional restrictions are
imposed thro h Duke's commitments to GL88-17.
A loss of invento event is not expected to occur incident with a loss of electrical
power to the DHR stems. With no fuel in th core, this specification does not
apply.
Although AC Distributio - Shutdown/Hig Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory does not
meet the selection criteria Reference 1, it has been included to support the NRC
interim policy statement req i ement for HR.

TS

c MFB shall be connected to at least two of the
Both MFBs shall be energized.
three 4kV Switchgear Buses (T TD, TE). Implied in this specification is that the
three OPERABLE 4kV Switch ear Bus are capable of powering pumps and other
necessary support equipment ensure tw trains of DHR are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY

Entry into the conditio

for which this specificat n applies is defined by those

other parameters which would
combinations of deca heat level, RCS inventory,
cause core uncove to occur within 2.5 hours of a lo of power to the DHR system,
assuming no ope tor action. These combinations of p ameters are conservatively

described in op rating procedures which implement the r uirements of this
defining parameters,
specification Because of the complex interrelationship of
and becau a variety of operating conditions may arise which equire reevaluation of
the time o core uncovery, changes to the procedural guidelines or determining
applic ility may be performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
distribution requirements when above COLD SHUTDOWN are a ressed in the
ases for TS 3.7.2 (AC Distribution - Operating). AC distribution requ ements
when in COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUELING SHUTDOWN and > 2. ours are
available prior to core uncovery are addressed in the Bases for TS 3.7.16 (
Distribution - Shutdown).

(continued)
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ASES (continued)

A.1

AC ONS

In the event one of the two MFBs becomes inoperable, then 24 hours is allo ed to
return the inoperable MFB to OPERABLE status. This time is justified si ce the loss
inoperable.
of one MFB does not cause either of the required DHR trains to beco
Since a failure of the remaining MFB will probably result in a loss DHR, the time
allowed in this action statement is limited to 24 hours.
.1I
In e event one Switchgear Bus is lost, then 24 hours ' allowed to restore the
Switc ear Bus. The 24 hour Completion Time is b ed on engineering judgement
uired Action and the availability
taking i consideration the time to complete the
of the two emaining Switchgears.

In the event A.1 o .1 cannot be met wi in the required Completion Time, then the
RCS should be filled uch that 2.5 ho s are available prior to core uncovery for a
loss of DHR event. Th I hour limi provides the necessary time in order begin
closing RCS openings, pe orming alve lineups, etc. in order to make RCS inventory
additions in a controlled m er. Action must continue until at least 2.5 hours would
be available in the event of a s of power for DHR or equipment required by this
TS is restored.
D.
In the event both M s are inoperable, a ion should be initiated immediately to
restore at least on MFB to OPERABLE s s. One MFB can supply adequate
power to both tr ins of DHR. The Completi Time of "Immediately" implies that
the Required ction should pursued without de and in a controlled manner. For
example, if o MFBs are inoperable as part of p -planned tests or maintenance, use
of the pro edures which permit waiting for the MF to be automatically restored is
to satisfy the Completion Time.
conside
El
the event two or more Switchgear Buses are lost, then in m st cases, DHR will be
lost. Action should be initiated immediately to restore at least o e Switchgear Bus
and restore DHR. The Completion Time of "Immediately" impli that the Required
Action should pursued without delay and in a controlled manner. F example, if two
or more 4160V switchgear buses are inoperable as part of pre-planned ests or
maintenance, use of the procedures which permit waiting for the buses t be
automatically restored is considered to satisfy the Completion Time.

(continued)
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ICE
SURVEILL
REQUIREME

SR 3.7.15.1

REFERENCES

1.

.15

switchgear buses by checking
is SR ensures that two MFBs are energizing two
tage and breaker position indication t e required 4kV switchgears. This
MF
SR does not uire an actual physical t . The 12 hour frequency takes into account
ed MFBs and 4kV switchgear buses and control
the redundant cap ility of the ene
the operator to system malfunctions.
room indications whi will
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AC Distribution - Shutdown

BASES
BACKGROUND

The AC Distribution System is comprised of two Main Feeder Buses (M s) and the
ee 4160 Switchgear Buses (TC, TD, TE). The system is arranged ch that each
41 Switchgear Bus can receive power from either of the two MFB . Each MFB,
which .s capable of supplying the entire unit power needs, can rec wye power from the
unit no al auxiliary transformer, startup transformer and one the standby buses.
SHUTDOWN conditions, the main function f the distribution system
During CO
is to supply p er to the Decay Heat Removal (DHR) S tem. Also, battery chargers
mentation and control buses needed o monitor core cooling and
which supply i
energized. Only one MFB and 160 Switchgear Bus is necessary
reactivity need to
to operate one train DHR. However, it is not p dent to have two 4160
Switchgear Buses inop able. So, for planned ev utions, only one 4160 Switchgear
Bus should be inoperabl at one time.
During periods of low deca eat, there is fficient time to recover from a loss of
DHR event. Therefore, this i when shu own maintenance should be performed on
components of the AC Distribut n Syst . If a loss of DHR occurs due to a loss of
the OPERABLE components of th A Distribution System, time would be available
to repair or restore the AC Distribu 'on System or provide alternate means of core
cooling.

FSAR. In response to Generic Letter
not addressed in
Loss of DHR scenarios
GL 88-17, Duke Pow performed analyses for ss of DHR events. These analyses
used bounding deca eat values to conservatively timate the time to core boiling,
core damage as a function of ini ial RCS inventory values. Other
core uncovery,
assumptions we made which are consistent with con 'tions that would exist prior to
entering a r ced inventory mode of operation (RCS ve ted to reactor building and
RCS tem rature less that 140*F).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The ore restrictive requirements of TS 3.7.13 (AC Sources - hutdown/High Decay
t/Reduced Inventory) shall be met when in COLD SHUTDO N or REFUELING
such that the
HUTDOWN and the RCS inventory and core decay heat values
event. This
D
of
loss
a
for
hours
2.5
than
core would become uncovered in less
time after
inventory
RCS
transition point is a calculated value which uses actual
shutdown as the invoking parameters.
itional
The time of 2.5 hours to core uncovery has been chosen as the point where
conditions
For
System.
Power
redundancy is or is not required of the Electrical
(continued)
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DJ
1ASES Icontinuedl

where greater than 2.5 hours are available prior to core uncovery, adequate time is

ICABLE

AP

available for plant personnel to restore electrical power. Also, plant emergency
response personnel would have sufficient time to support the normal shift oper ing
personnel in restoring core cooling. For conditions where less than 2.5 hou are
available to core uncovery, the requirements for additional redundancy sh Id prevent
any extended loss of DHR due to loss of the Electrical Power System.

SAF
ANAL ES
(continu

The 2.5 hour time is derived from NRC GL 88-17, which recomm ds this guideline
a loss
for plants of Oconee's configuration, for establishing containmen closure after
of DHR event. GL88-17 intends that closure be established pri to making a release
sociated with core damage. Duke's conservative prediction f the time to "core
that additional margin
u covery," in regard to these shutdown requirements, is s
an time exists until the time of actual core uncovery an the subsequent time at
whic core damage and the associated release of radio tive material would occur.
Theref e, these shutdown requirements for the elec ical systems provide the
capabilit of establishing containment closure prio o any large release due to a loss
of DHR ca sed by a loss of power, in a manner imilar to that recommended in GL
88-17. The 5 hour time to core uncovery is so a logical point at which to apply
additional res *ctions which reduce the prob ility of a loss of power, analogous to
the reduced inve tory point at which addit' nal restrictions are imposed through
Duke's commitme ts to GL88-17.
A loss of inventory ev t is not exp ed to occur coincident with a loss of electrical
not
power to the DHR syste . With o fuel in the core, this specification does
apply.
tdown does not meet the selection criteria of
Although AC Distribution to support the NRC interim policy statement
ud
i
Reference 1, it has been
requirement for DHR.

One of the two a ailable MFBs shall be ene
Switchgear Bu.

TS

APPLICABILITY

c

U

ized and connected to at least two 4160

nto the conditions for which this specification ap ies is defined by those
En
co inations of decay heat level, RCS inventory, and oth parameters which would
sure that core uncovery would not occur within 2.5 hours a loss of power to the
DHR system, assuming no operator action. These combinatio of parameters are
conservatively described in operating procedures which impleme the requirements of
ming
this specification. Because of the complex interrelationship of the
parameters, and because a variety of operating conditions may arise w ch require
reevaluation of the time to core uncovery, changes to the procedural gui lines for
determining applicability may be performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50. 9n
tinu e d )

13-n
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BASES (continued)

AC distribution requirements when above COLD SHUTDOWN are addr sed in the

APPL ABILITY
(continu

Bases for TS 3.7.2 (AC Distribution - Operating). AC distribution re irements
2.5 hours are
when in COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUELING SHUTDOWN and
(AC
.7.15
TS
available prior to core uncovery are addressed in the Bases for
Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory).

ACTIONS

A. 1
In the ev t both MFBs are inoperable, REFUELI G OPERATIONS must be
ce response to postulated events co d be prevented. Suspension of
suspended
REFUELIN OPERATIONS shall not preclu completion of actions to establish a
safe conservati condition.
A.2
In the event both MFBs ecome dee ergized action should be initiated immediately to
restore at least one MFB t OPE BLE status. In this case, deenergizing both MFBs
may be a planned test or evo ti n. The Completion Time of "Immediately" implies
ursued without delay and in a controlled manner.
that the Required Action shou
plying the MFBs is deenergized as part of pre
For example, if the transfo er
the procedures which permit waiting for the
o
use
e,
planned tests or mainten
MFBs to be automatical re-energiz is considered to satisfy the Completion Time.
Bl
In the event th only one 4160 Switchgear Bu is OPERABLE, then 24 hours is
allowed to r ore a second 4160 Switchgear Bu Since only one 4160 Switchgear
Bus is req 'red for the DHR System, this allows a uate time at minimal risk to
repair o restore a second 4160 Switchgear Buses to PERABLE status.

n the event all 4160 switchgears are lost, REFUELING OPE TIONS must be
suspended since response to postulated events could be prevent . Suspension of
REFUELING OPERATIONS shall not preclude completion of actio to establish a
safe conservative condition.
continued)
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(continued)
C.2

ACTIONS

(contnued)In the event all 4160 Switchgear Buses are lost, then most likely c e DHR capability

has been lost. Action should be initiated immediately to restor ne 4160 Switchgear
s and restore the DHR system. The Completion Time o mmediately" implies
in a controlled manner.
that e Required Action should pursued without delay
le, if all 4160V Switchgear Buses are lost part of pre-planned tests or
For ex
maintenan use of the procedures which permit aiting for the buses to be
tored is considered to satisfy e Completion Time.
automatically

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.16.1

REFERENCES

1.

B is ergizing two 4160V switchgear buses. This SR
This SR ensures that one
The 12 hour frequency takes into account the
does not require an ac al physical t
redundant capabili of the energized 41 V switchgear buses and control room
indications wh' will alert the operator to tem malfunctions.

52FR3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Techni Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6, 87.
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.7 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
B 3.7.17

Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown/High Decav Heat/Red

/edInventory

BASES

BACKGROUND

The 125VDC Vital Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Sy em consists of 125VDC
battery sources and a distribution system as described be w. It provides control
p wer for the Electrical Power System. It provides b motive and control power to
sel ted safety-related and non-safety equipment. It ' designed to have sufficient
indep dence and redundancy to perform its functi ns. During Shutdown High Decay
Heat/R uced Inventory conditions, the basic fu ion of the 125VDC Vital I&C
System is provide control power for breake and instrumentation necessary to
R) OPERABLE.
maintain tw trains of decay heat removal
Sources:
For each unit, two i dependent and ph ically separated 125VDC batteries and buses
are provided for the 5VDC Vital IC System. The DC buses are two conductor
metal-clad distribution nter assem ies. Three battery chargers are supplied for
each unit, with two servin as no al supplies to the bus sections with the associated
125VDC battery floating on e us. The batteries supply the load without
interruption should the battery hargers or the AC source fail. One of these three
by battery charger and is provided for servicing and
battery chargers serves as a
bus tie with normally open breakers is provided
to back up the normal char ers.
between each pair of DC us sectio to back up a battery when it is removed for
servicing.
The Vital I&C 125V C loads are power from the battery chargers with the
batteries floating o the system. Upon loss AC power to the chargers, each unit's
DC system has equate stored capacity (ampe -hour) to independently supply
required shutd wn loads for at least I hour. Thi 1 hour is considered conservative,
since there e redundant sources of AC power pro 'ding energy to these DC
auxiliary s stems. The loss of all AC power to the D system is expected to occur
very infr uently and for short periods of time. Each ttery charger has adequate
power utput capacity for the steady-state operation of co ected loads required
duri shutdown, while at the.same time maintaining its ba ry bank fully charged.
to its fully charged
Ea battery charger has sufficient capacity to restore the batt
te while supplying normal steady state loads.
Distribution:
Four separate 125VDC Vital I&C Panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC, DID), are provided
for each unit. Each panelboard receives its DC power through an auctio ring
network of two isolating diode assemblies. One assembly is supplied from e unit's
125 VDC distribution system, and the other assembly is supplied from anoth unit's
(the backup unit) 125VDC Vital Distribution System. The functions of the di e
(continued)
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B SES

(continued)

ROUND
BAC
(continu

assemblies are to discriminate between the voltage level of the two DC distribut* n
systems to ensure adequate voltage is supplied to the panelboards.
In order to ensure DHR functions required during shutdown conditions. wer must
auctioneering
be provided from any three of the four Vital I&C DC Panelboards.
from
power
t
assuring
for
redundancy
multiple
provides
above
described
network
the 125VDC Vital I&C Sources would be provided to the Vital I& DC Panelboards.
erefore, power from any three of the four Vital I&C DC Sour for a particular
u 't (two for the unit considered, and two from the backup uni continues to provide
red dancy of power sources for functions performed by the ital I&C DC
Panel ards.
Ground tn tion.
indicate when there is a
The ungrou ded DC system has detectors and alarms
will
ground existiix on any leg of the system. A groun on one leg of the DC system
ipment to malfunction. In order o find and correct a DC ground on
not cause any
the 125VDC Vita&C System, each unit's DC ystem must be separated from the
other two units. W the backup function dis led, the unit would be in a degraded
mode, but would in fa t have all of its own C system available if needed. Each
or CB) is capab of carrying all the 125VDC I&C loads
unit's batteries (either
on that unit.
Inter-unit Dependencies:
Unit 1 panelboards IDIC and IDI provide primary and backup for SK and SL
protective relaying control power, standby
breakers control power, standby
breakers control power for all e Units, and retransfer-to-startup source switching
circuits for all three Oconee nit's E ergency Power Switching Logic Systems.
be OPERABLE prior to and during
required
These Unit 1 panelboards
operations while in the H' h Decay/Red ed Inventory condition. Operability of
these panelboards ensu the necessary r ndancy exists while using CT-4 or CT-5
as a required power urce. All other functi ns supported by the Vital 125VDC
Panelboard are uni specific.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

In response to Generic Letter
R scenarios are not addressed in the FSA
Loss of
GL 88- , Duke Power performed analyses for loss of HR events. These analyses
used unding decay heat values to conservatively estimat the time to core boiling,
co uncovery, and core damage as a function of initial RC inventory values. Other
would exist prior to
sumptions were made which are consistent with conditions
entering a reduced inventory mode of operation (RCS vented to eactor building and
RCS temperature less that 140 0 F).
The more restrictive requirements of the Vital I&C DC Sources and D tribution
Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory TS shall be met when in OLD
SHUTDOWN or REFUELING SHUTDOWN and the RCS inventory and re decay
heat values are such that the core would become uncovered in less than 2.5 h urs for
(continued)
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a loss of DHR event. This transition point is a calculated value which

APPL ABLE

uses actual RCS inventory and time after shutdown as the invoking param

SAFE
ANALYS
(continued)

rs.

The time of 2.5 hours to core uncovery has been chosen as the point w ere additional
redundancy is or is not required of the Electrical Power System. Fo conditions
where greater than 2.5 hours are available prior to core uncovery, equate time is
available for plant personnel to restore electrical power. Also, pl t emergency
response personnel would have sufficient time to support the no al shift operating
rsonnel in restoring core cooling. For conditions where les than 2.5 hours are
av able to core uncovery, the requirements for additional r undancy should prevent
any e tended loss of DHR due to loss of the Electrical Pow r System.
The 2.5 h ur time is derived from NRC GL 88-17, whi recommends this guideline
for plants o Oconee's configuration, for establishing ntainment closure after a loss
of DHR event. GL88-17 intends that closure be esta ished prior to making a release
associated with re damage. Duke's conservative rediction of the time to "core
uncovery," in reg d to these shutdown requirem nts, is such that additional margin
and time exists until e time of actual core un very and the subsequent time at
which core damage an the associated release f radioactive material would occur.
requirements for e electrical systems provide the
Therefore, these shutdo
tainment clo re prior to any large release due to a loss
capability of establishing
anner similar to that recommended in GL
of DHR caused by a loss of wer, in
88-17. The 2.5 hour time to co un ery is also a logical point at which to apply
e probability of a loss of power, analogous to
additional restrictions which redu
restrictions are imposed through
additional
at
wh*
point
inventory
reduced
the
.
GL88to
Duke's commitments
A loss of inventory event is ot expected occur coincident with a loss of electrical
power to the DHR syste . With no fuel i the core, this specification does not
apply.
Although Vital I& DC Sources and Distribution Shutdown/High Decay
Heat/Reduced In entory does not meet the selection riteria of Reference 1, it has
been included support the NRC interim policy stat ent requirement for DHR.

The f r 125VDC I&C Panelboards (DIA, DIB, DIC & DID shall be OPERABLE.
an OPERABLE
elboard is considered OPERABLE when it is energized fr
A
source of power
OPERAB
only
the
s rce. In addition, no single battery may be
more than one panelboard.

TS

Because power from any three of the four panelboards DIA, DIB, DIC r DID would
support all safety function associated with the panelboards, these require nts ensure
that the supported safety functions have sufficient redundancy.
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For the shutdown unit being considered, in association with its backup unit,

TS (co tinued)

otal of

three of the four 125VDC Vital Batteries and associated chargers and dis ution
centers, including interconnections through their associated auctioneer g diodes, as
follows:
Unit 1: ICA, ICB, 2CA, 2CB
Unit 2: 2CA, 2CB, 3CA, 3CB
Unit 3: 3CA, 3CB, ICA, ICB
ch case, one Vital I&C 125VDC Source as ciated with the unit being considered

In

must

included.

Entry into the nditions for which th' specification applies is defined by those
combinations of ecay heat level, R inventory, and other parameters which would

APPLICABILITY

cause core uncove to occur wi
2.5 hours of a loss of power to the DHR,
combinations of parameters are conservatively
ese
assuming no operato action.
described in operating roced es which implement the requirements of this
complex interrelationship of the defining parameters,
specification. Because o
rating conditions may arise which require reevaluation of
and because a variety of
the time to core uncove , ch ges to the procedural guidelines for determining
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
applicability may be p orm
Vital I&C DC sour es and distribu * n requirements when above COLD
SHUTDOWN ar addressed in the B es for TS 3.7.9 (Vital I&C DC Sources and
Distribution - erating). Requiremen when in COLD SHUTDOWN or
REFUELING HUTDOWN and > 2.5 h urs are available prior to core uncovery are
addressed i the Bases for TS 3.7.18 (Vital &C DC Sources and Distribution

Shutdown .

required actions have been established and bas

ACTIONS

n the extent of degradation of

e 125VDC Vital I&C System.

With one Vital I&C DC panelboard inoperable, the three rem ining panelboards will
continue to provide power for all safety functions supported by ese panelboards,
provided that no redundant safety functions are inoperable. An i perable panelboard
shall be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. This cons ative
requirement assures continued redundancy in the 125VDC Vital I&C istribution
System, and recognizes the importance of the multiple functions suppo ed by the
panelboards.

0(cntinued)
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AC NS
(contin

B.1
)

Bl,
Inoperability of some of the Auctioneering Diode Panels (ADA1, ADA2,
125VDC
of
inoperabili
of
ADB2, ADC1, ADC2, ADDI, ADD2), or a combination
to
battery
Vital I&C Sources and auctioneering diode panels, could cause a sin
become the only battery power supply for more than one 125VDC ital I&C
Panelboard. In this condition, a failure of that battery (or its as ciated equipment)
could cause loss of more than one panelboard so that requir safety functions might
not be supported. Therefore, within 24 hours after such a ondition arises, affected
uipment shall be restored and aligned such that no sin e battery is the only battery
elboard for the unit under
po er supply for more than one 125VDC Vital I&C
cons* eration.
C.1
With one of e required 125VDC Vital C Sources inoperable, the remaining
sources are fu capable of providing equate voltage to the minimum number of
unit and
DC panelboards three panelboards) ecessary to shut down the operating
maintain it in a sa shutdown co ition, assuming no single failure. However,
uced an the minimum required shutdown functions may not
overall reliability is
being supported. The fore, e inoperable source must be restored to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours.
The completion times r a *ons in this TS are based on engineering judgment, taking
into consideration th extent degradation involved, the likelihood of events or
failures which coul challenge e system, and the time required to reasonably
complete the req i ed actions.

If events cur where required Vital I& DC sources cannot be restored, then the
available prior to core uncovery for a
RCS sh id be filled such that 2.5 hours
loss o decay heat removal event. The 2 ho limit provides the necessary time in
ord begin closing RCS openings, performin valve lineups, etc., in order to make
R inventory additions in a controlled manner. Action must continue until at least
.5 hours would be available in the event of a loss f power for DHR or equipment
required by this TS is restored.

E
SURVEILLA
REQUIREM NTS

REF

NCES

Oconee Units 1, 2, & 3

SR 3.7,17.1
See Bases for SR 3.7.9.1 through SR 3.7.9.5.

1.

52FR3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specifi tion
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6, 1987.
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3.7.18

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.7.18

Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND

e Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution System is described the basis for TS
3. 9 (Operating) and 3.7.17 Vital I&C DC Sources and Distri tion
(Shu own/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory). While th nit is Shutdown, but
High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory condition, s risk is involved when
not in
ources and Distribution
removing om service components of the Vital I&C D
System. Thi is because there is more time (greater an 2.5 hours to core uncovery)
available for pl t personnel to respond to any sign* icant degradation of the Vital
I&C DC Sources d Distribution System.
The minimum equipm t required by TS 3.7 8 will ensure that all equipment
necessary maintain two t ins of Decay H Removal (DHR) operable and is
available. Also, voltage s ing circuits d breaker control power will be available
to provide an electrical path y to the ain Feedwater Buses (MFBs) (and DHR
sources.
pump switchgear) from the req ired
The best time for maintenance on e Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution System
is during this Shutdown Conditi . aintenance on DC panelboards, auctioneering
diodes, batteries, and DC distr* ution ses should be performed in this low risk
mode.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

Loss of DHR scenar s are not addressed in the SAR. In response to Generic Letter
GL 88-17, Duke wer performed analyses for lo of DHR events. These analyses
ay heat values to conservatively imate the time to core boiling,
used bounding
core uncove , and core damage as a function of initi RCS inventory values. Other
assumptio were made which are consistent with condi *ons that would exist prior to
reduced inventory mode of operation (RCS ven ed to reactor building and
enterin
RCS mperature less that 140*F).
C Sources and
e more restrictive requirements of the TS 3.7.16 (Vital I&
I be met when in
s
Distribution - Shutdown/High Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory)
COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUELING SHUTDOWN and the RC inventory and core
decay heat values are such that the core would become uncovered in ess than 2.5
hours for a loss of DHR event. This transition point is a calculated v ue which uses
actual RCS inventory and time after shutdown as the invoking paramete
(continued)
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APP CABLE
SAFE
ANALY S
(continued)

The time of 2.5 hours to core uncovery has been chosen as the point where a itional

redundancy is or is not required of the Electrical Power System. For cond ons
where greater than 2.5 hours are available prior to core uncovery, adequ e time is
available for plant personnel to restore electrical power. Also, plant e ergency
response personnel would have sufficient time to support the normal hift operating
are
personnel in restoring core cooling. For conditions where less th 2.5 hours
prevent
should
ancy
redu
additional
for
requirements
available to core uncovery, the
stem.
Power
any extended loss of DHR due to loss of the Electrical
e 2.5 hour time is derived from NRC GL 88-17, which r mmends this guideline
fo lants of Oconee's configuration, for establishing con nment closure after a loss
R event. GL88-17 intends that closure be establish prior to making a release
of
associ ed with core damage. Duke's conservative pred tion of the time to "core
uncove " in regard to these shutdown requirements, s such that additional margin
and time e 'sts until the time of actual core uncove and the subsequent time at
age and the associated release of ra ioactive material would occur.
which core
Therefore, th shutdown requirements for the e trical systems provide the
to a loss
capability of esta ishing containment closure pr or to any large release due
r similar to that recommended in GL
of DHR caused by loss of power, in a m
88-17. The 2.5 hour 'me to core uncovery also a logical point at which to apply
ich reduce the pr ability of a loss of power, analogous to
additional restrictions
the reduced inventory poi t at which ad *ional restrictions are imposed through
Duke's commitments to GL 8-17.
ed to occur coincident with a loss of electrical
A loss of inventory event is not x
o fuel in the core, this specification does not
power to the DHR systems. Wi
apply.
Although Vital I&C DC S rces and Di ibution - Shutdown does not meet the
included to support the NRC interim
selection criteria of Refer nce 1, it has b
policy statement requir ent for DHR.

TS

Whenever the nit is in the SHUTDOWN condition, t least one of the Unit's DC
Source and istribution System (Battery, Battery Charg , and Battery Bus CA or
CB) shall e OPERABLE. In addition, three of the four C DC panelboards (DIA,
DIB, D , DID) shall be OPERABLE. One I&C DC panel ard may be inoperable
indef tely except as noted below.
IC Panelboards IDIC and IDID affect components required by T hnical
are in an
pecifications on all three Oconee units. Unless all three Oconee uni
Invent
Heat/Reduced
Decay
High
SHUTDOWN condition and not in the
condition, these panelboards may only be inoperable for 24 hours as requir by TS
3.7.9 (Operating) and 3.7.17 Vital I&C DC Sources and Distribution (Shutdo n/High
Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory).
(continued)
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APPL

Entry into the conditions for which this specification applies is defined by thos

BILITY

combinations of decay heat level, RCS inventory, and other parameters whi would
cause core uncovery to occur within 2.5 hours of a loss of power to the D R system,
assuming no operator action. These combinations of parameters are co ervatively
described in operating procedures which implement the requirements o this
specification. Because of the complex interrelationship of the defini parameters,
and because a variety of operating conditions may arise which requi e reevaluation of
the time to core uncovery, changes to the procedural guidelines f determining
plicability may be performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50. .
Vi I&C DC sources and distribution requirements when a ve COLD
SHU OWN are addressed in the Bases for TS 3.7.9 (Vi I&C DC Sources and
Distribu 'on - Operating). Requirements when in COLD HUTDOWN or
REFUEL G SHUTDOWN and 5 2.5 hours are avail le prior to core uncovery are
addressed i the Bases for TS 3.7.17 (Vital I&C DC ources and Distribution
Shutdown/Hi Decay Heat/Reduced Inventory).

A.

ACTIONS

If more than one of a Un't's I&C DC pan boards is inoperable, then motive power
for breakers, and voltage s ing circui associated with AC sources could be lost.
This may cause the tripping runnin DHR pumps or the loss of AC sources
providing power to the DHR ste . If an additional panelboard (one more than the
one allowed for unrestricted ope on) is made inoperable intentionally, compensatory
measures can be taken to ensure t adequate AC Sources and DHR trains remain
OPERABLE. However, only 2 ho s is allowed for such an unusual configuration.
B.I
In the event that th one required DC source i inoperable, REFUELING
st be suspended since respons to postulated events could be
OPERATIONS
NS shall not preclude completion
prevented. Su ension of REFUELING OPERA
of actions to tablish a safe conservative condition.
B.2
one required DC Source and Distribution System is ino erable, then the affected
If
u it would not have any of its own DC sources available. Dep ding on the status of
e backup batteries, one or more I&C DC panelboards could be st resulting in a
potential for a loss of DHR function or AC power to the DHR Syst . Intentional
removal of the remaining DC Source and Distribution System could b accomplished
without loss of any of the required I&C DC panelboards. However, b use of the
loss of redundancy, only 24 hours is allowed to restore the minimum num r of DC
Sources and Distribution to OPERABLE status.
(continued)
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ATTACHMENT 3
TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION

TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION

*

Background
On March 11, 1993, Duke submitted a Technical Specifications
amendment request which was a complete re-write of the
Oconee Electrical Technical Specification Sections 3.7 and
The electrical specification re-write formatted the
4.6.
Technical Specification requirements in Sections 3.7 and 4.6
into a format similar to the B&W Standard Technical
Specifications that were under development at the time of
In addition, the amendment request revised
the submittal.
existing Technical Specification requirements, added new
requirements to the Technical Specifications, and deleted
non-essential requirements from the Technical
Specifications.
In a letter dated September 29, 1993, the NRC staff
requested additional information about the proposed
Electrical Technical Specification amendment. A meeting was
held in Washington, DC on October 7, 1993, to discuss the
NRC's request for additional information. A formal
submittal of the response to the NRC's request for
additional information was provided by Duke in letters dated
November 29, 1993, and December 6, 1993.
During the review of the amendment request and the
supplemental information, the NRC staff had additional
questions concerning clarification of the information
provided by Duke. The NRC discussed these questions with
In addition, new
Duke during the fourth quarter of 1994.
issues were identified by the NRC staff in the first quarter
In a conference call on March 8, 1995, Duke and
of 1995.
the NRC staff discussed the outstanding questions and issues
associated with the proposed Technical Specification Section
3.7 amendment. Duke provided a response to the NRC's
questions and issues in a letter dated October 3, 1995.
In addition, Duke provided additional information, in a
letter dated October 31, 1996, to the NRC in response to the
AEOD and NRR draft reports on the Oconee emergency power
system. Duke's responses to the issues in the draft
emergency power system reports contained proposed Technical
Specification amendments.
The above submittals contained commitments to include
additional information in the proposed Technical
Specification amendment and to revise certain statements in
In a letter
the proposed Technical Specification amendment.
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dated February 27, 1997, Duke submitted a Technical
Specification supplement which included the additional
information from Duke's previous commitments.
On April 2, 1997, a meeting between Duke and the NRC staff
was held to discuss the remaining outstanding questions and
issues associated with the proposed Technical Specification
Section 3.7 amendment. As a result of this meeting, several
changes are proposed to the associated Technical
Specification amendment request.
In addition, the Oconee review of the Improved Standard
Technical Specification electrical section was performed in
This review suggested additional changes to the
April 1997.
Specification Section 3.7 amendment
Technical
proposed
request. These changes make the proposed Technical
Specification Section 3.7 amendment request consistent with
the Improved Standard Technical Specification electrical
section. These changes consist of editorial and format
changes which do not impact the technical requirements in
the previous submittals.
The following list summarizes the changes to the proposed
Technical Specification Section 3.7 amendment request which
are contained in this supplement. The changes described
below are denoted on the marked up pages in Attachment 2 by
The number sign is replaced by the corresponding
"C#."
change description number listed below.

Description of Change

1.

The requirement that one Keowee unit be operable to the
overhead and underground power paths during periods
when the Keowee units are vulnerable to a zone overlap
fault is explicitly listed in the limiting conditions
for operation.

2.

The requirement that one Lee gas turbine be operable
when required by Technical Specification 3.7.1 has been
explicitly listed in the limiting conditions for
operation.

3.

The note which indicates that Technical Specification
3.7.0 does not apply to specific conditions in
Technical Specification 3.7.1 has been relocated to the
associated conditions.
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4.

The verification of the operability of the overhead or
underground emergency power path as a required action
from certain Technical Specification 3.7.1 conditions
has been replaced with the performance of a
surveillance requirement.

5.

The required action which specifies the restoration of
the startup transformer in Condition A has been
removed.

6.

Conditions C.2.1 and C.2.2 have been replaced by a new
condition which requires the entry into the appropriate
condition for the overhead power path being inoperable
> 72 hours.

7.

Condition G which covers inoperability of both
emergency power paths has been replaced by two new
conditions. The new conditions cover inoperability of
both emergency power paths for planned and unplanned
reasons.

8.

The verification of the overhead emergency power path
or Keowee Hydro unit has been added to the conditions
which allow extended outages of the Keowee Hydro unit
or Keowee Main Step-up transformer.

9.

The completion time for the extended Keowee Hydro unit
outage and Keowee Main Step-up transformer outage has
been reduced by 3 days.

10.

The requirements for an inoperable N and SL breaker
have been moved from Technical Specification 3.7.5 to
Technical Specification 3.7.1.

11.

SR 3.7.1.2 and SR 3.7.1.3 have been modified by notes
which explicitly indicate when the surveillances must
be met.

12.

Condition I which dealt with the extended outages of
the Keowee Hydro Unit and the Keowee Main Step-up
transformer has been revised to discuss the
inoperability of the overhead emergency power path.

13.

The requirement to verify the ability of the Lee gas
turbine to supply power to Oconee via the dedicated
line within one hour has been relocated to SR 3.7.1.13.

14.

Notes have been added to the applicable surveillances
for the Keowee Hydro units, Lee gas turbines, S
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breakers, SL breakers, and N breakers to explicitly
indicate when the surveillances must be met.
15.

The requirements for the various Oconee distribution
systems have been relocated to Technical Specification
3.7.2.

16.

The channels of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function
have been revised to indicate that each channel
consists of one channel of Load Shed/Transfer to
Standby and one channel of Retransfer to Startup.

17.

The requirements for the 230 kV switchyard 125 VDC
power sources have been relocated to the Technical
Specification section on DC sources.

18.

The two requirements in Condition B of the proposed
Technical Specification 3.7.9 have been combined into a
single requirement.

19.

A requirement has been added to the proposed Technical
Specification to shutdown the Oconee units when two or
more required 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources are
inoperable.

20.

Condition A, C and F of the proposed Technical
Specification 3.7.11 have been revised to explicitly
list the associated inverters instead of the
panelboards.

21.

Two notes are added to proposed Technical Specification
3.7.10.

22.

The shutdown requirements have been revised in the
proposed Technical Specification to match the current
Technical Specification requirements during shutdown
conditions.

23.

The time for the Retransfer to Startup timers was
revised in the Technical Specification Bases.

24.

Editorial changes are made to various pages to make the
proposed Technical Specification consistent with the
Oconee Standard Technical Specification electrical
section. In addition, renumbering of items in the
proposed Technical Specification is necessary due to
relocation and deletion of Technical Specification
sections, requirements, and surveillances.
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25.

Condition C of proposed Technical Specification 3.7.1
has been revised to require the underground emergency
In addition, Condition D of
power path to be operable.
proposed Technical Specification 3.7.1 has been revised
to require the overhead emergency power path to be
operable.

26.

A note is added to the condition for the 45 day
extended outage of a Keowee unit. This note indicates
that the condition is only applicable once in a three
year period.

27.

The switchyard isolation test has been relocated to the
AC Sources section as SR 3.7.1.18.

28.

The EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection section
(3.7.6) has been revised to include a shutdown
requirement if the components are not restored to an
operable status within the required completion times.
Also, Condition D has been revised to declare the
overhead emergency power path inoperable if a loss of
safety function occurs.

29.

The surveillance requirements for the 230 kV switchyard
and CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection (SR 3.7.6.1,
SR 3.7.6.2, SR 3.7.7.1, and SR 3.7.7.2) are revised to
include specifics on allowable values and to be
consistent with the Standard Technical Specifications.

30.

Required Action C.2 is removed from the EPSL CT-5
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection section.

31.

A limiting condition for operation has been added to
the DC Sources section to require four of six 125VDC
Vital I&C power sources for operation of only one
In addition, two notes which clarify the
Oconee Unit.
limiting conditions of operation have been added to the
DC Sources section.

32.

Condition G of the DC Source - Operating section is
revised to incorporate the conditions where two 230 kV
switchyard 125VDC power sources are inoperable.

33.

Verification of AC line synchronization has been
removed from SR 3.7.9.1.

34.

The proposed Technical Specification section on battery
cell parameters has been replaced with the Standard
Technical Specification battery cell parameters
section.
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35.

The reference to Duke Power Company in the Technical
Specification amendment has been replaced with a
reference to the licensee.

36.

The current Technical Specification Bases information
on the use of the Keowee units for commercial power
generation is added to the proposed Technical
Specification Bases.

37.

The reference to the NRC Interim Policy Statement on
Technical Specification Improvements has been replaced
by a reference to 10 CFR 50.36.

38.

The allowance of 12 hours to make both Keowee units
inoperable when restoring a Keowee unit from the 45 day
extended outage has been increased to 24 hours.

39.

The Technical Specification Bases for SR 3.7.1.2 and SR
3.7.1.3 allow the use of a Keowee emergency start to
satisfy the surveillance requirements.

40.

The Technical Specification Bases for SR 3.7.1.3 allows
manual and automatic synchronization to the Yellow bus
in the 230 kV switchyard to satisfy the surveillance
requirements.

41.

The Technical Specification Bases for SR 3.7.1.13 is
revised to remove the sentence which indicates that
Oconee would be in an unanalyzed condition during a
test which supplies Oconee LOCA and hot shutdown loads
to the Keowee units.

42.

The Technical Specification Bases for EPSL Degraded
Grid Voltage Protection has been revised to indicate
that the undervoltage relays monitor switchyard voltage
on the yellow bus phases.

43.

The Technical Specification Bases, which list the
components in the overhead emergency power path, are
revised to indicate that the switchyard isolation
channel must be operable for actuation by the Degraded
Grid Voltage Protection circuitry.

Justification of Each Change
Each Technical Specification change request that is
identified by the preceding list is covered in the following
justification. A separate justification is provided for the
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changes and is referenced to the associated change
description number.
1.

In the proposed Technical Specification, it is required
that the overhead Keowee unit be capable of
automatically transferring to the underground power
path. This is required to mitigate a single failure in
the zone overlap region of the protective relaying on
the underground Keowee unit. However, the requirement
is not explicitly listed in the proposed Technical
Specification. In accordance with the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines, an explicit
requirement for the operability of the overhead Keowee
unit to the underground power path is being added to
the limiting conditions for operation section in the
proposed Technical Specification. This is an
administrative change since the requirement is already
implicitly included in the proposed Technical
Specification.
In addition, a note is added to the limiting condition
of operation to indicate that the overhead Keowee unit
is required to be operable to the underground power
path for specific conditions. When the overhead
disconnects associated with the underground Keowee unit
are open, the single failure in the zone overlap region
of the underground Keowee unit is not possible.
Therefore, the overhead Keowee unit will not swap to
the underground power path while the overhead
disconnects on the underground Keowee unit are open.
The addition of this note is an administrative change
since the requirement is already implicitly included in
the proposed Technical Specification.
Bases changes are made to the associated sections to
explicitly include the zone overlap circuitry in the
list of equipment which is required for an operable
overhead emergency power path. In addition, the
interlocks between the overhead and underground
emergency power paths are explicitly listed in the
Technical Specification Bases. These components were
considered as part of the Keowee unit in the proposed
Technical Specification. Since the components have
limiting conditions of operation and surveillances
associated with these components, they are being
explicitly listed in the Bases. The addition of the
components to the Technical Specification Bases is an
administrative change since the requirement is already
implicitly included in the proposed Technical
Specification.
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2.

In the proposed Technical Specification, a Lee gas
turbine is required to be connected to the Oconee
standby buses during specific conditions. The Lee gas
turbine must be connected to the Oconee standby buses
through a transmission line which is isolated from
In the proposed Technical
offsite loads.
Specification, this requirement is implicit and is not
listed in the limiting conditions of operations. An
explicit requirement to have one operable Lee gas
turbine has been added to the limiting conditions of
operation section in accordance with the guidelines for
This is an
the Standard Technical Specifications.
administrative change since the requirement is already
implicitly included in the proposed Technical
Specification.
In addition, a note is added to the limiting conditions
of operation section to indicate that the Lee gas
turbine is required to be operable for specific
In this note, the specific conditions for
conditions.
when Lee is required to be operable are listed. These
requirements are in the proposed Technical
Specification conditions which require the operation of
a Lee gas turbine. Therefore, this is an
administrative change since the requirement is already
implicitly included in the proposed Technical
Specification.
In order to be consistent with the Oconee Standard
Technical Specification conversion package, the word
"OPERABLE" is added in front of "Lee gas turbine" when
a Lee gas turbine is listed in a condition or required
action. This occurs in various locations in the
This is
Technical Specifications and associated Bases.
amendment
proposed
the
make
an administrative change to
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.

3.

The note in the applicability section of the proposed
Technical Specification has been relocated to the
appropriate conditions. This change makes the proposed
Technical Specification consistent with the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines which place a note
in the applicability section only when the note applies
In addition, the associated
to all of the conditions.
Technical Specification Bases have been revised to
correspond to the relocated Technical Specification
This is an administrative change since the
note.
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requirement is already included in the proposed
Technical Specification.
4.

Verification of the operability of a Keowee unit to the
associated power path as a required action in specific
Technical Specification conditions has been replaced
In the
with a specific surveillance requirement.
path
would be
power
proposed amendment, the associated
considered inoperable if the power path could not be
verified to be operable. Failure of the verification
requirement would result in the Oconee unit(s) entering
the appropriate Technical Specification condition. The
Standard Technical Specification guidelines indicate
that a component is inoperable if the component fails a
surveillance requirement. Thus, the verification
requirements are replaced by surveillance requirements
to verify the operability of a Keowee unit to the
associated power path. The surveillance requirements
are the same as the verification requirements which
were in the proposed Technical Specification amendment.
The associated Technical Specification Bases are
revised to include the changes in the Technical
Specifications. This is an administrative change since
the requirement is already included in the proposed
Technical Specification.
The surveillance requirements (SR 3.7.1.4 and SR
3.7.1.5) which replace the verification requirements
contain a monthly frequency since the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines required a periodic
frequency for surveillance requirements. However, the
surveillance requirements are modified by a note to
indicate that SR 3.7.1.2 or SR 3.7.1.3 can be performed
in lieu of the associated surveillance requirement.
Since SR 3.7.1.4 and SR 3.7.1.5 are only required to be
performed as a required action to specific conditions,
the note prevents duplication of existing surveillance
In addition, a note is include in SR
requirements.
3.7.1.4 to indicate that energization of the standby
buses by the Keowee unit is not required if a Lee gas
turbine is energizing the standby buses. A Keowee unit
and a Lee gas turbine cannot energize the standby buses
simultaneously. Thus, a note is required for the
surveillance requirement to allow performance of the
test without energization of the standby buses during
periods when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses. The addition of the notes to the
surveillances is an administrative change since the
requirement is already implicitly included in the
proposed Technical Specification.
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5.

In the Standard Technical Specifications guidelines,
the ability to restore a component to operable status
is always an option which will allow for the plant to
exit the associated condition. The requirement to
restore a component to an operable status is specified
in the Technical Specifications in cases where the
information defines the length of the completion time
If other actions define the length of
for a condition.
the completion for a condition, the option for
restoration of the component to an operable status does
not need to be contained in the Technical
Specifications. For the condition of an inoperable
startup transformer, a startup transformer from another
Oconee unit can be shared. At the end of 36 hours, the
shared startup transformer must be designated to a
This requirement defines the
single Oconee unit.
length of the completion time for the condition and a
separate restoration requirement is not necessary.
Therefore, required action A.3.1 which specifies the
restoration of the startup transformer in Condition A
has been removed. This revision does not result in any
In
technical changes to the amendment request.
Bases
Specification
Technical
addition, the associated
are revised to reflect the associated Technical
Specification change. This is an administrative change
which makes the proposed Technical Specification
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.

6.

In the Standard Technical Specifications guidelines,
the ability to restore a component to operable status
is always an option which will allow for the plant to
exit the associated condition. The requirement to
restore a component to an operable status is specified
in the Standard Technical Specifications in cases where
the information defines the length of the completion
time for a condition. If other actions define the
length of the completion for a condition, the option
for restoration of the component to an operable status
does not need to be contained in the Technical
For the condition of an inoperable
Specifications.
overhead emergency power path, the conditions for an
extended outage of the overhead emergency power path
can be entered at the end of the 72 hour completion
time. This requirement defines the length of the
completion time for the condition and a separate
restoration requirement is not necessary. Therefore,
required action C.2.1 which specifies the restoration
of the startup transformer in Condition A has been
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removed. This revision does not result in any
In
technical changes to the amendment request.
addition, the associated Technical Specification Bases
are revised to reflect the associated Technical
Specification change. This is an administrative change
which makes the proposed Technical Specification
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.
7.

Condition G of the proposed Technical Specification has
been revised in order to separate the requirements for
an outage of both emergency power paths for planned or
unplanned reasons. As a result of the separation of
planned and unplanned emergency power path outages, the
completion time for proposed conditions G.1 and G.2.1
In
have been revised from 1 hour to prerequisites.
addition, the Technical Specification Bases have been
revised to incorporate the changes made to the proposed
This revision makes the
Technical Specifications.
amendment consistent
Specification
Technical
proposed
with the current Technical Specifications.
The definition of an outage of both emergency power
paths for a planned reason has been defined in the
Technical Specification Bases as an outage where an
operable Lee gas turbine energizes the standby buses
prior to the removal of both emergency power paths from
service. In addition, the definition of an outage of
both emergency power paths for an unplanned reason has
been defined in the Technical Specification Bases as an
outage where an operable Lee gas turbine cannot
energize the standby buses prior to the removal of both
emergency power paths from service. These definitions
are consistent with the definitions which are used with
the current Technical Specification requirements.
In addition, the conditions for the planned and
unplanned outages of both emergency power paths have
been revised to prevent entry into the conditions if
the cause of the inoperability is due to Condition F.
This is consistent with the current Technical
Specifications which would declare a main feeder bus
inoperable rather than the emergency power paths if the
associated S and E breakers were inoperable. With the
S and E breakers to one main feeder bus inoperable, the
associated Oconee unit would not meet the single
failure requirements if a failure of the other main
feeder bus is postulated. In this condition, both
emergency power paths are operable and can supply
emergency power to all Oconee units. Any single
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failure of the overhead or underground emergency power
path other than the failure of the single operable main
feeder bus on the affected Oconee unit will not prevent
the Oconee emergency power system from performing its
intended safety function. Once the Technical
Specification action statement for the inoperable main
feeder bus is entered a single failure of the operable
main feeder bus is not postulated for the limited
period of time allowed by the Technical Specification
action statement.
This change is necessary since the Standard Technical
Specifications require entry into all applicable action
statements when a component is inoperable. If the
limitation is not placed on the conditions for planned
and unplanned outages of both emergency power paths,
Condition G or H would be entered along with Condition
F when the S and E breakers on the same main feeder bus
were inoperable. This is an administrative change
which makes the proposed TS consistent with the
Standard Technical Specification guidelines.
8.

The required actions for the extended 28 day Keowee
Main Step-up transformer outage are revised to require
the overhead Keowee unit to be operable during the
outage. During the extended 28 day outage of the Keowee
Main Step-up transformer, current Technical
Specifications require one Keowee unit to be operable
to the underground emergency power path and the other
Keowee unit to be capable of supplying power to the
underground emergency power path.
In addition, the required actions for the extended 45
day Keowee unit outage have been revised to require the
overhead emergency power path to be operable during the
outage. Current Technical Specifications require one
Keowee unit to be operable to the underground emergency
power path and capable of supplying power to the
overhead emergency power path for the extended 45 day
outage of a Keowee unit. Also, the Technical
Specification Bases are revised to incorporate the
The
revisions to the Technical Specifications.
revisions make the proposed Technical Specifications
consistent with the current Technical Specification
requirements.

9.

The guidelines for the Standard Technical Specification
require the addition of the completion times when
moving from one condition to another condition.
Proposed condition C allowed 72 hours for an outage
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In addition,
of the overhead emergency power path.
proposed condition I allowed 28 days for the extended
Keowee Main Step-up transformer outage and 45 days for
the extended Keowee unit outage. Under the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines, the proposed
Technical Specification would result in a 31 day
completion time for the extended Keowee Main Step-up
transformer outage and a 48 day completion time for the
extended Keowee unit outage. The reduction of the
completion time for the extended outages of the Keowee
Main Step-up transformer and the Keowee unit by 3 days
makes the proposed Technical Specification consistent
with the current Technical Specifications which allow
for a 28 day outage of the Keowee Main Step-up
transformer and a 45 day outage of a Keowee unit.
Therefore, the proposed Technical Specification and
associated Bases are revised to be consistent with the
current Technical Specifications and the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines.
10.

In the proposed Technical Specification, the
requirements for the N and SL breakers are contained in
Under the
section 3.7.5 for EPSL system logic.
Standard Technical Specification guidelines, the N and
SL breakers are relocated to section 3.7.1 for AC
sources. The proposed Technical Specification and
associated Bases are revised to include the N and SL
Since the
breaker requirements in section 3.7.1.
requirements of section 3.7.5 involve receiving power
from AC sources instead of operation of instrumentation
logic for the EPSL system, the requirements are
This is an
relocated to the AC Sources section 3.7.1.
administrative change which makes the proposed
Technical Specification consistent with the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines.

11.

Notes are added to the surveillance requirements (SR
3.7.1.2 and SR 3.7.1.3) for verification of the
operability of the Keowee units. These notes indicate
when the associated surveillance requirements must be
SR 3.7.1.2 is required to be met for both Keowee
met.
units unless the overhead disconnects for the
underground Keowee unit are open. SR 3.7.1.3 is
required to be met for the Keowee unit which is
associated with the overhead emergency power path.
The proposed Technical Specification requires that both
Keowee units be verified to each emergency power path.
When a Keowee unit can only be connected to a single
emergency power path, the Keowee unit does not need to
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be tested to both emergency power paths. This is an
allowed condition in accordance with Technical
In addition, the proposed
Specification section 4.0.
Technical Specification Bases clarifies that SR 3.7.1.2
and SR 3.7.1.3 are not required to be met for both
Keowee units if the units cannot be connected to more
than a single path. An example of this condition is
when Keowee ACB-1 is inoperable and prevents connection
of Keowee Unit 1 to the overhead power path. The notes
which are added to the surveillance requirements to
indicate when the surveillance requirements must be met
are consistent with the current Technical
Specifications and the proposed Technical
Specifications. This is a change which makes the
proposed Technical Specification consistent with the
Standard Technical Specification guidelines.
An additional note which indicates that the standby
buses are not required to be energized by the
underground Keowee unit when a Lee gas turbine is
A
energizing the standby buses is added to SR 3.7.1.2.
the
Keowee unit and a Lee gas turbine cannot energize
standby buses simultaneously. Thus, a note is required
for the surveillance requirement to allow performance
of the test without energization of the standby buses
during periods when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses. The addition of the note to the
surveillance is an administrative change since the
requirement is already implicitly included in the
proposed Technical Specification.
12.

*

The proposed Technical Specification contains a
condition for extended outages of a Keowee unit or a
Keowee Main Step-up transformer. The Standard
Technical Specification guidelines require that the
conditions be related to the limiting conditions of
operation. In the proposed Technical Specification,
the limiting conditions of operation are written for
Therefore, the conditions
the emergency power paths.
in the proposed Technical Specification are revised to
indicated the inoperability of the overhead emergency
In addition, the
power path for a specific reason.
condition is separated into two conditions which places
the required actions for an inoperable Keowee unit or
Keowee Main Step-up transformer in the appropriate
condition. The separation of the condition into two
conditions does not result in any technical changes to
the proposed Technical Specification. This is an
administrative change which makes the proposed
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Technical Specification consistent with the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines.
13.

The current Technical Specifications require
verification of the ability to start and connect a Lee
gas turbine to the Oconee main feeder buses and load
the equivalent of a single Oconee unit's maximum
safeguard loads on the Lee gas turbine within one hour.
The proposed Technical Specifications relocated the one
hour requirement to a different test which energized
the standby buses from a Lee gas turbine. After
discussion with the NRC staff, Duke has decided to make
the proposed Technical Specification consistent with
the current Technical Specification. This results in
the movement of the one hour requirement from SR
3.7.1.9 to SR 3.7.1.13.

14.

A note is added to the surveillance requirements (SR
3.7.1.9, SR 3.7.1.10, and SR 3.7.1.13) for a Lee gas
The
turbine and the dedicated 100kV transmission line.
must
requirement
the
surveillance
note specifies that
be met only when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the
standby buses. This is consistent with the current
Technical Specifications which do not require a Lee gas
turbine to be operable if a Lee gas turbine is not
The Standard Technical
supplying the standby buses.
Specifications guidelines require a component to be
considered inoperable when a surveillance requirement
is not satisfied. In order to prevent entry in an
action statement for an inoperable Lee gas turbine
during periods when a Lee gas turbine is not required,
a note is added to the surveillances to indicate when
This is an
the surveillance requirements must be met.
administrative change which makes the proposed
Technical Specification consistent with the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines.
A note is added to the surveillance requirements (SR
3.7.1.15 and SR 3.7.1.16) for commercial power
generation of the Keowee units. The note specifies
that the surveillance requirements must be met only
during periods of commercial power generation of the
This is consistent with the current
Keowee units.
which do not require the
Specifications
Technical
surveillance requirements to be met if the Keowee units
are not utilized for commercial power generation. The
Standard Technical Specifications guidelines require a
component to be considered inoperable when a
surveillance requirement is not satisfied. In order to
prevent entry into an action statement for an
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inoperable Keowee unit during periods when a Keowee
unit is not providing commercial power, a note is added
to the surveillances to indicate when the surveillance
requirements must be met. This is an administrative
change which makes the proposed Technical Specification
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.
A note is added to the surveillance requirement (SR
3.7.1.12) for verification of the ability of the Keowee
unit ACBs to close automatically to the underground
power path. This note specifies that the surveillance
requirement is not required to be met when the overhead
electrical disconnects for the Keowee unit associated
with the underground emergency power path are open.
When the electrical disconnects described above are
open, the Keowee units are not susceptible to a zone
overlap fault. Thus, the zone overlap protection
circuitry is not required to be operable. This is
consistent with the current Technical Specifications
which do not require the surveillance requirement to be
met if the associated equipment is not required to be
operable. The Standard Technical Specification
guidelines require a component to be considered
inoperable when a surveillance requirement is not
satisfied. In order to prevent unnecessary entry into
an action statement for an inoperable Keowee unit, a
note is added to the surveillance requirement to
indicate when the surveillance requirement must be met.
This is an administrative change which makes the
proposed Technical Specification consistent with the
Standard Technical Specification guidelines.
A note is added to the surveillance requirement (SR
3.7.1.7) for full cycling of the S breakers. This note
specifies that the surveillance requirement is not
required to be performed for the S breakers when the
overhead emergency power path is inoperable > 72 hours.
When the overhead emergency power path is inoperable >
This
72 hours, the outage can last up to 45 days.
could result in the surveillance frequency not being
The S breakers
met for full cycling of the S breakers.
cannot be cycled during the extended outages of the
overhead emergency power path because the main feeder
buses and the standby buses would be energized by
different power sources and would be out of sync. The
standby buses would be connected to an isolated Lee gas
turbine and the main feeder buses would be connected to
the 230 kV switchyard. The Standard Technical
Specification guidelines require a component to be
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considered inoperable when a surveillance requirement
is not satisfied. In order to prevent unnecessary
entry into an action statement for an inoperable
emergency power path, a note is added to the
surveillance requirement to indicate when the
surveillance requirement must be met. This is a change
which makes the proposed Technical Specification
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.
Notes are added to the surveillance requirements (SR
3.7.1.6 and SR 3.7.1.17) for the N and SL breakers.
Note 1 specifies that the surveillance requirement is
only required to be met when the N and SL breakers are
closed. The N and SL breakers do not have any
requirements to automatically close; but, the breakers
do have automatic trip functions. Therefore, the
ability of the N and SL breakers to trip open is only
required to be operable when the N and SL breakers are
closed. This is consistent with the current Technical
Specifications which do not require the surveillance
requirements to be met if the associated equipment is
not required to be operable. The Standard Technical
Specification guidelines require a component to be
considered inoperable when a surveillance requirement
is not satisfied. In order to prevent unnecessary
entry into an action statement for an inoperable N or
SL breaker, a note is added to the surveillance
requirements to indicate when the surveillance
requirements must be met. This is an administrative
change which makes the proposed Technical Specification
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.
15.

'0

The Standard Technical Specifications combined the
emergency power distribution systems into a single
In the proposed
Technical Specification section.
Technical Specification, the distribution systems were
broken into sections for AC power, 125 VDC Vital I&C
power, 230 kV switchyard 125 VDC power and 120VAC Vital
In order to be consistent with
Instrumentation power.
the Standard Technical Specifications, the proposed
Technical Specification has been revised to place the
limiting conditions of operation, action statements,
and surveillance requirements for the emergency power
distribution systems in a single section. The
relocation of this information to a single section does
not result in any changes to the proposed Technical

Specification.

This is an administrative change which
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makes the proposed Technical Specification consistent
with the Standard Technical Specification guidelines.
Prior to the combination of the various distribution
systems into a single Technical Specification section,
the main feeder buses, ES power strings, and 120VAC
vital instrumentation power panelboards required a
verification of the correct breaker alignment and
voltage availability. After the combination of the
various distribution systems, correct breaker alignment
and voltage availability is also verified for the
125VDC Vital I&C power and the 230kV switchyard DC
power. In addition, the surveillance requirement for
the main feeder buses is revised to require
verification of voltage on the main feeder buses.
These changes ensure that the distribution systems are
properly aligned and energized. Also, the changes make
the proposed Technical Specification consistent with
the Standard Technical Specification.
16.

In proposed Technical Specification section 3.7.3, an
Thus,
exclusive "OR" statement is used in Condition A.
Channel A and B of the EPSL automatic transfer function
cannot be inoperable at the same time. The Standard
Technical Specification guidelines specify that "OR"
statements are inclusive which would allow Channel A
and B of the EPSL automatic transfer function to be
inoperable at the same time. This would result in a
In order to be consistent
loss of safety function.
with the Standard Technical Specification guidelines
and meet the current Technical Specification
requirement, condition A of the proposed Technical
Specification is revised to allow only a single channel
of the EPSL automatic transfer function to be
inoperable. Channel A of the EPSL automatic transfer
function is defined as Channel A of the Load
Shed/Transfer to Standby logic and Channel A of the
Retransfer to Startup logic. Channel B of the EPSL
automatic transfer function is defined as Channel B of
the Load Shed/Transfer to Standby logic and Channel B
The revision to
of the Retransfer to Startup logic.
Condition A of the proposed Technical Specification
will not allow Channel A and B of the EPSL automatic
transfer function to be inoperable at the same time.
This is an administrative change which makes the
proposed Technical Specification consistent with the
Standard Technical Specification guidelines.
The note in the action statement section of the
proposed Technical Specification allowed separate entry
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into the action statement for Channel A of the Load
Shed/Transfer to Standby logic and Channel A of the
Since the EPSL automatic
Retransfer to Startup logic.
transfer function has been defined as a channel of Load
Shed/Transfer to Standby logic and a channel of the
Retransfer to Startup logic, the note in the proposed
Technical Specification section has been deleted. The
note is not necessary since the Load Shed/Transfer to
Standby logic and the Retransfer to Startup logic have
been combined into an EPSL automatic transfer function.
17.

The Standard Technical Specifications combined the DC
sources into a single Technical Specification section.
In the proposed Technical Specification, the DC sources
were broken into sections for 125 VDC Vital I&C sources
In order to be
and 230 kV switchyard 125 VDC sources.
Specifications,
Technical
consistent with the Standard
the proposed Technical Specification has been revised
to place the limiting conditions of operation, action
statements, and surveillance requirements for the DC
sources in a single section. The relocation of this
information to a single section does not result in any
changes to the proposed Technical Specification. This
is an administrative change which makes the proposed
Technical Specification consistent with the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines.

18.

Condition B of the proposed Technical Specification
section 3.7.9 contained required actions for situations
when an Oconee units' panelboards were isolated from
the backup Oconee unit or when only a single 125 VDC
source is providing power for two or more panelboards.
These situations result in one or more 125 VDC source
supplying power to two or more panelboards. When this
condition occurs, a single failure can cause the loss
of more than one panelboard during an accident and
prevent the performance of a safety function. This
condition has been reworded to apply to situations when
one or more 125 VDC source is supplying power to two or
more panelboards. This revision is an editorial change
and does not change the technical requirements in the
proposed Technical Specification. This is an
administrative change which makes the proposed
Technical Specification consistent with the Standard
Technical Specification electrical section.

19.

An action statement has been added to the DC sources
Technical Specification section for inoperability of
two or more required 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources.

In the proposed Technical Specification, inoperability
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of the two or more required 125 VDC Vital I&C power
sources would require entry into Technical
This change does not modify the
Specification 3.0.
current Technical Specification requirement to place
the associated Oconee unit in a hot shutdown condition
The change does allow 84 hours to
within 12 hours.
place the associated Oconee unit in a cold shutdown
condition instead of 36 hours per Technical
This is a change which makes the
Specification 3.0.
proposed Technical Specification consistent with the
Standard Technical Specification electrical section.
20.

In the Standard Technical Specifications, the Vital AC
inverters are included in a section titled "Inverters".
The Standard Technical Specifications does not include
the panelboards which are associated with the vital
inverters in the inverter section. The conditions for
the panelboards have been moved to another section by
In order to complete the removal of
change number 15.
the information about the panelboards, proposed
Technical Specification 3.7.11 condition A and C have
been revised to include the appropriate information
about the vital inverters. The revision of condition A
and C replaces the panelboards (KVIA, KVIB, KVIC, and
KVID) with the associated vital inverters (DIA, DIB,
In addition, proposed condition F is
DIC, and DID).
revised to replace the word panelboards with vital
inverters. These changes are administrative changes
which make the proposed Technical Specification
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
electrical section.

21.

Two notes are added to the actions section of proposed
Note 1 indicates that
Technical Specification 3.7.12.
for each battery.
is
allowed
entry
separate condition
This is acceptable, since the required actions for each
condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for
each DC source. Complying with the required actions
for one DC source may allow for continued operation,
and subsequent DC source(s) are governed by separate
condition entry and application of associated required
actions. This is consistent with the current Oconee
Technical Specifications and the Standard Technical
Specifications.
Note 2 indicates that Technical Specification 3.7.0
does not apply during entry into one of the action
statements for the battery cell parameters. This is
acceptable since the entry into any of the associated
action statements does not indicate that the Oconee
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unit is a degraded mode of operation. If the action
statement entry results in declaration of a DC source
as inoperable, the appropriate Technical Specification
action statement for the inoperable DC source will be
entered. In certain situations, an inoperable Vital
125 VDC I&C source does not result in entry into an
action statement since Oconee has more Vital 125 VDC
I&C sources than is required by the Technical
Specification. The Technical Specification for the DC
sources will be used to determine if the Oconee unit is
in a degraded mode of operation. For situations which
result in the entry into an action statement for the DC
sources, the Oconee unit will be under the restrictions
of Technical Specification 3.7.0 since a similar note
does not exist for the actions section of the DC
sources Technical Specification.
22.

The shutdown requirements in the proposed Technical
Specification have been removed. This is consistent
with the current Technical Specifications which do not
require any emergency power systems to be operable
Numerous systems
below an RCS temperature of 200'F.
which receive power from the emergency power system do
not have Technical Specification operability
requirements at or below cold shutdown conditions.
Thus, the removal of the emergency power cold shutdown
operability requirements allows for development and
implementation of cold shutdown operability
requirements for all systems during the conversion to
The proposed
the Standard Technical Specifications.
Technical Specification and associated Bases are
revised to be consistent with the current Technical
Specifications.

23.

The modification which was installed in March 1996
modified the Retransfer to Startup timer from 10
seconds to 5 seconds. The modification was reviewed
and approved by the NRC SER dated August 15, 1995. The
Technical Specification Bases for section 3.7.3 have
been revised to reflect the modification to the
Retransfer to Startup timer. This is an administrative
change which is performed to make the proposed
Technical Specification consistent with plant
modifications.

24.

Numerous editorial changes are made to various pages to
make the proposed Technical Specification consistent
with the Oconee Standard Technical Specification
In addition, renumbering of items
electrical section.
in the proposed Technical Specification is necessary
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due to relocation and deletion of Technical
Specification sections, requirements, and
surveillances. These changes do not result in
technical changes to the proposed Technical
Specification or the interpretation of the proposed
Technical Specification.
25.

Condition C of proposed Technical Specification 3.7.1
has been revised to require the underground emergency
power path to be operable. This is necessary to
prevent the entry into Condition G or H simultaneous
with Condition C. The Standard Technical Specification
guidelines require the entry into all applicable action
statements for an inoperable component. For example,
when both emergency power paths are inoperable for a
planned reason, Conditions C and G would both be
entered. Condition C would then require the
performance of SR 3.7.1.4 to verify the operability of
the underground emergency power path. SR 3.7.1.4 could
not be performed since the underground emergency power
path would be inoperable. This revision is consistent
with the current Technical Specifications which do not
require simultaneous entry into the overhead emergency
power path action statement and the action statement
This change is an
for both emergency power paths.

administrative change to make the proposed amendment
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.
Condition D of proposed Technical Specification 3.7.1
has been revised to require the overhead emergency
power path to be operable. This is necessary to
prevent the entry into Condition G or H simultaneous
The Standard Technical Specification
with Condition D.
guidelines require the entry into all applicable action
statements for an inoperable component. For example,
when both emergency power paths are inoperable for a
planned reason, Conditions D and G would both be
entered. Condition D would then require the
performance of SR 3.7.1.5 to verify the operability of
the overhead emergency power path. SR 3.7.1.5 could
not be performed since the overhead emergency power
path would be inoperable. This revision is consistent
with the current Technical Specifications which do not
require simultaneous entry into the underground
emergency power path action statement and the action
statement for both emergency power paths. This change
is an administrative change to make the proposed
amendment consistent with the Standard Technical

Specification guidelines.
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26.

A note is added to the condition for the 45 day
extended outage of a Keowee unit. This note indicates
that the condition is only applicable once in a three
year period. The Standard Technical Specification
guidelines require placement of a note with conditions
that have a specific applicability. The proposed
Technical Specification limited the use of the 45 day
extended Keowee unit outage to once in a three year
period. However, the proposed Technical Specification
did not contain a note in the associated condition
section. This change is an administrative change to
make the proposed amendment consistent with the
Standard Technical Specification guidelines.

27.

The switchyard isolation test has been relocated to the
SR 3.7.1.18 will
AC Sources section as SR 3.7.1.18.
verify that a single channel of switchyard isolation
can trip the associated breakers and isolate the
switchyard. This is acceptable since only a single
channel of switchyard isolation is necessary for
overhead power path operability. The surveillance
requirement was relocated to the AC Sources section
since switchyard isolation involves the alignment of AC
Verification of the
power for the Oconee units.
actuation of both channels of the switchyard isolation
logic is performed by a channel test in section 3.7.6
(EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection) which is
This change is an
discussed in change number 29.
administrative change to make the proposed amendment
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.
A note is added to the surveillance requirement to
indicate that the redundant breaker trip coils may be
verified on a staggered test basis. This note is
necessary since the test only verifies the ability of a
single channel to actuate one of the redundant breaker
trip coils on a refueling frequency. The switchyard
isolation channels are rotated such that both of the
The note
redundant trip coils are test ever 36 months.
is not a change in the technical requirements of the
proposed amendment because the performance of the test
by verifying one of the redundant trip coils is already
This change is
contained in the proposed amendment.
an administrative change to make the proposed amendment
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines.
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28.

The EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection section
(3.7.6) has been revised to include a shutdown
requirement if the components are not restored to an
operable status within the required completion times.
Also, Condition D has been revised to declare the
overhead emergency power path inoperable if a loss of
When two or more voltage
safety function occurs.
sensing relays or two actuation logic channels are
inoperable, the EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
cannot perform its intended safety function. Thus, the
switchyard isolation channels are inoperable and the
overhead emergency power path is declared inoperable.
These changes make the proposed Technical Specification
similar to existing Technical Specifications which
limit the amount of time a component can be out of
service.

29.

The surveillance requirements for the EPSL and CT-5
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection (SR 3.7.6.1, SR
3.7.6.2, SR 3.7.7.1, and SR 3.7.7.2) are revised to
include specifics on allowable values and to be
consistent with the Standard Technical Specifications.
Channel calibrations (SR 3.7.6.1 and SR 3.7.7.1) are
contained in the Degraded Grid Voltage Protection
These calibrations are revised to
sections.
specifically list the minimum and maximum allowable
values for the setpoints and the associated time
delays. The minimum allowable value for the EPSL
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection has been increased
This is the result of a
from 219 kV to 226 kV.
modification which adjusted the tap settings on the
The appropriate
Oconee startup transformers.
modification documentation reviewed the acceptability
of 226 kV as the minimum allowable value. These
changes make the proposed Technical Specification
consistent with the Standard Technical Specification.
The channel tests (SR 3.7.6.2 and SR 3.7.7.2) verify
that the entire channel will perform its intended
function. The channel test of the EPSL Degraded Grid
Voltage Protection (SR 3.7.6.2) includes the functional
verification of both channels of the switchyard
These changes are consistent with the
isolation logic.
Standard Technical Specification.

30.

Required Action C.2, which required energization of the
standby buses from a Lee gas turbine, is removed from
the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection section.
The applicability for this section of the proposed
Technical Specification indicates that the section is
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only applicable to periods when Central switchyard is
Therefore, the energization
supplying standby buses.
a
Lee gas turbine will remove
by
buses
of the standby
Oconee from the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage
Protection section. In accordance with the Standard
Technical Specification guidelines, a specific required
action to remove Oconee from the applicability of a
Technical Specification section does not need to be
listed in the Technical Specifications unless it
defines the length of the allowed completion time.
31.

A limiting condition for operation has been added to
the DC Sources - Operating section to require four of
six 125VDC Vital I&C power sources for operation of
The current Oconee Technical
only one Oconee Unit.
Specification requires an operable DC source for an
Oconee unit with a Reactor Coolant temperature which is
The requirement to have an operable
below 200 0 F.
battery on an Oconee unit, which has at a Reactor
Coolant temperature that is below 200 0 F, was contained
in the proposed Technical Specification amendment in
the DC Sources - Shutdown section. When two Oconee
units are shutdown, the current Technical
Specifications would require four of the six station
batteries to be operable and each shutdown unit would
have one operable. This is necessary to meet DC
capacity requirements and single failure criterion for
In order to ensure that the
the operating Oconee unit.
current Technical Specifications are maintained, the
requirement for four of six 125VDC Vital I&C power
sources with only one Oconee unit in operation was
added to the DC Sources - Operating section. A note is
added to the section to indicate that when a single
Oconee unit is in operation each shutdown unit must
If this requirement is
have one operable DC source.
not met, then the operating Oconee unit would enter the
This is an
appropriate action statement.
administrative change which relocates requirements
within the proposed amendment and keeps the proposed
amendment consistent with the current Technical
Specifications.
In addition, a note is added to the limiting conditions
of operation section to indicate that the additional
125 VDC Vital I&C power sources required for operation
of one or more of the Oconee units are not required to
be connect to the Oconee units distribution system.
The limiting conditions for operation indicate that
five of six 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources are
required for operation of two or more Oconee units.
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Each Oconee unit has two 125 VDC Vital I&C power
sources and receives DC power through auctioneering
diode assemblies from another Oconee unit. For
example, Oconee Unit 1 has four 125 VDC Vital I&C power
sources (1CA, 1CB, 2CA, and 2CB) connected to its
distribution system. In order to satisfy the limiting
condition of operation for five 125 VDC Vital I&C power
sources, the fifth 125 VDC Vital I&C power source is
obtained by crediting a battery (3CA or 3CB) which is
not directly connected to the Oconee Unit 1
distribution system. The note is consistent with the
current Technical Specifications. Without inclusion of
the note, the Standard Technical Specification
guidelines would require that the five 125 VDC Vital
I&C power sources be directly available to each Oconee
unit. This is an administrative change which makes the
proposed amendment consistent with Standard Technical
Specification guidelines.
32.

Condition G of the DC Sources - Operating section is
revised to incorporate the conditions where two 230 kV
In the
switchyard 125VDC power sources are inoperable.
proposed Technical Specification amendment, the
inoperability of the two 230 kV switchyard 125VDC power
sources would require entry into Technical
This change does not modify the
Specification 3.0.
current Technical Specification requirement to place
the associated Oconee unit in a hot shutdown condition
within 12 hours. The change does allow 84 hours to
place the associated Oconee unit in a cold shutdown
condition instead of 36 hours per Technical
This is a change which makes the
Specification 3.0.
proposed Technical Specification consistent with the
Standard Technical Specification electrical section.

33.

Verification of AC line synchronization has been
removed from SR 3.7.9.1. During Duke's internal review
of the Oconee Standard Technical Specification
electrical section, it was discovered that the
verification of AC line synchronization did not need to
be included in the Oconee Technical Specifications.
The surveillance requirement for AC line
synchronization is not currently in the Oconee
Technical Specifications or in the Standard Technical
Specifications. The Oconee vital inverters do not have
an automatic transfer switch which would automatically
swap the vital inverters to the non-safety backup power
Since the transfer is performed manually as
source.
allowed by the Technical Specification, the periodic
verification of AC line synchronization is not
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necessary. This is a change which makes the proposed
Technical Specification consistent with the Standard
Technical Specification electrical section.
34.

The proposed Technical Specification section on battery
cell parameters has been replaced with the Standard
Technical Specification battery cell parameters
section. During Duke's internal review of the Oconee
Standard Technical Specification electrical section, it
was decided to make the proposed Technical
Specification battery cell parameters section
consistent with the Standard Technical Specifications.
The proposed Technical Specification battery cell
parameters section is consistent with Standard
Technical Specification section except 90 days are
allowed to correct battery cell parameters which are
outside of Table 3.7.10-1 Categories A and B. This is
acceptable since the completion time of 90 days is
consistent with Oconee's current licensing basis. The
Table 3.7.10-1 requirements for specific gravity are
more stringent than the Standard Technical
Specifications due to the fact that Oconee does not
currently have any calculations which would allow the
use of the less restrictive numbers in the Standard
Technical Specifications. After these calculations are
completed, Duke will revise the Technical
Specifications to incorporate specific gravity
requirements which are consistent with the Standard
Technical Specifications. The final difference between
the proposed Technical Specifications for battery cell
parameters and the Standard Technical Specifications is
in the area of float current. The Standard Technical
Specifications allow for the use of float current
instead of specific gravity values for seven days
The proposed Technical
following a battery recharge.
generic Technical
the
Specifications incorporate
Specification Task Force (TSTF) change traveler number
198 which allows the use of float current instead of
This generic traveler
specific gravity at any time.
indicates that IEEE-450 (1995) Section 4.5 states that
"the most accurate indicator of return to full charge
Since this
is a stabilized charging or float current."
is the most accurate indicator of full charge, the use
of float current instead of specific gravity should be
allowed at any time, not just when specific gravity is
inaccurate. The proposed Technical Specification
declares a battery with a float charge greater than 2
amps inoperable. The generic TSTF change traveler
allows for the float current to remain between 2 amps
The proposed
and 10 amps for a period of time.
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Technical Specifications did not incorporate this
allowance since the calculations which would support
this allowance have not been completed. These changes
make the proposed Technical Specifications consistent
with the Standard Technical Specifications.
35.

The reference to Duke Power Company in the Technical
Specification Bases has been replaced with a reference
In the proposed Technical
to the licensee.
Specifications, Duke Power Company is referenced in
discussions about the system grid and hydro operations.
This reference has been replaced with a reference to
the licensee. The Technical Specifications are
Appendix A of the Facility Operating License (FOL).
The licensee is defined in the Facility Operating
License. With the recent merger of Duke Power Company
and PanEnergy into Duke Energy Corporation, an
amendment was submitted to the NRC to revise the
licensee from Duke Power Company to Duke Energy
Corporation. In addition, this was performed in the
appropriate Technical Specification sections. The
revision of the Technical Specification Bases to
reference to the licensee does not change the entity
that comprises the licensee. However, it will prevent
the amount of changes necessary in the future if the
name of the licensee changes.

36.

The current Technical Specification Bases information
on the use of the Keowee units for commercial power
generation is added to the proposed Technical
This information is incorporated
Specification Bases.
into the proposed Technical Specifications to be
consistent with the current Technical Specifications.
The current Technical Specification Bases were revised
to incorporate the information about commercial power
generation by an NRC Safety Evaluation dated March 20,
1997.

37.

The reference to the NRC Interim Policy Statement on
Technical Specification Improvements has been replaced
by a reference to 10 CFR 50.36. When the proposed
Technical Specifications were submitted in March 1993,
the guidance which was utilized by Duke to determine if
an item was to be incorporated in the Technical
Specifications consisted of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. However, 10 CFR 50.36 has been revised
recently and supersedes the information contained in
The proposed
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.
reviewed to ensure
been
have
Specifications
Technical
This change is an
compliance with 10 CFR 50.36.
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administrative change to the proposed Technical
Specifications.
38.

The allowance of 12 hours to make both Keowee units
inoperable when restoring a Keowee unit from the 45 day
extended outage has been increased to 24 hours. This
allowance to make both Keowee units inoperable during
the restoration of a Keowee unit from the extended 45
day outage is necessary. When a Keowee unit is removed
for the extended Keowee outage, both Keowee units are
dewatered and the wicket gates on the Keowee unit which
is scheduled for the extended outage are secured in
place to prevent rotation. Once the wicket gates are
secured, the penstocks of the Keowee units are refilled
with water. This places water in the penstocks to both
Since the wicket
Keowee units up to the wicket gates.
gates are secured on one Keowee unit, the interior of
the turbine can be inspected. However, the penstock
and the exterior of the turbine cannot be inspected in
this configuration.
A modification to the Keowee penstocks is planned which
will allow the insertion of a bulkhead into the
penstock of a Keowee unit after both Keowee units are
dewatered. Once the bulkhead is inserted, the penstock
for the Keowee unit which is not being inspected is
refilled with water. The insertion of the bulkhead
will allow for inspection of the penstock and the
exterior of the turbine on the dewatered Keowee unit.
Once the inspection efforts are completed, both Keowee
units will have to be dewatered to remove the bulkhead.
A review of the planned modification to the Keowee
penstock indicates that the removal of the bulkhead
Thus, the proposed
will take more than 12 hours.
Technical Specifications are revised to allow 24 hours
to safely complete this activity.
The proposed Technical Specifications were based on the
restoration of the dewatered Keowee unit from a
condition where the wicket gates are secured. The
allowance of the 12 hours for this condition is
acceptable. However, the revision of the 12 hour
allowance to a 24 hour allowance is necessary to
support operation of the Oconee units following
completion of the Keowee penstock modification.

39.

The Technical Specification Bases for SR 3.7.1.2 and SR
3.7.1.3 allow the use of a Keowee emergency start to
The proposed
satisfy the surveillance requirements.

Technical Specifications for SR 3.7.1.2 and SR 3.7.1.3
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indicate that the surveillance must be performed by an
automatic start of Keowee. This can be satisfied by a
The
normal automatic or emergency automatic start.
Technical Specification Bases are revised to explicitly
list both the automatic start sequence and emergency
start as acceptable to satisfying the surveillance
requirements. This is an administrative change to the
proposed Technical Specifications and is consistent
with the current Technical Specifications.
40.

The Technical Specification Bases for SR 3.7.1.3 allows
manual and automatic synchronization to the Yellow bus
in the 230 kV switchyard to satisfy the surveillance
requirements. Verification that the Keowee units can
synchronize to the Yellow bus in the 230 kV switchyard
ensures that the Keowee governor and voltage regulator
are functioning appropriately. This synchronization
can be performed by using the automatic or manual
The Technical Specification
synchronization controls.
Bases are revised to clarify that it is acceptable to
verify Keowee's ability to synchronize to the grid
using the manual or automatic controls. This is an
administrative change to the proposed Technical
Specifications and is consistent with the current
Technical Specifications.

41.

The Technical Specification Bases for SR 3.7.1.13 is
revised to remove the sentence which indicates that
Oconee would be in an unanalyzed condition during a
test which supplies Oconee LOCA and hot shutdown loads
to the Keowee units. This configuration was reviewed
by Duke and the NRC as part of the preparation of the
integrated engineered safeguards test which was
Thus, the statement is
performed on January 2-5, 1997.
no longer correct and needs to be removed from the
It should be noted that
Technical Specification Bases.
the test cannot be performed without the shutdown of
all three Oconee units.

42.

The Technical Specification Bases for EPSL Degraded
Grid Voltage Protection have been revised to indicate
that the undervoltage relays monitor switchyard voltage
on the yellow bus phases. The sensing location of the
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection relays were modified
A revision of the Degraded Grid Voltage
in 1996.
Protection relay sensing location was made in the Duke
submittal dated February 27, 1997 in the Degraded Grid
Voltage Protection surveillance requirement section.
However, the fact that the change needed to be made in
other parts of the Technical Specification Bases was
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not noticed. This change is an administrative change
which makes the Technical Specification match the as
built configuration of Oconee.
43.

The Technical Specification Bases, which list the
components in the overhead emergency power path, are
revised to indicate that the switchyard isolation
channel must be operable for actuation by the Degraded
Grid Voltage Protection circuitry. The switchyard
isolation channels receive an actuation signal from the
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection circuitry when a
degraded voltage condition exists concurrent with an
engineered safeguards signal. This clarification to
the proposed Technical Specifications indicates that
switchyard isolation channels are inoperable if the
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection is inoperable. This
is consistent with the requirements in the Degraded
Grid Voltage Protection section of the Technical
Specifications which declare the overhead emergency
power path inoperable if the Degraded Grid Voltage
Protection system is inoperable.

Based on the information provided in this attachment and the
Bases of the Technical Specifications, Duke Power concludes
that the proposed amendment is necessary and acceptable.
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